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The act6 from Energy.
A performance-packed
home-theater solution
that finally proves form
and function are not
mutually exclusive.

act6 system includes five matching act1 speakers with
mounting brackets and one powered act subwoofer.
Optional glass base and stands available.
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the
development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering

advanced

loudspeaker designs and

its

strong focus on

research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.
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More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models are WorldRadioHistory
available for home theater applications
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AS VVE SEE IT
John Atkinson

Return to Recommended Components

"L

ees face it, we recommend way too many
components."
The
speaker was
Stereophile founder J.
Gordon Holt, at an early
1990s writers' conference. In those days
before e-mail, the magazine's scribes and
editors used to gather in person to discuss
the products in the forthcoming "Recommended Components." And if there
is one thing that Stereophile does that benefits its readers but equally antagonizes
nonreaders, it is our biannual publication
of "Recommended Components," the
latest installment of which, fully revised
and updated, appears in this issue.I
Whether you surf the Internet newsgroups or visit audio-enthusiast websites
such as www.audioasylum.com, it is difficult to avoid the impression that many
people agree with the venerable JGH:
that our components listing is too allinclusive to be of practical use.
So why are there so many products in
"Recommended Components"?
First, many more products are available to audiophiles than there were in the
1970s. And of those products, the average
level of attainment is very much higher.
Second, some commentators have
complained that almost all of the products
reviewed by Stereophile find their way into
"Recommended Components." "If everything is recommended," they ;rump,
"what's the point of publishing die list?
Or even reviews?"
Not only do products today offer more
performance for less money than at any
time in audio history, as Ihave explained in
the past (in "The Five Dealer Rule," January 2003), this happens because, like all
magazines, Stereophile has only finite space
available in which to publish reviews.
Given that we can only scratch the surface
of the universe of products offered audiophiles, the goal of our reviews is not to
to review arepresentative selection of
the audio components that exist.2 Instead,
we do our best to preselect components
for coverage that have the best chance of
1We offer past listings as PDF files at www.stereo
phile.com, ayear's worth at atime, for $9.95 each.
2 Doomsayers may question the health of high-end
audio, but every Consumer Electronics or Home
Entertainment Show witnesses an increasing number of new manufacturers and an even larger number of new products. Surely, all that activity is asign
of vigor —unless more and more companies are selling more and more models each in fewer and fewer
numbers to fewer and fewer customers.
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performing well. (Once the review process
is underway, however, afull description of
a product's performance is published,
warts and alL) If we do that job well, not
only will everything we review eventually
appear in "Recommended Components,"
but the listing will be skewed toward the
higher grades, which it is.
Third, in the early days of Stereophile
(the first listing appeared in issue No.5, in
1963), "Recommended Components"
represented just one man's choices, as
JGH himself wrote almost all of the
equipment reviews back in the 1960s and
70s. But as the magazine's writing team
expanded in the 1980s, the listing inevitably grew as it accommodated more
than one person's recommendations.
"Recommended Components" has thus
become the central depository of the collective wisdom of Stereophiles writers. It's

would not align with the tastes of many
of those looking for arecommendation.
Every one of my writers would therefore
come up with adifferent list of recommended products. Take the $350,000/pair
Wavac amplifier, which Mikey Fremer
reviewed in July. It would be on the top of
his personal list, but not even in sight of
being on my list Readers must, therefore,
read the blurbs that accompany each entry.
Stereophile's judgments are not to be taken as
received truth. Instead, as Iwrote 10 years
ago, "Recommended Components" is sonic
triage —it helps readers develop ashort list
of products that they should consider. Our
conclusions about components may be
informed opinion, but they are still opinion:
If you adopt areviewer's value judgment as
your own without ever questioning
whether it truly fits your needs or matches
your own preferences, it's unlikely that

WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND ALL COMPONENTS
LISTED IN "RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS."
the only place where the experiences of all
of those reviewers are taken into account
when Idetermine the ultimate value
judgment on acomponent, whether it be
the mighty Class A+ or the affordable
Class D or E. (Remember that we highly
recommend all components listed. There
are no "failing grades": Class D and E
products offer good, musically satisfying
sound at very affordable prices.)
It is important to note that not only does
more than one person's opinion contribute
to "Recommended Components," so do
their individual tastes in both sound reproduction and music. While all products snive
to reach the goal of high fidelity, even the
best fail in different areas, which in turn
means that there cannot be an absolute
sound rating, only one that reflects the individual preferences of aspecific reviewet
This is a fundamentally important
point: Ilike dark chocolate, whereas you
prefer your chocolate sweetened with milk.
That doesn't mean that dark chocolate is
"better" in any absolute sense than milk,
or that, were this magazine named Chocolaphile rather than Stereophile, the ultimate
dark chocolate would be rated Class A
but the best milk kind relegated to Class
B. Chocolaphile would rate both Class A,
but the accompanying description would
make it very clear that the bitterness of
dark chocolate or the sweetness of milk
WorldRadioHistory

you'll get asound from your system that
will be satisfying in the long term.
Iam not saying that the list is perfect,
or that it won't change. A few years back,
Iintroduced asymbol —$$$ —for components that offered much better sound
quality than you'd expect for the price. In
an e-mail Art Dudley sent me while I
was compiling this issue's listing, he
wished we had asymbol for poor value
for money. "I'm only talking through my
hat, since Ihaven't heard it," he wrote,
"but it seems to me such athing would
be good for that $350k Wavac amp,
which I'm sure is brilliant, 'but... "
Also on Art's wish list was amodifying
symbol to denote "for special tastes" or
"for special systems." "[This] would be
great for speakers that have imperfect
amplitude response but superb dynamics
and sensitivity, or battery-powered devices
that need constant adjustment," he wrote.
"This would be the hardware equivalent
of a'conditional rave' for music aimed at
special tastes — Captain Beefheart, say.
7lie Spotlight Kid is without adoubt aClass
A album, but it sure isn't for everybody!"
Food for thought. Thanks, Art.
Oh, and my response to Gordon at
that writers' conference was to ask him to
point out specific products that didn't
deserve to be recommended. He couldn't
do so. Irest my case.
5
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RS TO THE E
Stereophile's Test CDs
Editor:
A recent article referred to Stereophile's
"Test CD 2." Are these CDs available for
purchase?
Joel C. Van Antwerp
jvanantwerp@easttexasiecom
Indeed they are, Mr. Van Antwerp. Go to our
website's secure e-commerce page https://secure
stereophilecom/stereophile/recordingsshtml,
where you can place credit-card orders for all
the Stereophile recordings, including our new
K622 SACD and LP, featuring the Mozart
Clarinet Concerto, which was featured in our
August issue and is discussed in thefollowing
letters.
Stereophile's Mozart disc
Editor:
Ireceived my K622 SACD over the
weekend and — well, Igotta give you
credit for trying. Iinstinctively shook
the mail pouch before opening it and
heard the familiar rattle of tiny pieces
of plastic. Being only ashort bicycle
ride away from Music Direct (one of
your advertisers) is abeautiful thing. I
can get anything audio-related there,
including the new SACD jewel cases.
On the positive side, the K622 disc
itself was unharmed. Ilistened to it
four times over the weekend (that's
eight iterations of the concerto). Iplan
to listen to the "Red Book" layer afew
times in the coming week, as Iam
eager to compare the various formats.
It is abeautiful recording, and astunning performance of one of the hallmarks of classical music. Congratulations to all involved.
Finally, my enjoyment of the K622
performance was tempered with some
sadness after having read of Antony
Michaelson's worsening condition and
subsequent retirement from playing
the clarinet. As aChicago Symphony
Orchestra subscriber, Iam only afew
months removed from the sad news
that Alex Klein had retired in his
prime as the CSO's principal oboist,
due to the condition of motor-skill
deterioration known as focal dystonia.
Over the past decade, the CSO woodwind section had become nearly as
revered as our brass section had been
under Fritz Reiner in days gone by.

These are great losses to those of us
for whom music is more than an idle
distraction. Iwish Mr. Michaelson well
in all his new (and old) pursuits.
Tom Kieltyka
Chicago, IL
tkieltyka@rcn.com
K622: SACD vs CD
Editor:
In addition to being afirst-rate performance and recording, K622 is very informative regarding the differences between the four recording formats [pure
DSD, DSD-encoded analog tape 16bit/44.l kHz PCM-encoded analog tape
DSD downsampled to 16/44.1 PCM —
Ed.]. On high-resolution equipment (a
personally designed tube amp and Swans
M1 minimonitors with ribbon tweeters),
K622 is effortlessly revealing of the format differences. The directly recorded
DSD (tracks 1-3 on the SACD layer) is
simply excellent.
Most amazing is that Ihave no problem distinguishing analog from DSD,
even with broth degraded (converted to
16/44 PCM) on my CD player ... I
think PCM stands for Pervasive Corruption Mechanism!
K622 should be required listening
for all who are serious about music
reproduction. Thank you, and please
produce more SACDs. How about
multichannel?
Dennis Colin
denniscolin@att.net
K622: sheer pleasure
Editor:
On more than one occasion Ihave benefited from Stereophile reviews of hardware. More frequently, your reviews
have led me to fine recordings. As soon
as Ihad finished reading your "Project
K622" article in August, Iordered the
vinyl version.
This is awonderful performance of a
great composition. It will be apity, however, if anyone wastes time and attention
making sonic comparisons of the various
formats. Everyone should buy his favorite
format and listen to the music. This is a
great recording, and "critical listening"
can only detract from what it offers in
sheer pleasure.
Claybourne White
klmv@earthlink.net

From magnificent to malignant
Editor:
Through the years, Ihave looked forward to opening Stereophile to the graphic that heads "Sam's Space": kicking
back with an adult beverage with Sam,
and listening to great music played over
equipment Icould only dream about
but vicariously enjoy. Then go to the
vinyl graphic that heads Mikey's "Analog Corner" and enjoy more flights of
fantasy. But enjoy Idid— and did is the
working word.
Imagine my chagrin when Iopened
the August issue and, instead of Sam and
his adult beverage enjoying great music
played over majestic equipment, Iget
Sam's name on an outhouse wall (p.29).
And Mikey's (p.35)! It's no great thing
missing the insipid jerk who writes "Listening," but we have lost the great
graphics from "As We See It," "Letters,"
"Industry Update," "Equipment
Reports," etc.
Do you know why these features
need graphics? They give us amental
picture of what is being displayed!
(Wow, what aconcept!) What do we see
now? Yeah, an outhouse wall with
someone's name on it. (Gag.) Ican't
imagine the mind that thought this
would be interesting, even less the one
that accepted and implemented it.
This is the first time in my 76 years
that Ihave seen aclass publication like
Stereophile go from magnificent to malignant in one issue. Ihave seen magazines
like Stereo Review and Audio die, but this
is the first time aclass publication like
Stereophile has committed seppuku.
John, the old gal was doing jes' fine! I
am not going to cancel, but Iwill not
renew. Class sells itself. And Stereophile
used to be class.
So 'bye John, Sam, Brian, Paul,
Kalman, Robert, Mikey, Jon, "Records
To Die For," and all the good stuff. You
have been like family, and Ishall miss
you. But it's time to move on to more
enlightened publications.
John Penrod
pipenrod@yahoo.com
Ugly
Editor:
Ifind your new design style for
Stereophile to be very difficult to read,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be sent as faxes or e-mails only (until further notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STIetters@Primediamags.com. Unless marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication. In the
spirit of vigorous debate implied by the First Amendment, and unless we are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems. If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, e-mail Stereophile@palmcoastd.com,
or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235.
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and (this is the more important part) —
ugly.
Richard Hayes
rhayes@wixrcom
Thank you
Editor:
Ireally like the redesigned look of
Stereophile. One small point, though, that
Ihope you can correct. The different
column headings that are printed on the
individual pages are now centered. They
used to be flushed to the right of the
page, which made it easier to flip
through the magazine to get right to a
particular article.
Keep up your outstanding work. I've
been asubscriber for years now, and have
repeatedly used your magazine as atool to
help guide me to some fantastic purchases.
Without Stereophile, Idoubt my wife and I
would be enjoying music in quite the
same way. Thank you.
Rob Jordan
tanddordan@hotmail.com
Fantasies
Editor:
Iam an artist by trade (and amusic
lover). My interest in high-end audio
was sparked by my pursuit of akind of
excellence in craftsmanship that has all
but vanished from the fine arts, which
has turned to interests more in line
with sociology, political theory, and
demographics. In comparison to that
scale of politicization, Art Dudley's
political comments are insignificant.
And as an artist, Ican appreciate the
solid-state vs tubes debate as analogous
to the photography vs painting debate,
which, in anutshell, is "photography is
more accurate but apainting can feel
more real." As apainter, Imay perhaps
have abias toward that kind of distortion that lends itself to asense of internal motion, that breathes life into a
painting in away that aphoto never
will. (I have tube amps at the end of
some nice solid-state gear.)
But what Ireally want to write to you
about is that, as an artist, Ican appreciate
combinations of desire and imagination
that manifest our fantasies. Fantasy —
almost all magazines are built around it.
Michael Fremer's August review of a
$350k pair of monoblocks certainly succeeded —I loved it.
That is why Isubscribe to Stereophile
That, and ahope that someday Iwill
understand what JRs charts and graphs
really mean. (Perhaps he could write a
primer and send it to subscribers.)
Steve Estes
steve_estes@arttap.com
Delusions
Editor:
Iwas fascinated reading the review
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of the Wavac SH-833 stereo amplifier in the July 2004 Stereophile. So
what does the well-heeled audiophile get for $350,000? Five hundred
and fifty pounds of extremely
impressive amplifier that rings, is
loaded with distortion (at power levels above 100mW), audibly rolls off
at the high end, and doesn't have a
flat frequency response, apparently
by design. Your tests found that most
of the distortion is second-harmonic,
which really does seem to be marvelously euphonic, just like it says in
the books. But Iam not writing, this
time, about absurd prices and poorly
engineered equipment.
More and more, coincidental with
the rise of the cable culture, Iencounter letters, reviews, and articles
expressing opinions that might be
summed up this way: Accuracy doesn't
matter, enjoyment matters. The SH833 is rather aclassic illustration of
this. Michael Fremer enjoyed the beast
so much, he requested amonth's
extension on the loan. But your tests
revealed it to be avery inaccurate
device. (Your measurements of equipment are Stereophile's strong suit. It's
clearly alot of work, and be assured
that it is much appreciated.)
Ibelieve Icould argue either side of
the issue, but the question Iwant to
raise goes beyond preference to policy.
If areview is based on personal enjoyment rather than rigorous comparison
to live music, then what does the reader get from it, particularly if he is unfamiliar with the reviewer's tastes?
Whereas basing areview on acomponent's approach to live music at least
provides aconsistent, if somewhat elusive, goal. Both methods may produce
worthwhile recommendations, but the
subjective approach is far more apt to
go very wrong.
My mentor insisted that without frequent exposure to live music the audiophile was operating in the dark. Idon't
think either of us anticipated the day
would come when the sound of live
music would begin to lose ground as
the basis of high-fidelity music reproduction.
Russell Lichter
elfromage@verizon.net
Spot the Bargain
Editor:
Wavac SH-833 power amplifier:
$350,000/pair
Edge NL-12 power amplifier: $15,500
Gershman Acoustics Opera Sauvage
loudspeaker: $23,000/pair
July 2004 Stereophile: $5.99.
Peter Roberts
proberts@rocketmail.com
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The elephant in the room
Editor:
There are anumber of debates in
Stereophile, including the prices of the
products reviewed, new formats,
favoritism to certain manufacturers,
tubes vs solid-state, etc. 'While these are
all engaging, Ifeel the elephant in the
room is how, if at all, high-end audio is
relevant to current lifestyles.
Is the industry adjusting its products
to current ways of living (such as the
Apple iPod, for example) and therefore expanding its base? Or is it busy
selling to itself? Icannot but feel that
the industry is exclusive — the term
"high-end" is itself exclusive — and is
stuck in acircular dialogue between
itself and people holed up in audioonly rooms. It is just not "getting it."
Moreover, Ialso think the industry
fails to make the case for how its products fit into current lifestyles, trends,
and families.
Ithink adebate on how high-end
audio is relevant to amodern way of living would be very interesting indeed.
Maybe you can even invite asociologist
to the table.
Heath S. Podvesker
heath.podvesker@tequila.com
Liberal credentials
Editor:
Art's wire review in August was a
scream. Ialso loved how he sneaked
in his lib credentials with the Phil
Ochs recording. It may be heresy, but
Ialways liked Phil even more than
Bob Z as aprotest singer extraordinaire. Phil's use of lyrics was biting
and fun at the same time ("Draft
Dodger Rag," "Outside of aSmall
Circle of Friends," and "Love Me I'm
aLiberal," in particular). If you can
find his two-LP set Chords of Fame
[originally released on Folkways —Ed.] it
is abetter buy than the four-CD collection done much later.
John Pluta
j.pluta66@comcast.net
Liberal favorites
Editor:
Imay be acommitted conservative, but
Art Dudley is my favorite liberal. Icongratulate him for reminding us in
August that snake oil still has amarket,
even in the face of what must be a
record-long manufacturer's comment.
Drew Dunn
Meridian, ID
meeuidlight.com
Poor Bill Low
Editor:
Poor Bill Low of AudioQuest.
First, he draws the misfortune of having Art Dudley review the DBS cable
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile, October 2002

"Halcro's dm10 offers measured performance
that is both beyond my ability to fully
characterize and beyond reproach. Wow."
John Atkinson. Stereophile, April 2004

Words by Stereophile.
Music by Halcro.
"It stands alone as the everything-includedfor-the-one-pri e preamplifier. Incrediblir,
Bruce Candy h

done it again."

"Transient speed plus silence and harmonic
bounteousness nere equaled virtual reàlity."
Paul Bo n. Stereophile, April 2004

The Halcro dmlp & dm8 preamplifiers are the perfect complement to the Halcro power
amplifiers. LevOls of total harmonic and inter-modulation distortion are so low, they are
immeasurable. As with our power amplifiers, soft forms are used for the outer casing,
maintaining cleán, simple lines. Halcro preamplifiers produce the finest sound stage in the
high-end audio industry. For lovers of analogue sound, the Halcro dm10 preamplifier
includes the most accurate and quietest reference-quality phono stage available.

It's all about the music.

Listen for yourself.

USA: +1 (949) 488 3004
International: +61 8 8238 0807

Email: admin@halcro.com
Website: vvww.halcro.com
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

system (August, pp.87-93). That's like
asking an atheist to review the bible for
historical accuracy. Despite his assertions
to the contrary, it seems as if Art
approached the review with eyes wide
shut about the application of new theories in cable design.
Second, in spite of this unlucky draw
of the Stereophile reviewer pool, Art actually publishes areasonably positive
review. Well, sort of. Art says nice things
about the construction quality and materials, and does say the AQ cables are a
slice above his homemade silver cables.
Yowch! Faint praise indeed.
Third, Bill resists the smarter part
of his brain lobes and does what we
have all come to expect from Bill over
the years. He publishes aresponse
whose length had to drive the Primedia bean — oops, Imeant word
counters — nuts. (For Bill, this was
only slightly shorter than his typical
response for aclearly positive review.)
It doesn't help matters any more that
Bill's response contains the type of
brain-slumbering prose that only Bill
could author: "a polarized dielectric
causes more nearly uniform phase
shift instead of the nonlinear variety
of different degrees of phase shift
caused by an unpolarized dielectric."
Yeah, take that, Dudley!!
Idon't know whether batteries and
dielectrics have any more to do with
good-sounding cables than any other
dielectric, whether it be Teflon, air, or
Harry Pearson's urine bottled after an
extended Casino Royale listening session.
Ido know that audio signals are fragile
things, and that we are still learning
about the effects of such "crazy and
new" things as cable elevators, interconnect dampers, and cryogenic freezing. (I
can personally hear some or no benefit
with such things.)
Art's skepticism is appreciated; his
cynicism is probably not healthy (though
it makes for some pretty amusing reading). Ihave known and observed AudioQuest and its white papers for nearly 15
years. Drink the Kool-Aid or not, Art
failed to stress AQ's longevity in this
industry and its many contributions to
the understanding of good cable design,
which have become quite well accepted
over the years.
Inoticed Art listed the hyper.
expensive and universally praised
Nordost Valhalla cables in his reference system, asingle pair of which
could pay the cost of several sets of
the AQ DBS cables. Art says nothing
about the Nordost and its costs or
about Nordoses own "voodoo" theories. Iwish Art had compared the
AudioQuest with the Nordost, which

TTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

would have provided more objectivity
to the review.
Ihave nothing against Art's homebrew cables; it's just not acomparison I
can do at my local dealer. Isuspect
many Stereophile readers don't want to
homebrew their own. The comparison
with DIY also reeks of the bias held by
many DlYers, who often set out in their
online reviews intending to prove that
all commercially produced products are
overpriced shams, and that any smart
audiophile can simply pick up some
Belden and asoldering iron. (Only
rarely are they correct, IMHO.)
The saving grace of this review and
Bill's response is that it will surely make
for aseries of hilarious letters and
counter-responses. Plus, Art is aclever
and amusing writer whose writing I
look forward to reading monthly (and
it's not as though Bill Low has thin skin
after all these years, considering all those
white papers and all those long manufacturer responses). For me, however,
this particular review invoked aline out
of Martin Sexton's lyrically delicious
song "Hallelujah": "On the road to broken promised land.. good and evil look
the same to you."
Dave Green
dave@tech-esq.com
Subscription renewed
Editor:
Ihave just renewed my Stereophile subscription again. A major reason is Art
Dudley, because his approach is that of a
hi-fi hobbyist and enthusiast like me, not
that of an authoritarian, absolutist engineer. (John Marks, Mikey Fremer, and
Sain Tellig also helped.) By the way, I
am not concerned when political or
social opinions are expressed, whether
left or right When they are expressed
with wit and intelligence, so much the
better. This is not aprofessional engineering or academic journal, in spite of
the editor's meticulous measurements.
Gardiner McCauley
Nevada City, CA
gardiner@gv.net
A raw deal
Editor:
What causes listener fatigue?

Erez Yoeli
yoeli@stanford.edu

In anutshell: distortion. The adding of
tones to the music that may be harmonically
related (harmonic distortion) or not (intermodulation and otherfrequency-modulated
distortions, such as that due to jitter and
wow and flutter).
—JA
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CALENDAR
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows, and meetings should fax
(do not call) the when, where, and
who to (212) 886-2809 at least eight
weeks before the month of the event.
The deadline for the December 2004
issue is October 1, 2004. Mark the fax
"Attention Stephen Mejias, Dealer
Bulletin Board." We will fax back a
confirmation. If you do not receive
confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to print
all of the society listings we receive. If
you'd like to have your audio-society
information posted on the Stereophile
website, e-mail Chris Vogel at vgl@
atlantic.net and request an info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for aretailer to promote anew
product line in "Calendar" unless
this is associated with aseminar or
similar event.
CALIFORNIA
Friday, September 24, 6-8pm:
Audio Vision (San Francisco) will host
an evening with lMlab and Balanced
Audio Technology featuring the new
1Mlab Utopia Be and Electra Be Limited loudspeakers, as well as BAT's new
VK-3ix, VK-220, and VK-55 amplifiers.
There will be refreshments, door
prizes, and specials on IMIab and BAT
products. RSVP: info@audiovisionsf.
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US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA
OUTLET
Barry Willis
Is there afuture for high-resolution
audio? Will the music industry survive as a packaged-goods business?
The answer to both questions is "Yes,
probably..." — if the DualDisc follows test-market indications and
become next year's must-have entertainment format.
"Yes, probably..." is also the assessment of producer-engineer Elliot
Mazer, who on August 6took time off
from his latest project to discuss the
issue with me. A combination product
that literally bonds aCD back-to-back
with aDVD, the DualDisc was testmarketed with 14 titles in acouple of
dozen music stores in Seattle and
Boston earlier this year, with an overwhelmingly positive response from
both browsers and purchasers.
The versatility of accessing music
videos and concert footage on DVD players or computers while still being able to
hear the music via CD players was originally thought to be the format's most
compelling attribute. Among those who
actually bought the discs, however,
improved sound quality was the top reason they intend to buy more. "DualDisc
is an added-value experience for music
fans," Mazer observed, "and they're getting the extra benefit of hi-rez audio,
something most of them weren't aware
they wanted. Better sound is sneaking in
through the back door of added features."
DualDisc's added video features
and hi-rez DVD-Audio sound are the
music industry's ways of upping the
ante as it seeks to sustain its traditional retail business in the face of growing competition from online music
services and peer-to-peer file sharing.
(Mazer believes that as many as 200
million audio files may be shared over
the Internet each month.) Backers of
the DualDisc include the DVD
Forum and all major record labels, including Sony, but Sony is sticking with
Super Audio CD as its hi-rez format.
Sony-branded DualDiscs will feature
Dolby AC3 audio on the DVD side,
Mazer said. Rykodisc, amajor independent, is going at DualDisc "whole
hog," he added.
Executives at Sony Music were reputedly in favor of making DVD-A
the record labels' unanimous choice
WorldRadioHistory

for DualDisc, but backed away from
that position on orders from Sony
Corporation headquarters, as purported by an early-August industryinsider e-mail. An internal conflict
over DVD-A vs SACD wouldn't be
the first time that areport of infighting has emerged from within the
Sony empire. The irony of the situation wasn't lost on Mazer, who was in
the midst of doing DVD-A mastering
at a Sony studio just a few blocks
from his New York apartment. "Sony
has all the recording and mastering
gear for DVD-A — pre- and post
production, including DVD-A listening rooms—but it's just a service
business for the labels."
Mazer believes that there may be
technical obstacles to bonding an
SACD to aDVD, such as the lack of
space to accommodate video. "It's a
complex issue," he said, "as much technical as legal." Stereophile colleague Jon
Iverson believes that the real obstacle is
the lack of agreement between Sony
and the DVD Forum — in other
words, aturf war. Mazer agrees, noting
that SACDs are pressed on DVD
blanks, and that the DVD Forum has
declared that SACDs cannot be used
with DualDiscs. 1
Contractual difficulties are definitely afactor in what could be the slow
migration of a CD-based business
model to aDD-based one, in Mazer's
view. "The creative community, the
record labels, and the equipment manufacturers have been 100% behind
this," he said. "The bottleneck is the
music publishers, who have to negotiate separate licensing agreements for
every title to be released in anew format." The same problem hampered
the release of many films on DVD;
some are still not available in that format because of licensing disputes.
Music publishers are also delaying the
availability of legitimate digital downloads, Mazer pointed out. "They make
licensing very difficult," he said.
Added to that is arift over ownership of DualDisc technology. An
August 6 report by Sue Zeidler of
Reuters news service reported that
lawyers for DVD Plus International
1'This point may be moot, given the increasing number of SACDs that are pressed as dual-layer hybrids,
with both CD and DSD layers.
—Ed.
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corn or call (415) 614-1118.
Thursday-Sunday, November 4-7:
Home Entertainment 2004 West,
sponsored by Stereophile, Home Theater, and Stereophile Ultimate AV magazines, takes place at the 1Nestin-St.
Francis Hotel in San Francisco. See the
ad in this issue for details.

Friday-Sunday, October 8-10: More
than 100 exhibitors will participate in
The Rocky Mountain Audio Fest,
which will feature seminars, door
prizes, and aSaturday-night concert by
Patricia Barber. Visit www.audiofest.net
for details.
GEORGIA

"Sunday, October 17, 2pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society will host its
monthly meeting during the grand reopening of Audio Atlanta. Pierre
Sprey, president and founder of
Mapleshade Recordings, will discuss
his latest records, many of which will
be offered in araffle. VAC electronics
and Vandersteen loudspeakers will
also be featured. For more info, visit
www.mindspringaudio.com/-chucks
audio/index.html or call Chuck Bruce
at (770) 493-7105.
ICHIGAN

Saturday-Sunday, October 9-10,
12-6pm: Superior Sight & Sound
(West Bloomfield) will conduct aseminar featuring new products from dCS
and Solid Technology. RSVP: (248)
626-2780 or e-mail soundsuperior@
hotmail.com.
N N ES OTA

Tuesday, October 5: Join the Audio
Society of Minnesota for atour of
Audio Research Corporation. Visit
vvww.visi.com/-asm for details.

Saturday, October 9, 1pm: The
Northeast Wisconsin Audiophile
Society (aka Cheesehead Audiophile
Society) will meet. For info, contact
Nate Kern at (920) 405-9936 or e-mail

nathanaelkern@aol.com.
NETHERLANDS
IFriday-Sunday, October 1-3: The
Audio Engineering Society will hold
its 26th International Conference in
Baarn. For more info, visit vwvw.aes.
org/events/26 or e-mail 26th_chair
@aes.org.
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Inc. were negotiating with recordlabel representatives over apurported breach of contract regarding
hybrid discs. DVD Plus owns the
patent on the DualDisc. Phil Carlson,
president of the North American
division of DVD Plus accused
Cinram International, current manufacturer of DualDiscs, of "hijacking
our technology."
Legal problems aside, the advent
of DualDisc is "a happy one," according to Mazer. "Studios all over the
world are really trying to make
something pleasing. So are the hardware makers — Pioneer, Denon,
Yamaha, to name afew. They are all
making excellent affordable universal
players that make playing hi-rez
audio in any format a transparent
activity for consumers."
Still, there are minor constraints on
the content of DualDiscs. The CD side
is limited to 63 minutes, compared to
up to 80 minutes for anormal CD.
The DVD-A side, a"DVD 5" with a
4.7-gigabyte data capacity, can contain
63 minutes of music in 24-bit/961cHz,
5.1-channel surround, or 24/192 twochannel sound. Slightly shortened
playing times shouldn't have anegative
effect on sales. The primary marketing
problem will be finding the right price
point at which music fans feel they're
getting agood value — somewhere between $20 and $30 — and at which
record labels and retailers can earn sufficient return to make the format economically durable.
Critical mass is also important. The
official worldwide debut of DualDisc is
tentatively slated for February 2005,
having been pushed back twice, from
October 2004 and January 2005. Mazer
said that the labels intend to have acollective 200 titles available when
DualDisc launches, including at least
"one million units" of anew work by an
unnamed major artist. He expects to see
the compact disc slowly fade from the
marketplace, replaced by aformat that
offers far more entertainment options
for what he called "a generation with
attention deficit disorder." The move
could at least temporarily solve the
music industry's ongoing problem with
CDs: the "total lack of control over their
intellectual property once adisc is sold,
and the perceived lack of differentiation
between a CD and an MP3 file by
many consumers."
And where does SACD —sound,
no pictures — fit into this grand plan?
Mazer sees it surviving as an audioWorldRadioHistory

phile product. "There are plenty of
independent labels that can be quite
profitable on small production runs —
10,000 units or less. And there's an
established market for their products,
so Iexpect SACD to do quite well."
DualDisc could be awin for everyone:
artists, audiophiles, electronics makers,
and, perhaps most of all, for record
labels and retailers, who have just
begun to emerge from the longest dry
spell in the music industry's history.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger

Head northeast out of London, up the
M11 and A14 for about an hour, and
you'll find yourself approaching the
heartland of British hi-fi. Give Arcam
awave as you go past Cambridge, as
well as acknowledging the major contribution the famous university has
made to the overall development of
UK electronics.
Travel another 15 miles and you pass
Huntingdon, an ancient market town
in the flatlands of East Anglia. Wave
again, this time at the old Quad factory
on the edge of town, now home to the
Chinese-owned LAG operation, which
owns the Quad and Wharfedale
brands, and which recently acquired
the Audiolab brand as well as TAG
McLaren Audio's intellectual property.
Monitor Audio was close by for many
years, though it has now moved to
Essex, near another audio cluster that
includes Rega, Ruark, and in-car specialist Genesis.
Just past Huntingdon, you reach the
heartland. Take the exit ramp, and at
the junction turn left, into anew industrial estate where Cyrus and NXT are
based — or right, toward another
estate, where you'll find two of the
UK's biggest players. Meridian and
Mission have faced each other across a
diminutive access road for more years
than Icare to remember. Audiolab
used to be in the same estate, as did
TAG McLaren Audio when it purchased the brand — at first in the
Audiolab building, but subsequently in
its own, very classy, purpose-built facility around the corner.
Meridian was the first to take up residence in the estate, in what is now a
rather old and dowdy-looking building, so it must have been atrifle galling
when Mission planted its large and
very stylish hi-tech plant right opposite, on slightly higher ground. Now,
bringing veracity to the old adage that
every cloud has a silver lining,
19
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Meridian has announced that it is moving up the road to the posh end of the
estate and into the very modern and
impressive
building
that
TAG
McLaren recently vacated, yet had
built specifically with audio in mind.
Mission has just announced that its
parent company, Symphonix Ltd.,
formed as amanagement buyout vehicle
in 1999, has been purchased by aBritish
public company, Fundamental-e Investments. FEI is new to audio but has
made several recent acquisitions, and
already has interests in computer hardware, telecommunications, the Internet,
video games, and flat-screen displays —
all part of its strategy "to become a
leader in the field of audio/visual technologies." Mission is seen as the audio
component of that plan.
Rival companies in the same business
tend to cluster together in the same geographical area, often for historical reasons.
The
origins
of
the
Cambridge-Huntingdon axis probably
date back to the 19th century, when a
company called Pye began making scientific instruments for Cambridge
University. Pye became amajor maker
of radios in the 1920s, was bought by
Philips, and subsequently grew into one
of Britain's largest consumer-electronics
brands. This in turn created acomponent supply infrastructure and the
appropriate workforce skills to help the
hi-fi industry grow. A bonus of such
"clustering" is that when TAG McLaren
decided to pack it in, many of its key
engineers quickly found work with
other companies in the area.

systems professionally in Atlanta. As a
youth, David Baker began making
amateur recordings, and he coordinated the sound reinforcement for the
Atlanta Arts Festival while still a
teenager. In 1965, the 20-year-old
Baker began making field recordings
of events associated with the civil rights
movement, such as voter-registration
drives and meetings in churches. These
recordings are an essential part of
Movement Soul, an audio history of the
civil rights struggle issued by the
Library of Congress.
Baker formally studied recording
science at Toronto's Royal Conservatory of Music and New York's
Institute of Audio Research. In the late
1960s, he began working with
Vanguard Records and Apostolic
Studios in New York City. There, he

WITH HIS RECORDINGS OF THE EMERGING
AVANT-GARDE SCENE OF THE 1970S, BAKER REFINED
HIS iBILITIES TO RECORD LIVE MUSIC EVENTS.

encountered and recorded such
boundary-pushing artists as the
Mothers of Invention, the Fugs, and
Larry Coryell. Baker also served as
assistant engineer on the seminal rock
recordings Every Good Boy Deserves
Favor, by the Moody Blues, and In the
Land of Grey and Pink, by Caravan.
However, it was the "loft jazz"
movement of the 1970s that Baker was
most closely identified with. With his
recordings of the emerging avantUS: ROCHESTER, NY
garde scene of the 1970s, Baker reWes Phillips
fined his abilities to record live music
events. Many listeners considered him
Noted jazz recording engineer David
Baker died unexpectedly in his sleep on unrivaled at capturing the sound of
July 14, at the age of 58, after finishing acoustic instruments in alive setting —
asession in Rochester, New York. He is
and his vast catalog of live recordings
survived by his wife, Kyoko Baker. A makes an unassailable argument for
this viewpoint.
private family funeral was held in
Baker became Vanguard's chief
Atlanta on July 24, followed by a
memorial service at Manhattan's Avatar engineer in 1975, and remastered that
label's entire catalog for compact disc.
Studios on August 16.
It has become commonplace in obit- An incomplete list of the other labels
uaries to call almost any prominent he was associated with includes ECM,
person "legendary," but David Baker Enja, Blue Note, Atlantic, Verve,
earned the adjective. He participated in Black Saint, Soul Note, and, most remore than 2000 recordings, including cently, Amulet.
Some engineers seem to operate as
many now considered classics for both
"hired guns," seldom working for the
sound and content.
same musician twice. David Baker
Baker was all but born to the trade,
according to Eugene Chadborne's
tended to work with the same musicians again and again—or perhaps it
biography at allmusic.com. His grandfather was a salesman for Columbia would be more accurate to say that
musicians, having once worked with
Records, and his father installed hi-fi
Stereophile, October 2004

him, tended to trust Baker with project
after project.
If there is a common thread in
Baker's recordings — other than extremely natural sound — it would have
to be asense of hushed attention: a
sense of active listening typifies his
work. A glance at his recordings contained in my collection, for example,
reveals aphenomenal number of latenight favorites: Chico Hamilton's Still
Sensitive, Paul Bley and Gary Peacock's
Partners, Shirley Horn's Here's to Life,
Astor Piazzolla's Rough Dancer and the
Cyclical Night, the Richie Beirach Trio's
Trust, Anthony Davis's Hidden Voices,
and pretty much anything by Medeski,
Martin & Wood.
David Baker's death was unexpected. Many of us who attended Home
Entertainment 2004 East in May had a
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chance to speak with him, and he was
full of energy and musical enthusiasm
about his recent work for Analogue
Productions at Chad Kassem's Blue
Heaven Studios, where he recorded
the first Blues Masters at the Crossroads
concert, among other projects.
US: YOUR LOCAL RECORD
STORE

Barry Willis
The proposed merger of the music
divisions of Sony Corporation and
German
media
conglomerate
Bertelsmann AG won approval from
European Union regulators, according
to reports from Brussels on June 18.
The news is something of a turnaround, considering the generally negative spin given the proposal by most
previous reports. In the two weeks
prior to the announcement, European
Commission (EC) investigators determined that antitrust regulators had
misinterpreted data on music distribution and sales, according to one news
source. Mario Monti, head of the EC
antitrust panel, gave the deal the goahead despite complaints from other
labels and smaller independents that a
merger would lead to higher prices for
consumers by reducing competition.
Four years ago, the EC turned down
asimilar proposal concerning Warner
Music Group (WMG) and EMI
21
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Group PLC. Conditions for the music
industry have worsened so much since
then that regulators apparently now
feel that the consolidation of two of the
industry's "Big Five" would not be
detrimental to consumers. Independent music companies feel quite
differently, and almost immediately
issued their objections to the merger,
including threatening to sue if it won
approval. Impala, a trade group of
more than 2000 independent music
companies, issued astatement that it
would pursue "all options ... including
legal action." The merger would force
Impala members "to request state subsidies and market regulation such as
fixed prices in order to ensure pluralism and diversity," conditions that the
EC had sought to avoid in blocking
prior mergers.
In private discussions with EU commissioners, Sony and BMG had overcome charges of "tacit collusion" in
CD pricing with an avalanche of data.
Industry-wide price fixing was the regulators' primary objection to the merger; with that concern out of the way,
the merger rolled on to full approval.
The deal will be presented to regulators of individual EU member states.
The US Federal Trade Commission
approved the merger on July 29.
The new venture, Sony BMG, will be
based in New York City and will be
owned 50-50 by the two partners. Excluded from the deal are the parent
companies' music-publishing operations, as well as their disc-manufacturing
and -distribution businesses. Sony's
Japanese music business, SMEJ, was also
excluded from the deal. Full integration
of the two companies could take as long
as 18 months, according to reports from
New York.
Former Sony Music chief Andrew
Lack was named CEO of the new venture, with BMG's former COO
Michael Smellie retaining that title in
the new company. Sony Music's former executive VP and CFO Kevin
Kelleher will also keep his position in
Sony BMG. Other management roles
weren't announced. The financial press
anticipated that as many as 2000 jobs
could be cut as aresult of the merger,
saving the combined entity approximately $350 million annually.
Sony BMG will be the world's second-largest music conglomerate, just
slightly behind Universal Music Group
(UMG). Each giant will claim approximately 25% of the global market share
in recorded music. Independent labels
22

account for afurther 25%, with EMI
and WMG taking equal shares of the
remaining quarter. Among the artists
on the Sony BMG roster are such big
revenue generators as Britney Spears,
OutICast, and Travis Tritt, as well as
such back-catalog favorites as Johnny
Cash, Miles Davis, Elvis Presley, and
Stevie Ray Vaughan. Well-known subsidiary labels RCA and J Records
(BMG), and Epic and Columbia
(Sony), are expected to retain some
autonomy and individual identity.
Estimates published in the financial
press put Sony BMG's potential annual
sales as high as $5.7 billion. No mention was made as to how the merger
might affect Sony's position on the
DualDisc format (see earlier report).
US: THE INTERNET
Wes Phillips
Running counter to the music industry's paranoia concerning the perils of
modern digital technology, some musicians want you to share their music —
within limits. GarageBand.com, which
bills itself as "the world's largest musi-

license [allows us to] offer musicians a
powerful new option to enable the
spread
of their
music,"
said
GarageBand CEO Ali Partovi. "By expanding beyond the traditional boundaries of copyright law, this is an
important step towards our vision of a
fairer, more efficient, and more creative music industry."
The Creative Commons "deed"
comes in three forms:
1) aplain-language version ("human
readable," in CC jargon)
2) in legal terms ("lawyer readable
nittY gritty")
3) HTML-encoded to facilitate Web
searches ("machine readable")
The human-readable version of the
deed says:
"You are free to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work and to
make derivative works under the following conditions:
". Attribution. You must give the original author credit.
". Noncommercial. You may not use
this work for commercial purposes.
". Share Alike. If you alter, transform,

GARAGEBAND.COM HAS BECOME THE
LARGEST COMMUNITY OF INDEPENDENT
MUSICIANS ON THE WEB.
dan community," announced in June
that it now offers the Creative
Commons Music Sharing License as an
optional tag for all songs uploaded to
its website.
Creative Commons (http://crea
tiveconunons.org), anonprofit advocacy group dedicated to the "creative
reuse of intellectual works — whether
owned or in the public domain," has
drafted alicense that not only allows
fans to download music files, but also
copy and share them, as long as they
don't make commercial use of the files
or alter the works. This, says the organization, "allows musicians to harness
the power of the Net for maximum
promotion while retaining rights to
their work."
GarageBand.com was created in
1999 and has become the largest community of independent musicians on
the Web. It recently announced that it
would resurrect the former MP3.com's
archive of 1.7 million songs, making it
potentially the largest source of free
legal downloads on the Internet.
"The innovative Creative Commons
WorldRadioHistory

or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under a
license identical to this one.
". For any reuse or distribution, you
must make clear to others the license
terms of this work.
". Any of these conditions can be
waived if you get permission from the
copyright holder.
". Your fair use and other rights are in
no way affected by the above."
Lawrence Lessig, chairman of
Creative Commons and the author of
Free Culture: How Big Media Uses
Technology and the Law to Lock Down
Culture and Control Creativity, called
GarageBand.com's adoption of the
Commons license "a huge step for the
world of independent music."
US: SEATTLE
Barry Willis
A move by RealNetworks to cut the
umbilical cord between Apple's iPod
and the company's iTunes Music Store
has raised the ire of some Apple execs
in Cupertino, California. The computer pioneer is threatening legal and
Stereophiie, October 2004
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A descendant of the critically acclaimed N°32 Reference Preamplifier,
the N°320S continues atradition of world-class Mark Levinson
preamplifiers that began over aquarter century ago.
Designed to achieve remarkable channel separation, sonic imaging,
and isolation from interference, the single-chassis N°320S draws many of its
design features directly from the critically acclaimed dual-chassis N°32.
In fact, some audio circuits, including the discrete volume attenuators,
are identical to those found in the N°32.
The N°3205 exceeds all reasonable expectations for astereo preamplifier.
Its flexible design, including asurround sound processor mode and optional
phono input module, allows it to accommodate awide range of system
configurations. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer and hear the
difference the N°3205 can make in your music system or
learn more at www.marklevinson.com.
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technical retaliation against its Seattle
rival in the wake of the late July launch
of RealNetworks' Harmony, adigital
music technology that enables the iPod
to work with downloads from RealNetworks' music store.
In apress release, Apple claimed
that RealNetworks may have violated provisions of the 1998 Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)
by reverse-engineering the iPod to
make it compatible with other audiofile formats. RealNetworks countered by claiming that all it was doing
was taking advantage of aloophole in
the DMCA that allows it to create
software enabling "interoperability."
In defense, Apple has threatened to
alter the firmware underlying the
iPod's operation.
As configured at the factory, iPods
can save and play iTunes and MP3 files.
At the expense of storage space, they
can also record full-bandwidth digital
files from ordinary CDs, as explained
by Gary Krakow in aJuly 19 online
report on getting the most out of the
sleek little player (www.msnbc.
msn.com/ic1/5540512). A thriving underground of iPod hackers is exploiting

the device's capabilities for use as
everything from an external hard drive
to auniversal remote control.
Apple's angry reaction to RealNetworks is uncharacteristic. The
company has long tolerated private
experiments with its products, but
almost none of these have presented
any sort of economic threat. Intellectual property attorneys quoted in
the financial press hesitated to guess
which company might emerge victorious should the dispute go to court.
US: CUPERTINO, CA
Wes Phillips
On July 11, Kevin Britten of Hays,
Kansas, downloaded the 100 millionth
song purchased from Apple's iTunes
Music Store. Britten spent 99 for
"Somersault (Dangermouse remix)" by
Zero 7 and, in exchange, won a 17"
PowerBook, a40GB iPod, and agift
certificate entitling him to 10,000
iTunes songs (the approximate capacity
of a40GB iPod). As Apple counted
down to 100 million, it also gave "special 20GB iPods" to the consumers
who downloaded each 100,000th song
between 95 million and 100 million.

Apple's iTunes music service dominates the market for legal downloads,
owning more than 70% of the industry.
A European division servicing the UK,
France, and Germany opened for business in June and already dominates the
market there (although our UK correspondent Paul Messenger complains
about ahigher price compared with
US-only downloads).
Sales of Apple's iPod and iPod Mini
buoyed the company's stock price,
which had risen by 12% in July (up
$3.49, to $33.07). The computer company's third-quarter stock profit nearly
tripled on the strength of the iPod's
success. Sales of the G5 computer were
also up by 15%, good news that was
somewhat spoiled by IBM's inability to
supply enough of the new 90-nanometer G5 processor chip to enable several new computer models to ship in
time to meet the critical "back to
school" marketing window.
Overall, Apple shipped 876,000 computers in the third quarter, an increase of
14% over the same period last year; iPod
sales increased by 186% over last year's
performance, with 860,000 units shipped in the 90-day period.

Picture perfect. Surround spectacular.
Rotel's new RSX-1067 is the definitive Home Theater surround receiver. It is replete with all of the features avideo
fanatic could ever desire including: High Definition video switching, video transcoding, multi-zone, multi-source audio
capability and seven channels of amplification. The RSX-1067 provides outstanding audio and video performance along
with exceptional versatility. Hear it along with all of our
other superb components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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On July 24, Apple made the $250,
4GB iPod Mini available internationally. The smaller iPod proved so popular
on its US release at the beginning of
2004 that Apple struggled to supply
the demand, and postponed the Mini's
international introduction in order to
accommodate the American appetite
for the diminutive device. Shortages
continue, however; few Apple stores or
resellers seemed to have iPod Minis in
stock at the time of writing.
The fourth-generation iPods were
announced with acover story in the
July 26 issue of Newsweek. They are still
white and roughly the size of the G3
models, although slimmer. The G4
iPods also feature a centered headphone jack, longer battery life, and a
Mini-style brushed metal "click" wheel
in place of earlier models' four-button
interface. The cost has dropped by
$100 per model (and the 15GB iPod
has been dropped from the lineup).
There was no sign of a60GB model
when we went to press. Unlike the
iTunes Music Store, which limits fidelity to 128kbps, the iPod and iPod Mini
allow the consumer to choose between
quantity and quality. Many audiophile

iPod owners report that uncompressed
files in WAV or AIFF format allow
them to carry awide range of demo
material wherever their audio fancies
might take them. An iPod with a
60GB drive would allow them to haul
around several days' worth of "Red
Book"-quality digital source material,
though some users claim that the
iPod's 32MB buffer could be problematic when dealing with WAV or AIFF
files. (See the letters in the December
2003 Stereophile, reprinted at www.
stereophile.com/digitalsourcereviews/
934/mdex6.html.)
Speaking of the tradeoffs inherent in
choosing between capacity and sound
quality, Apple's latest version of its
iTunes software includes a lossless
encoder. Stereophile editor John
Atkinson took an uncompressed 16-bit
AIFF file, compressed it using the
Apple Lossless Codec included with
iTunes 4.5 onward, then converted the
compressed file back to uncompressed
AIFF. He then did a bit-by-bit data
comparison of the two files and found
them identical, meaning that ALC
works as advertised. He encoded a
number of files of different kinds of

music, and, on average, got afile-size
reduction ratio of about 2.6:1. This
means that the 60GB iPod, when it
arrives, will be approximately equivalent to 160GB of storage, or around
250 CDs' worth of uncompressed data.
US: YOUR DESKTOP
Jon Iverson
Most audiophiles are loath to think
they'd ever run their main audio systems from acomputer. Last time we
ran an online poll at www.stereo
phik.com, answers such as this one,
from David L. Wyatt, Jr., were typical:
"Why in the world would Ihook my
computers to my stereo? If Iwant to
make acompilation CD of the music I
have purchased, I'll just burn one."
quite afew readers have already
made the leap, and are exploring ways
to get their computers to perform
audiophile chores. Among the big
draws for doing this is the ability to
connect asystem to the Internet for
music downloads or Internet radio, not
to mention using the computer's hard
drive as amusic server.
The general population seems to be
catching on to the idea. AJune survey
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by Ipsos-Insight (www.ipsos-insight.
corn) found that nearly three out of
four (72%) US consumers say they are
interested in aproduct that would "easily connect their home entertainment
systems to the Internet." Researchers at
Ipsos-Insight have dubbed this phenomenon the "Digital Den," and have
found that most consumers are concerned about the time and knowledge
required to set up aDigital Den system, as well as its compatibility with
equipment they already own.
In addition to audio-capable computers, the surveyors define Digital
Den—type products as media hubs,
wired-Ethernet media players, and
wireless digital media players such as
Fireball, Sound Blaster, Macsense
HomePod, and Turtle Beach AudioTron At-100.
However, until the big consumerelectronics giants get behind the concept in unison, actual sales may be
modest. The researchers' findings also
indicate that two out of three (64%) US
consumers say they are not familiar
with home-entertainment products
that act as acentral hub for sharing
music, movies, games, and other digital
content between home electronic
devices and the Internet.
Ipsos-Insight's Todd Board said,
"Low familiarity and confusion are
not surprising given that we are still
in the early adoption phase of Digital
Den—type products. At this early
stage of the game, with so many
brands and product variations, there
is a risk that 'translation clutter' is
confusing potential customers as to
what the products actually do. Not so
different from the confusion consumers are encountering with the introduction of things like VoIP, or
telephone service via the Internet."
However, among those who expressed an interest in connecting their
home entertainment devices to acentral media hub, the study finds that the
majority (64%) said they anticipate
purchasing aDigital Den—type product
within the next year, if one is available
for areasonable price.
Board explained: "People are interested in networking their home entertainment systems to the Internet, and
they are willing to spend money on
Digital Den—type products if the price
is right." The results indicate that the
majority of people interested in Digital
Den products say they would spend
around $50 to $200 to connect their
home entertainment systems, which is
WorldRadioHistory

roughly what they would pay for a
DVD player or video game console,
notes the study.
"Consumers are confused about the
equipment, functionality, and compatibility of Digital Den products," Board
concluded. "These misperceptions
could be barriers to conversion for
many consumers. What's key to understand here is that when consumen
aren't sure how anew technology approach will work, and aren't totally
comfortable that it will work, they
look to trusted brands as aproxy, a
`guarantor' of product performance.
Firms looking to enter the Digital Den
space need to start with the basics; that
is, raise awareness levels, improve consumer understanding and performance
trust, and then get consumers excited
about the features and benefits of creating aDigital Den."
While we must recognize that few
high-end audio companies will take
part in or drive the initial phases of this
predicted transition to a harddrive—centric media life, there have
been exceptions, notably products
from Linn, Sutherland, Escient Technologies, XiVA, and others.
But what of the major consumerelectronics brands that we've come to
know and love (or loathe)? According
to aJuly survey, also conducted by
Ipsos-Insight, the landscape may be
changing radically.
Ipsos' Todd Board explained: "New
media hub products will change the
way people experience music and digital entertainment content in their
homes. As more consumers migrate to
broadband and pay for digital content,
they will seek known brands to help
them integrate digital content with
their home-entertainment systems. At
the same time, our data seem to suggest that, now more than ever, companies that have reigned as top
performers in certain product or service sectors are at risk of competition
from crossover industries, like Apple in
the digital music category."
According to the study, consumers
consider Microsoft (54%) and Sony
(52%) to be key players in delivering
the "Digital Den experience." When
asked their preferred brand for a
"home media hub," Sony (21%)
emerges as No.1, followed by Dell
(15%), Microsoft (13%), and HewlettPackard (9%).
Board noted, "What's interesting is
that once you get past the Sony and
Microsoft halos, it's the PC companies
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like Dell and HP that consumers will
look to for media-hub products and
services, more so than well-entrenched
electronics companies like Panasonic
and Samsung. Pipeline companies, like
the telcos, cable companies, and Internet companies, are not far behind as
the preference for 9% of consumers.
"Sony maintains a positive brand
image among US consumers. With a
solid product offering and the right
marketing strategy, Sony has the
potential to lead the emerging digital
den marketplace, but not without
competition and, at least as important,
not without some collaboration with
others who want to play in this space.
"While the digital den has yet to
take final shape, the diversity of brands
considered by consumers leads us to
believe that they seem to see amediahub-type product that follows the
model of an Internet-enabled PC,
where you buy the equipment from
one brand and then sign up for the service with another brand.
"The tech landscape is littered with
the failed promises of the `next big
thing' about to happen. While acknowledging that, we do see acritical
mass of market interest in the Digital
Den model. It's helped by Apple's
iMac, by overall consumer staying
power post-recession, and —perhaps
most important —by arenewed techsector focus on what consumers want
to buy, as opposed to what engineers
want to make."
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US: CUPERTINO, CA
Wes Phillips
In light of the "Digital Den"

paradigm
just discussed by Jon Iverson, Apple's
release of the $129 AirPort Express is
significant. The AirPort Express is a
compact, seven-ounce, 802.11g (Wei)
wireless base station that supports both
Macs equipped with an AirPort
Extreme Card and WiFi-compliant
802.11g Wmdows PCs (as well as Macs
with the older AirPort Card and
802.11b Windows PCs, of course).
The audio twist to this is that the
AirPort Express not only sports
10/1000BASE-T Ethernet and USB
ports, but an analog/digital mini-jack
output, allowing consumers to wirelessly connect their hi-fis (or apair of
powered speakers) to a computer
housed in a remote location. The
AirPort Express can also provide simultaneous wireless Internet access via
DSL or cable modem for up to 10 computers —which might be handy for
Stereophile, October 2004
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remote control preamplifier

that they have among the fastest time
responses — ie, shortest in duration and
most even with frequency — of the 36
models tested by the paper's authors.
Errors resulting from apoor amplitude
response are relatively easy to correct at
alater stage; compensating for poor
time alignment is much more difficult.
For comparison, the authors also
measured the bass behaviors of acouple
of full-size built-in studio monitors with
25-cubic-foot enclosures and 15" drivers. These showed very rapid decay in
the time domain, in both sealed and
ported versions. In fact, it's possible to
pre-equalize asmall sealed-box speaker
to combine good extension with rapid
bass decay, but its power handling is
likely to be compromised, through both
thermal and excursion limitations.
Time-domain problems emerge when
filtering and protection are added to
achieve practical loudness capabilities.
The authors' conclusion is that simply
defining aloudspeaker's pressure-amplitude response and harmonic distortion
are insufficient. In order to describe a
speaker's true bass accuracy, it's also neceuary to include some means of describing its time-decay behavior.

HP •200

kick drum and the more tonal character of aplucked bass-guitar string.
A number of factors influence the
time response, but the design trend
UNITED KINGDOM
among small monitors over the past
Paul Messenger
It sometimes seems as though the prac- decade or more has been to try to
titioners of hi-fi and professional audio squeeze more and more performance
engineering inhabit different worlds. out of smaller and smaller enclosures —
Much of hi-fi engineering today tends by, for example, combining reflex loadto be based on subjectivism, whereas ing with steep protection filtering.
pro audio usually adopts amore objec- According to the paper, this can lead to
tive, measurement-oriented approach, acombined electroacoustic rolloff of the
in atradition that involves regular sym- sixth order or more, which can in turn
posia at which papers are read and tech- place the apparent acoustic source of the
nical issues discussed. While these talks bass some 4meters behind the speaker,
and papers are often rather abstruse, time-smearing a transient signal.
with little relevance to hi-fi issues, occa- Compounding the felony, asteep ultisionally agem emerges in which sub- mate bass-rolloff filter can increase the
jective and objective judgments decay time enough that the bass not
coincide, and arational explanation is only arrives late, but carries on for
longer than it should.
provided for subjective observations.
One thing that has puzzled the hi-fi
Such is the case with "The Perception
of the Reception of aDeception," a industry is the enthusiasm shown by
paper by Philip Newell, Keith Holland, pro-audio engineers for the relatively
and Peter Mapp presented to the UK low-tech, passive Auratone and
branch of the Institute of Acoustics Yamaha NS1OM speakers, which for
some months back. It looked at varia- decades have been widely used as
tions in the low-frequency behavior of nearfield monitors. Despite their obvidifferent small studio-monitor speakers. ous amplitude-response limitations,
The starting point was the observation these speakers' "waterfall" traces show
that quite serious inconsistencies were
sometimes found in the balance of bass
drum and bass guitar, depending on
which speaker had been used as amonitor during the mixing stage.
The authors noted that a loudspeaker's low-frequency behavior is
traditionally defined by its pressureamplitude response. They pointed out
that many recent active monitors include adjustable filters that allow the
bass alignment to be tailored to suit siting and other environmental conditions, yet have also found that even
where two dissimilar models are very
similarly aligned, they often sound
very different through the bass region.
The authors took anechoic "waterfall" plots of alarge number of small
pro-oriented monitors under identical
conditions. These showed obvious differences among models in both their
pressure-amplitude and time responses, but there seemed to be no clear
relationship between the two measurements. Because in many cases aspeaker's amplitude response can be set and
adjusted by its active equalization, differences in perceived sound quality
seem likely to be related to variations
in time-domain behavior — specifically, the different ways aspeaker's lowfrequency resonant overhang responds
to the essentially percussive nature of a
keeping the rest of the family occupied
during marathon listening sessions.
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SAM'S SPACE
Sam Tellig

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS2 &
Vobile Fidelity OV L-1

I

fyou own amediocre preamplifier,itwill compromise the sound
ofyour entire system. Ifyou substitute agreat preamp, it will
likely transform the sound of
your entire system — making a
much bigger difference, say, than
upgrading your power amp or buying
abetter CD player.
You can also give your entire system
what Antony Michaelson, of Musical
Fidelity, describes as "the ineffable
magic of tubes." Just put atubed preamp in the equipment chain. That's
what Bill Conrad and LewJohnson, of
Conrad-Johnson, recommend.
Designing agreat preamp isn't easy,
and buying agreat preamp doesn't
come cheap. Bill Conrad once told
me that producing apreamp, for him,
is the gre atest challenge in hi-fi.You're
dealingwith low-level signals.There's
so much that can go wrong — and be
audible. Noise is an issue — noise
from the AC line, from the power supply within the unit itself. Not to mention tube noise, ifthe preamp is tubed.
(Tubes, when they're quiet, are ideal
for amplifying low-level signals. You
can't top tubes for linearity, especially
in asingle-ended triode circuit.)
The rewards, though, are worth it.
In 1996, Conrad-Johnson set the hifi world on its ear with the ART preamp — or line stage. (You needed a
separate ART phono stage.) ART stood
for Anniversary Reference Triode. The
preamp's gain came from one simple
"composite triode" circuit. No feedback. Now discontinued, the ART
Series 2was last seen selling for $15,995.
Four years after the original ART,
in March 2000, Conrad-Johnson followed with the Premier 17LS line
stage, which offered much of the performance of the ART at afraction of
the cost. (Brian Damkroger reviewed
it in the May 2001 Stereophile, Vol.24
No.5. 1)C-J loaned me a17LS when I
met their MV6OSE and Premier 140
power amps.

1Brian's review ofthe 17LS can be found at www.stereo
phile.com/amplificationreviews/370, Wes Phillips'
May 1998 review of the ART at www.stereophile.
com/amplificationreviews/8.
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS2 preamp. Now with Teflon caps.
Agreat preamp "allows things to happen," says C-J's Lew Johnson.

Wait till you hear the new version,
Conrad-Johnson's Tor Sivertsen told
me. "It gets that much closer to the
ART."

which serves as adielectric, or insulator.
Producing ahigh-quality capacitor is not
so easy—especially alarge one with a
value of2.0eConrad-Johnsonworked

IN 1996, CONRAD-JOHNSON SET THE HI-FI
WORLD ON ITS EAR WITH THE ART PREAMP.
The 17LS2 was launched in
November 2003. It currently retails
for $5500 — that's $1000 more than
the original LS17 when it debuted in
March 2000.
Why the price increase? You can
blame those new 2.01/F Teflon capacitors, ofwhich the Premier 17LS2 has 10.
"The Teflons are better at resolving
detail and preserve spatial information,
but cost something like three times as
much as the polystyrene caps used in the
original Premier 17," Lew Johnson said.
What, exactly, is acapacitor?
"A capacitor is a device to store
energy," Lew explained. "Think of two
items in your kitchen drawer — apiece
of conductive tin foil and Saran Wrap,
WorldRadioHistory

with their supplier to develop the necessary film and winding technique.
"The bigger the capacitor, the greater
the rejection rate," Lew continued. "It's
really not practical to make a[polystyrene or Teflon] capacitor with avalue
greater than 2.0g."
For the Premier 17LS2, ConradJohnson improved the power supply.
The input power-regulator circuit,
which is shared by both channels, now
uses costly Vishay resistors for better
high-frequency characteristics, according to Lew. Each channel's final powersupply regulator has been fitted with
higher-current devices to roughly
quadruple the regulators' current capabilities. The output impedance has been
31
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reduced by afactor of four, increasing
the charuiel separation and lowering the
noise floor. Lowering the noise floor
increases the signal/noise ratio. Less
noise means greater dynamic range.
Bill Conrad, Lew's business partner,
once said that there is no such thing as
aperfectpart. Everypart has some effect
on the sound quality, so the fewer parts,
the better. Keeping the parts count low
makes it easier to select each part for
the best sound quality without having
to pinch pennies. (Bill and Lew are former Federal Reserve economists.) Simple circuits tend to sound better than
complex ones. And you can't get simpler than atriode.
C-J's ART was an example of twochannel simplicity at its best. It used a
single active-stage composite triode circuit, which we'll chat about with Lew
in amoment. The key point is that the
ART's entire amplification circuit — all
the gain — was asingle active stage with
no buffers and no feedback. The original 17LS, and now the 17LS2, use amore
affordable version of the ART circuit.
So, for that matter, does the new ACT2
line stage ($12,000, vs $15,995 for the
now-discontinued ART Series 2).
If you want to hear the limitations
of the 17LS2, you should listen to the
ACT2, Lew suggested. Ithink he
means that you don't know what you're
missing until you hear it. I'm almost
afraid to listen to the ACT2 — Imight
want to buy it! Perhaps Ican persuade
Marina's ex-husband to take her back.
(I laugh my evil laugh: Marina's ex
reads Stereophile.)
On the whole, Ifind it difficult to
write about line stages, especially inexpensive ones. Solid-state line stages
often impart ametallic glare to the
music. A FET is aFET and atube is a
tube. Less costly tubed line stages can
sound noisy. Even worse, some of them
have been known to pass asmall amount
of DC on to the power amp. Power
amps don't like that — especially solidstate ones.
So if great line stages are expensive
and inexpensive ones tend to be problematical, why not get rid of the active
line stage altogether? After all, Ican
run the McIntosh MDA1000 digital
processor straight into my McIntosh
MC275 power amp with no preamp
at all. (That's because the MDA1000
has its own volume control and additional gain. Iwish more DACs offered
these features.)
There are times aso-called "passive
preamp" works out pretty well. ("Pas32
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sive preamp" is an oxymoron: Ifa device
is passive, it doesn't amplify, and vice
versa.) On many occasions, I've gotten
good results with my Purest Sound Systems P500 straight into apower amp or
amps. It's still afavorite, though Idon't
know if it's still available.
But apassive preamp can compromise the sound in ways the listener
might not be aware of. Nothing may be
added, but something might be subtracted, such as dynamic range or aflat
frequency response. Besides, even with
apassive unit—perhaps especially with
apassive unit — the parts quality is critical. The volume control, the switches,
the internal wiring, the output jacks —
all can and do affect the sound quality.
Which is why you see some expensive
passive devices on the market.

150CA is apower amp, with switching and volume controls. (The term
"integrated amplifier" may be amisnomer when there are not two amplifiers to integrate.)
"Gosh, Lew, I
just saved $5500 by not
buying aPremier 17LS2. That means
my Premier 150CA cost me only amarginal $1500." Or thereabouts. "Isn't this
the cost-effective way to go?"
"You're right," laughed the former
economist. "The new Premier 150CA
will be acost-effective solution for
many customers. But, as you know,
there are those who will stick with separates, for various reasons. Maybe they
love their tubed monoblock amplifiers, for instance. Besides, in practical terms, you're limited to how big
you can build an integrated amp. I

SIMPLE CIRCUITS TEND TO SOUND BETTER
THAN COMPLEX ONES. AND YOU CAN'T GET
SIMPLER THAN ATRIODE.
Another approach is to buy an integrated amplifier. You save money right
away: no need to surrender several
hundred dollars to the wire bandits
for acostly interconnect from preamp
to power amp. An integrated saves
space, too.
With a single-chassis integrated,
your preamp and power amp are at the
same ground potential, which could be
beneficial, reducing noise and thus improving dynamic range. Not without
reason do some inexpensive British
integrateds — those from Creek and
LFD Mistral, for instance — leave some
listeners gobsmacked as much for what
they don't do as for what they do do.
Furthermore, an integrated amplifier can be designed to eliminate the
active preamp section entirely, by
building enough gain into the power
amp's input stage and appropriately
tweaking the input sensitivity. No need
to take into account the interconnect
from preamp to power amp: there is
none. No need to allow for different
volume controls: the volume control
is aknown quantity.
Conrad-Johnson is taking this
approach in its forthcoming (maybe at
your dealer now) Premier 150CA
solid-state "control amplifier," rated at
150Wpc and expected to retail for
around $7000. All the gain comes from
the power-amp circuit. The Premier
WorldRadioHistory

don't see making an integrated as big
and powerful as our Premier 350
power amp, with 350Wpc. So some
people will still want separates."
The Premier 17LS2 looks identical
to its predecessor — same chassis, same
styling. It offers five inputs with two
"external processor loops," which are
twin sets ofinputs/outputs for use with
atape deck or external processor. Intriguingly, you can use the 17LS2 as a
purist two-channel preamp for listening to music through your left and right
speakers; and you can use it in asurround system, at the push of abutton,
when you watch movies in six channels, or whatever.
It's easy. You connect your DVD
player's left- and right-channel audio
outputs to the 17LS2. When you want
to play movies, you engage one of the
external processor loops. This sends a
unity-gain signal to your surroundsound processor. You control the volume via your surround-sound
processor. Meanwhile, your left- and
right-channel signals go through the
17LS2. When you want to listen to
music again — presumably in two
channels — youjust change the 17LS2's
input to CD and the external processor loop automatically disengages.
The 17LS2's level control has more
than 100 settings and, like the input
selector, it operates via microStereophite, October 2004

True inspiration
accepts no compromise.
Since 1980, Classé have been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best.
Our engineers have a passion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style,
user interface, product reliability and performance, are second to none. The new Delta
series— an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us at
www.classeaudio.com to find the location of your nearest authorized Classé retailer.
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processor-controlled relays. A network of precision, low-noise, metalfoil resistors adjusts the gain and the
balance control. All functions are
accessible from the very substantial
remote, including the balance control, which is not addressable from
the 17LS2's front panel. About the
only thing missing is amono switch.
All inputs and outputs are singleended RCA. There are two sets of
RCA outputs.
Lew described the 17LS2's circuit as
asingle-ended class-A triode circuit.
"There's no circuit simpler than atriode," he observed. "There is no additional cathode follower and there's no
separate buffer stage. The low output
impedance and the buffering are provided by the preamplifier's voltage
amplifier itself.
"We created asuper triode—or a
composite triode — by paralleling multiple triodes from the four Sovtek 6922
tubes. Each of the tubes is atwin triode.
Four triodes are paralleled for the left
channel and four triodes are paralleled
for the right. They are put together in
parallel to make one big triode. In effect,
you have asingle triode per channel."
Why doesn't everybody do this?
"For acouple of reasons. First, this
is azero-feedback circuit. That's part
of why the preamplifier has the dynamic shading that it does. The price
you pay for this is that performance
becomes critically dependent on the
component parts."
There is no margin for error.
"One of the things that feedback
does for you is diminish the dependence of the circuit on each of the parts
in the circuit."
Feedback covers up crimes!
"Yes, it does," Lew laughed. "Can I
use that? Feedback covers up crimes in
the sense that feedback reduces distortion, noise, and dependence on each
resistor and capacitor in the circuit.
Ultimately, the performance of the cir-

CONRAD-JOHNSON, 2733 Merrilee
Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703)
698-8581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
Web: vvvvvv.conradjohnson.com.
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB, INC.,
318 N. Laflin Street, Chicago, IL
60607-1006. Tel: (312) 379-0382.
Fax: (312) 433-0011. Web: vwxrvv.
mofi.com.
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cuit depends on two resistors, and
everything else is corrected, in theory,
by the feedback.
"Without feedback, every part of the
circuit affects the performance of the
whole circuit. You can hear differences
when you change each part. The higher
the quality of the parts, the less feedback you need. If you use very-highquality parts, you don't need any
feedback at all.Every part has to be carefully selected, including each ofthe four
Sovtek 6922 double triodes."
"Sovtek," by the way, usually means
the Reflektor factory in Seratov, Russia. In the 17LS2, these tubes sit inside
acutaway compartment recessed into
the front panel. The compartment is

thing from the AC line. The outputs of
these power supplies also have an
energy-storage reservoir — again using
21.tF capacitors."
"So, Lew, why do you need aline
stage at all?"
"Primarily, to buffer the volume control from the cable that connects the
preamp to the power amp."
"Huh?"
Ilove to play the technological illiterate, which Iam. In one ear, out the
other. Ihave to write it down fast.
"A volume control — any volume
control — is, by nature, arelatively
high-output-impedance device. All it
is is avariable resistor. If you chose a
volume control that didn't have ahigh

ILOVE TO PLAY THE TECHNOLOGICAL
ILLITERATE... IN ONE EAR, OUT THE OTHER.
IHAVE TO WRITE IT DOWN FAST.
covered by aremovable grille with a
waffle open front and aperforated
solid top. It's possible that the unit
sounds better with the waffle grille
removed. At any rate, the top of the
grille gets rather warm, meaning the
tubes will run cooler when they're not
being... ah, grilled.
"The power supply is especially critical," Lew continued. "The power supply is in the signal path and the circuit
itself provides no rejection of powersupply noise."
What does reject the noise? Those expensive 21).F capacitors.
"Capacitors do two things," Lew
explained. "They store energy and
they block DC voltage." C-J uses
capacitors in both capacities. "The
output coupling capacitors take the
signal from the plate of the output
tubes and block the DC voltage
because your amplifier doesn't want
to see DC voltage. Yet you want the
capacitor to pass low frequencies.
The larger the value of the capacitor, the lower the frequency it will
pass. We use two of those 21.LF capacitors per channel, in parallel.
"The other 21.11 capacitors are used
in the regulated power supplies. One
is used in the preregulator, or the
input power supply. Two others are
used in the band-regulated power
supplies for each channel. These regulated supplies isolate the channels
from each other and isolate everyWorldRadioHistory

output impedance, then it would present too heavy aload for the source
that's driving it, such as aCD player.
Your CD playerprobably doesn'twant
to see asource impedance below 10
to 15k ohms. If you use a10 to 15k
ohm potentiometer, then you might
have a5k ohm source impedance
when you actually set your volume
control. This forms alow-pass filter
with the interconnect cable, rolling
off the high frequencies."
It's notjust the highs you might lose,
it's the dynamics. This is what Imeant
earlier when Isaid that apassive device
might not add anything to the signal,
but it could subtract. The other reason
you might need apreamp is that you
need the extra gain to drive your power
amplifier to full output.
"Even if the high-frequency filtering effect is inconsequential," Lew
said, "you can create problems loading down the volume control when
the input impedance of the amplifier
is low relative to the output impedance of the source."
Iused the Premier 17LS2 mainly
with C-J's Premier 350 amplifier driving apair of Triangle Celius Es loudspeakers (new version). Icompared it
with my Purest Sound Systems P500
"passive preamp." All interconnects
were relatively short. CD came from
various sources. Ialso used my reference Parasound JC-1 monoblock amplifiers, which don't like tubed line
35
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stages that pass even minute amounts
of DC. The C-J Premier 17LS2 got on
famously with the Parasounds.
Iwas immediately impressed by
what the 17LS2 did, compared with
the original 17LS. Ididn't have
them side by side, or even that
close in time, and the systems
were different — all Ican say is
that the 17LS2 hit me in away
that the original 17LS, good as
it was, didn't quite manage to do.
Compared to "passive preamping," Iheard, from various CD
sources, improved dynamics, both
macro and micro. The music
flowed better,playedwith agreater
sense of ease. Harmonics were
richer, fuller, less electronic. Iwas,
in aword, seduced.
So this is what the Conrad-Johnson
ART and ACT2 are about.
Well, yes, apparently. As Isaid, I'm
almost afraid to audition the ACT2 for
fear I'd have to buy it and trade in my
wife. Never before, in my own system,
have Iheard aline stage make so much
difference. The Premier 17LS2
seemed to be doing so much. Icouldn't resist telling Lew Johnson.
"I would say that it's not doing things,
but rather the Premier 17LS2 is not
getting in the way. Idon't think it's
adding dynamics, for instance; it's not
impeding them. It allows things to happen. It has the ability to pass along fine
variations in dynamics."
This is the "microdynarnics" stuff I
was talking about. It's subtle, but, along
with spatial resolution, it's one of the
things that can make reproduced music
almost literally come alive.
Like the 17LS, the Premier 17LS2
inverts phase or polarity If your power
amp doesn't invert phase, you'll need to
reverse your speaker leads at the power
amp or at the speakers. The 17LS2
comes with aspiffy power cord that was
made for medical equipment.
"I don't like to admit it, but it affected
the sound quality," Lew said.
At least you won't need to buy a
power cord from the wire bandits.
Mobile Fidelity OML-1
loudspeaker
That's Mobile Fidelity, not Musical
Fidelity. I
just wanted to make sure readers had the right MF: MoFi, not MuFi.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab was
founded in 1977 — even before Musical Fidelity — by legendary recording
engineer Brad Miller, who passed away
in 1998. It looked as if MoFi would pass
36

away too, but in 2001, Jim Davis, of
Music Direct, purchased Mobile
Fidelity and revived the label. MoFi
seems to be going
stronger
than ever.
.

Mobile Fidelity's OML-1 speaker.
Looks and feels more expensive than it is.

looked in the owner's manual: "The
OML loudspeakers are designed and
engineered in the United States and
custom-built to our specifications."
Then Ispied the plate on the back
of one of the speakers. Underneath
MoFi's Chicago address, which is in
large, readable type, are these words in
smaller type: "MADE IN CHINA."
The speaker looks and feels expensive, more like $2000 than $1000 per
pair. The OML-1's cabinet is beautifully finished — real-wood veneer
over MDF. The front baffle slopes back
by 5° for time alignment of the two
drivers, and the baffle is "chamfered";
that is, its corners are cut away to form
sloping edges to optimize diffraction.
The twin binding posts (for biwiring)
are ofexceptionally high quality. Other
speaker manufacturers would do well
to buy these from China.
The drivers are custom-made in
China: a125" silk-dome tweeter and a
6.5" paper cone impregnated with mica
and Kevlar. According to MoFi's Josh
Bizar, MoFi spent two years voicing the
drivers. A very small (1") port is on the
back, close to the top of the cabinet. The
crossoverisat3kHz,witha I2dB/octave
slope. Nominal impedance is given as

THERE ARE TWO LOUDSPEAKERS BEARING THE
MOBILE FIDELITY BADGE: THE STAND-MOUNTED
OML-1 AND THE FLOORSTANDING OML-2.
Now there are two loudspeakers
bearing the Mobile Fidelity badge:
the stand-mounted OML-1 and the
floorstanding OML-2. (OML stands
for Original Master Loudspeakers.) I
received the OML-1, which retails
for $995/pair in black. Add $300/pair
for rosewood or sycamore, $500/pair
for high-gloss walnut. Stands are necessary — if you already have 20"
stands, you're in luck. The speakers
are available from Music Direct —
directly, of course — and, by the time
you read this, probably from adealer
network, too.
Both OML models were designed
for MoFi's mastering studio, according
to the promotional literature: "Unable
to find professional-duty models that
sound natural oc home speakers with
the requisite dynamic range, Mobile
Fidelity finally commissioned their
own speakers using custom made drivers, crossovers and cabinets."
Commissioned? From where? I
WorldRadioHistory

6ohms, and sensitivity is stated as 88dB.
Each OML-1 weighs 20 lbs, with
dimensions of 12.5" high by 8" wide
by 14.5" deep. Iwasn't crazy about
MoFi's choice of Italian-made SolidSteel stands — Ithought the stand's top
platform was way too small. Otherwise, Iliked these three-footed Italians. You can't rock atripod. All in all,
the OML-1 offers the look and feel of
luxury at avery affordable price.
I'd been listening to apair of newmodel Triangle Titus Es speakers,
which retail for $895/pair. The system
consisted of aCreek CD50 Mk.2 CD
player, and aMcIntosh MDA1000 digital processor straight into my McIntosh MC275 power amp (the latest
reincarnation of the amp Ilusted after
while in college, more than 40 years
ago). First, though, Iused aMusical
Fidelity X-150 solid-state integrated
amp to break in the OML-1s: MuFi,
meet MoFi.
If Ihad to identify one strength of
Stereophile, October 2004

Sonus fa ber

A
M USICAL
INSTRUMENT
Sonusfaber introduces
Stradivari homage,
the final model in aseries
dedicated to the great
violinmakers of Cremona.
This lineage of audio
excellence began with the
Guarneri bornage in 1993,
continuing with Amati homage
in 1998 and ultimately
concluding with
Stradivari homage for 2004.

This artisan-made
loudspeaker system achieves
aradically new stimulus
for both eye and ear.
Unsurpassed in terms of
workmanship, finish and
musicality; making the
complete experience as rare
and unique as its
legendary namesake.

Stradivari homage

Available in
"Red Violin" (right)
or "Graphite" (left)finish
onbi at select Sonus faber dealers.

SUMIKO

EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN I
MPORTERS OF SONUS FABER
2431 FIFTH WorldRadioHistory
ST. BERKELEY .
CA 94710
TEL:go.843.45oo. FAX:510.843.7120 WWW.SUMIKOAUDIO.NET

ESERIES IN EAR EARPHONES
Shure E Series earphones feature ssounz'.-i3olating. in-ear design that naturally
attenuates background noise. Without the art.lacs created by active noise-canceling
headphones, the E5c reveals eeraoldinary e.nil e'en at moderate listening levels. Shure
originally developed these earphones for prafessiocal musicians and recording
engineers. Lightweight and mrnfortable, they are rdeal for travel, exercise and any active
listening pursuit. Visit us on ine to flirt adealer where you can hear the E5c yourself.

E5c earphones
feature separa
high- and lowfregueicy drivers
and am inline
crossever

It's Your Sound
02003 Shure Inc.
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the OML-1 — in addition to its attractive styling and superb finish — it would
be the speaker's dynamic range and its
ability to play exceptionally loud (for a
relatively small speaker) without strain.
If macrodynamics — the ability to reproduce wide swings in dynamics — is
your thing, then the OML-1 is sure to
please, especially at the price.
The OML-1 delivered ample bass.
But Iwasn't entirely happy with the
quality, as opposed to the quantity, of
that bass. Not that Ifound the bottom
end boomy — it wasn't. But Ithought
the bass was less well-defined than what
I'd obtained with the Triangle Titus Es.
The notes seemed to move slower with
the MoFi, which is to say that Ithought
the Titus offered better timing. In the
words of Alvin Gold, it "let go of the
notes." The bass notes in particular.
Timing can be important with classical music, too. The great conductor
Carlos ICleiber died recently. Iwas listening to his recording of Schubert's
Symphony 8, the "Unfinished," coupled with Symphony 3 (Deutsche
Grammophon Originals 449 745-2).
Get this recording and listen to the first
movement ofthe "Unfinished." To fully

1

appreciate the performance, you need
to be able to follow the beat, which I
was able to do superbly well with the
Triangles, less well with the MoFis.
Ihad some hesitation about the
OML-1's midrange, too: it seemed
slightly recessed, making it difficult to
make out, say, the solo violin passage
at the end of the first movement of
Brahms' Symphony 1. With the Kleiber
Schubert disc, Iwas unable to localize
each instrument in space to the extent
Icould do with the Tituses. Iheard less
there there, less where there.
While the OM L-1 handled macrodynamics — large swings in dynamics — particularly well, Iwas less
taken by the way the speaker handled
microdynamics — that is, subtle shifts
in dynamics. Again, this was in comparison to the Titus Es, which did not
reproduce BIG SOUND the way the
OML-1 did.
Meanwhile, the OML-1 surpassed
the Titus Es in terms of looks, cabinet
build, and finish. But Ifelt the Titus
surpassed the OML-1 in terms of the
quality of its drivers and its overall
design: in other words, in the way the
speaker is voiced and the way its dri-

vers integrate. A great two-way design
should give the impression of aseamless whole — especially when it's a
stand-mounted monitor. Iheard that
seamless quality with the Titus more
than with the OML-1.
But go audition the MoFi OML-1
and judge for yourself, if you can.
That's possible for those who live in
or near Music Direces Chicago headquarters, and it may soon be possible
at anetwork of bricks-and-mortar
dealers. As for buying any speaker via
mail-order, unheard, Iwouldn't advise
it. Iwouldn't buy aspeaker on the basis
ofadvertising copy, and! wouldn't buy
it on the basis of areview. However,
Music Direct does offer a30-day, 100%
money-back guarantee.
In any event, you won't find abetterlooking pair of stand-mounted speakers
for $1000. (The stunning sycamore and
rosewood finishes cost $300/pair more,
but the OML-1 is still abargain in terms
of fien'fmish.) Nor will you likely find a
speaker at this price with such an expensive-speaker way with macrodynamics.
That's where the OML-1 really shone.
Recommended, then, with reservations.
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Kimbees (BiFocal-XL),cnnsiderab
bigger and deeper soundstage gives yo afelling /
of amore relaxed, effortless, cleanerAhd more s through, sharper sound."

KIM3ER KABLE ®

Adnan Arduman -reoTimes.dl, Archives
"I

801-621-5530
www.kimbencom

fell under the BiFocal-Xis spell i mediately..."
Dave Duvall - dundStage.com, Archives
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Two great values
just got better...
"Overall, Iwas more involved with
the music than I am with most
amplifiers. There was more for me to
hear — a greater sense of immediacy
than Iwould have expected from an
integrated amp costing less than
$2,000."

e

Sam Tellig, Stereophile
"Every now and then, apiece of gear
comes along that does something so
wonderful with the music that you
go bananas. The Musical Fidelity X150 proves that you don't have to be
playing with a behemoth system to
experience this fine madness."
Sallie Reynolds, AV Guide Monthly
"The X-Ray's clarity, neutrality, and
transient speed combine to make listening to piano recordings a revelation. This is one area where the XRay doesn't take a back seat to any
front
end,
analog
included....
Listening to this music on the V3, I
was enthralled and frequently lost
track of time. If you like music to
transport you, this is one CD player

Now $999 each
The review press have unanimously
acclaimed the X-150 and the X-Ray to be
terrific performers at $1,300 and
$1,400 respectively. Imagine what they
would bye said at $999 each. Contact
your local Musical Fidelity dealer for an
audition, or call Signal Path for more
information.

that is up to the task!"
Jim Hannon, AV Guide Monthly
"At first glance, one might think that
the X-Ray' 3belongs in a bedroom or
office system, but its performance is
so good it merits consideration in
"big-rig" systems, too."
Jim Hannon, AV Guide Monthly

MUSICAL FIDELITY
SIGNALSPATH
,,YERNA

(704) 391-9337
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ANALOG CORNER
Michael Fremer

Audio Snobs &Phono Preamps

I

recently canceled my daily subscription to the New York Times
and took one for the Wall StreetJournal. Ifind the Journal's political coverage, unlike that of the Times (or
FoxNews),tobe"fairandbalanced,"
and Iread the WSJ's editorial page as Ido
The Onion: for amusement only.
The Journats "tech" columnist, Walter Mossberg, does athorough job of
covering his beat — except when it
comes to audio gear. There he leaves a
gaping hole: he doesn't discuss sound
quality. In this, he's not so much alone
among mainstream tech writers as probably among the majority. But find me a
camera writer who doesn't get around
to mentioningwhether the camera takes
agood picture, or who doesn't think picture quality matters.
InlateJuly,MossbergcoveredApple's
new Airport Express. The device is basically aplug-in WiFi range-extender
with abuilt-in D/A converter so you
can run cables from it to an audio system or radio with an auxiliary input, and
stream iTunes content from your remote computer. Inoted that Mossberg
had failed to mention sound quality and
dropped the issue from my mind.
That afternoon, Stereophile writer
Barry Willis ced me aletter he'd sent
Mossberg, along with Mossberg's response. Willis gently chided Mossberg
about his neglect of the sound, and
Mossberg responded with apleasant
letter explaining that he's not an "audiophile," how "subjective" it would be to
mention sound quality, and how his
"general interest" readers are "happy [to
listen] through cheap speakers." He also
let on that, listening through computer
speakers, he can rarely hear any difference between aCD and a12 8kbp sMP3
copy of it.
That incited me to send Mossberg
this:
Walter:
Igot cc'd acopy of your response to
my fellow Stereophile writer. Ifind your
response really frustrating.
It's kind of like "I'm happy with
crap, most of my readers are happy
with crap, and there's no point in clueing them into anything better."
Your readers are not poor. They are
Stereophile, October 2004

not into crap in other areas of their
lives. Ipromise they don't drive crappy
cars, they don't eat crappy meals, they
don't wear crappy clothes, they don't
have crappy kitchen appliances and
crappy bathroom fixtures, and they
don't drink crappy wine.
And Idoubt the writers at the WSJ
who cover those subjects write about
the low end of those products, or don't
attempt to help readers to upgrade
their experiences.
Iread the WSJ. Its cultural and consumer coverage is not about crap. It is
inevitably about quality.
One does not need to be an oenophile to know agood wine from a
crappy one. One need not be a

pursuit is empty and useless. It leaves
the reader to play with gadgets instead
of pursuing aquality experience.
The gizmo is the means to an end,
not the end,.. (I know, audiophiles get
accused of that, too).
It is like awine writer only writing
about $5 bottles. Now there's nothing
wrong with $5 bottles. I've found
some great ones. But Iknow that a$5
bottle is not agood $50 or $100 vintage bottle, and most anyone can taste
the difference.
Yes, you write for a"general" audience, but for some reason, when it
comes to virtually every other pursuit
in the WSJ, travel writers don't recommend Best Western, food writers don't

THE WSJ'S WALTER MOSSBERG EXPLAINED THAT HE'S
NOT AN "AUDIOPHILE," HOW "SUBJECTIVE"
IT WOULD BE TO MENTION SOUND QUALITY...
gourmet to know the difference between afine meal and one from
McDonald's.
Your answer about not being an
"audiophile," and not hearing the difference between aCD and an MP3
played back on acomputer, strikes me
as acop-out.
One of the reasons your readers are
"happy" playing back crappy-sounding
MP3s on crappy-sounding computer
speakers is because many of them
don't know that anything better is possible. Why? Because, to adegree, they
rely upon you! And you just don't
seem to be interested.
Iguarantee you, you'd easily be
able to distinguish aquality listening
experience from acomputer-driven
MP3 one.
You are in aposition to both improve the quality of your listening
experience and then pass that possibility on to your readers so they can pursue something better when listening to
their favorite music —and this has
nothing to do with being "an audiophile," whatever that is.
The pursuit of gadgets and gizmos is
fine, but without at least an expression
of the quality of the experience, such a
WorldRadioHistory

recommend McDonald's, wine writers
don't savor Midnight Express, and
automobile writers are more likely to
cover BMW instead of Kia.
Why? Not because your readers are
"gourmets" or "oenophiles" or "racing
drivers," but because they are wellheeled, sophisticated, educated, and
want the good things in life —and,
when exposed to them, can easily appreciate and discern the differences
between what's good and what's crap.
The only subject where this doesn't
seem to hold true is audio, where
mainstream writers are content with a
crappy, plastic listening experience and
have convinced themselves that their
readers are as well, even though in
every other subject you can name, this
is not the case.
Idon't understand this, never have
and never will.
Please pardon my tone...I am frustrated. When Ibring music-loving
neighbors and friends over to hear my
audio system — and these are not
"audiophiles" but "general readership"
people —they inevitably say the same
thing, which is, "My God. I've never
heard anything like that! It's wonderful. I
didn't know music could sound like that!
41
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Why didn't Iknow about this?'
And the answer is? The answer you gave Barry Willis!
The readers are happy listening
on crap. Well, Idon't buy it.
They're happy listening on
crap because that's all they
know. A small part of your job,
it seems to me, is to let them
know there's better.
Iwish Icould publish Mossberg's reply in its entirety here,
but when for reasons of legality
and common courtesy Iasked
for permission, he made it clear
that he considered our exchange
"personal" and refused. Having
had some obviouslyprivate e-mails made
public by an online psycho-imbecile, I
understand completely. However, the
opening line of Mossberg's response,
"Spoken like atrue snob," deserves airing. Admittedly, my letter baited him,
but the "snob" accusation floored me.
Since when does "better" mean "snob"?
This reminds me of people who take
shots at John ICerry because he reads.
The rest ofMossberg's letter indicated
a deep-seated prejudice about who
"audiophiles" might be. As an audiophile, Ifound it as insulting as Imight
have had he found out Iwas AfricanAmerican and his first suggestion was
that Iget off welfare and get ajob.
Mossberg felt it necessary to extol the
virtues of the Apple iPod to me, concluding that everyone but afew "audio
snobs" find the sound "excellent." As a
longtime iPod owner, Iknow that. No
doubt he'd be shocked to discover that
I, too, listen to music on my computer
and actually enjoy the experience, or that
Ienthusiastically review inexpensive
A/V gear in other venues.
In his response, Mossberg accused me
of seeming to want him to go on a"crusade" to get people to "dislike" the music
they like, played back the way they like
it: on computers through plastic speakers. Most of his readers, he assured me,
"love — love" listening that way.
I'd bet that most of them also
compute on aWmdows-based
computer, so why cover Apple
products — which are also
accused ofappealing to "snobs"?
(Hey! Maybe that's why I'm an
Apple guy!)
Even though, in my wine
analogy, Iadmitted to liking,
finding, and drinking inexpensive wines, and acknowledged
that the WSJ's wine writers
42

possession and so weren't available for me to use them in direct
comparisons. What follows is
nothing more than asnapshot
in time.
LPs used were John Coltrane
and Johnny Hartman (Impulse!
AS-40, original pressing and
Speakers Corner reissue), the
superb-sounding
four-LP
boxed set of Bob Dylan's Live
1964: Concert at Philharmonic
Hall (ColumbiilLegacy/Classic Records C2K 86882),
Mobile Fidelity's near-miraculous twofer of Alison Krauss
& Union Station's so long so
wrong (MFSL 2-276), andJohn
Lill's recital of solo piano music by
Schumann, engineered by Tony
Faulkner (Greenpro 4001/02). Someone Iused to think was afriend is going
around saying that Ilisten to the same
three records over and over. In an exercise such as this, it's the only responsible thing to do.

î

Stack o' phono preamps.

cover such wines, Mossberg felt it necessary to "oh, and by the way" me that
the wine writers "regularly review inexpensive wines." Iguess Ineed to "oh,
and by the way" him that they cover
the expensive ones too, and do so without being accused of being on a"crusade" to get people to "dislike"
inexpensive wines.
Ididn't do that, but Idid write back
to explain that I'm an iPod fan and not
asnob, and that when Ireview inexpensive gear, Ifind that some of it
sounds surprisingly good, some of it
sounds like crap, and what's wrong
with telling people which is which, and
not just which has the best navigation
system? The Consumer Electronics
Association has invited me to run a
panel discussion at CES in January
about why audio is in the crapper.
You've just read the first piece of evidence Iplan to submit.
More phono
preamplifiers
There are more choices in outboard
phono preamps today than there have
ever been, and they're lining up here
like planes waiting to take off from
Newark/Liberty. Keep in mind that
the hundreds of phono preamps I've
already reviewed are no longer in my
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NAD PP-2 ($129): This upgrade ofthe
PP-1 adds greater gain and MC compatibility. NAD claims to have improved
the circuit-board layout and increased
parts quality; metal-film resistors and
film-type capacitors are now used. The
power-supply voltage has been upped
from 15 to 24V, which NAD says improves overload margins and dynamic
capabilities. The wall-wart-powered
PP-2 has separate switchable movingmagnet (MM) and moving-coil (MC)
inputs and asingle set of outputs. MC
gain is fixed at 60dB loaded at 100 ohms
+ 180pF, while the MM offers 35dB of
gain at 47k ohms + 220pF. The input
sensitivities for 200mV output are
0.2mV and 3.5mV, respectively. The
MC and MM signal/noise ratios (Aweighted with cartridge) are 79dB and
80dB, respectively; unweighted, they're
73dB and 70dB. Distortion is 0.03%,
while the RIAA accuracy is ±0.3dB.
This tiny, 1-lb box surprised the hell
out of me, both for its quiet and
for the sound it made. Iroutinely fooled listeners into
thinking they were hearing
one of the two more expensive
phono preamps in this minisurvey. That's how good the
PP-2 was at doing what it did
well and hiding what it didn't.
The PP-2 had no problem
handling the Graham Nightingale cartridge's 0.45mV output, delivering a relaxed,
Stereophile, October 2004
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surprisingly rich-sounding picture that placed solid, threedimensional images on a
believable soundstage of modest size —and that was through
the very revealing mbl 101E
loudspeakers (reviewed elsewhere in this issue). Somewhat
dry, less than generous on harmonic overtones, and lacking
overall complexity and dynamic subtlety the PP-2 still managed to get the fundamentals
remarkably correct — including the bass, which was pleasantly
well-extended
and
satisfyingly tactile, if somewhat
indistinct. The overall picture
was very well-organized and solid, the
physicality coming at the expense of
some high-frequency extension, air, and
bloom —but that's preferable to grain
and hash, both ofwhich the PP-2 lacked.
The combination of the PP-2 and
Sumiko's new Evo III Blue Point Special phono cartridge (2.5mV output,
$349) provided genuine musical satisfaction for under $500. Yes, the s750
Gram Slee Gold Era took the music to
another level of harmonic and dynamic
refinement, and especially of liquidity
and flow. But the inexpensive NADSumiko combo was mellow, almost
golden, and not at all objectionable
when forced to perform in front of
$23,000 power amps and the
$45,000/pair mbls.
The NAD PP-2's combination of
background quiet, image solidity soundstage organization, and freedom from
obvious flaws of commission made it a
pleasant surprise. It's asleeper.
Parasound Zphono ($150): This
MM/MC preamp features an internal
power supply fed via an IEC AC jack.
The 3-1b, rack-mountable chassis
includes an AC polarity switch in order
toprovide hum-freeperformance when
used in acomplex home theater system, which was one of
Parasound's goals for the design. Apparently, they've heard
from custom installers about
the vinyl groundswell.
The specs provided by Parasound are scattershot: input sensitivity is rated at 0.15mV-2V
without regard to MM or MC
input, no gain spec is listed for
either input, and the input
impedance is 47koluns (forboth
MM and MC inputs, Iassume).
The S/N ratio is 75dB, refer44
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of these inexpensive phono
preamps approximates, more
closely than not, the sound of
the original Lehmann Black
Cube ($595). I'm not suggesting they're as good, especially
in terms of dynamics, and they
certainly aren't as configurable — but they delivered
the essence of what caused
such abig buzz among analog
loving audiophiles when the
Cube first appeared.

Parasound Zphono

enced to ahigh 5mV input, which gives
you aclue as to the Zphono's one major
fault: it was abit noisy in MC mode, even
with the Graham Nightingale cartridge's
relatively ample 0.45mV output. While
the Zphono somewhat bettered the PP2's MM performance, I'd go for the
smaller, less expensive NAD if Iwere
looking for acheap MC preamp.
That said, in MM mode the Zphono
made an impressive showing for abudget-priced phono preamp: similar to the
NAD PP-2's overall performance, but
with more extension, air, and sparkle on
top. As with the PP-2, the most impressive aspect of the Zphono's sound was
what wasn't there: grain, sizzle, edge, and
grit. The Parasound's sins, too, were of
omission, particularly in terms of midband "bloom." The Zphono produced
somewhat sharp edges compared to far
more expensive phono preamps, but
without any annoying etch — the overall picture had apleasing clarity and
rhythmic organization. Cymbals rang
cleanly and with more metallic edge
than through the PP-2, and overall, there
was more "air." The Zphono's soundstage was ample, if not expansive.
Overall, this level of performance
used to cost far more than $150. Each

Krell
Reference
KPE
($2200): The KPE MC phono
preamp is available as astandalone unit with power supply
for $2200, or as a$1600 add-on when
used with and powered by Krell's KB L,
KCR-2, or KCT preamplifiers.' Iauditioned the standalone version. Krell also
offers astandard KPE, configurable for
MM or MC. The MC-only Reference
has better parts, more flexibility in configuration, agreater S/N ratio (80dB
ref. 0.5mV input vs 71dB), and almost
12dB of additional gain (58-76dB in
6dB increments vs 64.5dB).
If you like running your low-output
MC at 47k ohms, forget the KPE. But
with the KPE, you wouldn't want to
anyway — it's one of those phono preamps whose suggested loading seems
to work best. For instance, Transfiguration cartridges (including Graham's
Nightingale) sounded best at the suggested loading of 100 ohms. Also,
matching gain to cartridge output is critical. The KPE didn't sound overloaded
when set to 76dB of gain, nor was there
any noise to speak of—but when I
reduced the gain to 58dB or 64dB, the
sound became far more relaxed and tactile while remaining both superdetailed and dynamic.
Switching from one of the inexpensive phono preamps shocked my system
with the improvements wrought by the
Krell. Isuddenly heard the
stretched skin of the banjo on
the Alison Krauss disc, the profusion ofcolors emanating from
McCoy Tyner's piano and the
honey in Hartman's voice on the
Coltrane album. Cymbals went
from crunch to shimmer, and
the dynamics and soundstaging
opened up and bloomed even as

1 The basic KPE was reviewed for
Stereophile by Martin Colloms in June
1994, the KPE Reference by Wes Phillips
in June 1997.
— Ed.
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the focus improved. (Even so,
the NAD and Parasounddesigners have earned my greater
respect for just how much
they've managed to accomplish
on atight budget.)
The KPE is only the second
Krell component I've reviewed. As with the company's
Standard SACD player, the
KPE's
performance
ran
counter to the cliché about
Krell gear sounding bright and
hard. Yes, the KPE could sound
that way if! maxed out the gain
running one of today's highish
low-output MCs, such as the
Nightingale, or if Iran it at 1k
ohm instead of the recommended 100
ohms. But when the KPE was brokenin, and with its gain and loading optimized, its sound was hardly bright. Still,
it was on the crystalline and upfront
side ofneutral, somewhatatthe expense
of body and three-dimensionality.
The KPE's extremelylownoisefloor
allowed the music to "pop" from jetblack backgrounds and contributed to
dramatically enhanced microdynamIN HEAVY ROTATION
1) Bill Berry, Shortcake, Audiophile
Master Records 180gm LPs (2)
2) Jimmy Reed, At Carnegie Hall,
Audio Fidelity SACD
3) Jimmy D. Lane with Double
Trouble, It's Time, Analogue
Productions Originals 180gm,
45rpm LPs (2)
4) Nat King Cole, Just One of
Those Things, S&P Records
180gm LP
5) Norah Jones, Feels Like Home,
Classic 180gm LP
6) Wilco, A Ghost is Born, Nonesuch CD/Rhino 180gm LP
7) Hank Mobley, Soul Station,
Classic Records 180gm mcno
LP
8) Ben Webster With Strings,
Sophisticated Lady, Speakers
Corner 180gm mono LP
9) Various Artists, Power of Soul: a
Tribute to Jimi Hendrix, Classic
Records 180gm LPs (2)
10) Thomas Dolby, Forty-live
Anniversary, Sali 014LP 150gm
LP
Visit vvvvvv.musicangle.com for full
reviews.
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rear panel grant access to minimal but well-chosen loading
points: 100 ohms, 1kohm, and
47k ohms. Tweakers need not
fret: Because there are two sets
of inputs (one balanced, one
single-ended), the unused set
can be used for custom loading with the resistors of your
choice. Ayre provides detailed
instructions on how to do this.
Physically and sonically, the
P-5x is vintage Ayre. Outside
is Ayre's usual attractive
brushed-aluminum chassis,
while inside is asingle circuit
board, cleanly and symmetrically laid out. If you need to
ics compared to the budget preamps.
change the default gain of 60dB, you'll
All of this brought John Lill's Schuneed to remove 10 hex-head screws. I
mann disc convincingly to life. While
found that setting the correct gain
neither "bright" nor "hard," the overworked for all but the lowest-output
all sound emphasized transient attack
MCs. Ayre claims that the balanced
over the resulting aftermath — and input yields the best sound. Ido have
that was true throughout the sonic abalanced set of Cardas Neutral Refspectrum. Bass was tight, wellerence DIN-to-XLR cables, but durextended, and "fast," trebles were clean ing the review period Ihad the Kuzma
and effervescent. Any sort of tubelike Air Line and VP! JMW tonearms in
midband "bloom" was missing in
the system, neither of which features a
action, but that's to be expected.
DIN connector. Iused the Ayre's sinThe result was avery exciting and gle-ended inputs.
immediate sound with lots of air and
Like the Krell Reference KPE, after
detail, though with acartridge equally along break-in period the P-5x proas "fast" as the KPE you might get the vided dead-quiet, jet-black backsense that the Krell wasn't savoring a grounds along with outstanding
musical thought long enough before
micro- dynamic shadings — but its
moving on to the next. Koetsu's carsound was quite different. The P-5x
tridges might be better matches for was not nearly as "fast" and upfront
the KPE than the Graham Nightinas the KPE, instead painting asomegale. The combo of KPE and Lyra what warmer and richer picture, with
Titan was nearly ideal, the KPE's
greater image solidity and threespeed and attack nicely balancing the
dimensionality. The tradeoff was abit
Titan's rich bottom end.
less air and "shimmer" on top, which
Overall, the Krell Reference KPE
resulted in less immediacy and initial
is acompetent, nicely built phono preexcitement, but greater listening satamp that offers very credible perfor- isfaction over the long term. The Ayre
mance — especially dynamically —
was also somewhat drier and less liqfor the price, as well as outstanding uid than the Krell, but ultimately
configurability. But it's been around more neutral, and seemingly more
for awhile, and Idon't think Krell's
transparent — the transient attack
put much effort into the subject of didn't seem to shout out and intrude
phono stage design in some time.
on every musical event.
As with the Krell, the Ayre's loading,
Ayre P-5 x ($2350): Billed as an
and especially its gain, had aprofound
improvement over the phono board
effecton the final sound. Given the FETs'
available as an option on Ayre's K- inherently low noise, the less gain you
1xpreamp, the P-5x is azero-feedcan get away with, the more nuanced,
back, FET-based, MM/MC phono
neutral, and refined the final sound will
preamp offering three levels of gain
be. Find the gain "sweet spot" and you
(50dB, 60dB, 70dB), selectable via won't lose dynamics, either. Also as with
jumpers mounted on its circuit the Krell, the Ayre's resolution of lowboard. Using the balanced XLR level detail was noteworthy, as was its
inputs adds 6dB of gain to each setoverall dynamic presentation. The Ayre
"floated" the picture in three dimensions
ting. DIP switches mounted on the
WorldRadioHistory
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overall, with less noticeable dryness.
Tubes will get you more liquidity,
delicacy, and bloom, but at the
expense of neutrality and bottomend solidity. When properly configured and broken-in, and used with
an appropriately voiced cartridge, the
P-5x lets you forget it's even there about as high acompliment as can be
paid apiece of audio gear in the service of music. I'll stick with the $7k
Manley Steelhead, however.

#1 BEST SOUND
AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucky,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
Wes Phillips, Stereopbile
September 2002

Micro-Tech digital stylus gauge.

Expressimo Audio Micro-Tech
digital stylus force gauge (S160)
with greater ease, allowing me to hear This low-cost stylus-force gauge —
www.expressimoaudio.com— can
farther into the soundstage. Where the
measure 0.1gm to 120gm in increAyre was most different from the Krell
was in the bass: while not quite as taut ments of 0.1gm. It places the stylus
as the ICPE's, the P-5x's bass had equally very close to the record surface to meagood extension while adding an almost sure the tracking force with greater
accuracy, it's easily self-calibrated, and
tubelike tidiness and texture.
it appears to be bulletproof. When refOverall, the P-5x is not aradical
erenced to a2gm laboratory-grade
departure from Ayre's "house sound."
Rather, it's arefinement that offers a weight, its digital readout always disricher sonic palette than the phono played precisely "2.0." The Microcard built into the K-1x preamplifier Tech proved as accurate as and far less
(as Iremember it), with improved delicate than the Winds gauge, which
three-dimensionality andbody, greater cost $800 when Ireviewed it in the
bass texture, and asmoother sound January 1997 issue.
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Art Dudley

The Galibier Turntable

0

nce upon atime there
was a violin maker
who had two quarrelsome sons, and their
names were John and
Rudolf. When the
boys came of age, their father put
them to work in his shop, but John
and Rudolf found it difficult to get
along with one another, and they
quarreled even more bitterly after the
old man died.
One day aguitarist came into the
shop and asked John and Rudolf if
they would make him aspecial instrument. The brothers set aside their
differences long enough to work together, and the result was aguitar that
looked and sounded like no other.
The guitarist was so pleased that he
told all of his friends, and soon John
and Rudolf had many new customers,
and enough money that they continued to get along for awhile.
But the pleasant times didn't last
forever. Before long, John wanted to
do things differently from Rudolf and
Rudolf wanted to do things differently
from John, and each convinced himself
that the idea for the splendid guitar
was his own and not the other's. (In
truth, it belonged to neither.) The brothers began to quarrel again, and then
to bicker, and then to fight, and soon
John left the shop and sought his fortune elsewhere.
Store that away for later.
From Teres to Redpoint to
Galibier
Five years ago, aGerman manufacturer
named Thomas Scheu decided to sell
turntable kits to the do-it-yourself
audio community, and he described his
offerings in aseries of posts on various
Internet venues, including the popular
Analog Addicts mailing list. Among
those whose attention he caught were
two Coloradoans, Chris Brady and
Thom Mackris. Scheu's designs seemed
good and the prices were actually quite
reasonable, but Chris and Thom began
to think out loud about pushing the
design concepts even further. After
some conversations between themselves and with afew other interested
Stereophile, October 2004

Galibier Quattro turntable with optional composite platter.

audiophiles, they decided to make their
own turntables from scratch.
A large and heavy turntable with a
modular design and, consequently,
fluid upgrade path took shape, but
there was one problem: Tooling up to
make only afew high-quality platters
and bearings and motor pulleys and
suchlike was prohibitively expensive.
The only way to economize was by an
economy of scale. It was early January
2000, and Brady and Mackris had attracted 11 other people to their cause,
but virtually all of them had careers in
other fields, and none wanted to
become audio manufacturers. So they
made a proposal to the other kitbuilders on the Internet: If enough
people were willing to kick in, they
could all form aco-op and have their
turntable parts made relatively cheaply.
By the end of that month atotal of 52
people had signed on, and the newly
christened Teres project was born.
By all accounts, those 52 hobbyists
had agreat time listening to and experimenting with their new turntables:
Engineering lessons were learned, new
music was discovered, and friendships
WorldRadioHistory

were forged. But in spring 2001, Chris
Brady, whose machinist brother had
been contracted to make many of the
Teres turntable parts, announced to the
group that he was turning Teres into a
commercial venture. Thom Maclais
was impressed with neither Chris's
business plan nor his "buyout" offer —
a single turntable plinth that Chris's
brother, Bryce Brady, had recently
made — and he responded by joining
forces with fellow project member
Peter Clark to form adifferent commercial firm, called Redpoint Audio.
(Mackris and Clark are both rockclimbing enthusiasts: hence the name.)
In particular, Thom Mackris's partnership with Peter Clark centered around
their ideas regarding platter design and
construction, which had evolved somewhat since the Teres project began.
They also decided to forgo the Teres
turntable's rather complex motor-control circuitry, donated to the project by
designer Manfred Huber, in favor of a
comparatively simple voltage regulator.
Finally — or as finally as can be in
such acontext —Thom Mackris and
Peter Clark parted company, as friends,
49
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in spring 2003. Peter carried on with
Redpoint Audio, and Thom formed his
own company, called Galibier. The two
companies' products appear at least
superficially similar to one another, in
some respects remarkably so.
Galibier Quattro Supreme
turntable
A popular TV show called Pimp My
Ride asks the evergreen question Why
do some men build extreme cars and trucks?
They might as well wonder Why do
some men build extreme turntables?
I've looked at the phenomenon
from every direction, and so far the
most common answer seems to be:for
the challenge. The fact that two of the
Teres project's founders have an interest in mountaineering may be germane. It's also worth noting that one
other founder didn't even own any
records when Teres was getting underway: His love of turntable design
would appear to have been more or
less simply alove of turntable design —
not that there's anything wrong with
that. (For his part, Thom Mackris really does enjoy music, and has long
maintained agood LP collection.)
Some men have anatural tendency
to make things that are impressive, and
that often goes hand in hand with
making things big. And the Teres turntable and all its progeny, none of which
is sprung or suspended in any sense, are
nothing if not massive. In the minds of
many audio designers, that tendency
may pay dividends in terms of reproducing music. They would point to the
imperturbability of a massive player,
and the idea that it's less susceptible to
unwanted vibrations than something
less chunky. But an idea is all it is, and
people who come at it from the opposite direction would suggest that everything under the sun resonates,
regardless of its mass, and that chunkier objects are in fact worse because
they tend to release stored energy
much more slowly. 1Your choice.
Somewhat less controversial are the
benefits of amassive record platter. In
that instance, the storage of certain
kinds of energy — centripetal and rotational, Isuppose — is regarded as a
boon, because it helps to keep the record spinning at asteady speed. Rocksteady, if you'll pardon the expression.
1The electrical analog of mass is not resistance, as
many assume, but either inductance or capacitance,
depending on how you look at it. Unfortunately,
energy cannot be dissipated by inductance or capacitance alone, only by resistance.
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, October 2004

Speaking of which, the Teres tribe
all had another speed-stability trick up
their sleeves: DC motors driven by
rechargeable batteries. I'm with them
all the way on that, having spent time
with Pink Triangle's sadly discontinued
Pink Link kit for the Linn LP12
turntable, which does essentially the
same thing. 2 Although early DC
motors had speed-stability issues, with
or without control servos, that's less
true of their more modern counterparts, and Mackris and Clark are
among the designers who believe that
the combination of amassive and wellmachined record platter with alowspeed, low-torque DC motor offers
the best combination of steady speed,
immunity to groove drag (ie, changes
in record speed effected by especially
heavily modulated portions of the
record groove), and freedom from
motor noise.

oil. (The basic Quattro model, which
sells for $3500 with standard platter
and without Anvil, lacks these leadfilled channels.) It's a remarkable
sight, rather like the inside of an automatic transmission (or perhaps a
pachinko table). The outside of the
plinth looks impressive, too: It's
milled into aseries of flat sides, then
polished to ahigh gloss.
The aluminum arm mount is similarly polished, and drilled with aseries of
holes that add to the Quattro's unique
appearance while also serving to relieve
that structure's own resonant modes. The
arm mount pivots at the point where it
fastens to the plinth, and although at first
Ididn't fully appreciate it, that degree of
articulation makes cartridge alignment
easier than usual. At the other side of the
plinth, the outboard motor pod is constructed and finished in amanner that
complements the other main elements,

THE QUATTRO SUPREME BEGINS LIFE AS
75-LB BILLET OF ALUMINUM ALLOY.
Are they on the right track? Ihad a
chance to find out in July, when Thom
Mackris sent me asample of his best
Galibier model, the Quattro Supreme
($5000,
www.galibierdesign.com).
Add to that Galibier's composite platter option ($1250) and their Anvil
record weight ($350) — the most accurately named audio product that I'm
aware of—and you have a $6600
turntable, ready for action with the
tonearm and cartridge of your choice.
The Quattro Supreme begins life as
75-lb billet of aluminum alloy (yes, it
could have been a Hardy fly reel),
which is milled into aflat and mostly
round platform not quite 4" thick and
just larger in diameter than the platter
itself. One portion of the platform is
outsized and squared off, and this is
intended to support one or two arm
mounts, about which I'll have more to
say later. The underside of the
Quattro Supreme plinth is machined
into amaze of concentric channels,
mapped in accordance with the structure's computer-modeled resonant
modes and filled with lead shot and
2After writing about it for Listener anumber of years
ago and sending back the review sample, Iordered my
own Pink Link. Unfortunately, Ihad to retum the kit
for arefund because of amanufacturing defect in my
sample's motor pulley. That very sample proved to be
the last one Pink Triangle ever sent to the States.
WorldRadioHistory

although it isn't filled with shot. (And
why would you want it to be? The Swissmade DC motor within is about as
noiseless athing as you can find that will
do the job.) The motor armature is
topped with a slender and wellmachined pulley, and atwo-conductor
jack near the bottom of the pod allows
for easy connection of the outboard battery and charger. Athree-position switch
offers the choice of 33rpm, 45rpm, and
Off, each speed has its own trim pot for
fine adjustment
Although the Quattro and Quattro
Supreme platters are machined from
solid PVC, my review sample's optional platter was acomposite of 21
/"of
2
anodized aluminum damped with lead
shot and oil, and a1" layer of Teflon.
The Teflon, which takes the place of a
record mat, is actually inlaid into the
top of the aluminum platter and held
in place with 60 cap-head machine
bolts — tuneable, no less. The platter
bearing is appropriately robust, with a
machined brass well, a replaceable
Delrin thrust pad, a hardened steel
ball, and asteel bearing spindle that's
more than 1
/"in diameter. The lubri4
cant of choice is Marvel Mystery Oil
(supplied), from a company with a
charming logo that time has apparently forgotten.
And then there's Galibier's alu51

ninum-alloy record weight, the
Invil — all 61
/ lbs of it. On its botom is arubber 0-ring that contacts
he record label, and up top there's a
crew-off lid that exposes achamber
or the damping material of one's
:hoice, lead shot being standard. (But
he Anvil is so ridiculously wellnachined you could be forgiven for
ssuming it's all one piece.) Galibier
.ncourages people who purchase the
nvil to experiment with damping
naterials to their hearts' content, alhough their website suggests that
,Ps and oil can be a troublesome
ombination under the worst circumtances — an understatement if ever I
Leard one.

mends and supplies Mylar recording
tape for the Quattro Supreme's drive
belt, but if it slips off the motor pulley
or platter as aconsequence of incorrect
belt tension, it gets chewed all to hell. I
imagine that's why Galibier supplied
three belts with mine.
Once installed, the complete
Quattro Supreme is a remarkablelooking thing. The precisely spaced
holes on the white Teflon platter mat,
the differently sized holes on the arm
mount, and the facets on the plinth and
on the motor pod all work together to
create astrikingly modern, purposeful
look, but without the downright childish overkill that characterizes other
contemporary players. The only element that stuck out like asore thumb
nstalling the Galibier Quattro
was the battery case and charger, aplasThe Quattro's unusually large bearing. Martian
added for scale.
iupreme
tic portable unit that Galibier buys
fyou stop and think about it—which
from an automotive supplier. (Thom
didn't — aturntable this large and takes on the Robin.) Thanks as much Mackris acknowledges the tackiness
Leavy requires an appropriate mount- to the "spindle locator" built into the while maintaining an aversion to "reinrig surface: Neither my Mana nor Graham Robin's headshell as to the venting the wheel" — and thus adding
tega wall shelf would have been up to arm mount's ability to pivot around a to the expense of his products.)
he task. (In all fairness, they may well single set point, setting the precisely
rave been, but the screws with which correct spindle-to-pivot distance took Listening
hey're lagged into the wall studs lack less than half aminute.
Ibegan with aSupex 900 Super movhe requisite shear strength.) Not only
Another nice consequence of the ing-coil cartridge I've been using lately
nust the support be sturdy, it must articulated armboard was that Icould in my own record player, and was imlso provide sufficient real estate on begin my cartridge-setup chores by pressed at once by what Istill, amonth
vhich the plinth and the outboard dialing in the precisely correct offset later, consider the Galibier turntable's
notor pod can both nestle comfort- angle — always the toughest part, any- most conspicuous strength: its downbly, 18" by 25" being the minimum. way — then locking the cartridge in right explosive dynamics. The Galibier
,ensing my inadequacy, Thom place by tightening its mounting bolts was without question more dynamicalelackris loaned me a rugged MDF and setting overhang using only the ly capable than the Linn or Rega. Sam
datform of the sort he makes for just armboard pivot to move it in or out. I Bush's mandolin breaks on "Ginseng
uch occasions. Isupported it with a will never have to move that cartridge Sullivan," from Tony Rice's Manzanita
,air of old Linn Isobarik stands that I in that headshell again, unless Iwant (LP, Rounder 0092), sounded even
Lappened to have lying about.
to. (And again: Why would Iwant to?) more startlingly alive than usual, with
The various components that make
Almost every installation and setup especially sharp note attacks. And on
p a Galibier Quattro Supreme are task went smoothly, the only wrinlde my perennial fave, Procol Harum's Live
hipped in three separate cartons, and being a literal one: Galibier
in Concert with the Edmonton Symphony
he heaviest part — the plinth — arOrchestra (LP, Chrysalis CHR 1004),
ives bolted firmly to apiece of plyB.J. Wilson's drums jump out of the
vood. Thanks to sensible packing
mix with unusual force and drama —
nd generous amounts of Styrofoam,
even in the lead-in groove, where he
ay review sample arrived alive.
plays acouple of tentative rolls as the
"here's no instruction manual —I'm
ork finishes tuning up.
Dld it's in the works — but the
On the other hand, my Linn LP12
;alibier website has enough details
presents abetter sense of momentum
nd good, clear photographs to get
and timing — or at least apresentation
irtually any hobbyist up and running
that I'm more used to. (At the time of
Jithin about an hour. In my experithis writing I've lived with the
nce, the most difficult thing was liftGalibier for about a month.) The
ig that plinth into place.
Galibier, while not uninvolving, didn't
The arm mount Ireceived was
suck me into the music quite as readre-drilled for a Graham Robin
ily as the Linn.
Dnearm, the review sample of
During its first few days of use, Ialso
ehich Bob Graham has asked me to
formed an impression that the Galibier
old on to, so that's what Iused.
was just abit colorless. That changed
See the April and May 2003 issues
when Thom Maclais dropped by for a
fStereophile for my and Mikey's
An onboard motor pod.
visit and brought along a newly
2
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acquired Scheider Reference tonearm
(www.audioadvancements.com).
Handmade in Berlin by a master
watchmaker named Frank Schroder,
the $6000 Reference is apivoting arm
with asingle-thread bearing, adjustable
magnetic damping, and an armtube
made from jacaranda, adense, colorful
hardwood (yes, it could have been an
Orvis reel seat). Together, we installed
the Schroder and awell-loved Denon
103 MC cartridge alongside the
Graham, and spent the next hour utterly amazed at how good the combination sounded. Not only was the
Galibier-SchrOder-Denon combination
richly colored and textured, but some
measure of temporal realism seemed to
have been restored. It was superb analog —and as sorry as Iwas to see Thom
leave the next day, Iwas almost equally
sorry that he had to take his SchrOder
tonearm with him.

it appreciably.) Finally, Itend to think
that a turntable with uncalibrated
speed controls should be packaged
with at least astrobe disc of some sort,
to get the user up and running.
To alarge extent, these misgivings
are overruled by the fact that Isimply
like the Galibier approach to owning
and assembling arecord player. It's no
coincidence that Thom Mackris and
his cohorts, past and present, all seem
to be SET-and-horn enthusiasts: an
audio subculture that rewards rather
than punishes aperson's very natural
tendency to spend his money on the
sound that he wants and not the
sound that somebody else says he
ought to want. Most SET devotees I
know own more than one amp, or at
least more than one brand of tube for
their daily-use amp: One day you
might be in the mood to listen with
Sovtek 2A3s — aperfectly nice triode
at abargain price — and the next day
Divided loyalties
you might want to use a pair of
My loyalty to the low-mass school of VV45s. In the same sense, the
record replay remains unfazed in a Galibier rewards both aperson's tengeneral sense — but the high-mass dency to experiment and his right to
approach has impressed me now more alter his system to suit his mood on
than ever. (I was wildly unimpressed any single day of this too-short life.
the last time Iworked with avery- That's all perfectly acceptable. Come what
high-mass turntable: a Micro Seiki, may, Iwill never cease to applaud that
owned by the late Edison Price, that refreshing, anti-elitist, and undusty
was musically dull and uninvolving.) point of view.
Perhaps that's because the Galibier is a
And the people at Galibier
better design than most, or because
(Redpoint, too, for that matter) are
machine tools and techniques have good people. Many's the time I've had
improved so much in recent years. On to suck it up and give a negative
that count, despite being priced afew review to aproduct made by someone
thousand dollars more than a Linn I admire — or a positive review to
LP12 or aRega P9, the fully loaded something made by acreep. (Watch
Galibier Quattro Supreme strikes me for the book When Good Amps Come
as adecent value: The individual parts from Bad People, which Ihope will be
are obviously made to very fine toler- my follow-up to Chicken Soup for the
ances, and the cosmetics are superb. Audiophile's Soul.) Ihave to do those
This is true audio sculpture at its best.
things because I'm aprofessional, but I
My only real quibbles: Istill haven't also reserve the right to smile more
warmed to the Mylar belts (in astring brightly when Ifmd the best of both
of bizarre mishaps, Imanaged to pul- worlds, as now Ihave.
verize two of the three), and Ican't
help but wonder if agood ol'-fash- And the quarrelsome
ioned rubber belt might sound even brothers...?
better, in addition to being less fussy in For along time, each was mistrustful of
use. And Istill don't really like the the other, and wasted much time in
Anvil, impressive though it is by dint of suspicion and spite. Finally, almost 10
sheer heft and commanding appear- years after their big fight, John
ance. To this day, putting an irreplace- Dopyera returned to the shop, and he
able slab of vinyl onto arelatively hard and Rudolf Dopyera went back to
surface and pressing it down with a working together. And they named
heavy weight just doesn't seem right to their new company Dobro, which
me. Iwish Galibier made alighter ver- stood for Dopyera Brothers, and from
sion for worrywarts like me. (If that day forward all resonator guitars
dumped out, the amount of lead shot were called Dobros, whether or not
inside the Anvil isn't enough to lighten they were.
Stereophile, October 2004
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"The Yara system is designed to
capture the hearts of audiophiles
while setting their wallets free."

USA:
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RECONIMEN,EZ:i COMPONENTS

BEST AUDIO
COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS LISTED HERE HAVE BEEN
FORMALLY REVIEWED IN STEREOPHILE
AND HAVE BEEN FOUND TO BE
AMONG THE BEST AVAILABLE IN EACH
OF FOUR OR FIVE QUALITY CLASSES_
WHETHER A COMPONENT IS LISTED
IN CLASS A OR CLASS E.
WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND ITS PURCHASE.

Stereophile, October 2004
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RECOMMENDED COMPONEN]

E

ach listing — in alphabetical order
within classes—is followed by a
brief description of the product's
sonic characteristics and acode
indicating the Stemphile Volume
and Issue in which that product's
report appeared. Thus the September 2003
issue is indicated as "Vo126 No.9."
Some products listed have not yet been
reported on; these are marked (NR), for
"Not Reviewed." We recommend that you
read any product's entire review before
seriously contemplating apurchase (products without reviews should therefore be
treated with more caution) — many salient
characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats
appear in the reviews, but not here. To
obtain back issues of the magazine, visit
our website: www.stereophile.com. We
regret that we cannot supply photocopies
or e-mail copies of individual reviews.
Some reviews are reprinted in our website
"Archives" section: these are marked
"WWW." More are added each week, so
check the on-line listing. PDF files of past
listings are also available for purchase. Each
$9.95 file includes acomplete year's worth
of "Recommended Components."
In general, components do not remain
listed for more than three years unless at
least one of the magazine's writers and editors has had continued experience with
them. Discontinuation of amodel also precludes its appearance. In addition, though
professional components — recorders,
amplifiers, monitor speaker systems — can
be obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance that would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do not
generally do so. Stereophiles "Recommended Components" listing is almost
exclusively concerned with products cur-

H OW

TO

USE

rently available in the US through the usual
hi-fi retail outlets.
HOW RECOMMENDATIONS
ARE DETERMINED

The ratings given components included in
this listing are based entirely on performance — ie, accuracy of reproduction —
and are biased to an extent by our feeling
that things added to reproduced sound (eg,
flutter, distortion, colorations of various
kinds) are ofmore concern to the musically
oriented listener than are things subtracted
from the sound (cg, deep bass or extreme
treble). On the other hand, components
markedly deficient in one or more respects
are downrated to the extent that their deficiencies interfere with the full realization
of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended
Components" every product that we have
found to be truly excellent or that we feel
represents good value for money. Bear in
mind that many different tastes are represented. The listing is compiled after consultation with Stereophiles reviewing staff
and editors, and takes into account continued experience of aproduct after the
formal review has been published. In particular, we take account ofunreliability and
defects that show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received a
favorable review cannot therefore be
regarded as aguarantee that it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at
the time the listing was compiled (August
2004). We cannot guarantee that any of
these prices will be the same by the time
this issue of Stereophile appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform much better than might be expected

THE

from its price, we have drawn attention to
it with a$$$ next to its listing. We also indicate, with atr, products that have been on
this list in one incarnation or another since
the "Recommended Components" listing
inVo124 No.10 (October2001).Longevity
in ahi-fi component is rare enough that
we think it worth noting (although it can
also indicate that the attention of design
engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters
complaining that the Symphonic Bombast
A-123 that we recommended heartily two
years ago no longer makes it into "Recommended Components." Where deletions
are made, we endeavor to give reasons (there
are always reasons). But remember: Deletion
acomponentfrom this list does not invalidate a
buying decision you have made
Individual reviewers mentioned by their
initials are:Join Atkinson, Paul Bolin, Lonnie Brownell, Martin Colloms, Brian
Damkroger, Robert Deutsch, Shannon
Dickson, Art Dudley, Michael Fremer,
Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill, Lewis
Lipnick, John Marks, Paul Messenger,
Thomas J. Norton, Wes Phillips, Bob J.
Reina, Kalman Rubinson, Markus Sauer,
Don A. Scott, Jonathan Scull (J-10), Chip
Stern, Sam Tellig, and Barry Willis.

e

TURNTABLES
A+
Rockport Technologies System III Sirius:
$73,750 st
What can you say about a$73,750 'table and arm? The
System III Sirius is all air-driven, exquisitely constructed,
and 550 lbs in its stocking feet, with a"captured" lineartracking, high-pressure, low-flow ann and bearing. Ittook
all of 30 seconds for MF to realize that "it was in every
way laughably better than anything else I'd ever heard."
How so? "Its overall presentation was so much bigger,

LISTINGS

:eclasses each cover awide range of performa nce .Care f
ully rea dour d
escr i
pt i
ons h
ere, th
e or i
gi
na l
rev i
ews, and (heaven
,rbid) reviews in other magazines to put togethe rashor tli stofcomponents to choose f
rom. Eva l
uate your room, your source
aterial and front-end(s), your speakers, and your tast es .With l
uc k, you may come up w i
tha se l
ect i
on to aud i
ti
on at your
favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will not t
ell y
ou w h
at
t
ob
uyany more t
han Consumer Reports wou ld pre tell you whom to marry!
CLASSA.
nable sound for a component of its
nd, almost without practical considerations;
eleast musical compromise!' AClass Asysm is one for which you don't have to make a
ap of faith to believe that you're hearing the
I
thing. With Super Audio CD, 24/96 DAD, and
D-Audio now available, we have created a
ew Class, A+, for the best performance in those
digital categories. Class A now represents the
best that can be obtained from the conventional
16/44.1kHz CD medium. We also created Class
A+categoriesforturntablesand phonopreamps,
to recognize the achievements of the Rockport
irius and Boulder 2008, respectively.

W

•

The next best thingto the very best sound reproduction; Class Bcomponents generally cost less

than those in Class A, but most Class B components are still quite expensive.

Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically natural than average home-component
high fidelity; products in this class are of high
quality but still affordable.

ng musical sound, but these components are either of significantly lower fidelity
than the best available, or exhibit major compromises in performance—limited dynamic
range, for example. Bear in mind that appearance in Class Dstill means that we recommend
this product — it's possible to put together a
musically satisfying system exclusively from
Class D components.

WorldRadioHistory

Applying only to loudspeakers, this "Entry Level"
classification includes products that may have
obvious defects, but are both inexpensive and
much better than most products in their mid-fi
price category.

"Keep your eye on this product!' Class Kis for
components that we have not reviewed (or have
not finished testing), but that we have reason to
believe may be excellent performers. We are not
actually recommending these components, only
suggesting you give them alisten.Though the report has yet to be published in certain cases, the
reviewer and editor sometimes feel confident
enough that the reviewer's opinion is sufficiently
well formed to include what otherwise would be
an entry in one of the other classes, marked (NR).

R
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Acoustic Signature Final Tool: $2995 $$$
Perhaps the greatest mid-priced bargain in analog today,
sez MF. Ruggedly built, with precision-machined, 24lb damped aluminum platter. Should last alifetime or
even two. Sophisticated motor controller, ultra-smoothrunning motor, three-ami/three-motor capable. Muscular sound, but not for those who like their analog
"warm" and "lush." (Vo124 No.9)
Galibier Quattro Supreme: $5000
Composite platter option costs $1250, Anvil record
weight costs $350. (See AD's review in this issue.)
Linn Sondek LP12, with Lingo power
supply: $3550-$3600, depending on
finish and options er
Compared with Linn's Valhalla, the Lingo-equipped
Sondek minimizes the LP12's propensity toward a
slightly fat midbass, subjectively extending the low frequencies by another octave. The Lingo upgrade alone
costs$1550.TheTrampolinsuspensionreducesthe effect
of the support. Cirkus bearing/subchassis, fitted as standard, costs $645 including labor as an upgrade kit, and
further extends and tightens the 'table's bass, leading to
aborderline Class A rating, according to MC, JA, and
LG (as long as agood support is used, adds MC). "A
deeper, more profound silence," enthuses WP over the
Cirkus mod, adding that what stunned him was "the
extent to which surface noise receded into insignificance." MF agreed: "Everything its fans say about it is
true: It can carry atune, it's well-paced, and it has impressive bass extension andsupple, believable bass transients."
Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling ofmaximum musical involvement offered by this classic belt-drive turntable. Good
isolation from shock and vibration. While the felt mat
doesn't offer the greatest degree ofvibration suppression
within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does offer is uniformwithfrequency.Despiteflirtationswithotherdedcs,
JA remains true to the basic design he has used now for
aquarter century. Version with internal Valhalla power
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supply costs $2275-$2350, gives Class C sound; with
the Basik power supply it costs $2070. (Vol.7 No2,
Vol.13 No3, Valhalla; Vol.14 No.L Vol l6 No.12, Vol.17
No.5, Vol.19 No2, Vo126 No.11 WWW)
Musical Fidelity Ml: $5600, with tonearm
Musical Fidelity's first turntable was developed
under the assumption that aturntable should be
"absolutely dead quiet, with no electronical or
mechanical noise." The MI uses two acrylic platters
with different masses and resonant frequencies, and
comes equipped with an SME M2 tonearm. ST: "I
heard exceptional sound — flowing, dynamic, and,
for vinyl, very, very quiet." MF agreed: "My initial
impression was one of quiet — quiet and smooth,
with outstanding midbass control and fine bass
extension and dynamic expression." Clarity, transparency, rhythmic certainty, and resolution of lowlevel detail were all impressive for the price. MF
concluded: "Other than shaving off abit of sparkle
here andsome bottom-endwhomp there,andpulling
back the overall dynamic scale afew notches, the
M1 made no serious tonal or timbral mistakes."
"Unfussy — doesn't need to be Fremered with,"
sums up Mr. T. (Vo127 No.3)
Origin Live Resolution Modern: $2970
The plinthless Resolution Modern is a"very compact,
very low-mass, and very ingenious" design featuring
acomplex, single-spring, semi-suspended dual subchassis. Excellent speed stability. To ensure that the
outside world does not impinge on the Origin Live's
performance, you should have agood stand and asolid
floor. When auditioned with Origin Live's Encounter
tonearm ($1495), the Resolution "combined the airy,
light-on-their-feet performance of the best sprung
designs with the rock-solid stability of mass-loaded
designs... Music emerged from dead silence to create
coherent, delicate sound," said Mikey. "One of the
truly special products I've reviewed in the past 18
years." (Vo127 No.7)
Rega P9: $3900
The P9 is "compact, super-rigid, meticulously built,
and definitely not for tweakers." Though it doesn't
allow for micro-VTA adjustments, it is "one of the
tightest, fastest, quietest analog rides out there at any
price." While small and light, it still achieved deep
bass: "It packed awallop in terms of low-frequency
extension and dynamic slam, but it had superb lowend focus and control... Airy, easy, open, and light on
its feet," MF concluded. The superb RB1000 arm
($1595) outclasses the turntable, feels PM. MF enthusiastically agrees: "Combines the bearings of aBreuer
with the structural integrity of the Brooklyn Bridget"
(Vo125 No.11)
SME Mode110: $7999 tr
Belt drive, polymer-insert suspension. "With its simple
suspensionless construction, you can have this 'table up
and rurming injust afew minutes," said MF."Absolutely
magnificent piece of gleaming industrial architecture,"
he called it "If you value tight focus, slam, bass control
and weight, cleanly sharpened 'edge,' black backgrounds, and relentlessly 'right' rhythmic performance,
and are willing to give up abit of the cushy, floaty lushness and richness in the midrange ... ," then this is the
'table for you. Price is with SME Model 10 tonearm;
without arm, $6999. (Vo123 No.4 WWW)
SOTA Cosmos Series III: $5520
Incorporates the same drilled-out and damped subchassis of solid aluminum as the $7360 Millennia and
uses anew 24-pole stepper motor with asynthesizedsinewave power supply. Numerous improvements have
also been made to the vacuum system and external
power supply. PB: "With the new motor and power
supply, issues of speed stability are things of the past...
The replacement of the wood-and-metal subchassis
with solid, damped aluminum drastically calms and
improves every aspect of the 'table's performance."
Soundstaging, resolution, and dynamics, all strong suits
of the earlier SOTA, have been drastically improved.
Remanufacture of an early Cosmos to current specification costs around $3000. (VoL13 No.7, Vol.15 No3,
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race cars aild Mr the medical, aerospace, and aviation industries. That prowess was evident in their Model 30/2,
according to MF: "Dense, compact, and built to run 0rings around the competition, SME's flagship turntable
makes every other design I've encountered —with the
possible exception of Rockport's System III Sirius —
look almost homemade...I don't think anyone else
building turntables today is capable of this level of construction quality, never mind design ingenuity and
fien'finish... The SME Model 30/2's precisionmachined parts, its superb damping and isolation, its
high-mass, low-flex plinth, its accurate, stable drive system, and, most of all, its sound or lack thereof, might
just make it the finest turntable in the world." Price does
not include tonearm. Mikey preferred the Graham 22
arm with the 30/2 in his system, rather than SME's own
Model IV.Vi. Stereophik's "Analog Component of2003."
(Vo126 No3 WWW)
VPI TNT Mk.V: $6000 tr
Modulardesignallowsownersofoldermodelstoupgrade
easily and inexpensively, or lets the impecunious begin
with the TNTJr. and upgrade as finances allow. Slightly
on the warm side of neutrality, asserted MF, but "big,
full, weighty, and rich." The massive 'table's speed stability and ultra-low noise floor "'floated' the sound so
far beyond the reality of astylus in agroove, it liberated
it from the mechanical world to the living, breathing„
real musical world." WP, alongtime Linnie, feels the
current iteration finally swings realistically. He concurs
with LA,BJR, and MF: definite Class A. Includes air suspension, flywheel, and bearing attachment. Mk.3
upgrade is $1400; bearing attachment upgrade is $400
plus old bearing. The Hot Rod version of the TNT V
($8000) comes equipped with a
JMW-12.5 tonearm and
SDS, but drops the three-pulley subchassis and removable armboard.Fansofthe TNT Vshould not be alarmed
by the changes,BD assured us. The soundstage was deep
and wide, the tonal balance slightly warm, and the bottom end exceptionallytightand fast. (Vol.19No.11,Vo122
Nos2 &.6, Vo124 No.12 WWW)
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more focused, solid, three-dimensional, sure-footed,
dynamic, and seamless, that Ilost my footing. Literally. I
was flooredr It rotates the LP with utter precision, "puts
the stylus on astraight and true path across the record surface, while allowing for precise adjustment of all parameters, which it then reliably holds indefinitely." (Vo123
No.8; see also "Letters" in Vo123 No.10 WWW)
A
Avid Acutus: $12,000
Based on amain chassis that includes three spring-suspension towers and acast-aluminum subchassis, the
Acutus is built to be "extremely rigid but not critically
damped." MF: "The theory behind all of this is to allow
vibrational energy at the stylus/record interface to be
quickly and efficiently transmitted to the main bearing
and then to the subchassis, where, much like an electrical diode,' it can't travel back in the other direction."
Though MF was disappointed by the Acutus being
more than 1% slow, it was still among the handful of
the best turntables he's heard: "It definitely matched
the SME 30/2 in the way the music emerged from jet'black' silence," reminding him of the Rockport System III Sirius. "The Avid's bass was deep, powerful,
very well-focused, and rhythmically nimble, though it
couldn't match the SME's weight, drive, solidity, or ultimate control... The Acutus hasan airier top end because
Ididn't find the overall sound at all bright, though
tonally, despite running slightly slow, there was slightly
more overall leading edge." (Vo126 No.5)
ELP LT-2.7CRC: $13,300
Uses afive-laser pickup to retrieve and transmit the
groove information via aseries ofmirrors and lenses. Use
is akin to that ola CD player, complete with the ability
to scan, skip, and pause tracks. The ELP would not play
transparent, translucent, picture, or colored discs, and
while itplayed moderately warped LPs, it would not play
severely wavy ones. Its laser pickup was also unable to
distinguish groove modulations from dirt: "Records that
sounded dead quiet on aconventional turntable could
sound as though I
was munching potato chips," said MF;
arecord-cleaning machine is mandatory. The overall
sound was "both softer and sweeter than playback-bystylus," with "a robust bass response free of resonances
and feedback." In the end, the ELP LT-2XRC confounded MF: "Dirty records needed to be scrupulously
clean, badly scratched records could be brought back
from the dead, and the music extracted from the grooves
could sound stunningly transparent, detailed, and timbrally superior to the best mechanical playback — but
not every time, and not predictably so." (Vo126 No.12)
Kuzma Stabi Reference: $7000
A "genuine bargain," according to MF, the 88-lb Stabi
Reference is asplit-plinth, two-motor design that lacks
sex appeal but offers rugged build quality and exquisite
machining. Its performance was "rock-solid, dynamic,
stable, and dramatic," with authoritative bass extension
and control. Some may prefer alighter, airier, more delicate sound, but not Mikey: "Compact, easy to set up,
well engineered, and beautifully built, the Kuzma Stabi
Reference is arelatively affordable, nontwealcy, no-nonsense Class A turntable that does just about everything
correctly except excite the eyes." (Vo127 No.9)
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System: $12,500 tr
This built-to-order belt-drive, suspensionless turntable is
MFs current reference — and that ofthe Library of Congress. MF: "The complete system... is aformidable analog playback system, amasterful work of visual and sonic
art that's hard to fault le provides agloriously cohesive,
always musical sound — asuperbly balanced sonic picture that combines deep, tightly focused bass.., with
extended, detailed edge- and etch-free high frequencies
devoid of brightness or exaggeration... There's nothing
"hi-fi" about the Yorke combo; it just sounds musically
'right' whether handed hard rock or Heifetz." Stereophiles
"Analog Component of 1998." Package including Active
Vibraplane, $11,500. (Vo121 No.6)
SME Model 30/2: $25,000
In addition to audio engineering, SME also does precision CNC machining and measuring for Formula One
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original Cosmos; Vo126 No.7, Series Ill WW W)
Thorens TD850: $2199, with tonearm and dust
cover
floreos' TD 850 features an AC-synchronous motor
set into acutout on the plinth. The plinth, made of a
15mm steelplate sandwiched between two 19rnm slabs
of high-density fiberboard, was absolutely free of
motor noise and vibrations and was among the most
effectively damped in MF's experience. The 850 ran
at precisely the right speed, with no motor leakage,
and with good rhythmic authority. Price without tonearm is $1799. (Vo127 No2)
VPI Extended Aries: $4900, with tonearm
MF advised: "You can save agreat deal of money by buying the Aries instead of the TNT, and Ibet you the sound
is very, very close. But if you're not super-careful about
what you place it on, and if you don't level it precisely,
you won't get what you paid for." The Aries rests on four
cones that used to be hard-mounted to the plinth but are
now attached with aNeoprene sandwich to permit some
horizontal give. Even so, the VPI turntable is fussy about
the support it is placed on. Replacing these feet with new
ones and four aluminum plinth cones supplied by VPI,
MF found that that motor noise diminished and the
'table's overall sound seemed to tighten and exhibit better focus. Overall, "the sonic picture the Aries/JMW-1Z5
painted was still big, assured, and relaxed, but far more
detailed overall, with faster transients and far greater
rhythmic excitement than the original ann delivered with
my TNT," he concluded. "The sound was compelling,
the presentation substantial, with form and rhythmic solidarity — all things Pd had trouble finding with the original design." He did warn against using softer, mellower
cartridges, however (Vo125 Nos3 & 11)
VPI Aries Scout: $900 SSS
AD: "Designer Harry Weisfeld has whapped the ball
so far out of the park with this one, it isn't funny.
There's aglorious sense ofcompleteness — ofwholeness and rightness—in the way the Aries
Scout/jMW-9 combination of turntable and tonearm plays music, echoed and underscored by those
same qualities in the player's appearance and ease of
use... One song was all it took — one verse, if you
want to know the truth — to know that the
Scout/JMW combination did an excellentjob of getting the notes off the record and weaving them into
believable, convincing, rhythmically involving
music... Go hear VPI's new player right away. This
is not acautious, conditional, 'for special tastes only'
recommendation. ...Rather, this is aflat-out, unconditional, 'Holy Mother of Crap, Ican't believe
how good this thing is' recommendation. It's hard to
imagine another way of spending $1500 that will add
this much to your system." Price is for turntable only;
add $700 for JMW-9 tonearm (see "Tonearms"). MF
feels the Scout is overshadowed by the more expensive Scoutmaster. (Vol.26 No.2 WWW)
VPI Aries Scoutmaster: $2400, with tonearm
The Scoutmaster has arigid, compact plinth comprising
a12-gauge steel plate sandwiched by two MDF layers,
an inverted bearing with Teflon thrust plate, and an outboard 30Orpm motor in asolid aluminum assembly.
Optional SDS motor-controller adds $1000, an outer
record damp adds $500, and asecond arm assembly adds
$400. Driven by the SDS, the Scoutmaster ran precisely
on speed with improved stability, bass solidity, and sense
of musical flow. Offered "impressive transient clarity and
speed, low-level resolution, and rhythmic authority," yet
with a"lighter, airier touch" than the Kuzma Stabi Reference. "Has the rhythm, pacing, drive, and fit'n'finish
that makes it the best VPI 'table I've heard," MF sums
up, though he admits he hasn't yet heard the TNT-HRX.
"A genuine bargain." (Vo127 No.9)
Clearaudio Emotion: $999, with tonearm
A simple design using athin acrylic slab for aplinth,
another thin slab for the platter, ashort spindle bearing
of polished steel, and acrylic cones for feet. Good pitch
stability. With Clearaudio's "elegantly simple" Satisfy
tonearm, the Emotion offered "reasonably good" over-
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all sound, and a"surprisingly agile" bottom end with an
overall balance on the "smooth, soft side," said MF. The
motor was somewhat noisy, an audible hum emanating
from both the plinth and platform surfaces. (Vo127 No.6)
Music Hall MMF-7: $1199, with tonearm and
cartridge
With the MMF-7's split plinth, freestanding motor, Project 9tonearm, and Goldring Eroica H cartridge, "Roy
Hall has painted his masterpiece," MF declared. Though
he found the overall sound to be abit too warm and rich,
it was "a fine all-around performer... The kind of reasonably priced, well-balanced product that will deceive
you into thinking you're getting it all." He recommended using aRingmat in place of afelt mat to gain greater
midbass control and tonal neutrality.A bonus:Setup takes
no longer than 15 minutes. (Vo124 No.11)
Music Hall MMF-9: $1695
Uses the same Project tonearm, inverted thrust bearing, outboard motor, and square drive belt as the Music
Hall RM-9. MF: "The MMF-9 is afar more handsome
and elegantly finished turntable, and adds more features
at no extra cost to the basic components of the RM-9."
Its sound, too, resembled the RM-9's: "tight, fast, and
punchy, and not because it ran abit fast... But Ifound
myself wanting alittle more richness. Ifelt the MMF9/Maestro's sound, like the RM-9's, was somewhat clinical." (Vo126 No.8)
Nottingham Analogue Horizon: $1199
The Horizon, Nottingham's least expensive turntable,
resembles astripped-down version of their most expensive model, the AnnaLog. It has ahefty cast-iron platter
and uses the Regs RB250 tonearm, supplied with a
mounting collar with alocking VTA adjustment insert
MF liked the Horizon's rich, nuanced sound, thinking it
mimicked the sound of multi-thousand-dollar rigs, in
lacking the "slightly glazed" presentation of other affordable turntables. "The Horizon delivered 'touch' and Teel'
and delicacy that most of the others, good as they were,
only hinted at," said MF. (Vo126 No2)
Pro-Ject Perspective: $1299, with tonearm
While the Perspective uses the same tonearm as Project's RM-4, and asimilar main bearing and platter,
Mikey noted that "The Perspective's biggest improvement over the RM-4 is its ingenious silicone-damped,
suspended subchassis... [It] took agiant step past the
R/v1-4 in every way. Music emerged from afar blacker
background to achieve the 'floating sensation' you get
with the better turntables... Instruments inhabited separate spaces and attained agreater level of solidity and
three-dimensionality. The bass was tighter and more
articulate... Dynamics improved markedly... Rhythm
and drive scored big as well, with much greater snap,
drive, and excitement, although, like the Riv1-4, the Perspective ran slightly fast." Compared to the top turntables in its class, with the Perspective you "give up
significant performance at the extremes, there's abit of
mush in the upper midband, and the overall sound is
down afew pegs." However, moving astep up from the
RM-4 for "twice the price, you'll get more than twice
your money's worth." (Vo126 No.1)
Project R114-9: $1499, with tonearm
The RM-9 uses an inverted thrust bearing with integral
Teflon ball, which fits in abrass sleeve and puts the
turntable's center of gravity well below the bearing contact point, thus increasing speed stability. MF: "The EMis for those who prefer aslightly faster, punchier, and
rhythmically taut ride than the Perspective gives... The
improvement in speed stability was noticeable in better
transients and greater musical drive and excitement... I
admired the R/v1-9's clarity and drive, and its ability to
more precisely define images in space compared to the
Perspective, but I'm not sure it's worth the extra $500...
Few$500 cartridgessouncPricli; the Perspective,whedier
because ofits suspension or something else, added apleasanericluiess' to the sound that the Pits-jeer RM-9 did not"
(Vo126 No.1)
Regs P3: $695 in black; colors add $50 $$$
Upgrade of Rega's classic belt-drive Planar 3features a
new, low-mass plinth and amotor arrangement, but still
uses Rega's superb RB300 tonearm. The P3's ancestry
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was also obvious to MF: "The P3 connnues the Planar
3'ssonicheritage :it'sfast, slighdy forward,anda bitetched.
It's lively as hell but coherent, the music all arriving at
close to the same time — an easy-to-listen-to turntable
with awell-balanced palette of subtractive faults... The
P3 features elegant design, asuperb tonearm, and lively,
open sound. It rocks." Review sample ran afull 1% fast
(Vo126 No2)
SOTA Comet 11: $934
While it won't win any beauty contests, the Comet II,
equipped with Rega RB300 tonearm, offers alot ofengineering value. However, MF was unhappy with the
amount of play in the bearing, and noted that the platter's speed was off by about 1%. He described the negative effects: "Things sound snappy and lively, but abit
crisp: heavy on transients, light on harmonics. Images
are forward on the stage, with abit of etch added to the
cymbals and female vocals." The Comet IPs overall presentation was "slightly aggressive, but with fine dynamic
sock and good bass extension and control." For optimum
performance, make sure your sample runs at the right
speed — or within 0.5% of it. (Vo126 No2)
Thorens TD800: $1.599, with tonearm and dust
cover
Designed by Gunther Frohnhoefer, the Thorens TD 800
uses the same feet, bearing, and motor drive as the '850,
and has aThorens TP250 tonearm. The 800's platter is
alighter, thinner version of the 850's, and the plinth is
the top section of the 850 minus the steel plate and lower
section. Electronic speed control allows the platter to run
at precisely 33 1
hrpm. MF compared the 800 to the 850:
"The bottom end lost weight and grip, and dynamics were
somewhat muted, but the muds and highs sounded more
airy and easy." (Vo127 No2)
Pro-ject Debut 11: $279 ESE
The "compact, nicely finished, and dwap" Debut II comes
equipped with an Ortofon 0M-5E MM cartridge, and
may be the "ideal beginner's turntable." Setup was simple. The turntable's speeds can't be adjusted, but it ran
very close to dead-on 33 1
/
3and 45rpm. With its "remarkably well-controlled bottom end," the Debut Il allowed
music to flow gracefully, producing apicture that was
"tight, compact, somewhat bright, and just plain modest
overall." MF: "If you prefer to move cautiously into analog without risking alot of money, the Debut II turntable
will communicate the essenceofanalog as well as any" MF
preferred the Audio-Tedmica AT95E to the supplied
Ortofon cartridge, which had more robust bass and a
slightly wanner balance. (Vo127 No.9)
Deletions
Music Hall MMF-5, Pro-jekt RM-4, and Regs Planar 25
discontinued.

TONEARMS
A
Graham 2.2: $3200, depending on options er
The most significant difference between the original
1.5 and the 2.0 is the latter's rigid mounting platform.
"A major improvement sonically (in the bass) and
mechanically," writes MF. "The Graham 2.0 is one of
the most neutral, revealing cartridge carriers you can
buy, though Iwouldn't mind abit more bloom and
richness — abit more generosity — in the mids and
upper mids." Purchasers should experiment with arm
cables, which can make abig difference. Ease of setup
and removable arm wand "make it the arm for those
with multiple cartridges." The Graham 2.0 is appropriate for use on aLinn Sondek LP12 — the Graham
LP12 three-layer armboard costs $150. A 2.0 adapter
plate is now available for the SME Model 10 for less
than $100, as well as armboards and adapter plates for
the VPI, Linn, Clearaudio, and SME Model 20 and 30
'tables. The upgrade kit to the latest 2.2 spec costs $325.
Although the physical alterations are subtle — anew
bearing system, small changes to the armwand support
block, and anew one-piece mounting base — the sonic
improvements are not. The midbass is "fleshed out"
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and the very top is "sweeter" and "somewhat less analytical." Overall, the 22 sounded "far more supple,
rich, and inviting while retaining all of the transient
speed and resolution of inner detail that had already
placed it in the top echelon of tonearms." Compared
to an upgraded 2.0, the all-new 2.2 had "slightly more
solidity and weight on bottom, and greater richness
and harmonic development in the midrange." However. MF advised: "Should you trade in your old 2.0
for an all-new 22, or just upgrade the bearing cap?
I'd upgrade; the differences were not major." Also now
available are the 2.1 Basic ($1995) and the 2.1 Basic
Ceramic ($2495), both upgradeable to 22 status.
(Vo121 No2, Vol2 4Nos.1 & 10, Vo125 No.7 VVWW)
Helius Omega: $2400-$4000, depending on
options
The bearing system for both lateral and vertical movement consists of four hardened-tungsten balls set into
acompact, central aluminum housing. MF: "The arm's
bass extension, articulation, control, and freedom from
bloat, overhang, and other obvious problems were
impressive. Image stability, solidity, and overall soundstaging were equally fine... Transients had unmistakable clarity and speed; this, in combination with the
Omega's superb bass control, gave its overall sound an
unusual compactness and rhythmic authority, along
with outstanding resolution of inner detail... If Ihad
any complaint, it would be ofa less than rich midrange."
Because the headshell's mounting surface is well above
the top of the arnitube, Mikey had problems with keeping the tube from robbing against the record's outer
edge.(Vo126 No.11)
Inunedia Tonearm: $2995 *
Originally called the RPM-2, this medium/high-mass
damped unipivot tonearm is one of MFs favorites; WP
too, is abig admirer. Sez Mikey, "It is.. brilliantly
designed and executed, and it sounds bitchin'F Not for
everyone, however. It must be mounted on awell-isolated armboard. Some will find the RPM-2's "just the
facts" delivery lean, but WP thinks it's just reporting
what's there, adding next to nothing of its own. Others
may find it abit too "fiddly" — changing VTA also
involves changing VTF and damping. New six-ninescopper wiring harness and grounding scheme improve
low-level resolution, increase spaciousness, and quiet
background even further, per MF. (Vo120 No.5)
Kuzma Air Line: $8000
The Air Line's linear-tracking design "screams rigidity,
security, and repeatability," and uses aporous-wall air
bearing. The lack of adamping trough, combined with
ahigh horizontal moving mass, means that the arm's
stability and tracking effectiveness will depend on its
being absolutely level. When conditions were ideal,
however, the Air Line was a"a major league home nut
tonically." MF: "Ultra-black backgrounds; enormous,
airy, startlingly stable soundstages; palpable images perfectlyplacedandsized;ear-poppingharmonic,dynamic,
and transient complexity... With the addition of a
damping trough, the Air Line could very well be the
finest tonearm ever built." In combination with the
$7000 Kuzma Reference turntable, MF found "topshelf performance at mid-level price." However, with
the Simon Yorke System 7turntable, "the Air Line arm
seemed to have aslightly more romantic and airy upper
midrange, but not quite the same bottom-end heft and
weight" (Vo127 Nos.8 & 9WWW)
Linn Ekos: $2695 *
Cleaner-sounding than the earlier Ittok (on which it's
loosely based), the Elms rivals the SME in overall neutrality while offering asomewhat brighter, more energeticpresentationofthemusic.The treble isnevertheless
superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides amuch
better match with the Linn LP12 than the English arm,
which loses control of the bass when mounted on the
Scottish turntable. MC also found the Eltos' bass to be
more tuneful and "open" than that of the original Wok.
AD and PM prefer the Nairn ARO on the LP12, however. Azimuth adjustment is not possible. While other,
similarly priced tonearms provide on-the-fly adjustment of VTA, MF concluded that, "Based on listening
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and touching,the fixed-pivotEkos is competently designed
and executed,and soundedandfelicompetitive with other
arms priced at around $3000." Some users have reported
long-term problems with the bearings; the sample JA
boughtin 1989 has been okay in this respect. (Vol.12 Nos.3
& 4, Vol.13 No.3, Vol.16 No.6, Vo126 Noll WWW)
Naim ARO: $2750 tr
"Aninnerbalance and harmonyconsistentwith themusical message," says MC of this unipivot design. MS found
the ARO to offer superb timbral accuracy, soundstaging, dynamics, and rhythmic integrity. He also found it
less bright than the Linn Ekos, and better balanced in
the bass than the SME V. WP concurs, ranking it high
among the arms he's auditioned, but cautions that the
lack ofany overhang adjustmentdictates carefulcartridge
matching, or the ability to drill new armboards with different radii from the spindle for each new transducer.
Additional arm tops cost $1350. (Vol.16 No.6, Vol.19
No2 WWW)
SME IV.Vi: $3499 tr
Very similar in character to the extraordinarily neutral
SME V. Raised the level of performance of the SME
Model 10 even further, exclaimed MF. "Noticeable improvement in low-level resolution, retrieval of inner detail, and, not surprisingly, soundstage depth, with
back-of-hall events coming into finer focus." Overall, a
smoother picture "that bettered in every way an already
impressive performance" from the "stock" M 10 tonearm.
Afirst-dassperformer that forced M Fto reassess his opinion of SME arms. (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8, VoL16 No.6,
SME V; Vo123 No.4, Vo124 Nol, Vo126 No.3, SME
IV.Vi)
VPIJMW-12.5: $2400 er
Unipivot tonearm features vestigial antislcating, which
disconcerted MF. Nonetheless, he enthused over its lush
midrange, ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid imaging
and soundstaging: "Subjectively, it seemed to have lower
distortion than any other pivoted arm I've heard, but part
of that might be the result of its sm0000th frequency balance. Inner detail was outstanding." However, he added,
"I think there's aslight midbass exaggeration that may be
part of the spreading warmth above this range, and which
gives this arm its inviting midrange." BD says of the 12"
version, "lowers the original's already low distortion. The
background is blacker and the arm seems to float an infinite well of inner and low-level details. The tonal balance
is more neutral, but combined with the TNT III or IV,
is still warm and inviting." With the 12.5, Harry Weisfeld made small but important modifications to the 12"
JMW that resulted in heightened rigidity, areduced center of mass, and improved damping. What BD found
mostimpressivewasthe"obvious-once-you-see-irtouch
of the small Vgroove machined into the top of the headshell. This allows the user to more easily gauge headshell
tilt while setting azimuth. "Neat!" MF adds: "Luxurious
midrange, low distortion, and ease of setup and use make
this avery attractive arm if your 'table can handle the
length." Additional arm assemblies cost $400. (Vo120
Vo124 No.12, Vo125 No.3 WWW)
Clearaudio Unify: $1200
PB: "The Unify is aslick-looking unipivot tonearm with
asexy carbon-fiber armtube for low resonance and high
stiffness. Azimuth and VTA are adjustable, and alength
of Clearaudio's Six-Stream interconnect is permanently
attached.This makes ha bit tricicy to handle during setup,
as the arm is completely undamped.... The Unify's cueing is also undamped.. simply flipping the lever forward
results in the arm immediately dropping straight down
to bang the stylus on the record, with the potential for
catastrophic results." (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Graham Robin: $645
Fixed-pivot, medium-mass tonearm with removable
headshell, designed to drop into astandard Rega mounting hole using abase plate that permits spring-loaded
VTA adjustability. AD's two-sentence summary:" The
Robin is apleasantly forward-sounding arm with great
bass extension and overall clarity, but temporal shortcomings in some installations indicate the need for careful matching. Surface-noise performance is all right for
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the price, but not up to the very best.' "In abrief comparison with the RB300, MF noted: "The Robin had an
open, airy, effervescent sound that Ipreferred in some
ways, but the RB300 (with replacement counterweight)
had greater solidity and punch. (Vo126 Nos.4 & 5
WWW)
Merck DP-6: $1490
Uses asilicone-damped, precision ball-bearing assembly for lateral motion, and two sapphire bearings for
vertical motion. Mikey didn't like the use of dual 0rings for fitting counterweights, but was otherwise
pleased: The DP-6 had "a natural, unforced, velvety yet
detailed overall presentation that was as inviting and
nonmechanical as any arm I've heard... An entrylevel-priced tonearm that competes in the most important ways with empty-your-pockets-level arms." Bass
extension at the very bottom was only reasonably good,
otherwise it would be Class A. A WallyTractor gauge
is recommended for aligning overhang. (Vo126 No.11)
Rega RB300: $395 $$$
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost
creeping into Class A. Works well with the Rega and
Roban 'tables. Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage
with the VPI HW-19 ALM and Jr. turntables. Lacks
any form of height adjustment, however —VTA can be
adjusted only by adding spacers under the base. Similar
but doser-toleranced RB600 is "thebudget arm for now,
worth spending the extra over the FtB300 to get the better cabling, etc.," ser Mikey. (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 Nol,
Vol.19 No.12)
VPIJMW-9: $850
The newest and shortest of Harry Weisfeld'sJMW tonearm line, theJMW-9 comes standard with the Aries Scout
turntable. (AD enthused about the combination's sound.)
Buses areverse-missionarybearing with ahardened tungsten-carbide point and amachined and hardened-steel
set-screw for acup. Aquick-connect plug makes for easy
removal and easy cartridge swapping, but as withall Harry
Weisfeld designs, there is no antiskating mechanism. MF
auditioned the 9" version of the JMW Memorial tonearm with VPI's Scoutmaster turntable. Unlike the originalJMW Memorial, the 9" arrn's main bearing is directly
grounded to the plinth and the stabilizing ring surrounding the arm's bearing housing is fixed. The lack of
adamping well results in a"Parkinson's-like trembling
of the JMW when you use the finger lift or lower the
arm via the cueing mechanism," which MF found disconcerting. Nevertheless, the arm appeared to be
extremely stable: "The taut, focused, remarkably coherent performance of this 'table-arm combo is testament
to afundamentally solid, well-grounded system that deals
effectively with energy created at the stylus/groove interface." Some disagreement between AD and MF over the
overall rating, but Class B seems appropriate. (Vo126
No2, Vo127 No.9 WWW)
Expressirno Audio Mongoose: $575
This OEM Rega RB250 rewired with Cardas 33 AWG
tonearm cable, Wasatch Electrifying interconnect and
Wasatch phono plugs is avery viable alternative to the
Origin Live Encounter at about athird the price. MF:
"Bass extension was outstanding, if not quite as tightly
controlled as the Encounter's, and the overall tonal balance was somewhat darker and drier.. 'flic Mongoose's
soundstaging was comparable with the Encounter's, and
its image focus was outstanding." Borderline Class B.
(Vo127 No.7)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D tonearms listed.
Deletions
Tri-Planar MILVII not auditioned in too long atime;
Rega RB600 replaced by '700 not yet auditioned.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
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Audio Tekne MC-6310: $4995
MF: "The Audio Tekne MC-6310 was fast, articulate,
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detailed, well-controlled in the bass, surprisingly
dynamic given its low output, and presented an enormously wide and deep soundstage. It offered less of the
violin's delicacy and textural nuance than did the Lyra
Titan, but delivered more of the event drama' of the
bow scraping across the strings... Didn't sound nearly
as rich or as delicate as the Than, but combined with
the right electronics, the MC-6310 delivered spectacularmusicalperfonnance and ahighlevelofoverall excitement" (Vol.26 No.6)
Graham Engineering Nightingale 11: $3900
A joint development of Graham Engineering and
Immutable Music, the Nightingale II uses Immutable's
ring-magnet generating system, wherein the coil is
placed inside aneodymium ring magnet of high flux
density. Output is 0.45mV sourced from alow 2.5 ohm
impedance. On the heavy side, the Nightingale II
weighs 13.5gm and has areconunended tracking force
of 1.8gtn. Those who like awarmer sound might want
more development in the midbass, more lushness in
the midrange, and more reserve in the presence region.
Not Mikey. Fast, airy, and detailed, with tonal neutrality, outstanding build quality, and nimble tracking, the
Nightingale II was among the handful of the finest cartridges in MPs experience. (Vol.27 No.6)
Koetsu Urushi: $4000 et
Another good looker in the Koetsu line, with coils
wound from six-nines copper and aprice that makes
potential buyers think at least twice. But, as MF said,
those who value "image solidity and three-dimensionality, harmonic richness, liquidity, and tonal opulence ... will gravitate toward the Koetsu — lush, yet
revealing, harmonically suave." Retip and refurbish,
$1800. (Vo121 No.10; Vo124 No.10)
Linn Akiva: $2995
Craftily priced to fill the hole in the Lyra line between
the $2000 Helikon and the $5000 Titan, the Akiva MC
has manytelhale Lyra attributes, both physical and sonic.
It uses athree-screw mounting system, making installation and alignment of its rigid alloy body foolproo£
and has aceramic-coated boron cantilever and alinecontact stylus. Its output is rated at 0.4mV; Linn recommends loading with aminimum of 50 ohms and
using atracking force of 1.6-1.9gm. PM's and AD's reference. (Vo126 No.11, Vo127 No.10 WWW)
Lyra Helikon: $1995 tr
Lyra Helikon SL: $2195
MF says that, even at the price, the aluminum-chassis
Helikon from Scan-Tech is asteal."A well-balanced performer with little character ofits own compared to most
other cartridges... Not as fast and exciting as some, but
smooth, transparent, and ultra-detailed." He also noted
"an addictive, plush, creamy midband and total freedom
from edge, grain, and 'mechanicalness.' "Detailed and
seamlessly articulate, with unrivaled palpability. Mono
version (Vo124 No.6) opened MFs eyes to what treasures had been captured on single-channel recordings.
Ahigh-gain, low-noise phono section is mandatory for
the high-resolution, low-output (220µV) SL version of
the Helikon. "Offers more detail, spatiality, and focus
than the original," says Mikey, "but all will be lost ifyour
phono section isn't up to the job." With the Helikon,
Scan-Tech has come up with its most cleverly balanced
cartridge yet. Not the ultimate, but for most analog
lovers, and with most associated equipment, ultimate
enough! Retipping, $1995. (Vo123 Nos.8 & 11, Vo124
Nos.6 & 12)
Lyra Titan: $4500
The Titan's body is machined from asingle piece of titanium alloy to minimize standing waves, internal reflections, and resonances. Two symmetrical disc magnets
create asymmetrical magnetic field that is said to elimmate distortions common to conventional pole-piece
designs.MF:"The Titan is the leasemechanical'-soundMg Lyra I've heard, and one of the most lyrical and liquid-sounding cartridges I've heard from anyone at any
price. And it delivered that musical ease without sounding dull or closed-in... [Its] dynamics, soundstaging,
depth, detail resolution, bass definition, and all other
parameters of cartridge performance were the state of
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the art or close enough .The Lyra Titan seemed to sail
through the grooves, ignoring or minimizing wear,
scratches, and other defects, while retrieving and delivering alevel of musical nuance that set it apart from any
other cartridge I've heard." (Vo126 No.6)
Transfiguration Temper W: $4000
More of an upgrade of the Transfiguration Temper
Supreme than acompletely new design, the W's improvements include an "ultra-grade SS" mu-metal square
core supposed to increase sensitivity by 30dB for better
S/N ratio, 7N copper coil wire, anon-temperature-sensitive damping material, and aboron cantilever. MF was
most impressed by its transparency: "Event detail —
snare-dnun strokes, rim shots, bows and fingers contactingstrings —appearedwithunforcedclaritywherebefore
they'd been not nearly as clean or dimensional... I
appreciated the absence of aural cobwebs and the clarity and
transparency that had replaced them ... While the Wwasn't quite as lush as the Lyra Titan or as sharply drawn or
as 'widescreen' as the Audio Tekne MC-6310, it once
again demonstrated the Temper line's balance of highperformance attributes, while adding anew benchmark
for phono cartridges in terms of transparency and `CDlike' background silence." (Vo126 No.6)
Benz Micro L2: $1295
Low-output moving-coil with FG2 line-contact stylus,
rated output of 0.4mV at 3.54cm/s, and arecommended
tracking force of 1.7-2.0gm. PB: "Paired with the Champion2,the [Clearaudio] Unify [tonearm] and the L2 made
awell-matched and satisfying combination, the Benz in
particular standing out for its excellent tracking, its sweet,
natural, unhyped presentation, and an easygoing, highly
musical personality." (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Clearaudio Aurum Beta Mk.11: $400 $$$ *
High-output moving-magnet with 3.4mV output.
"The most natural midrange of any cartridge I've auditioned," proclaimed BJR. Then he went out on alimb:
"Articulation and resolution of transients and microdynamics in the league of the best moving-coils," with
a"timbrally accurate extension of high frequencies"
and "nice midrange." Somewhat limited definition and
extension in the bass, some compression of high-level
dynamics — but hey, it's only $350! "Extraordinary,"
MR summed up. The current lead-bodied iteration of
the Sversion ofdiis excellent cartridge retains the detail
resolution, transparency, midrange naturalness, and
high-frequency extension of the older plastic-bodied
Aurum Beta but without that cartridge's high-level
dynamic compression and limitations in bass extension.
Trade-in/package price is $280; retip/exchange costs
$175. (Vo123 No.4, Vo124 No.6)
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood: $800 $EE
BJR couldn't come up with even one criticism of this
wooden-bodied version of the excellent Aurum Beta
S. It shares that cartridge's transparency, midrange naturalness, extended treble and bass definition, and
dynamics, but adds an additional layer of detail resolution, sweetness, and subtle low level articulation, BJR
decided that the Virtuoso Wood might be the affordable cartridge for lovers ofjazz, classical, androck music.
"The performance of the Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood
was so ear-opening that Irecommend that anyone
thinking of spending up to $2500 on amoving-coil cartridge consider buying the l$8001 Wood instead."
(Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Dynavector XX-2: $1650
A "high-tech piece of machinery," the XX-2 sports an
alnico-5 magnet, apatented Magnetic Flux Damper, a
solid-boron cantilever, aPathfinder line-contact stylus,
and Pure Copper Olmo Continuous Casting coil wire.
MF found it a"fine tracker," but it "seemed to emphasize the aftermath of the musical event rather than the
event itself." It leaned ever so slightly toward "rich," MF
summarized, "with astrong, lithe bass line and asweet
yet extended top end, but never sounded soft, dogged,
or boring." The XX-2 "excelled at portraying harmonic
nuance, especially in the midband." (Vo125 No.7)
Ortofon Kontrapunkt A: $600 $$$
Though it can't quite match up to more expensive car-
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tridges when it collies to depth and resolution of lowlevel details, MF said, "The Kontrapunkt A exhibited
none of the bright, thin, hashy sound you sometimes get"
from other cartridges in this price range. What you do
get is acartridge that offers "rich, extended bass that is
very well-controlled and tuneful as hell." Even at twice
the price, MF would call this "a superbly musical performer" and "a genuine bargain." (Vo124 No.11)
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B: $950
With its stainless-steel body, the B weighs 10gm and
specifies ahigher-than-usual recommended tracking
of force of 2.5gm. Ruby cantilever is mounted with a
"super-polished Nude FG 80 stylus." Coils are wound
with six-nines silver wire to give an output of 470p.V.
The B had ST on the edge of his seat: "I was astonished by how much musical information the KontrapunktB retrieved from record to record... Icould hear
better what individual instruments were doing." ST
also found that the Kontrapunkt B may have accentuated surface noise, clicks, and pops. Thus, he advised:
"For super recordings in pristine condition, Igive the
nod to the Kontrapunkt B." Knocking on the door of
Class Aand "proof that vinyl and analog still mie," says
Sam. (Vol/5 No.8)
Sumiko Blackbird: $749 SSS
The Blackbird weighs 9.6gm, has acompliance of
12m, and tracks at between 1.8 and 22gm. Like the
Sumiko Blue Point Special, it lacks abody around the
generator, and its highish output of 2.5mV means that
it can be used with astandard moving-magnet phono
preamp. The Blackbird's strongest points were its
background quiet and the power, extension, and focus
of its bass. It threw abig, wide-open soundstage,
revealing plenty of low-level detail, and brought forth
ashimmering, well-balanced top end with no hint of
brightness or edge. More supple mida and highs, and
more delicacy and palpability, will come only with
spending more money. "A strong Class B cartridge,"
said MF, "à real sweetheart." (Vo127 No.1)
Transfiguration Spirit Mk.3: $1500 et
Yokeless magnet technology, boron cantilever, silver
coil wires, and 400µV output make anice, user-friendly
package, suggested M F. Though the original Spirit had
"spirited" or "spotlit" top-end performance, this was
not the case with the Mk.3. MF determined that the
Mk.3 did retain the original's "clarity, focus, dynamic
authority, and superb tracking abilities while adding a
higher level of frequency neutrality." Distributed by
Profundo. (Vo123 No.5, Vo125 No.7)
ZYX R-1000 Airy S: $2995
The cryogenically treated, low-output, MC Airy Suses
aMicro-Ridge stylus, weighs only 5gm, and is housed in
aclear acrylic body to prevent eddy currents from interfering with its output signal. Though the Airy Sexhibited nothing in the way of treble ringing, was free from
bass exaggerations, and delivered asmooth, clean sound,
Art found that it lacked texture and nuance: "The Airy S
wasverydynamicoverakyetsomethingaboutitprevented
me from getting afull sense of force or effort or humanness." (Vo127 No.5 WWW)
ZYX R100FS: $1995
ZYX R100: $995
Either version of the R100 weighs only 42grn, which
may result in balance problems with some arms. The
cantilever is boron and the coils are wound with sixnines copper to give alow specified output of 240p.V.
The R100 "struck me as more forgiving and more
romantic [than the KontrapunktB]," feltST. "The sound
it produced was not nearly as revealing, but was less
involving, less exciting... In my setup, the ZYX tended
to richness and ripeness. The cartridge seemed to
smooth-over rough edges... With less-than-sublime
LPs, I
found the ZYX's presentation easier to take." Big
soundstage, warm, full, sound. MF felt the more expensive RIOOFS had "the least mechanical sound from a
cartridge," with "almost magical background
silence ...its high-frequency performance was extended
and revealing." It was also very tolerant of chewed-up
LPs. Nevertheless, over the long haul. MF found the
R100's sound to be "curiously bland, and lacking in
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excitement and involvement," which keep it from Class
A. (Vo125 No.7, R100FS; Vo125 No.8, R100)
Benz Micro Glider L2: $795 $$$
Improvements to the original Gliderinclude alow-mass
stylus, ahigh-tech 0-ring damper, and changes to the
rear pole-piece assembly and tracking angle. MF: "The
original Glider was competent, sweet-sounding, and
reasonably detailed... The Glider L2 is so much better
overall that it wouldn't have been out of line to have
renamed it altogether." He went on, "The L2 proved a
far more interesting cartridge than the original Glider.
The top end was more extended and more detailed,
with more shimmer to cymbals and bite to brass. It was
still on the smooth, slightly warm side, but this balance
struck me as ideal for the kinds of systems and turntables it's likely to be used with." Bodiless design makes
installation abit tricky, however, and no stylus guard
means unwanted fingers have an easy way in. (Vol.19
No.8, original version; Vo125 No.3)
Clearaudio Auruin Classic Wood: $200
Supplied with the Clearaudio Emotion turntable and
Satisfy tonearm. The Satisfy's single-screw design
made cartridge alignment abit tricky. The cartridge
attaches to an aluminum plate that then attaches to the
tonearm via the single screw, which, when loose, lets
you move the plate both fore and aft for overhang, and
rotate it around the zenith axis. "The lack of aconventional headshell gives you outstanding visibility,"
said MF. "Every time Iused [the Emotion-SatisfyAurum combo] Iwas more than surprised by its overall balance of strengths and absence of obvious
weaknesses." (Vo127 No.6)
Dynavector 10X5: $360 $$$
The latest in Dynavectoes entry-level series, the highoutput 10X5 moving-coil proved "ridiculously good for
the money." AD: "This colorful, well-balanced, chunkysounding cartridge played music extremely well, with a
bonus of very fine stereo imaging... More money can
buy more drama, impact, scale, and transparency... But
the Dynavector 10X5 should give you most of what 1
think you need at abargain price. Wildly, highly recommended." (Vo126 No.10)
Linn Adi'kt: $349
MF: "The basic sound of the Atilt was clean, crisp, fast,
reasonably detailed, and abit cool. It did anice job with
fast, high-frequency transients, such as cymbal smacks
and female vocal sibilants. Fitted with aremovable Gyger
II stylus, it proved an excellent tracker at 1.75gm. Naturally, it lacked the subtle harmonic and dynamic gradations offar more expensive cartridges, and it was less than
super-transparent." (Vo127 No2)
Audio Technica AT95E: $50
MF: "With its 3.5mV output, recommended tracking
force of 1.5-2.5gm, elliptical stylus, and moderately high
compliance, the AT95E was agood match for the [Project] Debut's tonearm." Tracking at 2grn, the AT95E
offered slightly more robust bass, and sounded richer and
fuller than the Ortofon 0M-5E. "Makes music for 50
bucksr (Vo127 No.9)
Garrott Brothers P-88, Shelter 301.
Deletions
Clearaudio Discoverynot auditioned in too long atime;
van den Hul DDT no longer available.

PHONO ACCESSORIES &
RECORD CLEANERS
Air Tight Disc Flatter: $1900
Place awarped record on the glass surface, close the lid,
wait four hours — two for heating, two for cooling—
and your warped records come out flat as aboard. Won't
cure pressing defects or serious deformities, but will flatten arecord completely without damaging the grooves.
Serious low-Q, narrowband warps may need adouble
treatment. (Vo127 No.6)
Allsop Orbitrac 2 (model #77500) record
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cleaner: $49.99 *
MF considers this indispensable for optimum vinyl
hygiene—he uses it to clean records before
avacuum-operated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he maintains, the machine's intake pads become contaminated
and, in turn, contaminate every future record cleaned
with the same pads. Refills (model #22923) cost $7.99.
(Vo120 Nos.1 & 4)
Benz/Aesthetiz MC Demagnetizer: $199
Battery-powered, reasonably priced, seems to do the job
as well as any of them, decided MF. (Vo125 No.7)
Clearaudio Outer Limit Turntable Ring:
$900 er
Heavy, stainless-steel ring acts as aspeed-stabilizing flywheel, damps the record, and flattens outer-groove
warps. However, MF cautioned, its weight means that
you can use it only with turntables with massive platters and/or very powerful motors. MF also noted that
acentering template would be ahappy addition to the
package. The Outer Limit was "a pain to center."
Nonetheless, it "blackened backgrounds, solidified
images, and made them `pop' in three dimensions."
(Vo124 No.10)
DB Systems DBP-10 protractor: $49 er
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency.
JA's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Expressimo Audio Micro-Tech digital stylus
force gauge: $160
(See ME's review in this issue.)
Expressimo Audio The Heavy Weight tonearm
counterweight: $99.95
This stainless-steel replacement counterweight for Rega
tonearms has ahard Delrin insert between the anntube
and the counterweight to act as afilter. MF commented
on both The Heavy Weight and Kerry Audio's F2 Titanium design: "The sonic improvement these two relatively inexpensive accessories made to the RB300's
low-frequency performance was not subtle: it was amazing. If you want much better bass response from your system, greater low-frequency extension and control, and
amuch-itnproved sense ofovereweighe and tonal richness, try one of these." (Vo126 No.5)
Extreme Phono None-Felt Mat: $28; the Donut
version, $35
Both versions of the None-Felt Mat (with and without
center cut out) are made of the same rubbery mesh and
are said to be washable. Unlike with felt mats, Sr did not
find the sound to be warm or fuzzy. Nor was it lacking
definition or detail: "Compared to the Ringmat I'd been
using, Iheard aricher, fuller sound, with less emphasis of
detail and less surface noise." In addition, there was ahnost
no tweaking to be done. ST was relieved: "For lazy me,
the Extreme Phono None-Felt Matjust did it—the mat
sounded very, very right in my setup with aminimum of
fuss." (Vo125 No.8)
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed
Readout: $99.95 er
Easy-to-use strobe disc simplifies precision adjustment of
turntable speeds from 33% to all ofthe variations on "78."
"Ies just fantastic," effused J-10. "It looks cool, and it's a
snap to perfectly set the speed." (Vol.19 No2)
Kerry Audio Design F2 Titanium tonearm
counterweight: $129
Titanium replacement counterweight for Rega tonearms. Machined with three sets of thin contact rails that
ride on the Rega arm's counterweight stub. The sonic
improvement was "amazing," thought MF; he found the
F2 gave better bass response, greater low-frequency
extension and control, and an improved sense of overall
weight and tonal richness. (Vo126 No.5)
LAST Power Cleaner for LPs: $34.50/%-oz
bottle, with applicators *
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to treat
75 LPs. jE found just three drops sufficient to remove
dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale records, though
he discovered that asubsequent wash with his VPI HW17 was still required to reduce groove noise to acceptable levels. "A worthwhile companion to LASrs
wonderful Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
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LAST Record Preservative: $35.50/2-oz
bottle er
Significantly improves the sound of even new records,
and is claimed to make them last longer. A 2oz bottle
contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No3)
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment: $28.50/4oz bottle *
Stylus treatment designed to reduce friction between
groove and phono cartridge. Some manufacturers caution against it, claiming it migrates up the cantilever and
attracts dust, thus clogging the armature. One reader
suggests applying treatment to brush rather than stylus,
which would reduce the possibility of over-applying.
MF has found STYLAST effective, but expresses concern over possible cartridge damage. (Vol.18 No.12)
Living Voice Mystic Mat: $349
Expensive, but the best platter mat Ivlikey has ever tried
features agel-coat carbon-fiber skin on bottom, alayer
ofceramicte:ctile,a 2mmskinofCF polyurethane foam
on top, and is made to be used with aclamp. MF: "The
Mysticblackenedthespacesbetweennotes,andseemed
to allow alushness and depth to develop that Ihadn't
had before, while causing no sonic damage in terms of
transient speed and detail... Areal find, and highly recommended." (Vo126 No.8)
Lyra SPT: $45/5m1 bottle er
Includes asmall, wedge-shaped applicator with which
MF brushed adrop of this fluid carefully, back to front,
along the stylus. Don't get any on the cantilever, he
warned, and wait 10 seconds before playing arecord.
Pricey fluid said to lubricate the stylus, to improve S/N
ratio and trackability, and to last for one side's playing
time. Mikey thinks he noted aslight sound-softening
effect, but wouldn't bet the farm on it. (Vo123 No.11)
May Audio CA 22D2 record brush: $25 tr
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the
record), these are the most effective dry record-cleaners available. "When used in aconscientiously applied
program of regular vinyl hygiene," MF asserted, "these
brushes... are very useful for manicuring loose, dry dust
from already cleaned records. I
recommend giving even
the cleanest record in your collection aonce-over." No
substitute for an occasional wet wash. Originally called
the "Decca,""Hunt-EDArGoldring," or "Statibrush"
brush. (Veil° No.8, Vol.19 No.11)
Mozno Zero Dust: $70
"A circular mound of semi-gelatinous goop in abox,
onto which you gently lower your stylus," said MF.
Use is simple: "After afew seconds, you lift the stylus,
andies as clean and residue-free as the proverbial whistle... Upside: no potentially dangerous brushing, and
no fluids. Downside: if you like to leave your platter
spinning,you'll have tostopiteachtime,orfindanother
steady surface upon which to perform the operation."
(Vol..25 No3)
Nains Armageddon LP12 turntable power
supply: $1300 er
A 430 VA low-impedance transformer designed to
drive the Linn LP12 Basik turntable while isolating
it from powerline noise. WP was enthusiastic, citing
the improved pace and energetic presentation of the
music over his Valhalla'd LP12. "The snap and surge
of the rhythms that propel the song along were better served," he asserted. However, this came at the
cost ofultimate bass extension — atradeoffthat many
would not undertake willingly (JA, for one). Highly
recommended—MC agrees with WP that the
Armageddon LP12 is aClass A turntable — but audition b
efiree committing your Linn to surgery. AD uses
one with great success. (Vol.19 No2 WWW)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2 record-cleaning
machine: $925 *
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi Vacuum record-cleaning
machine: $659 *
Nitty Gritty 1.5Fi record-cleaning machine:
$589 er
The Mini Pro is asemiautomatic machine that cleans
both disc sides simultaneously. The 1.5 is identical to
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the 2.5 but substitutes black-vinyl woodgrain for the lattees genuine oak side panels. Instead of avacuuming
"to nearm," as on the professionalKeithMonks machine,
the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot, with the record
cleaned by fixed, chassis-mounted "lips." Gunk-laden
fluid is vacuumed off. Cleaning is efficient and as good
as Nitty Gritty's Pro, ata significantlylower price, though
it takes twice as long, cleaning each side of an LP in turn.
Don't smear the sclunutz from one record to another,
MF warned; he suggests manualpre-cleaningofrecords
for best results. While the vacuum-cleaning Nitty Gritty
does ajob on dusty albums nearly equivalent to that of
the similarly priced VPI HW-16.5, CG felt that the VPI's
hard-bristled brush did better with really dirty LPs than
did NG's velvet one. He found the effect of both was
to produce aless colored, more detailed midband sound
from LPs, as well as provide the expected reduction in
surface noise. (Vol.8 Nol, Mini Pro; Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8
No.1, Vo123 No.6, 2.5Fi; Vol.17 No.5, 1.5Fi.)
Nitty Gritty Model LO record-cleaning
machine: $282 $EE tr
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $199.95
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured for
Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that
offer the least expensive way to effectively dean LPs.
Record Doctor Il differs from the original in that it has
aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the
vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be
fitted with aroller-bearing accessory - available for $17
including S&H from K-A-B Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 -which fits beneath
the existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available
as the oak-finished 2.0 for $329. (NR)
Premier! Record cleaner
Great for removing mold-release compound from new
LPs, says MF of this spray-on cleaner from www.micro
care.com, and for quick cleaning of used LPs to see if
they're worth afull-blown vacuum cleaning. Contains
DuPont's Verted lCF, which is said to be ozone-friendly.
(Vo125 No.10)
QR/DNM Design Ringtnat MILLI XLR
turntable mat: $90
RD found this paper-cork mat (available in three thicknesses) to both reduce groove noise and increase detail
resolution when used on his Lingo'd Linn. ST had
some initial difficulties with the cork rings detaching,
but he found the Ringmat turned his AR into amore
detailed, more neutral-sounding'table. Changes in the
cork rings and their spacing result in "greater clarity,
focus, slightly tighter bass, and awider, deeper soundstage," according to ST, who proclaimed it "The only
mat that matters." MF points out that, while it changes
the sound of glass-plattered 'tables such as the Regs,
not everyone will find the change an improvement.
Distributed in the US by Music Hall. (Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.1, Vol.19 Nos.6 & 11; also see MFs Lima
review in Vo126 No.11)
Regs cartridge torque wrench: $125
Expensive, but amust, MF felt, "for serious analog addicts
and professional installers." Agreed, sez ST, burfor God's
sake be careful with this thing, especially with the new
Grado wooden-bodied cartridges... best used with very
strong-bodiedcartridges - suchasRega's."(VoLl9Noll)
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner:
823.50/pint plus S&H
The Disc Doctor's Stylus Cleaner: $25/16m1
inc. S&H
Chemist Duane Goldman, the Disc Doctor, claims that
his Stylus Cleaner - amixture of sub-micron filtered
water and separately sub-micron filtered +99.5% 1
propanol alcohol - leaves no residue on the stylus or
cantilever. Comes with astiff brush for the first wet
cleaning of the stylus. After that, the good Doctor recommends anatural-bristle artist's brush that's been cut
down at an angle or been given acrew cut, as Mflcey
put it. One pint of Record Cleaner, $23.50 plus $5.95
S&H; quart of fluid, $362546.50 S&H; half gallon,
$58.7547 S&H; size A for LP brushes,
$38.95/pair/$4.75 S&H; size B for 45s, $2825/pair;
replacement pads for brushes, $12.95/4. MF also uses
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non-alcoholic Torumat TM 7-XH Record Cleaner
Solution,mostly to cleannoisy or scratched LPs,"which
seem to benefit from its slight lubricating action."
(Vo120 No3, Vo123 No.11, Vo124 No.7)
Torumat TM 7-XH Record Cleaner Solution:
$16.99
MF uses non-alcoholic Torumat TM 7-XH mostly to
clean noisy orscratched LPs,"which seem tobenefit from
its slight lubricating action." (Vo124 No.7)
VPI HW-17 record-deaning machine: $1100
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine: $500 *
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. 'Best I've used,"
says LA. Latest version has aheavier-duty vacuum system. The '16.5 is amanually operated version with anoisier motot Adjusts automatically to thickness of record;
gets hot quickly. Of the HW-17F, MF says, "Fast, convenient, beautifully constructed, and can be used indefinitely without overheating. The fan version of the 17 is
well worth the extra money for those post-garagesale/record-convention analog orgies when only cleaning the whole pile will do." "The 17F is probably the best
record-cleaning machine available," MF concluded; "a
true workhorse." (Vol.8 No.1, Vol.19 No.6, Vo123 No.6,
HW-17F; Vol.5 Nos.7 &9, original HW-16;Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.19 No.6, HW-16.5.)
VPI VTA adjuster for Rep tonearm: 8150 tr
"Seems to maintain the desired rigidity while allowing
for about afull inch of vertical adjustability. It's nicely
machined from aluminum and has asturdy mounting
collar." Its only downside, reported MF, is that it won't
fit into astandard Rega opening. Drill it out yourself or
send your armboard to VPI. (Vo123 No.6)
Walker AC motor turntable drive: $1500
Thisconditionercomprisesa transformettwosetsofultrahigh-speed diodes, asinewave generator and wave-shaping circuit, a 25W power amplifier, and a second
transformer topreventany residual motor hashfromcomingbackdownthelineirtnarleanoticeableimprovement
in bass dynamics, image solidity, and focus, and especially
in transient speed and purity -not earthshaking, but not
subtle either," MF decided. But "icing on the analog cake
for the finest 'tables.' (Vo121 No.11)
Wally Phono Tools er
Makes cartridge installation in these do-it-yourself
days, fast, easy, and ultra-reliable, says MF. Custom
laser-cut WallyTractor is indispensable. Other tools
for VTA, antiskating, and azimuth are merely
supremely useful. "My job has been 100 times easier
since Wally came on the scene," sums up the Analog
Guru. (Vo125 No.5)
Clearaudio Diamond Cleaner stylus cleaning fluids,
Record Research Labs LP#9.
Deletions
Winds ALM-1 and ALM-01 stylus downforce gauges in
favor of less expensive Expressimo.
PHONO

PREAMPS/

MOVING-COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A+
Boulder 2008: $31,500
Despite everything else he had ever heard or reviewed,
MF could never have been prepared for what the 2008
offered. He was taken to ahigher level: "What the 2008
delivered was the music's meaning... kwas like analog on
acid. Every note, every musical gesture became the most
important, most profound note ever struck - until the
next one... The 2008 gripped, mesmerized, suspended
time, and communicated profoundly." The sound, MF
raved on, was "faultless in every area of performance:
soundstaging, imaging, dynamics, harmonics, frequency
extension, solidity, 'bloom' - you name it" MF had no
complaints: "As with the Rockport System III Sirius
turntable, the 2008 belongs in Class A+ by itself -the
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single mostimpressive electronic audio component I've
heard." (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
A
Acoustec.h PH-1P: $1500 $SE
WP liked the original PH-1 (no longer available), calling this Ron Sutherland-designed solid-state
MM/MC phono preamp "a winner when it came to
producing dynamic shadings... [It] conceded little to
the best in the areas of pace and rhythm... never
imposed its own rhythmic signature on the music...
[and] had incredible bass extension." The PH-1P has
hand-soldered parts and agold-plated circuit board;
Sam found the differences between the basic and Premium versions to be subtle yet significant, raising the
rating to Class A. "The PH-1P gave me awelcome
and worthwhile sonic improvement. The sound
opened up. Highs became more extended. Iheard
more spatial resolution. Inoted asmall gain in overall
transparency, including better-defined bass." ST is,
however, devoted to his reference: "I probably wouldn't run out and sell my standard PH-1 in order to
upgrade, but Iwould plunk down the extra cash for the
Pif Iwere buying aPH-1 now." (Vo121 No.6, PH-1;
Vo125 No.8, PH-1P WWW)
Aesthetix Rhea: $4000
Direct descendent of the lo and lo Signature phono
stages, using five tubes per channel in athree-stage,
full dual-mono configuration.While it couldn'tmatch
the dynamic range of the Io or the speed and resolution of the Manley Steelhead, the Rhea was never embarrassed by the comparison. PB: "Its spatial
expansiveness and timbral richness were unmistakably close kin to the lo Signature's... Its presentation
was fast, with awideband, consistently full-bodied harmonic presentation... Imaging was expansive, solid,
and precise... Soundstaging was invariably good...
The Rhea's most remarkable accomplishment is to put
together an extraordinary combination of sonic performance and useful features at aprice that is within
reach." (Vo126 No.9 WWW)
ASR Basis Exclusive: 85950
The battery-powered Exclusive is made of two complete, frilly balanced stereo phono preamplifiers on a
single chassis, entirely independent except for ashared,
switchable output - amajor convenience for audiophiles with more than one turntable or with two tonearmsmountedonasingle'table.MFlistedtheExclusive's
strong suits: "rhythmic snap; among the deepest, cleanest, most dynamic bass; and midrange and high-frequency transparency and clarity without etch, grain, or
brightness." Leaving the Boulder 2008 aside, the Exclusive joins ahandful of the finest phono preamps Mikey
has ever heard. (Vo126 No.10)
Conrad-Johnson EV-1: 81800
Scaled-down version of the expensive C-J Premier 15,
witha zero-feedback circ-uitthatusestwo 12AX7 tubes,
a5751, and a12AU7 in the input, gain, and cathodefollowerstages,respectively.DIPswitchesprovide loading options of 200, 500, 1.9k, 9.6k, and 47k ohms. MF:
"I found the EV-1's tonal, textural, and rhythmic balances nearly ideal... The EV-1 had amagical ability to
make musical lines flow with relaxing, velvety ease,
which is not to say that it emasculated music designed
to grate... I
wouldn't use the EV-1 with an overly warm
system, as it already tended toward that side of the continuum." (Vo126 No.8)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 Series 2: 85000*
A vacuum-tube phono preamp with switchable subsonic filter that MF said is as "rich and seductive as CJ tubed products tend to be, yet detailed and
rhythmically organized." Few preamps will be as
"well-balanced and musically satisfying... It was neither sluggish nor 'speedy,' didn't sound syrupy or clinical, and didn't suffer from any obvious tonal
anornalies."JAfekthe'15hadobviouslybeendesigned
by engineers "who know what they're doing." Do be
careful what you place it on. Series 2contains faster
diodes, improved regulators, and upgraded resistors
and internal wiring. J-10 found the bass to be "tighter,
more articulated, more harmonic, more palpable," the
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midrange to be "more detailed and textural," and the
upper midrange and highs to be "more extended and
linear." While the Series 2wasjust as quiet as the original, it seemed to lack the original's bloom from top
to bottom, he decided. Original 15s can be upgraded
to Series 2status for $575, which includes afresh set
of tubes. (Vo122 No.7, Vo125 No3 WWW)
EAR 324: 83995
"A serious and downright scary assault on the state
of the art ofphono amplification," the solid-state EAR
324 features both MC and MM inputs, with switchable input impedances. While the 324 offers many
choices of inputs and settings with provisions for
accommodating many different phono cartridges, it
had no outstanding sonic signature of its own. AD
found the EAR's overall performance to be tight and
rhythmically correct without sounding mechanical.
Its presentation was "organic, as distinct from artificial," with "a consistently, pleasingly great sense of
flow and ease on LP after LP." However, JA found
that the EAR's circuit had virtually no headroom in
the low bass. (Vo127 No.7 WWW)
GSP Audio Era Gold Mls.V: $759.95 $88
With again of 41.5dB, the Gold Mk.V is designed for
MM cartridges or high-output MCs. Its very plain
looks had nothing to do with its performance, said MF:
"It was amazingly dynamic, quiet, full-bodied, harmonically complete, supple, sensuous, and spectacular. It had nearly full dynamic expression at both ends
of the scale, and absolutely astonishing bass performance. It made music sound almost as real as the really
expensive stuff does, and it carried a1000-lb tune with
ease." (Vo127 No.1)
Hagerman Technology Trurnpet: $2095
The all-tube MM-only Trumpet is available in singleended and balanced-output editions. MF felt it offered
"very well-controlled, texturally coherent, and exceptionally nimble" bass, "stellar" pacing and rhythmic
flow, and an overall sound that was "open, airy, detailed,
and thoroughly intoxicating." (Vo125 No.12)
Lamm LP2 Deluxe: $6990
A"super-quiet" dual-mono vacuum-tube phono stage
featuring switchable moving-magnet and moving-coil
inputs. MF: "Bass extension, control, and definition
were startlingly good... Subtle dynamic scaling was on
apar with the Boulder and notably superior to the
Connoisseur... Subtle string textures, reeds, and
female voices were positively thrilling, and the size
and weight of the entire picture... was particularly
impressive. Add that to snap-you-back-in-your-seat
dynamics and authoritative decay, and the Lamm
became one of ahandful of the finest phono sections
I've ever heard." (Vo125 No.12)
Linn Linto: $1600 $55
This solid-state, direct-coupled MC phono preamp, a
JA ive, doesn't offer aloading network —your sole
input impedance choice is 150 ohms. Nor does it offer
much in the way of gain matching —54dB and 64dB
are your only options. But WP thought it was about the
quietest phono section he's heard to date, and raved
about its natural timbre and powerful bass. PM cites its
"sheer emotional impact" and comments, "It really does
sound 'direct-coupled,' with an immediacy that's quite
different from in-yer-face exaggeration, and it's superquiet too." Even so, he reports, he'll stick with his reference Nains. MF was less impressed than JA, though
he wrote "At$1600,iesa majoraccomplishmentinterms
of dead quiet, timbral neutrality, frequency extension,
and overall tunefulness, though I
found it slighdy prominent or over-extended on top without sounding exactly
'bright.' "(Vol.21 No.6, Vo126 No.11 WWW)
Manley Steelhead: $7300
The transformer-coupled Steelhead's multiplicity of
gain, loading, and other options prompted MF to deem
it "the most flexible, user-friendly phono section" he'd
ever encountered. While it's almost impossible to categorize the specific sound of the Steelhead, MF noted
afew constants: "unusually low noise, spectacular transient speed, rhythmic certainty, clarity of musical line,
breathtaking transparency, and positively astounding
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dynamics." Though its flexibility is perhaps its most striking feature, it might also be the Steelhead's flaw: Some
audiophiles might be left forever wondering whether
their chosen setting is the correct one. Nevertheless, the
"fast, fast, fast, ultra-quiet" Steelhead is aMF fave and
PB's reference. Compared to the ASR Basis Exclusive,
the Steelhead had "a more mellow overall balance, softer
transients,and greateremphasis on midbass warmth ... but
it couldn't match the ASR's sheer excitement, or its ability to resolve the lowest-level detail instark relief, all without sounding bright, etched, or hyper-detailed," said ME
(Vo124 No.12, Vo126 No.10 WV/Vs)
Pass Labs Xono: $4200
For MF, listening to great recordings through the Pass
Labs Xono became "an overwhelming experience."
While retaining the same basic design, the 76dB-gain
Xono excels in areas in which its predecessor, the Aleph
Ono, faltered. The Ono's soft bass is now firm, and a
threadbare midrange has been fleshed out nicely. "One
of the most accomplished-sounding phono stages" MF
had ever heard. Its ultra-low noise floor, transparency,
resolution of detail, ambience retrieval, and tonal neutrality were "absolutely Class A." (Vo125 No.1)
Sutherland PhD: 83000
The PhD runs on 16 alkaline D-cell batteries and uses
apower-management system thatawakens the unitonly
when it senses stylus output. MF noted its strongest
suits: "luscious, liquid, velvety midband response, and
ultra-pure, non-'edge-enhanced' 3D images set against
dead-black backgrounds... Its ability to resolve lowlevel detail with unforced precision was uncanny." With
its general delicacy and liquidity, however, came atendency toward soft, somewhat overripe bass and an overall rhythmic softness. Dynamics were not as extended
as with some other more expensive phono preamps.
Still, MF called it "a monumental achievement that sets
new standards for the cleanness and transparency possible in aphono preamp." JA is working on a"FollowUp." (Vo127 No.1)
Tom Evans Audio Designs The Groove: 84000
Copper shielding on both sides of the sandwiched
main boards makes the Groove essentially RF-proof.
MF first noted a"keen sense of rhythm and pacing,"
followed by the "non-tubey, non-solid-state harmonic development — neither leading-edge crystalline nor lushly overripe, but plenty rick There was
an abundance of clean air on top, but no ice particles,
no grain, no glare or mechanical etch... Dynamics at
both ends of the scale were rendered without hesitation, and the overall resolution was first-rate, thanks to
the ultra-quiet noise floor." The Groove "competed,
without apology, with most anything out there at any
price, the Boulder 2008 and C-onnoisseur 4.0 excepted."
Negatives included a"slightly congested" sound and a
lack of decay. (Vo125 No.12)
Zanden Mode11200: 813,970 *
MF deemed the MC version of Zanden's tubed 1200
(originally called the MC1000 and designed and handbuilt by Kazutoshi Yamada) one of the top movingcoilphonostagesinthe world,offering two transformer
taps, three equalization curves, and "an absolutely mesmerizing presentation from the midrange to the high
frequencies." Though it could not achieve the bass
dynamics and solidity of the Manley Steelhead, it
"exuded liquidity, delicacy, air, and transparency while
delivering sharp and fast transients free of mechanical
residue." While it sounded "equally convincing on the
hardest rock and the most delicate violin solos," MF
recommended it especially to those who listen mostly
to classical andjazz. "Looking sleek, solid, and unique,
it's aimed at the connoisseur ofvintage vinyl who owns
awide selection of monophonic LPs pressed before
the RIAA curve was adapted worldwide in the mid1950s," explained Mr. All Things Vinyl. (Vo123 No.10,
Vo125 No.6)
Ayre P-5x: $2350
(See MFs review in this issue.)
Camelot Technology Lancelot Pro: $995 $E5 tr
Designed by Doug Goldberg of Audio Alchemy fame,
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the Pro features intemal DIP switches for MM/MC
setup. Rechargeable battery pack links dual phono boards
in separate aluminum chassis. The battery pack plays for
10 hours, but MF "never ran out of enthusiasm for the
sound." In some ways, the Pro mimicked the best he's
heard: "Big, wide soundstage, on which it placed believably solid, three-dimensional images." Original version
had only 44dB of gain in MC mode, barely enough for
500µV cartridges. However, aresistor change in production increases the Pro's MC output to 54dB, bringing this
longtime favorite of ME's even doser to his heart. Compared to the Musical Surroundings Phonomena, he found
the Pro to be "more coherent, more refined, and easier
to listen to." (Vo123 No.10, Vo125 No.1)
Coph Nia: $1295
MF was blown away by this mysterious MC-only phono
section: "While its bass response was somewhat soft (but
well-extended),itsmidsandhighsexhibiteda gorgeously
intoxicating tubelike liquidity. The Coph Nia's overall
presentation came closest to the extraordinary sound of
the Zanden 1200." But "Don't get the wrong idea—the
Coph Nia's not even in the Zanden's league — but it won
my vote as 'the poor man's Zanden.' "(Vo125 No.6)
EAR 834P: $995 tt
Tim de Paravicini-designed, three-tube (12AX7) MM
stage that also offers, for MC use, apair of step-up transformers (3-50 ohms). MF: "The 834's sound was
absolutely gorgeous in the rnidband, with atouch of
'golden glow,' and an overall spaciousness and enticing
musical wholeness... The 834P's bottom-end delivery
was well-extended though abit loose, if only slighdy so...
[Its] high-frequency extensionandtransientperformance
perfectly balanced its bottom: not sharp and etched...
but not soft or overly romantic... A slighdy sharp, fastsounding cartridge should really get this thing singing."
Add $500 for chrome Deluxe version. (Vo120 No.7,
Vo126 No.8)
Emmeline XR-2: $1050
MM/MC phono section is based on the Analog Devices
AD797 op-amp chip. Internal DIP switch offers loadings of 30, 50, 80, 100, 475, and 47k ohms. MF:"The XR2wasjust on the solid-state side of the EAR 834P's tubed
personality: tighter and somewhat drier in the bass, very
good extension and control, leaner in the midbass, more
sharply drawn on top, and with greater transient snap.
Overall, it drove the music with greater focus and amore
tightly wound spring, but not to the point where it
sounded relentless... Its biggest shortcoming was asin of
omission: amidbass leanness that stunted the development of the kind of effortless, coherent soundstage you
get with more expensive phono sections... The XR-2
shortchanged instrumental textures somewhat, but, like
the 834P, did nothing terribly wrong." (Vo126 No.8)
Final Laboratory Music-4: $3600
In order to get "the mostdelicately drawn, non-mechanical, yet perfectly focused, almost effervescent sonic picture ever to tickle your tympanic nerve," MF suggested
coupling the Music-4 with aMM cartridge or amoderate-output MC like the Helilcon. MF raved about the
purity of sound generated from the Music-4. Nevertheless, its modest MC gain (40dB) was just too much
of ablemish to be overlooked. Large-scale dynamic
swings and realistic SPLs were missing. "Very quirky
productwithbarelysuffidentgainfor low-output MCs,
but very pure sound," he sums up.JA was not impressed
by the Music-4's measured performance: "Its very high
source impedance at low frequencies and the dependence of its bass response on the loading make it apoor
choice for use with line preamps other than Final's own
Music-5." Requires either tubed ($2750) or C-cell outboard power supply ($450) —AD recomendeds the
batteries — which makes it vetyexpensive for the sound
quality. DC-5 power supply with batteries now
included. (Vo125 No.1, Vo126 No.1 WV/NV)
GSP Audio Gram Amp Jazz Club: $999
Based on the Era Gold MM/RIAA, the Jazz Club adds
two switches that "allow you to select 15 different LP
playback curves, including RIAA, NAB, ffrr, and EMI,
plus several curves for proper 78rpm playback." The Jazz
Club proved to be versatile, exciting, and fun to use,
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"Whether you just want adedicated, high-quality MM
phono section, or play or digitize 78s, orjust want to hear
what various LP EQ curves sound like, the Graham Slee
PrcijectsJazz Club is well worth considering. Mikey loved
it!" (Vo125 No.6)
Krell KPE Reference: $2200
(Vo120 No.7; See MFs review in this issue.)
Musical Fidelity X-LPSv3: $450 SSS
The X-LPSv3 offers zero adjustments, save for apushbutton switch that lets you choose between movingmagnet and moving-coil cartridges. MF: "The X-LPSv3
doesn't come dose to offering the configurability and
gain of the Perreaux SXV1, but it sounded far more rich,
warm, and pleasing. It was less opaque, less brittle, and
had more complete harmonic development... It neither
wowed nor annoyed, but made music sound rich and
relaxing, with reasonably good detail." (Vo127 No.1)
Musical Surroundings Phonomena: $600
Michael Yee's Phonomena offers "a reasonably satisfying
amount of the main event while glossing over the subde
spatial, harmonic, and textural details that make music
sound alive." Nevertheless, what MF found most irnportant was the fine balance between its strengths and weaknesses. A soft, opaque tonal balance was offiet by a
reasonably fast and dean transient response. Extended
listening left him with a"slight sense of mrdboardiness,
and ofa restriction ofthe liquidity and flow oflive music."
Adding the Phonomena's battery pack doubles its price,
but replaces the cardboardy quality with a"relaxed musical flow." (Vo125 No.1)
Nains Stageline: $1400 with Flatcap 2power
supply *
Solid, inviting-sounding $350 phono section with choice
of power supplies. Smooth yet detailed sound quality has
the warmth and richness of tubes with the control, resolution, and rhythmic aptitude of solid-state. "Threedimensional imaging, quiet, no hardness, edge, or glare,"
according CO ME Lack of user adjustments may be an
obstacle to some, but for those who want to "get it and
forget it," the Stageline fills the bill. HiCap power supply ($1900) is dairned to give higher performance, while
MF noted improved dynamic performance, bass extension, and control with the SuperCap supply ($4450). In
addition, everything the original did well was repeated,
"only more emphatically," said ME Still, the Stageline is
not characterized by lots of air, fast transients, or soundstage width. Nor is it known for flexibility in resistive
load, gain, or capacitance. (Vo124 No.6, Vo125 No.1)
Trigon Vanguard II: $495
The battery-powered Vanguard II indudes seemingly
infinite options for loading and gain. Four switches give
you 16 settings, from 42dB to 66.3dB, and eight switches
offer 64 choices of resistive loading and three choices of
capacitance. Compared to the Pro-JectTube Box and the
Monolithic Sound PS-2, the Trigon offered the deepest
soundstage, widest range ofdynatnic contrasts, and greatest transparency, delicacy, and extension in the highs. "Its
only flaw," said MF, "was an occasional slight raggedness
on sibilants." Add $495 for the Volcano I
Ipower supply.
(Vo127 No.7)
Acoustic Signature Tango: $599
Entry-level phono preamp with off-the-shelf outboard power supply and rear-panel DIP switches to
permit awide variety of MC resistive loadings and
MM capacitive loadings, as well as achoice of MM
or MC gain. MF: "It did nothing wrong, and quite a
bit right. It was quiet, well-organized, and rhythmically taut, with good extension at both ends, but was
somewhat brighter and more forward than the
[Lehmann Black] Cube... The Tango's presentation
was somewhat forward spatially, though not at all
bloated, in-your-face forward or fisheye-lens distorted. The build quality and appearance are very
good." (Vo126 No.8)
GSP Audio Gram Amp 2SE: $299.95 $$$
Built into aplastic box and with stidc-on lettering spelling
out its name, the Gram Amp 2SE's looks say nothing
about how good it actually sounds. It delivered "genuine
weight and solidity in the midband and midbass. It was
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quiet, and free of the thinness, edge, and grain you usually get at this price." MF summarized: "Looking for a
way into analog on the cheap? Here it is. Don't expect
miracles, just pleasant listening." (Vo125 No.6)
JA. Michell/Trichord Research MM/MC
Dino: $649
While it's smaller and half the price of the Michell/Trichord Delphini, the Dino uses asimilar circuit and many
of the same high-quality parts. It comes equipped with
"unusually flexible resistive and capacitive loading and
gain (up to 74dB) DIP switches, and asubstantial power
supply based on atoroidal transformer." Between the
Dino and the Gram Amp 2SE, it was atossup: "The
Dino in MM mode was asubstantial step up from the
Gram Amp 2SE in speed, LF extension, and resolution
of inner detail, but it also sounded harder, more forward,
and somewhat less engaging in either MM gain position." For MPs purposes, he would not spend the difference between the two. He looks forward, however,
to hearing the Dino in MC mode. The Dino+ power
supply adds $549. (Vo125 No.6)
Monolithic Sound PS-2: $599
An improved version of the PS-1, the PS-2 features
upgraded internal components and higher gain
options to better serve lower-output MCs. DIP
switches allow you to select among gain settings
from 42dB to 60dB at loadings from 100 to 47k
ohms. While the PS-2 lacked the lush midrange of
the less expensive Pro-Ject Tube Box, it produced
more solid, well-focused images, with superior bass
extension and control. MF: "An inexpensive, finesounding phono preamp that's competently
designed and built." Add $279 for the HC-lb power
supply. (Vo127 No.7)
Perreaux SXV1 Silhouette: $349
The Silhouette combines high-quality parts, attractive looks, enormous available gain, and wide-ranging configurability. Though the sound was abit hard,
cold, and gray, MF thought that "What the SXV1
lacked in warmth it made up for in detail and transient snap... Don't expect miracles for $349, but this
level of quality, configurability, and reasonably good
performance is impressive for the price." The SXV1
should be mated with awarmish cartridge for best
results. (Vo127 No.1)
Pro-Ject Tube Box: $549
"Sturdily built, attractive, and compact," the Tube Box is
based on the I2AX7 tube and offers 60dB gain for MCs,
40dB for MMs. The Tube Box sacrificed pinpoint imaging and ukratransparency for lush midband textures, and
offered a"relaxing, graceful sound that was easy on the
ears while giving up abit at the frequency extremes." A
good companion for aslightly aggressive or "zingy" cartridge. "Rich, tubey sound, surprisingly quiet," sums up
MF. (Vo127 No.7)
Hagerman Technology Bulge: $150
"Ridiculously good for the money." Uses two 9V
batteries with an estimated life of only around 16
hours, and can be built with 40, 50, or 60dB of gain.
MF: "The Bugle sounded very quiet, surprisingly
somewhat warm yet reasonably detailed, and abit
wooly... Images lacked pinpoint specificity, and
transients were abit softened, but for [$150] — or
more than twice that — the Bugle was quite acredible performer." New plug-in power-supply option
available for $25. Comes with a30-day money-back
guarantee. (Vol.26 No.8)
NAD PP2: $129 $$$
(See Mrs review in this issue.)
Parasound Zphono: $150 $$$
(See MF's review in this issue.)
Aesthetix lo Signature.

SACD, DVD-A, &
CD PLAYERS
Editor's Note: SAC1) and DVD-A player ratings are
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based on how they sound with their respective hi-rez
media, not CD.

A+

Accuphase DP-85: $16,500
Expensive, but SACD playback dropped MPs jaw:
"The Accuphase is astunning SACD player combining exciting rhythm and pacing, full harmonic development, high resolution, and precise imaging and
soundstaging... The DP-85's SACD performance set
anew standard for digital anything... It produced the
ease, relaxation, transparency, air, bloom, space — and
most important — plain old musical pleasure Ihad
heretofore associated only with fine analog playback."
Both MF and JA were disappointed with the DP-85's
CD performance, however. "It was almost as if the DP85 was so interested in keeping my foot tapping that
it was more concerned with musical flow than with
letting the harmonics ripen and develop," said ME
(Vo125 No.9 WWW)
Classé Omega SACD: $12,000
Separate signal paths are used in this two-channel
SACD player for standard "Red Book" CD and
SACD datastreams so that the best possible performance can be extracted from either medium. J-10
found that the Omega performed well with "Red
Book" CDs and that SACDs were communicated
with an exquisite "superiority of playback." In SACD
mode, J-10 noted a"midrange lusciousness," while
CDs were played with "sharp focus" and "dynamics
up the hoo-hah." Characteristic of both formats was
sound that remained "big, full, dramatic, colorful,
detailed, and airy." J-10 recommended running the
Omega balanced for best results in each format. "If
Ididn't already have the Accuphase and the Linn and
the dCS, the Classé would be my choice for the one
machine that does it all." PB compared the Omega
to the Esoteric DV-50: "The Classé's presentation
was less forward and its images were atad rounder,
more palpable and lifelike ... To my ears, the Omega
ultimately sounded more like asuperb LP played
back under perfect circumstances, while the DV-50's
sound was more like that of an analog master tape.
Heads, you win; tails, you win." (Vo124 No.11, Vo126
No.8 WWW)
Esoteric DV-50: $5500
Universal
multichannel
SACD/CD/DVDAudio/Video player with choice of 8x-oversampling
FIR and upsampling RDOT low-pass digital filters,
three digital outputs (not SACD), afull set of video
outputs, and both balanced and unbalanced analog outputs. PB: "All of the filters offered very good sound,
but the maximum upconverting steadily provided the
most complete and continuous presentation. Images
were invariably rounder, better-focused, and more like
the sound of an analog master tape." Overall, the sound
was "slightly forward of dead-neutral... Dynamics
were always first-rate, with bass dynamics standing out
for special commendation... Resolution was outstanding on all types of music... Soundstaging was
steadily as deep, high, wide, and handsome as the
sources would permit... The DV-50 communicated
an exceptional sense of musies flowing lines and real
meanings." About to be replaced by revised DV-50S
($6000). (Vo126 No.8 WWW)
Linn Unidisk Li: $10,995
Plays CD, CD-R, CD-RW, SACD, DVD-Audio,
DVD-Video, DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, VCD,
and SVCD, as well as data discs with MP3 and MPEG
files. "Easy and unchallenging ergonomically, the
Unidisk was also asonic overachiever," said KR. It
offered aspacious soundwithwell-extended,detailed
bass, liquid highs and midi, and awide, deep, convincing soundstage. If you don't need Dolby Digital
and DTS, and if another of your components provides multichannel and/or bass management, the
Unidisk may be the answer to all your dreams. KR:
"The Linn Unidisk 1.1 does everything that aplayer
can be asked to do, and does it all superbly... If you
just want aplayer that will play all stereo programs,
regardless of format, with great sound, this is it."
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(Vo126 No.12 WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $17,000-$19,000,
depending on options er
The transport is acomputer DVD-ROM drive with
three memory buffers and three layers of error correction; the back-plane topology has room for another
drive and multiple plug-in cards for audio and video,
as well as provision for analog inputs (A/D) and outputs (DIA), gain/system control, upsampling, and
future multichannel audio and DSP room correction.
KR used it mostly as asource for the Reference 861
Digital Surround Controller in his Meridian surroundfor-music exposé: "Via the analog outputs from the
D/A plug-in, it was as good as digital gets today." Clarity and impact were beyond reproach, with notable
bass definition and treble purity. Superior with 24/96
discs, its 8821cHz upsampling of"Red Book" CDs puts
other players at adisadvantage, feels JA. Also has both
in-the-clear and encrypted 96kHz data output. But,
as KR summed up, "In consideration of its performance as aplayer and its configurability as asystem
controller, the 800 can be considered areally attractive value. Superb as atransport; why look elsewhere
for the DAC?" Kit's 2003 "Follow-Up" explores its
DVD-A capabilities: "Playing stereo DVD-A tracks,
the Meridian combo surpassed anything I'd heard
before from DVD-A... [The Meridian Reference 800861] made all of the multichannel DVD-As Ihad, as
well as my system itself, sound better than ever, and
certainly equal to what Iget from SACD." (Vo123
No2, Vo126 No.8 WWW)
Sony SCD-XA9000ES: $2999
Sony's third-generation, multichannel SACD flagship
adds time-delay adjustment for its multichannel analog
outputs and is clothed in Sony's new Silver Cascade
styling. Right away,JA was struck by the Sony's big presentation: "There was awealth of detail... There was a
sweep of sound..." While the Sony and the Linn Unidisk were "virtually indistinguishable in the midrange
and treble," the Linn was "very slightly drier overall."
And, though the Sony and the Krell SACD Standard
"sounded extraordinarily close to one another," theKtell
had a"slightly more robust presentation." Ultimately.
JA felt the Sonyjust edged ahead. One ofthe best SACD
players that KR has auditioned. Comparing the '9000
with the SCD-XA777ES, which it replaces, KR felt it
had a"slightly smoother" top end, "microscopically
tighter" bass performance, and "a little airier and more
spacious" soundstage than in its predecessor. Speakerdistance compensation, however, resulted in "a greatly
improved illusion of aseamless, stable acoustic environment," which, KR said, "set the XA9000ES apart
from every other multichannel SACD player." (Vo126
No.12, Vo127 No.5 WWW)
A
Ayre D-ix: $8000 as reviewed
The D-ix perfectly illustrates the degree of flexibility
possible in today's digital world. The base D-ix is a
DVD-Video transportpriced at $5250. Optionsindude
video only (56000),audio only (58000),audio and video
($8750), video only with VR2 progressive scan ($8750),
or audio plus progressive-scan video ($11,500).
Optioned as apure CD playet the D-ix plays back 16bit/44.1kHz CDs, 24/96 DADs, and CD-Rs. Once
PB had dealt with the D-1 ies "catlike fussiness" about
placement and cables, he found big and powerful bass,
an "exceptionally detailed and transparent midrange,"
excellent dynamics, and very good soundstaging. He
summed up: "'Me Ayre D-1 xwas abit more temperamental aboutplacementand cablesthan mostother
CD players I've used, and would not be my first choice
for aforward or lightly balanced system. Those minor
caveats aside, the Ayre's performance was consistently
musical and satisfying." (Vo126 No2 WWW)
Balanced Audio TechnologyVIC-D5SE: $6000
This straight 16-bit/44.1kHz machine uses 6H30
SuperTubes instead of the BAT VK-D5's 6922s, an
upgraded power supply, and a24-bit DAC section and
digital filter. While J-10 noted that the VK-D5SE's
highs "bumped up against the limitations of 16/44.1,"
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its bass had "excellent definition, leading-edge snap,
roundness, fullness of tone, and afine integration of the
entire bass region into the soundscape." The midrange,
too, was "very detailed, warm, flowing, attractive, alluring." J-10 concluded, "It was more than fine. For me,
however, it was alittle opaque and somewhat less pellucid up top than what I've become accustomed to."
Nevertheless, "If dropping abazillion bucks on much
more expensive up-over-around-and-through oversamplers isn't an option for you, Ihighly recommend
BalancedAudioTedmology'sVK-D5SE."(Vo121No.5,
original version; Vo125 No.3, SE WWW)
Burmester 001: $14,995
Expensive but "a superbly engineered CD player and
analog preamp that's incredibly versatile, easy to use,
and built to last until the next millennium." BD: "It was
gorgeous, seductive, rich, and absolutely wonderful,
with detailed, solid, three-dimensional images and
incredible tonal colors and textures." However, with
slightly soft images, awarmer-than-neutral tonal balance, an imprecise bottom end, softened dynamic nunsients, and a"beguiling golden glow across the frequency
range," the 001 was "a bit too gorgeous-sounding," BD
decided. Though it had amore overt personality than
one might expect from a$14,000 unit, it was still "the
best digital front-end" BD had ever heard. "Superb air,
delicacy, and dynamic expression," sums up PM. (Vo126
No.12 WWW)
Cary Audio Design CD-303/200: $3000
Offers HDCD decoding with optional upsarnpling to
24/96 and uses aPhilips CDM12 mechanism. BD was
most surprised by the Cary's overall "taut, powerful
sound." This "unusual and captivating power, solidity,
and impact," so pleasing in the lower-bass region, proved
"right on the edge of being too forward" in the upper
midrange and lower treble. Tonal balance was on the
cool side, spatial portrayal was abit too forward, and
though the soundstage was very wide and tall, it lacked
depdt Nevertheless, BD remarked, "Its power and presence are arresting, and in some ways — reproduction of
dynamic contrasts, inner detail, bottom-end performance — it's as good as any player I've heard." (Vo127
No.5 WWW)
Gamut CD 1: $3995
BD was struck by the CD 1's "easy vibrance — arich,
flowing sound that seemed to coax the tension out of
me."Within thatsmooth,vibrantpresentation,BD heard
a"wealth of inner detail" with a"complex mix of distinct sounds." He commented on the reproduction of
ambience cues: "'Me mix of direct and reflected sound,
the perception of distances, even the very density of the
ambience — it all coalesced to describe the space at the
rear of the stage with uncanny accuracy." However,
"images just weren't always as sharply bounded as they
could have been," and there was a"slight softening of
transients in the upper midrange and lower treble."
(Vo126 No.5 WWW)
Marantz DV8400: $1694
The DV8400 universal player had no trouble reading and
playing any disc KR popped in, and the sonad it offered
was always "just fine." CD performance lacked alittle in
dynamics and sounded abit laid-back, but showed extended frequency range and good soundstaging imaging
and depth. SACD performance was similarly laid-back,
and contributed to the overall spaciousness of the sound.
DVD-A performance, however, is where the DV8400
really shone, bringing forth awide, transparent, stable
soundstage. KR compared it to the $10,995 Linn Unidisk 1.1: "The Marantz may not be the Limes equal in
any given function, but it comes pretty dose in sound."
(Vo127 No.5 WWW)
Marantz SA-8260: $1099 $5$
JM says that default-recommending the multichannel
SA-8260 SACD player at this price is almost ano-brainer.
It is "elegantly designed and solidly built... Disc-access
times were not excessive, and its tracking was quiet... Its
CD playback was so good that only pure-DSD SACDs
could make aslam-dunk case for the new medium." The
only gripe JM had was that the SA-8260 doesn't allow
you to reset the SACD play-mode default from multi-
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channel to stereo on the fly. (Vo125 No.11 'irt/WW)
Mark Levinson No.390S: $6700
An internal redesign of1997's No39, the No390S offers
HDCD decoding and adigitally controlled analog volume control with 0.1dB steps, allowing it to be used
directly into the power amplifiers. Midbass was "rather
generous," giving orchestral recordings "a convincing
bloom," though rock recordings "acquired abit too
much body." In his measurements, JA found that the
No390S's external input was not transparent to highbit-depth data, "suggesting inadequate implementation
of either the receiver circuit or the circuitry downstream
of it." He recommended the No390S as aClass A CD
player, but withheld afull recommendation for it as a
CD "processor" until its external input problems are
resolved. (Vo127 No.1 WWW)
Pioneer DV-AX10: $6000
With onboard Dolby Digital and 1:1TS decoding and
Hi-Bit Legato Link Conversion, the DV-AX10 is the
first ofPioneer's "universal" disc players launched in the
US. It plays two-channel SACD, multichannel DVDAudio, DVD-Video, CD, and CD-R discs. Intrinsic to
all modes were transparency, tonal balance, and palpability, though SACD performance was not as good as
either DVD-A or SACD sound from other players. J10 was struck by asoundstage marked by "linearity, bass
authority, sweet and open highs, and amidrange to make
the average audiophile plots with pleasure." Nonetheless, this was offset by a"slightly forward treble region."
(Vo125 No2 WWW)
Simaudio Moon Eclipse: $5700 et
The Moon Eclipse is Simaudio's first "statement" digital product. "Everything about it — technology, build
quality, user interface, cosmetics — reflects careful
thought and lavish attention to detail," dedared BD, who
thought the Eclipse's performance "excellent in nearly
every regard, and truly exceptional in some... While it
wasn't perfectly neutral, it was awfully close, and its deviations — aslight lack of low-bass power and aslightly
cool overall tonal balance —were minor and very easy
to live with." The latest incarnation no longer offers
HDCD, but BD said that "it does everything well, and
its incredible strengths in the areas of spatial reproduction and detail resolution are, if anything, even stronger
than the original's. It does, however, retain its slightly
cool tonal balance, so it may not be the best match for
some associated gear." The disc-acceptance quirks that
bothered BD, as well as the need to jumper past the
HDCD filter to achieve its incredible resolution, have
also been addressed. Add $500 for PSX power supply.
(Vo124 No.4, Vo126 NoA WWW)
Wadia 861: $8450
With its premium components and its painstaking attention to detail, the 861 was adelight to use and listen
to, found BD. The sound was incredibly dean and dear,
with a"precise reproduction ofdynamic transients ... The
piano and cymbal didn't seem louder with the Wadia
than with other players; they were simply more vivid and
lifelike." BD noted, however, aslightly forward presentation that did not always complementthe music.Though
images were "more three-dimensional, and their edges
were more clearly defined," the Wadia sometimes created aperspective that "didn't quite match the venue."
Along with the Wadia's warm tonal balance, this characteristic established a"vivid, engaging presentation."
(Vo125 No3 WWW)
Arcam FMJ CD33: $2499
Well-made CD player with S/PD I
Fdigital outputs as
well as analog. CD data are upsampled by an Analog
Devices AD1896 chip and fed to two Wolfson
WM8740 stereo DACs at a192kHz rate. JA was most
impressed by the CD33's image depth: "Sound sources
emerged from adead-black background, with awide,
deep soundstage." In addition, the Arcam, with its clean
but extended low frequencies, was able to dearly separate musical elements in even the muddiest mixes.
JA: "With ameasured performance that is beyond
reproach and sound quality that lacks for little, I
heartily
recommend Arcam's FMJ CD33." Borderline Class
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A. (Vo127 No.7 NIVWV/)
Atoll Electronique CD 100: $1375 SSE
Atoll's top-of-the-line CD player features asingle pair
of variable-volume analog outputs as well as acoaxial
digital out, aPhilips CDM 12 laser mechanism, and a
one-bit Matsushita DAC. Partnered with the Atoll IN
100 integrated, harmonic presentation was "rich, fullbodied, even voluptuous at times." ST matched the CD
100againstthenearly-five-times-more-expensive Musical Fidelity NuVista 3D: "The CD 100 was not embarrassed... Ithought the Atoll player was resolving,
dynamic, and authoritative." "A competent performer at
avery good price," he sums up. Price is for black faceplate; silver faceplate adds $65. (Vo126 No.4)
Ayre CX-7: $2950
In hismeasurements,JA concluded thatAyre'sCX-7integrated CD player "is amodel of modern CD-playing
design... [It] sounds as dean as it looks. Its balance is
vibrant, its bass well-defined and deep, its highs dean,
detailed, and well-resolved." He was impressed by the
way the CX-7 preserved the "fragile sense of an acoustic
around recorded instruments... Nothing sounded confused or obscured via the CX-7." Though the top-of-theline Ayre D-ix presented a"more refined sound," JA
preferred the CX-7 in his system for its "more coherent
character and more vibrant presentation." Compared to
the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista player, the Ayre sounded
"more forward, but with better upper-bass definition...
The Ayre player presented the bass instrument with the
right combination of tonal body, LF extension, and the
attack of fingertips plucking the strings." JA is working
on a"Follow-Up" of alate-2004 production sample. His
provisional auditioning suggests an improved sound quality. (Vo126 No.5 WWW)
Cairn Fog v2.0: $1295 $5$
The optional upsampling card ($500) uses an Analog
Devices AD1896 upsampling chip, boosting the signal
to 24/192. Despite its name, the Cairn Fog offered only
crystalline playback: "Noise — digital artifacts — are
summed and canceled, sending avery clean, clear signal to the player's analog output stage." ST raved: "This
was surely one of the most exquisitely detailed CD players Ihave heard, for any price." While he found the
midrange and treble to be "exceptionally smooth, sweet,
and extended," the top end was marked by "delicacy,
definition, and detail." ST checked his wallet and pondered, "Would Ibuy this player at this price? Absolumentr (Vo125 No.6)
Creek CDSO Mk.II: $1495
In an attempt to create avirtuallyjitter-free signal source,
adigital buffer circuit delays the CD playback to create
shock immunity from the player, and feeds the signal to
the Creek's Crystal CS4396 24-bit./192kHz DAC. Uses
conventional 8x-oversampling. The CD50 Mk.II made
the already-skeptical Sam even more skeptical about the
purported advantages of SACD. Comparing the CD50
Mk.II to the Sugden CDMaster, ST heard "marginally
greater dynamics, tighter bass, and just atad more resolution" from the Creek. The Sugden, however, offered
greater harmonic richness, meaning that solid Class Bis
the appropriate rating. (Vo127 No.8)
McIntosh MCD205: $2600
McIntosh's first CD changer lets you load up to five CDs,
one at atime, into one slot, without atray, drawer, carousel,
or loudly grinding gears. ST: "The sound was most impressive ... unflappable... It never compressed or collapsed and was never thin, irritating, or edgy... Anumber
ofthe discs Ihadadmiredasperformances butnotasrecordings became more listenable with the MCD205 —
smoother, more extended, less objectionable." Sam also
appreciated the speed and steadiness with which the
changer loaded and ejected discs and was very happy with
its simplicity and user-friendly operation. "It was like having an automated disc jockey." (Vo125 No.11)
Music Hall Maverick: $1495
The two-channel Maverick SACD player is made exclusively for Music Hall by Shanling, and uses aCrystal
CS8420 upsampling chip along with aBurr-Brown
PCM1738 DAC. ST enjoyed noting the benefits of
upsampling: "air, atmosphere, dimensionality—the illu-
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options,$847;24-bit/192kHzTjoUpsampler,add$349.
sion, at least, of more lo-lev rez." Though the Musical
(Vo126 No.11 WWW)
Fidelity Tri-Vista 21 offered more space, dimensionality,
Audio Analogue Primo: $799
resolution, and dynamic authority, said ST, "For SACD
Uses an 18-bit DAC with an internal 8x-oversampling
and quite good upsampled CD, and with no apologies,
digital filter. Identical to the Primo integrated amp in
Pd consider the Music Hall Maverick." (Vo127 No.1)
size and price, this basic CD player also shares the inteMusical Fidelity A3.2 CD: $1795 $$$
grated's very good resolution and exceptional tonality,
Costing $300 more than the recommended A3, the A3.2
especially with strings and female voices. ST: "Pleasantadds the "magic bullet" of upsampling. With the same
sounding; not tops in terms of resolution and dynamic
mechanism, control electronics, DAC, and filter as the
drive, however." (Vo127 No.6)
no-longer-available, three-times-the price Nu-Vista 3D,
Cambridge Audio Azur 640C: $529 $$$
the solid-state A3.2 is claimed to reach 85% of the forMade in China, the 640C is built around aSony transmer's sound.Excellent retrieval oflow-level information,
port and aWolfson WM8740 DAC that runs at 24
sweetly extended treble, good dynamics, found ST "One
bits/192kHz. The player uses proprietary reclocking
of my top recommendations in aCD player," Sam sums
circuitry to reduce jitter, and features separate power
up. (Vo123 No.10, A3; Vo125 No.7, A32)
supplies for the transport, converter, and audio sections,
Musical Fidelity CD-P&4:$1995
along with avibration-damping chassis. Compared to
Versatile if qurky component that combines aremotethemore expensive CreekAudioCD50Mk2,the640C
controlled analog preamp and a16-bit/44.11cHz A/D
lacked some finesse and detail, sounding "a tad hard,"
converter, with the CD transport and 24/96 upsambut still offered "surprisingly good weight, dimensionpling DAC used in Musical Fidelity's Nu-Vista 3D CD
ality, and speed." (Vo127 No.9)
player. While MF "never felt cheated of afirst-class listening experience," JA was abit "disappointed" With
D
Apple iPod: $499 as reviewed
some of the CD-Pre24 's measurements, in particular by
This sleek and sassy data-storage unit offers ahard
the fact that the unit resampled 24/96 material. "Sweet,
drive with up to 40GB capacity, and is capable of playsmooth, if atad soft for my taste," adds PM. (Vo125
ing lossy compressed (M P3, AAC) lossless-comNo.11 WWW)
pressed (ALC), and uncompressed (AIFF, WAV)
Prirnare D30.2: $2250
digital audio files delighted JA and WP. WP was surA "well-built, stylish, great-sounding" CD player with
prised to find the iPod worthy of serious audiophile
8x-oversampling,Burr-Brown DF1704 digital filter, and
consideration: "The open nature of the iPod's playfour B-B PCM1704 DACs. Lacks such audiophile tweak
back format —or, more properly speaking, its lack of
features as selectable digital filtering and variable outasingle playback standard — means that the player can
put, and does not have the distinct personality that other,
offer the sound quality its owner demands of it." Files
more expensive audiophile CD players have, but did not
ripped in AIFF were "indistinguishable from the origcompromise audiophile performance. The Primare exinal CD," with impressive dynamics, detailed imaghibited a"beguiling sweetness" in the lower midrange;
ing, and extended frequency extremes. JA: "Excellent,
this, coupled with a"slightly softened" upper midrange,
cost-effective audio engineering from an unexpected
gave it a"very forgiving" overall sound. BD: "For those
source." Stereophilds "Editor's Choice" and "Budget
who want audiophile sound in astylish, compact, and
Product of the Year" for 2003. Current version slightly
affordable integrated system." JA: "This is state-of-therevised. (Vo126 No.10 WWW)
art measuredperformance for a21st-century CDplayer."
Borderline Class A. (Vo127 No.6 WWW)
Arcam DV-79, Denon DVD-2900, Esoteric X-01, Krell
Simaudio Moon Equinox: $2000
The Equinox's audio circuitry is based on aBurr-Brown
KPS 28C, McCormack UDP-1, Naim CD5x.
Deletions
PCM1730 DAC chip with an internal 8x-oversampling
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vota SACD discontinued; Krell
digital filter. HDCD decoding is not offered. The
SACD Standard because of doubts over availability;
Equinox's bass was "big, powerful, and weighty," while
Rega Jupiter and Sony SCD-0555ES not auditioned
its treble region was "refreshingly free" from any tenin along time.
dency to brightness. Its soundstage lacked the image
depth of the Lavry DA2002, but still did afine job of
depicting acoustic relationships. JA was hard-pressed to
DIGITAL PROCESSORS
hear any sonic differences between the Equinox and the
FMJ CD33, but ultimately decided that the Simaudio
Editor's Note: The sound ofany particular CD transwas more robust, while the CD33 had amore delicateport/digital processor combination will be dependent
sounding balance. JA concluded, "To those who do care
about sound quality and have large CD collections, I on the datalink used—see "Bits is Bits?" by Christopher Dunn and Malcolm Omar Hawksforcl, Stereophile,
confidently recommend the Moon Equinox." (Vo127
March 1996, Vol. 19 No3. Unless mentioned, procesNo.9 WWW)
sors are limited to 32/44.1/48k1iz sample rates. To be
Sugden CDMaster: $1995
induded in Class A+, adigital processor must be capaThe CDMaster, part of Sugden's Bijou line, measuresjust
ble of handling DSD or 24/96 LPCM data.
9" wide. A Philips transport is coupled to aPhilips
TDA1549 DAC. ST heard "a lovely liquidity, agenerA+
dCS Elgar Plus: $14,995 er
ous, full-bodied way with harmonics, asweet midrange,
A remote-control D/A processor with digital volume
extended highs." He recommended the CDMaster especontrol that's future-proof in that it will decode twocially for vocals, solo piano performances, and chamber
channel DSD and 24-bit recordings (although it does
music. "If you're looking for aCD player that doesn't
lack HDCD decoding). "The Elgar sounds simply
sound harsh, bright, and harmonically threadbare, the
superb and has ameasured performance to match," JA
CDMaster might be your ticket." (Vo127 No.8)
gushed about the original version. While there were
differences between the two units, Our Fearless Leader
Ah! Njoe Tjoeb 4000: $699
felt the Elgar was within striking distance of his longBasically aMara= player with anew output board contime reference, the Mark Levinson No.30.6. However,
sisting of high-quality tube sockets, ahost of filter caps
he added, "the sound of 961cHz tapes reconstructed by
and regulator chips, premium parts by Wima and Vishay,
the Elgar was simply more real. And that is what the
aPhilips TDA1546 DAC chip, and dual-mono BurrHigh End is all about." Compared with the original
Brown OPA604 op-amps for voltage gain. While the
Elgar, the Plus adds support of DSD. SDIF-2, and
4000 offered superb rhythm and pacing, great depth of
IEEE1394 interfaces, the ability to slave to an outside
field, fulsome sense of resolution, and compelling depiction of space, CS was most impressed by its detailed
wordclock,adigitaloutputandasubstantiallyexpanded
function menu. With these upgrades, J-10 found the
and deeply layered midrange. Options:AC Direkt power
cord, $79; Tjoeb Shoes isolation feet, $69/four;
best sound to be direct into the amps (no active linestage necessary), fine-tuned with achoice of four filSuperTjoeb package consisting of CD player and both
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ter settings. "In away, the elegance of the Elgar Plus is
all about the highs," he decided. The rest of the frequency spectrum is aknockout as well: very liquid and
musical. MF added that compared to the Elgar driven
by the dCS Verdi on CDs, his Nu-Vista 3D sounded
somewhat smeared and soft. "Its transientperformance
can't compare, nor can its spatial presentation." The
dCS combo must have caught our analog maven in a
moment of weakness: "I thought, 'If CDs had sounded
like this in 1982, I'm not sure there would ever have
been an 'Analog Come?... As far as what sets the dCS
system apart sonically, Iguess it starts with the proprietary Ring DAC, continues with the math encoded on
the DSP chips, and ends with the structural rigidity and
quality of the parts... But as good as it sounded on
SACD —it was the dCS gear's ability to extract the
maximum musicality and dimensionality from CDs
that most impressed me." The only criticism MF could
muster was for the dCS's "truthful, analytical delivery
and lack of tacked-on warmth." See also MFs commentsondie dCSVerdiSACDtransport.(Vo120Nos.7
& 12, Vo122 No2, Vo124 No.1, Vo126 No.4 WWW;
see also the Sony SCD-1 review in Vo122 No.11.)
dCS Purcell: $7995 *
Audiophile version of the $6995 dCS 972 digital/digital processor (reviewed by J-10 in Vo122 No2 and
Vo124 No.1) accepts sample rates of 32-96kHz and
outputs 32-192kHz at 16-24 bits in avariety of digital formats, as well as DSD. Noiseshaping and dither
options are switch-selectable. J-10 found the Purcell's
sound, in conjunction with the Elgar Plus DAC, to be
"smooth, liquid, very natural, yet fast and revealing."
You can save some scratch by pairing it with the less
expensive dCS Delius, which uses the same Ring DAC
technology as the Elgar. In any case, J-10 points out,
the combo gives new and exquisitely musical life to
existing 16/44.1 CDs. "For me," he concluded, "the
Purcell/Elgar Plus is an upsampling digital reference
of the first order." MF added "I've been through
laserdisc transports, glass-fiber optics, oversampling,
and upsampling, and I've heard enough digital playback systems at audio shows to feel comfortable saying that these components from dCS comprised the
best digital playback system I've ever heard for decoding standard CDs." Now includes IEEE1394 interface
as standard. (Vol.24 No.1, Vo126 No.4 WWW)
Esoteric D-70: $6500
D/A processor allows HDCD and upconverted CD
playback as well as high-sample-rate LPCM playback.
Three selectable digital filters include aproprietary
design claimed to interpolate data representing frequencies greater than Fs/2, as well as selectable wordclock options and RAM-buffer refresh. Digitally
controlled, optically coupled, variable analog output
allowing it to drive apower amp without apreamp.
JM: "The sound? Just plain absolutely wonderful. Not
atrace of glare or grain. Even more important, this was
demonstrably not achieved by rolling off the treble to
make it sound 'more like analog.' There was afull measure of detail, which, instead of driving me back into
my seat, brought me deeper into the soundstage and
deeper into the music." (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Lavry Engineering DA2002: $8500
"Impressively engineered and even more impressivesounding," the DA2002 has balanced and unbalanced
analog outputs and AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital
inputs. Features sample rates from 44.1kHz to 96kHz
and mes aproprietary, discrete DAC architecture. JA
heard "an analog-like ease to the Lavry's presentation"
and "an almost tubelike midrange smoothness to the
Lavry's sound." He had to sweat to find differences
between the Lavry and the $12,000 Nagra DAC, and
in the end decided that the Nagra was "ever so slightly
better" at defining the space around instruments. "The
Lavry's jitter measurements," said he, "arc among the
best Ihave encountered." Doesn't mute when fed a
Dolby Digital bitstream, which may be an issue when
used with DVD players. (Vo127 No.8 WWW)
McIntosh MDA1000: $8000
The MDA1000 has seven digital inputs, accepts PCM
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data sampled from 32 to 961cHz, and boasts its own
handy level control. Delivered "ambience, ambience,
and more ambience," said ST, with an "an analog-like
sense of ease." ST: "If digital audio does get better than
this, it's probably not by much... The MDA1000 makes
eachdigitalrecordingsoundanalogandmusical."(Vo127
No.7)
Nagra DAC: $12,000
KR: "Notable for its powerful dynamics and clarity, the
Nagra probably will get you as close to the music as the
mastering engineer was." Though the two-channel
Nagra DAC lacks adigital output, it includes ahighquality 24-bit/48kHz A/D converter, making it backward-compatible and suitable for listening to analog
sources. ICal noted professional construction, superior
sound, ease of use, and ahigh degree of programmability. "Neutral harmonic balance, extended and transparent treble, and taut, powerful bass" marked the Nagra's
overall sonic character, while a"dead quiet background"
and "grippingly immediate soundstage" gave human
voices apresence that "verged on the scary." KR and JA,
however, both agreed that atrue analog pass-through
input would have been better than one that digitizes the
signal. (Vo127 No.5 WWW)
Theta Digital Generation VIII: $10,000
The Generation VIII D/A converter also functions as
an analog line preamplifier with analog circuits that are
fully balanced, differential, discrete, and class-A. Its overall sound was open, grain-free, and unaggressive. The
Gen.VIII was just as uncolored and transparent as the
Weiss Medea and Mark Levinson No.360S, but displayed amore detailed presentation in the midrange and
highs, with more discrete definition ofinstruments, both
harmonically and in space. KR was most impressed by
how the Gen.VIII consistently made familiar CDs
sound better than ever: "Through the Gen.VIII, Ihave
discovered how much more information, music, and
enjoyment my stereo CDs contain." AT&T optical
input, add 8300:jitter-rejection board, add $499. (Vo127
No2 WWW)
Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer: $9959 $$$
RH found that the original No27 "presented apalpability and immediacy Ihadn't heard in my system before
lowing to its] extraordinary transparency, resolution, and
natural reproductionoftimbre."The27'sadjustable output — controlled in the digital domain — allows you to
drive apower amplifier directly from the 27 without
the need for apreamplifier. RH concluded that "running straight into the amplifier took me asignificant
step closer to the music — the last step between great
sound and goosebump-raising magic." Current ix version can handle 961cHz data and estibe slaved to aWadia
270 processor via aseparate ClockLink connection —
"Class A with abullet!" exclaimedJohn Atkinson about
this combination, which produced asound that was
"jaw-dropping" when hooked up directly to his Levinson monoblocks. "Midi were smooth, textured, sexy,
and delightful," J-10 wrote of a2001 sample driven by
aClockLinked Wadia 270. Upgrade from 27 to 27ix,
$4450 plus shipping and handling. (Vol.19 No.10, Vo122
Nos.4 & 10, Vo125 No.1 WWW)
Weiss Medea: $13,500
Despite its external simplicity, the Medea is apowerful tool. KR: "In addition to accepting up to 24 bits and
sample rates of up to 96kHz at each input, inputs 1and
2 can be used simultaneously to process rates of
176.4kHz and 192IcHz... All inputs are automatically
upsampled to 352.8kHz or 384kHz, and all inputs are
subject to two jitter-reduction schemes." The results?
KR again: "Independent of comparisons, the Medea
impressed me with newly discovered solidity and definition in the bass, asmooth, full presence in the
midrange, and silky, extended highs. Through the
Medea, my CDs, DADs, and DVDs sounded as or more
satisfying than they ever had, offering: 1) tighter, more
potent bass; 2) greater vocal presence, particularly with
male voices; and 3) adeeper soundstage with less highlighting of treble instruments." JA was similarly
impressed: "In some performance aspects it is among
the best Ihave measured, while in others it was the
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best. Wow!" (Vo126 No2 WWW)
A
Benchmark Media Systems DAC1: $975 $$$
Features two front-panel headphone jacks, RCA singleended and XLR balanced analog line outputs that are
switchable between line level, trim-pot set, calibrated
level, and variable level. Compared to the three-timesmore-expensive Marantz SA-14,JM found the DAC1 to
be "slighdy more articulate in the musical line, and slighdy
more detailed in spatial nuances, particularly the localization of individual images in space, and in soundstage
depth." A terrific value, feels JA, thinking the DAC1 is a
great way of getting modem sound from aDVD player
or an older CD player. JA discovered superb measured
performance in both the DAC1's digital and analog
domains, and decided, "Whether considered as astandalone D/A converter or aversatile headphone amp,
Benchmark's DAC1 is an audiophile bargain." (Vo126
No.7, Vo127 No.5 WWW)
Chord DAC64: $3200
JA decided that the sound of the "eye-poppingly gorgeous" DAC64 was "fairly ordinary" without its RAM
buffer engaged. However, "switching the buffer in circuit both sweetened the tonal balance and made the perceived stage deeper," he found. Compared to the Musical
Fidelity A324 ,
"The Chord had an overall more laid-back
presentation and agreater degree of lower-midrange
bloom... The Chord's bass was fatter, with less-welldefined leading edges to bass guitar and double bass."
Still, JA was impressed: "The DAC64 should be ranked
highly... Many listeners should find its silky-smooth
highsseductive,aswellasitsslightlylarger-than-lifelows."
(Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Grace Design Model 901: $1495
Accepts digital inputs from 321cHz to 961cHz. See "Headphones 8c Headphone Accessories." (Vo126 Nos3 & 8
WWW)
Musical Fidelity Th-Vista 21: $2395
The Tri-Vista 21 uses the subminiature 5703'QVB tube,
and includes coaxial and TosLink optical digital inputs, a
digital coaxial output, and apair of RCA analog outputs.
The ubiquitous Crystal CS8420 interface chip is used for
upsampling, and the Burr-Brown DSD1792 DAC is at
the heart of the Tri-Vista 21. ST: With the Tri-Vista 21,
the music seemed to flow more easily. Iheard more body,
more bloom, more space... Iheard better low-level resolution... [It] sounded pristine without sounding clinical... To get the most from CD with my present player,
I'd look to the Tri-Vista 21." The Tri-Vista 21 is alimited
edition; only 1300 units will be made. (Vo127 No.1)
47 Laboratory 4715: $1480
Usingjust 20 parts, the 4715 is among the smallest DACs
in high-end audio, and keeps signal paths as short as possible. A "zero-oversampling" design, it has no digital filter chip. With the 4715 partnered with 47 Lab's 4716
transport, AD felt the combo "imparted the same qualities to my system that Iheard usingjust the DAC with a
variety of other transports: Music sounded softer, more
distant, and altogether abit less hi-fi... The 47 Lab combination rendered music just alittle bit more involving,
with slightly improved rhythmic capabilities in particular." Between the two, Art was more impressed with the
DAC: "If anything, the 4715 is abetter value for what it
is, an observation echoed in and reinforced by its performance." (Vo126 No3 WWW)
GW Labs DSP Sample Converter: $399
Using Crystal's "fourth generation" CS8420 sampleconverter chip, the DSP Sample Converter upsamples
and reclocks the 44.1IcHz datastream from your CD
player or transport. Upsampling revealed "more space,
more air, and smoother, sweeter treble." ST: "The GW
Labs DSP is way recommended. You can't go wrong."
(Vo125 No2)
Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe: $399 *
PCI-interface computer soundcard that JA described as
"smashing the boundaries between component categories." Handles two channels of balanced I/O on TRS
/"phone jacks and two channels of S/PDIF digital on
4
1
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Ayres signature sound combines breathtaking
transparency with beguiling musicality. That's no
accident — Ayre components are zero-
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RCAs. Offers up to 24-bit word lengths and sample rates
of up to 96kHz, and has extension port to sync with other
CardDeluxe cards to assemble ahi-rez, inexpensive
multi-track digitalrecorclet Savesmusicdata astwo-channel PCM WAV files, so use fast, big-gig hard drives. JA
thoughtitsoundedfull-bodied,withgoodlow-frequency
extension and definition. Astonishing performance for
the money (especially at the new lower price): "the most
cost-effective way of making aPC an integral part of a
high-endsystem."Ultimate sound quality will very much
depend ondie hostPC.OptionalAES/EBUadaptercosts
$50, but lowestjitter and noise floor with external DACs
will be achievedwith aTosLink connection. (Vo123 Nos.9

&11vvww)

11114E Digi96/8 PAD: $635
The original Pro, no longer available, was acomputer
soundcard with PCI-bus interface for Macs and PCs. It
offered one pair of unbalanced analog outputs on 1
/"
4
TRS jack, digits' input and outputs (S/PDIF coax and
optical, AES/EBU, ADAT optical), and useful bundled
software. Supports 32, 44.1, 48, 64, and 96IcHz, and up
to 24-bit resolution. The Digi96/8 PAD is essentially
the saine as the Pro, but with an A/D input, which
worked "marvelously," according to WP. "For what
really counts — accurate and easy recording and playback of your own music," he concluded. (Vo123
Vo124 No.1, Pro; Vo125 No3, PAD WWW)
Editors Note: There are currently no Class D D/A
processors listed.
dCSVerona,Echo Indigo 10 PC soundcard, Metric Halo
MIO 2882, Musical Fidelity X-DAC v3.
Deletions
Accuphase DC-101, Onkyo MSE-U33HB USB,
Perpetual Technologies P-3A, all not auditioned in
along time.

CD, DVD, &
SACD TRANSPORTS
A+

dCS Verdi: $10,995
SACD/CD transport with DSD stream output via
IREF 1394 FireWire inter6ce. With the Verdi driving the
Purcell and Elgar Plus, "there were aclarity, afocus, and
adelineation ofindividual instruments... Itsphysicalpresentation was dearly focused and correctly sized, cushioned by adistinct breath of air... This was the first CD
presentation that played on the same musical field as the
best analog," said MF. SACD playback via the FireWireconnected Elgar was "the finest, most immediate, most
musically pure that Tye heard," he summed up. (Vo126
No.4 WWW)

A

Esoteric P-70: $7500
This CD transport's Vibration-Free Rigid Disc-Clamping System uses aprecision mirror-polished platter with
avery slight convexity to brace the disc from above. Using
it in combination with the D-70 DAC, JM wrote "It is
one thing to say that one hears things on atreasured
recording one has never heard before... his quite another
thing to say that the sense of immediacy, of being
envelopedin the worldofa deasuredrecording,is heightened, so that the music as awhole makes sense to one
as never before — and that is what the Esoteric P-70/D70 did for me." (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Wadia 270: $8450 sr
The 270 is physically identical to Wadia's 850 and 860x
CD players, but has an updated CD transport mechanism, adigital output, and aMode button on the
remote that steps the 270 through three states of "resolution enhancement." "The sheer vividness of the
Wadia 270's presentation driving the Wadia 27 ix, coupled with laid-back high frequencies that resembled
nothing so much as the real thing, made this the best
Ihave ever heard from any digital audio technology,"
JA concluded. With the ClockLinked 270 and 27ix
together, J-10 found that "bass was extraordinary, the
transitions upward smooth, the midbass to midrange
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easy, the midrange itself quite tasty and textural. For
the most part the highs were sweet and engaging, offset by only the tiniest hint of digititis on top." However, J-10 warned, without the ClockLink engaged,
"everything just collapsed and got strident." (Vo122
No.4, Vo125 No.1 WWW)
47 Laboratory 4716: $1980
Stripped-down CD transport has no doors or drawers,
and the user must manually clamp the disc on its
exposed drive hub, then press aswitch before the disc's
ToC can be read. Comparing it driving the 4715 DAC
to his reference Sony SCD-777ES SACD player, Art
found the 47 Lab combo to be "more rnidrangey, even
to the point of some not-unpleasant pungency on certain instruments and voices," but they "had less shimmer and sense of air, and there was less precision in
stereo imaging placement... The combo had adirect,
emotive, and ultimately extremely involving way with
this music, even if the top end wasn't as sparkly as that
of the Sony... The 47 Laboratory combo was alittle
quacky by comparison — so midrangey it made Barbirolli sound almost like Toscanini, if you know what I
mean." (Vo126 No.3 WWW)
Linn Kivor Tunboks hard-disk music server:
$20,000, in typical setup
See "Complete Music Systems." (Vo124 No.12 WWW)

D
Toshiba SD-3950: $70
This ridiculously cheap DVD-V player is the least expensive device JA has found to use as atransport. Needs
to be usedwitha D/A processorhavingsuperbjitter tejecdon, however, like the Benchmark DAC-L (NR)

Deletions

Accuphase DP-100 and 47 Laboratory PiTracer not
auditioned in along time.

CD ACCESSORIES
Editor's Note: No listings.
Deletions
CD Optrix, Furutech RD-2 CD "demagnetizer," and
Nordost Eco 3antistatic spray not tried in along time.

MUSIC SURROUND-SOUND
COMPONENTS (OTHER
THAN SPEAKERS)
A
Bel Canto eVo6 genii: $4290
Six-channel power amplifier created with three of the
two-channel modules from Bel Canto's eVo2, along
with abigger power supply that's suitable for running
all six channels at 120W. Comparing the eVo6 to his
reference Bryston 9B-ST, KR said, "The eVo6 initially
seemed to have less treble energy, but extended listening found nothing missing in terms of balance or
detail... The bass was full and extended... The depth
of image, in all dimensions, was excellent." KR also
found the eVo6 to be "quite forgiving of; so called, 'hot'
recordings." He concluded, "With both RCA and balanced inputs, the eVo6 is ano-brainer solution to all
the obvious demands of multichannel." (Vo126 No.9)
Bel Canto PRe6
$3990
Analog multichannelpreamplifier capable ofeight-channeloperation,orsix-channeloperationinone zonesimultaneous with two-channel operation in another. Default
setup is for two six-channel inputs, three two-channel
inputs, stereo tape input/output, two six-channel outputs, and two two-channel outputs. What KR liked most
about the PRe6 was the difficulty he had in defining its
sound: "Like any really first-rate preamp, it doesn't have
much character."Jazz sounded "lively, tight, and punchy,"
while big orchestral music sounded "strong, sweet, and
powerful." Though the McCormack MAP-1 was easier
to set up and use overall, the PRe6 was easier and more
enjoyable to use with awider range of components and
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discs. (Vo126 No.12)
Bryston 9B-SST: $4695 *
The 9B-SST (called 9B-THX at the time of the review)
boasts five channels, 120Wpc into 8ohms, and is built
like pro gear, ie, like atank. Hand-soldered, doublesided glass-epoxy boards and elaborate grounding
scheme front special-grade steel toroidal transformers.
According to JA, "the excellent set of measurements
indicates solid, reliable engineering." LG was impressed
by this amp's speed, power, extension, its tightness and
definition in the bass, and its "excellent" midrange. Fully
the equal of more costly amps, with wide dynamic contrasts and "involving" vocals, and sonically similar to
previous Bryston ST amps. THX conformance, a20year (!) warranty, and areasonable price make this beefy,
reliable amp an attractive package —a perfect choice,
suggests I,G, for home-theater and multichannel music
systems. (Vo123 No.9 WWW)
Fosgate PAP Vl: $13,000
The 7.1-channel, analog FAP V1 surround processorpreamplifier offers several listening modes, including
Dolby Pro Logic II. Nine 6N1P tubes and one 5AR4
are fitted into gold-plated sockets and reflected against
the mirror surface of its transformer housing, making the FAP V1 "just plain gorgeous." KR noted a
rich, detailed midrange, nicely defined highs, and clarity in the bass, all of which approached the sound of
solid-state preamps — but was miffed by the absence
of aremote control and bass management. Nevertheless, he concluded that "If you're atraditional tube
and stereo guy who wants to combine ahigh-end twochannel system with amultichannel and/or home
theater setup, the FAP V1 should be ideal." (Vo127
No.6 WWW)
McIntosh C45: $3600
Two-channel preamp that can accommodate and
switch two multichannel inputs but lacks interchannel
balancing for multichannel sources, or even L/R balancing for stereo. KR applauded its large, bright frontpanel display, substantial remote control, silky
front-panel knobs, and overall ease of use and convenience: "The C45 was the most intuitive and pleasantto-use preamplifier Ihave yet encountered." He
compared it to the Bel Canto PRe6 and the McCormack MAP-1: "It seemed abit brighter than the PRe6
at the upper end, but was equally formidable at the bottom.The transparency ofthe C45 and the PFte6 seemed
equal... The C45 and MAP-1 sounded even more
alike. Their balances are similar, but the MAP-1 is abit
tighter at the bottom." (Vo127 No3)
Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$16,000$19,000, depending on options et
Multimedia controller with video, DSP-based decoding for matrixed and discrete multichannel audio
sources. Functions as analog preamplifier-controller,
digital and video controller, and A/D-D/A converter.
Built-in, reprogrammable decoding of multichannel
sources (Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital, DTS,
Ambisonic, etc.), plus THX and Tdfield output from
two-channel sources. All inputs digitally processed. Of
Trifield's synthesized front-three-channels output. KR
observed, "I came to regard the loss of air and the narrower soundstage as acceptable concomitants of the
richer, tighter, better-defined central images. 'Audiophile air' began to seem an artifact rather than an
enhancement." FM and Dolby Digital 5.1 music
recordings"injected"ambienceswhoseacousticssuperseded his room's. Multichannel is immersive, but our
KR would rather not sit in the middle of astring quartet or orchestra. For two-channel, "equal to the best..
.
beyond significant reproach." Multichannel, he
dedared, is the future, and Meridian is ready now. Logical but complicated setup and option procedures
entered via PC; heavy dealer involvement is key to getting the best from this ultimate component. But when
the 861 is programmed for precise time alignment and
amplitude balance among the speakers, and the
crossover and bass management adjusted independently for the main, center, and rear channels,
"everything seemed just right, and it made for consis-
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sandy satisfying listening," he decided."The TriField
DSP is agready advantageous feature that deserves more
recognition. Ifelt confident that whatever little silver
disc Iput into the 800-861, it would sound superb."
(Vo123 No2, Vo126 No.8 WWW)

is one of the most subtly transparent power amplifiers
Ihave auditioned." JA, however, found more distortion at moderate power levels than he would have
liked. Owners need to ensure that their AC grounding is up to code. (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
NO CLASS RATING
Harmonic Technology Harmony Rainbow:
$310/1m with RC.As, $40/additional meter.
Six individual color-coded cables in asingle bundle for
multichannel systems, this was KR's salvation from
"Cable Hell." (See "Cable Hell" in Vol.25 No.7)
RSCables "The Solution" $199/1m,
$20/additional 0.5m
Another excellent 6-conductor multichannel cable at
acompetive price. Uses Cmam RCA's (like the Rainbow Harmony) but with aslightly brighter sound,
according to KR. Choose between them depending on
room and speaker. Available from www.rscables.com.
(Vo126 No.6)

Adcom GPA-7805: $2400 SSS
The 300Wpc, five-channel, solid-state GFA-7805
embodies the same spirit as its stereo ancestor, the GFA555: "lots of power, no frills, good value." Listening
with all five channels at work, KR noticed "a general
feeling of smoothness and balance, with no particular
part of the spectrum out of place." Music was "conveyed with tremendous power and weight, as well as
great delicacy when appropriate." Listening through
his two-channel system, KR found "the GFA-7805
delivered full, extended, defined bass, abalanced midbass and midrange, and silky highs." High-frequency
dynamics were slighdy softened, and though the soundstage was wide and deep, central images lacked etched
specificity. KR decided the Adcom lacked assertiveness
TWO-CHANNEL
in the upper midrange and treble, which could be a
benefit in brighter rooms. Lack of an output inductor
PREAMPLIFIERS
makes cable choice tricky — avoid high-capacitance
Editor's Note: Apart from the Connoisseur, Conraddesigns. (Vo127 No.3 WWW)
Johnsons, Hovland, Nairn, Musical Fidelity, and CAT,
Audio Refinement Pre5: $995 $$$
all the Class Apreamplifiers offer balanced outputs.And
To create the multichannel Pre5, Audio Refinement
unless noted, the preamplifiers listed do not have phono
took asimple stereo preamp park.ge and added four
stages. Note that the Z-Systems rdp-1 only accepts digmore channels to the input selector and volume conital sources.
trol, adorning the rear with extrajacks to handle the ins
and outs. L/R outputs parallel to the rnain outputs allow
A
Ayre K-lx: $6750
the Pre5 to run astereo power amp and amukichannel
Upgrades to the original K-1 include acompletely
power amp simultaneously. The sound was "decidedly
rem rkedground-partitioningscheme,additionalRFfilpunchy and impressive but untiring," adding an extering, and new high-density polymer feet. Owners of
citement to music that made KR want to dance: "The
the original can upgrade to the latest refinements for
Pre5 is an incomparable value for those wishing to make
$450. PB found that low-level details emerged effortagentle transition from two channels to more." Lacks
lessly, transients were tracked like radar, and the overall
alittle detail in the higher frequencies compared to other
presentation was sharp and deep-focused. Due to the
multichannel preamps. Optional remote control adds
absence ofnoise and distortion, PB was brought far doser
$50. (Vo127 No.5 WWW)
to the truth of the music than he'd ever imagined possiMcCormack MAP-1: $2495
ble: "The K-1 xprovided arather disturbing exhibition
Remote-controlled, line-level, multichannel analog preof how much subliminal-level grunge, hash, and noise
amplifier.UsesMcCormack'sArnbienceRecoveryMode
is taken for granted as apart of the sound of even top(ARM), which derives center, sub, and surround signals
level high-end components... Does the Ayre K-lx
from stereo inputs to simulate anue six-channel source.
belonginClassA?Are therebearsinthewoodsr Remote
KR: "ARM was nowhere near as impressive or as useful
in simulating ambience as Meridian's DSP-based Tri- adds $250, dual-mono phono boards add $1600. (Vo120
No3, K-1; Vo125 No.6, K-lx WWW)
Field; ARM helped only with congested source materBalanced Audio llichnology VK-51SE: $8500
ial, while TriField was enjoyable with almost all
Fully balanced, tubed line preamplifier with five inputs
two-channel recordings." Unlike the Sony TA-P9000ES,
the MAP-1 comes with aseparate stereo preamp and a and two outputs. Like its predecessor, the VK-50SE,
the '51 uses four 6H30 Super-lbbes in each channel
built-in setup procedure that makes channel offset and
balance easy using only the remote. Its overall sound was
and the BAT Six Pak capacitor bank in the output stage,
but adds asecond Six Pak in the power supply as bypass
also "marginally quieter, more open, and tighter than the
caps to improve filtering and noise immunity. The '51
Sony's with all sources." (Vo126 No.9 V/NXM)
showed excellent dynamic performance throughout
Outlaw Audio ICBM: $249
the listening spectrum. Deep bass "detonated with aweThe ICBM, aseven-channel bass-management consome suddenness," and "lightning transients" were "untroller, can be used between any two line-level devices.
diminished in the tnids and treble," resulting in
KR: "It did the job it was intended to do, and Icould
"tremendous rhythmic drive and punch." Backgrounds
hear no sonic compromise while using it... Iwas satiswere deeply quiet, clarity and transparency were confied that any very slight veiling Imight have heard with
sistently top-shelf, and soundstaging was exceptionally
the Outlaw was more than outweighed by the advangood. "The VK-51SE is on the short list of the world's
tages gained by its use." The ICBM also added an"ultrabest line preamps: ahedonist's delight," said PB."Somedetailed (but not bright)" sound when used with the
times alittle more seductive than life," with iteenvelopMagnepans. (Vo126 No.12)
ing, enfolding soundstage, intensely saturated tonal
Theta Digital Intrepid: $3500
colors, and incredibly delicate and tactile presentation
"The Intrepid is an absolutely silky and open-soundof dynamic contrasts." Remote control adds $500.
ing 5-channel, 100Wpc amp that is ideal for multi(Vo126 No.11, Vo127 NoA WWW)
channel systems, especially those with an active
subwoofer," says KR. In two-channel mode, the IntreBoulder 2010: $39,000
Used with the 2008 phono stage,die 2010 had MF enrappid sounded "sweet and smooth but seemed abit lighttured: "the 2010 provided abit more of everything that
weight, even though there was no overt tonal
was great about the phono stage... I've heard nothing betimbalance... The lows never demanded my attenter than what this combinationprovided. Its dynarnicpertion." Nonetheless, "midrange and highs were essentially pure and free of grain." With all five channels
formance was cathedral-like." MF raved, "lije 2010 is
fabulously built and provides the luxurious acfired up in his surround system, KR found that the
commodations well-heeledaudMphiles demand and deIntrepid "made every multichannel mix seem more
serve when they spend $36,000 on apreamplifier... It
alive, with more of afeeling of the real event." He was
was open, transparent, endlessly resolving harmonically,
impressed: "The Intrepid's clarity and liquidity, parand free of grain, glare, or any other audible or fatigueticularly from the midrange up, are world-class... It
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inducing detritus." (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Cary SLP-98P: $3500 $5$
The hard-wired SPL-98P presented rich musical colors that did not lack air or believable treble sparkle, but
were velvety throughout the midi. Lower octaves were
clear, and rhythm and pacing were excellent throughout. Along with its expansive soundstage, the Cary
broughtalighlevelofemotionalexcitement.AD:"The
Cary SLP-98P plays music in away that respects the
notes and beats, and its sound respects and to some
extent glorifies many of the things that Irespond to in
recorded music: Texture. Color. Drama. Scale." Perhaps abit too big-hipped for Class A, but what the heck!
PriceisforJaguarCarnivalRedfinish;JaguarAnthracite
Black finish adds $200; line-level-only version (SLP98) costs $3100. (Vo127 No2 WWW)
Connoisseur Definitions 4.0: $19,950
MF: "Immediacy, excitement, solidity, organization,
rhythmic drive — the combination of Connoisseur
line and phono stages was aformidable performer
that, with the right cartridge, amplifier, and speakers, will provide musical thrills galore without adding
etch, grain, or any of the other supposed solid-state
laddies.' The combo produced aclarity and sense of
musical purpose second in my experience only to the
Boulder twins." (Vo125 No.10)
Conrad-Johnson ART Series 2: $15,995
This limited-edition, dual-chassis, remote-controlled
tubed line stage uses five dual-triodes per side, running
in parallel to construct asingle high-transconductance
triode that can be run without abuffer stage or negative feedback. The downside is that things like channel
balance are controlled by the performance of the individualtubesused —oursamplehadadifferencebetween
channels of some 03dB. This in no way bothered WP,
who calleddieARTs sound "A whole new ball game...
involving, rich in timbre and nuance, and staggeringly
dear...It is without compromise." Of the Series 2, J-10
gasped, "It was the kind of sound that makes everyone
hold their breath... Iwas overtaken... Air, quidmess,
colorful harmonics, timing, defining leading-edge transients —all served up an acoustic pleasure almost beyond description... Class A all the way!" Older ARTs
can be upgraded for $1950, including faster rectifier
diodes in the power supply, improved DC regulators
with lower impedance, new resistors for better sound,
and enhanced internal wiring and AC cords. (Vo121
No.5, Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS2: $5500
(See Srs review in this issue.)
ConvergentAudio Technology SL-1 Ultimate
Mk 2: $6950 itz
JE found the Mk.I version of the tubed CAT both harmonically accurate andable to endow musicwith"gloriousmidrangespkndor."J-10calleditvividlybalanced
aneruthlessly revealing." Phono stage is quiet enough
toworkwiththeAudioQuest700Onsx.Mk.III upgrade
changes tube complement, making it "definitely quieter," said RD. 'More lively, yet better behaved than
in its previous incarnation." The Ultimate is the Mk.III
with more capacitors, more components, and anew
circuit board. RD said the Ultimate, his long-term reference, "sounds more relaxed, more liquid, and draws
me more into the music.There is also animprovement
in dynamics, the music seeming to 'breathe' with
greater freedom." BD demurs, however. (Vol.9 No.7,
SL-1; Vol.15 No.I2, Vol.17 Nos.1, 9, &11, Vol.18 No.12,
Signature; Vol.19 No.12, Signature Mk.II; Vo121 No3,
Mk.III; Vo122 No.8, Vo124 No.7, Ultimate WWW)
Haler° dm10: $16,990
The dm10'sperfonnancernightbestbesummedupwith
PB's simple statement, "The music sounded glorious."
Its "supernatural quiet" allowed for an "almost unbelievable level of detail retrieval" coupled with "true
transparency." ha ability to respond instantaneously to
transients gave die sense of"an action done in perfect
consonance and in real time.. Transient speed plus
silence and harmonic bounteousness here equaled virtual reality." PB: "A paradigm of genuine high
fidelity ...The Halao dm 10 is notonly asupe rb line stage,
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it stands alone as the everything-included-for-one-price
preamplifier." JA: "Halcro's dm10 offers measured performance that is both beyond my ability to fully characterize and beyond reproach." MF also recommends the
dm10, but agrees with JA that the dm10 is "neutral to the
point of being slightly dry," mandating care with system
matching, ST is not afan of the "Haler° sound," however
(Vo127 No.4 WWW)
Hovland HP-100: $6495, with MC
phonostage
Vacuum-tube full-function preamp with built-in phono
stage and MC step-up transformer No remote, but fabulouslooks anda monocoque diassis (!) thatexude "tastefulluxuryandauthoritativesimplidty,"gurgledMF,who
bought the review sample. Three separate compartments
contain the three-tube phono section, die duce-tube line
stage, and the solid-state power supply. "Iblie sound?
Not here — unless by 'tube' you mean luxurious liquidity, sensuous liquidity, wrap-around-your-eardrums liquidity, all accomplished seemingly without politeness,
sluggishness, or high-frequency rolloff." Plus: "Seemingly limidess high-frequency extension, supple and airy
delicacy, and previously-unheard-of transient resolution." Only downside was abit of hum MF couldn't get
rid of that turned out to be sample-specifig the sample
MF bought does not have the problem. Line stage alone
costs $4995;pricewith MM phonostageis$5995.(Vo123
No.11, Vo125 No.3 WV/ W)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Synergy Ili:
$5950 tr
The original Synergy was an RD favorite. The Ili was
deemed "beyond reproach" by PB, who was most impressed by its ability to communicate the beauty of the
musical experience in its entirety: "it combined afreeflowing and light-footed musicality with excellent resolution and afull-bodied harmonic presentation, and did
afinejob of keeping everything in order... The Synergy
did an excellentjob of bringing an effortless focus to the
whole rather than the individual parts." Music emerged
from asilky-silent background... Its tonal character was
refined and atad warm, but never slid into rose-tinted
romanticism." However, it did prove to be forgiving: "By
focusing on the music instead of the sound per se, it didn't draw as much attention to the recordings' sonic flaws."
JA and PB agree: "By any measure, the Rowland Synergy Iliis awimier." (Vo120 No.12,Vo125No.8WWW)
Linn Klitinax Kontrol: $9895
"Drop-dead gorgeous" solid-state, two-channel preamp
with Mute and Mono switches and a"superb" balance
control. Lacks tone controls and switches for reversing
signal polarity add channels. AD partnered the !Control
with the Linn 'Climax Twin amplifier: "They were
incredibly detailed without being the least bit bright or
aggressive. Textures, inflections, nuances, and even nonmusical sounds were offered up dearly and organically."
The combo conveyed "the essential musical message...
I've never heard their betters in terms of dependably
right pitches and timings... Based on what I've heard
over the years, the seemingly passive act of refraining
from screwing up the music is the rarest thing in audio.
The Linns get that right" "So well made it's ajoy just
to touch it," sums up AD. (Vo126 No.6 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.32 Reference: $15,950 er
J-10 loved this line-level preamp with optional phono
modules, the first to carry M
"Reference" moniker.
Future-forward design stuffs the power supply, control circuitry, and display into one chassis, with the
ultra-sensitive audio circuits in aseparate, "clean" box.
AC power regeneration feeds the voltage gain stages,
microprocessor controls offer lots of flexibility, and a
new high-tech attenuator and a wonderfully
ergonomic user interface make life easy. You can
change cartridge loading on the fly! "The totality of
music as presented...was astonishing ...engaeng, rich,
rife, extended, airy, smooth, and oh so palpable." He
was also"floored by... the enormous amount ofunforced
information passing through its circuits... The enormouslevelofutterlynaturaldetail wasevidentthroughout the audible frequency range." He went on: "the
sound was not analytic, you understand, or dry, just
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there." It "delivers on that promise of More and Better
like nothing I've heard to date... Bravo." LG breathlessly adds, 'lise sonics with aLevinson reference system on the Dynaudio Evidence was tops." JA was sorry
when he had to bid adieu to the review sample, but PB
is less impressed, finding that when the No32 was set
against the Haler° dm10, VTL TL-7.5, and BAT VK51SE, it -couldn't seem to generate as spacious asoundstage as the competition, and it consistently put me
farther away from the music." Optional phono modules add $2500. (Vo123 No.1, Vo127 No.4 WWW)
McIntosh C200: $7100
(See PB's review in this issue.)
Mdutosh C2200: $4600
ST waited 40 years for McIntosh to introduce this new
tube preamp. Though its line-stage performance was
"superb," ST found the MM phono stage to be "less
than stellar." However, he advised, "If LPs are asecondary, o,r-osional source, dien the C2200'sphono stage
might be all you need." ST was most impressed by how
quiet the C2200 was."The C2200 seemed neutral without being clinical [and] did not impart any tube glare."
ST raved on: "McIntosh has made atube preamp that
exceeds what, for [$4600], would have been possible in
asolid-state design... [It] was one of the finest line-stage
preamps Ihave ever used, and far and away the most
user-friendly... A Mac masterpiece!" (Vo125 No.5
WWW)
Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista kWP: $14,995
Massive, two-chassis, full-fiinction preamplifier includes
both MM and MC phono inputs with adjustable loading. Proved the ideal mate for die kW power amps, showcasing "greater dynamic expression" than the VTL 7.5,
and an "amazing ability to carve out space and specify
image location." MF praised its "dynamic slam, grand
stage size and image scale, and the absolute authority of
its iron-fisted control of the bass." (Vo127 Nol WWW)
Nagra PL-L: $7500
With its inputs on the left and outputs on the right, the
PL-L offered KR some setup problems, but he found it
"practically impossible to criticize the PL-Us sound. The
PL-L was "absolutely satisfying and enjoyable. Noise was
never noticeable... and all controls worked silently and
smoothly... The PL-L was revealing and natural, imparting little personality or coloration of its own." KR
conunended it "not only for professional monitoring,
but also for home systems of the very highest quality,"
andJA found"superb measuredperfornunce... Another
Swiss jewel of aproduct from Naga." Remote control
adds $1000; balanced outputs add $500. (Vo125 Noll

www)

Naim NAC 552: $22,950
Remote-controlled, solid-state preamplifier with separate power supply. MF was most impressed by how
the NAC 552 added "grip and drive" to everything
he listened to. "Other than an almost unnoticeable
loss of transparency and aslight harmonic darkening,
the Naitn's performance was exemplary in every way:
it was quiet, grain-free, did nothing to change the overall spatial picture, and didn't impose its own texture
on the most delicate musical information... The NAC
552's apparent sonic effect was to add enormous
weight and meaning to all of the music Ilistened to
through it" However, MF warned, "If you like warrn
and bloomy, you probably won't go for the 552." JA:
"As long as it is not used to drive unrealistically low
impedances... the NAC 552 gets acleanbillofhealth."
(Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Placette Audio Remote Volume Control: $1000
Apaperback-sized black box with one set of unbalanced
inputs and outputs, atoggle switch and remote, arow of
LEDs that light up to indicate the relative volume level,
and a125-step attenuator built entirely with super-premium Vishay S-102 foil resistors. The Placette centered
and locked images into place, improved transparency by
removing grunge, and snapped sonic pictures into focus.
BD: "The result was stunning." Comes with a30-day,
money-back guarantee. (Vo127 No.6 WWW)
Sitnaudio Moon P-5: $4300 er
"Should be considered among the finest line preamps
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available today," KR said resolutely. It "worked well
with every source and system" and had "transparency,
very low noise, and flexibility of control." Class A only
when combined with the appropriate components/systems, he warns; ie, those that are alittle bit assertive.
Whereas the oldP-5could"makevoicesseem recessed,"
KR found the overall sound of the new P-5 to be
"absolutely grain-free, spacious, and open." Midrange,
bass, imaging, and soundstage "remained state-of-theart," he decided. Upgrade to the new version necessitates changing the main circuit board. "The new one
was subtly better, primarily in its more open and revealing treble, but if your older P-5 is agood match for your
system, an upgrade could be astep in the wrong direction," KR cautions. However, he added, "It's dear that
the new version is amore evolved preamplifier." Comes
withan"imposing"remote-controlwand(Vo122No.3,
Vo125 No.7 WWW)
VAC Renaissance Signature Mk.II: $13,000
While BD was greeted with excellent reproduction of
dynamic contrasts and re-creation of tonal nuance, he
was most impressed v.ith die VACs resolution of detail:
"The Signature retrieved more tonal, spatial, and temporal information than any other unit Tve heard... But
where the VAC really stood out was in how well, at
lower levels, it reproduced details of instruments buried
way down in the mix or at the rear of the stage." He
noted, however, alack of transparency, which resulted
in"the faintest sortofsofteningor sweetening"throughout the frequency spectrum, but most clearly at the
extremes. BD suggested pairing the VAC with the very
best sources and cables, as it was "mercilessly revealing
of shortcomings" Line stage only, $13,000; with integral phono stage, $17,000. (Vo125 No.10 WWW)
VTL TL-7.5 Reference: $12,500
With both delicacy and power, "the VTL TL-7.5 combined aseemingly molecular level of resolution with
an agile, flowing facility at presenting context, meaning, and emotion." The overall sound was entirely
grainless and transparent, with true, deep, and tight
bass, and incredibly fast, smooth, and open treble. PB:
"It is, by no small margin, the finest line stage Ihave
ever heard at length." MF found that the TL-75 was
a"smooth operator," widi a"sumptuous but not excessive midband glow and smooth overall musical flow."
It may have sacrificed dynamic expression, but it
offered long-term listenability, tunefulness, and emotion. For JA, the TL-7.5 was "a delight to test"; it displayed "virtually bombproofmeasured performance."
PB chose the TL-7.5 over the Halcro dm10, BAT VK51SE,andLevinsonNo.32:"[Its]strongestsuitremains
its complete lack of discernible sonic character... It's
the finest pure line stage Ihave heard, barely nipping
the Halcro by afew thousandths of asecond at the finish line of this Grand Prix." "Slightly soft on the bottom,"addsMF.OneofStereophile'slointAmplification
Components" for 2003. (Vo126 No.10, Vo127 Nos.1
& 4WWW)
Z-Systems rdp-1 reference: $5000 it
"lise tone control for the digital age," KR insists. "A
fully transparent digital preamp, the rdp-1 is also aflexible and friendly parametric equalizer The best way to
correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source material." Accepts only digital inputs; current production can
handle 96kHz sources. "Editor's Choice" for 1998.
(Vo121 Nos.7 & 12 WWW)
Audio Note M2 Balanced Phono: $4400
AD: "A preamp that all but transcends considerations
of timbre and tone, mostly by sounding consistently,
supremely tight —and then by doing the arguably more
important trick of playing music in aconsistently involving fashion." If it departed at all from tonal neutrality, it was 'just awee bit dark overall," which may
have been due to the phono-stage frequency response
rolling offslighdy at die frequency extremes, asJA noted
in the M2's modest measured performance. Line-only
version costs $3750. (Vo127 No.6 WWW)
Audio Research SP16L: $1995
Ilibe line preamplifier that uses three 12AX7EH tubes
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and features eight high- and low-voltage regulators
and short signal paths. RD: "The SP16L is very good,
too, its somewhat laid-back character complementing
the Audio Research VS110 amplifier's slightly forward
quality in away that's synergistic In matching the
SP16L with other equipment the factors to watch arc
amplifier gain (loudness may be limited if the gain is
much less than the industry-standard 26dB) and source
output voltage (the SP16I:s maximum input level of
3.5V is lower than the outputs of some 'hoe digital
sources)." (Vo126 No.8 WWW)
Blue Cirde BC2L1: $1650-$1900, depending
on options
Tubed line preamp uses two 6SN7 tubes and matched
well with companion BC22 amp, said KR, but also
complemented the Sonic Frontiers Power-3 and
McCormack DNA-1 to create "a big, macho sound."
Great power and depth in the sub-100Hz range: tight,
clean, extended. Throughout the rest of the frequency
range it had "dynamics, darity, and soundstaging far
beyond my expectations... an excellent and satisfying
performer." As good as ICR's heard from asub-$2000
line stage, but remember the rich bass when matching
it to apower amp. Its technical performance impressed
JA. The BC2L1 replaces the original's 6SN7s with two
6922. KR felt the earlier model was marked by more
copious midbass and deep bass than was necessary, but
the BC2L1 had none of that excess. "It offers everything nice — cLuity, wide soundstage, tight bass—that
Iheard from the BC21, while improving on them and
adding asubjectively honest tonal balance." (Vo124
No2, BC21; Vo126 No.9, BC21.L WWW)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 18IS: $3750
Conrad-Johnson crossed over into solid-state territory
withitssingle-ended,FET-basedPremierl8LS.Excelled
at being "musical, dynamic, and neutral," said LG, while
also being"easy and convenient to use." He found "solid,
subjectively smooth bass... with excellent extension,
control, pitch definition, and speed," midrange reproduction that had "clarity, openness, and [the] ability
to convincingly render instrumental and vocal timbres,"
and high frequencies that were "extended, neutral, and
effortless." In addition, the remote control was able to
trigger the 18LS's IR receiver from "any spot in the
room." LG did note, however, that the 18LS was "less
transparent with some recordings" than his reference,
ifantique,Mark Levinson ML-7 (Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Final Laboratory Music-5: $3600, with DC-5
battery supply
ADnotedthattheMusic-5was verysimilar to itsphono
stage companion, the Music-4, in design and parts,
despite an "altogether more reasonable" input impedance of 50k ohms. Together with the Music-4 and
Music-6, it succeeded at conveying "music's natural
sense of flow... The Final gear was.., natural, nonfatiguing, and downright organic" The Music-5's measured performance was "fairly straightforward" when
its trim controls were set for maichnum gain. "However,
if the trim controls are set to anything other than their
maxirnumsettings,thepreamp'sbehaviorbecomesvery
dependent on the partnering power amplifier's input
impedance," said JA. (Vo126 Nol WWW)
Musical Fidelity A3.2cR: $1795 tr
Unusually, all of the gain is applied before the volume
control. Dual-mono power supplies and choke regulation offer a solid basis for the output stage,
explained ST. "All the advantages of an active line
stage without any significant loss of information."
The A32cR uses the same circuit as the original
A3cR, but with small changes in component values,
and adds asecond stage ofchoke regulation. ST heard
something "electronic" in the original that interfered
with the music, but with the A32a( ,
he commented
that he heard no layer of electronic haze or grunge.
"The sound was superbly dynamic... The midrange
and treble were smoothly and sweetly extended.
Detail was delicate to the point of being exquisite."
Sam insisted that the A32cl,.
was one of the finest
line-stage preamps he's heard to date, and notes that
it doesn't use exotic devices, but he was not satisfied
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with the phono stage, which was "merely okay."
(Vo123 No.10, Vo124 No.6, A3cR; Vo125 No.12,
A32cx
Musical Fidelity CD-Pre24 :$1995
Remote-controlled solid-state preamplifier incorporates
digital and analog inputs and outputs, as well as full A/D
and D/A facilities and aCD transport See "CD Players."
(Vo125 Noll WWW)
Rogue Audio Magnum Ninety-Nine: $2395
The Ninety-Nine uses four 6$N7 twin-triodes andindudes bays to allow for future modifications and
upgrades, such as aplug-in MM/MC tube phono board.
CS: "Smooth and quiet, dynamic and linear, warm and
clear, the Ninety-Nine offered anice balance between
tubed liquidity and solid-state precision — an accurate,
musical sound, with the supple breath of life that tubes
convey so well... [It] delivered awealdi of realistic detail
and splendid harmonic control... Ican't imagine any
preamp at this price point whose performance even
vaguely approaches that of Rogue's Magnum NinetyNine."Borderline Class Ain the right system. Optional
tubed MM/MC phono stage adds $500 (MM) and $400
(MC). Non-Magnum version costs $1995. (Vo126 Nol
WWW)
Sugden Headmaster: $995 SSS
Neat headphone amplifier also makes an excellent line
stage, according to ST See "Headphones & Headphone
Accessories." (Vo127 No.8)
VTL TL-55: $3500
Using two 12AX7 and four 12AT7 tubes, the TL-5.5
"hada profoundly crystallinesound — remarkably clear,
sweet, and extended," said CS. It showcased "exceptional speed and clarity" to offer dynamic contrasts that
were "smooth, sweet, and richly detailed, without glare
or sibilance." Its "luminous midrange" was "juicy and
detailed, but blissfully free of euphony." CS sununarized: "The VTL TL-5.5 is afine example of the
midrange liquidity and the human character that atube
design can add to any signal chain — even as its bass control, midrange smoothness, sparkling highs, and quiet
authority suggest the performance of solid-state." JA
gave his approval: "a well-engineered preamp, with
nothing to indicate that its use of tubes has compromised its performance." Optional phono stage, $750.
(Vo125 Noll WWW)
Editor's Note: There are c-urrendy no Class C or D
preamplifiers listed.
Blue Circle BC3 Galatea Mk2, Burrnester 011, Mark
Levinson No.320, PS Audio PCA-2.
Deletions
Balanced Audio Technology VK-40, Boulder 1012,
Lamm Industries 1.2 Reference, all not auditioned in a
long time; Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS replaced by
Premier 17I-S2.

TWO-CHANNEL

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Editor's Note: Because of the disparity between typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split Class A
for separate power amplifiers into two sulvbsses. Nevertheless, even within each subt-bss, Class Aamplifiers differ sufficiently in character that each will shine in an
appropriate system. Careful auditioning with your own
loudspeakers is therefore essential. Except where stated,
output powers are not the specified powers but rather
those we measured into an 8ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are stereo models, except where designated.

A

(SOLID -STATE)
Bel Canto Design eVo2 genii: $3290
Solid-state 120Wpc amp with switching "class-T" output stage. (Class-T is claimed to 'dither' the switching
frequency, adjust the "dead time" to suit the output devices, and modulate the switching frequency with the
signal.) "Unimpressive in the best possible way," said KR
of the original eVo 2002. "It did not call attention to
itself, and did not color the harmonics or dynamics of
the music" The 2002 was Seraph& "Editor's Choice
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of 2001." In addition to a"welcome and successful
facelift," the new eVo2 has atransformer and power supply twice the capacity of the original. KR was pleased
with the changes: With the full deletion of restricting
power-supply limitations, one eVo2 now has the practical oomph of apair of 2002s. Although the upgrade is
primarily that, the eVo2 lacks the eVo 2002's slight HF
veil, which had made me question including it in Class
A." Compared with the PS Audio HCA-2, he sums up
that "the more literal eVo2 seemed to more accurately
serve the music" (Vo124 Nos3 & 11, eVo 2002; Vo125
No.12, eVo2; see also KR's report on the eVo6 in Vo126
No.9 WWW)
Bryston 14B-SST: $5995
The 14B-SST produces high power (600W) with low
distortion, and challenged LG's long-standing assumptions that amps with bridged output circuits don't
image precisely, throw deep soundstages, or have the
transparency of non-bridged output stages. He noted
the 14B-SST's "unflappable neutrality" and chameleonlike character: "The Bryston 14B-SST seemed to have
no character at all... It ranged from polite to powerful,
but no simple profile emerged." However, he did find
"solid, massive, deep bass that was rich and expansive,"
"first-rate" imaging, "clear and extended" treble, and a
soundstagethatremained"deep,wide,and rich." (Vo125
Noll WWW)
Classe Omega monoblock: $28,000/pair
The 500Wpc (590W at actual clipping into 8ohms)
Omega mono uses apair ofJ-FETs as inputs and MOSFETs as drivers, with voltage amplification provided by
apair of bipolars after the J-FETs, and an array of 32 bipolar output transistors following the MOSFETs. BD:
"Ironically, given its massive size and immense power, it
was in the reproduction of the tiniest details and subtlest
nuances that the Omega was most, and most obviously
and immediately, spectacular... The notes flowed out
with amore natural speed andjump...and bloomed into
adenser, more complex mix of tonal nuances... The
soundstage was wide and deep... Bottom-end artiminion andprecision were excellent... The Omega's top
end was the best of any amplifier I've heard... [It] didn't
sound big and bold or polite and reticent—it didn't sound
any way at all, but simply did what the music asked, no
more, no less." (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
darTZeel NHB-108 Model One: $12,000
This Swiss-made, 100Wpc, solid-state design that uses
just six active devices per channel, but no global feedbadc,
DC servo circuitry, or current limitation of any kind. (An
internal switch adjusts the operatingparameters for highorlow-impedancespeakers.)"Visuallyandsonically,what
agorgeous machine' exdaimedJM, who enthused over
its some transparency and excellent dynamics."Quite the
sweetest-sounding solid-state amplifier Ihave heard,"
added JA. (Vo126 No.9 WWW)
EAR/Yoshino Paravicini M100A monoblock:
$35,000/pah•
"All through my auditioning," wrote J-10, "I wound up
riding the gain, setting the volume for the pointjust before
distortion set in, all at asurprisingly low level — basically,
anyding over 5Wr This, of course, was before it was discovered that the 100W amps were damaged. Anew pair
was sent, andJ-10 wasstrudc by the "immediate intimacy,
engendered by their extrente transparency and speed, with
an unencumbered, unvarnished sense of musical reproduction." JA's measurements concurred. "Judging by the
second sample, this is an amplifier that delivers excellent
measured performance, especially since it's asingle-ended
design." The only grievance J-10 had was with the transformer-coupled low end: "Not the most sLumnin' I've
heard in the bass." (Vo125 No.1)
Halcro dm38: $18,700
(See JA's review in this issue.)
Haler° dm58 monoblock: $30,990/pair
PB warned about this 200W (260W at clipping) Bruce
Candy design, "Don't even think about buying apair of
these wonders unless you're willing to hear everything
in the recordings you play, and exactly what the rest of
your components are doing, for better and for worse."
Luckily for Paul, he heard only the best "lise dynam-
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ics, purity, and tonal transparency were beyond anything
in my prior experience... Detail retrieval bordered on
the supernatural... Soundstaging was superb... Depth
was little short of incredible... The Halcro offered
dynamic performance that mere mortal amps cannot
manage." When PB compared the dm58 to the Lamm
M2.1, he described it as "yin vs yang, Apollonian vs
Dionysian, Platonic ideal vs Aristotelian reality —that
was the difference between the two electronic giants...
Icould not conclude that the Lamm's ultimate resolution and noise floor were quite the equal of the Halm's,
but no other amp's are, either. But, but ... the M2.1's ability to consistently infuse agenuinely human presence
into recorded music placed it on apeak barely less unapproachable than the solitary Everest on which dwells the
Haler° dm58." ST demurs, however, respecting the Halcro more than he loved it. Stereophiles 2002 "Amplification Component" and "Product of the Year." (Vo125
No.10, Vo126 NosA & 6WWW)
Hovland Radia: $9500
The gorgeous-looking, 125Wpc Radia is the Hovland
Company's first solid-state product.The first sample that
PB reviewed had sub-optimal internal grounding drcuitry (not representative of current production). The
bass was "too lacking in weight to be fully convincing,"
and there was "a dash of haziness and insubstantiality in
the upper treble — asomewhat gauzy, misty charactet"
The second review sample, however, had sonic beauty
that matched its looks:"Bass now ldcked or purred where
the earlier amp had mumbled... The Hovland's
midrange was simply wonderful... Treble was grainless
and open, with outstanding resolution of top-octave
detail... [Its] foremost strength was aremarkable clarity
and transparency... It reproduced music with abeautifully cultivated and sophisticated character." Borderline
Class A, was PB's final verdict. Radia owners and wouldbe purchasers should look at the serial numbers of their
units and check with their dealer to make sure it has the
later, better-performing internal ground arrangement.
(Vo127 No.3 WWW)
JeffRowland Design Group Model 302: $14,800
Rated at 300Wpc, the Model 302 offers both singleended and balanced inputs, but has Euro-Nanny speaker
terminals. JM: "Pros: awonderful-sounding amp from
one of High End's great companies; gorgeous looks and
bulletproof operation, with high energy efficiency and
flexibility of placement and installation. Cons: delicate
treble requires elegant system synergy; idiosyncratic connection architecture requires special care in hookup
regarding proper signal-throughput poLuity; high price."
(Vo127 No.3 WWW)
Linn Klimax Twin: $8995
This 100Wpc, solid-state power amp with aswitch-mode
power supply was "crazy-easy to use" if "just awee bit
goosed-up in the bass." Some bass lines sounded bassier
or thicker than usual. However, AD noted "tube-like perfection" and "superb" transparency. Partnering the Twin
with the Linn !Climax Kontrol, AD said: "Music-making
was explicit through it, sonic images of singers and minimentalists coming to life clearly and naturally between
the speakers, and with nothing unnatural around them —
neither grain in the music nor tizz around it... They not
only sing, they sing with uncommon clarity and articulation. And when it's called for, they impress with sheer
force." One of Stereophiles 2003 "Joint Amplification
Components." (Vo126 No.6 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock:
$21,000/pair
"If Igo on at length about how great the [150W] '33H
'sounds,' I'm forced to admit it has asound," kvetched
WP. "Soundstaging ... was phenomenal — deep, detailed, holographic. Tonal balance was natural, and possessed purity and clarity galore. Low-level detail never
leapt out at me, but existed naturally within the musical
gestalt... Paradoxically, the No33H exists on aplane
where the news isn't about more, it's about less. It had
no grain, no grit, no electronic character that Icould
detect. It had no 'warmth.' ... no MOS FET blur, no transistor etch, no tubey euphony... It was practically nonexistent — exceptthatitdidwhatitdidbetterthananything
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else I've ever heard." JA's reference (he bought apair).
(Vo121 Nol WWW)
Mark Levinson No.436 monoblock:
$12,500/pair
This350Wpc(500WatdippingOpowerhousehas"Sherman-tank construction, an overkill power supply, and the
best components money can buy," according to LG."Listening to the NoA36 was an unusual pleasure," he wrote.
"It provided the same open, detailed, lush, sumptuous,
warm sonic signature Iassociate with the No334, as well
as the same appealing midbass punch anddeep-bass management.. It's clear to me that the No.436's trimmer
chassis, cooler operation, and convenience give the owner
even more value than earlier ML amplifiers, and that it
represents evolutionary progress in practical amplifier
design." (Vo126 No.8 WV/NV)
McIntosh MC50I: $4100
"A singular combination of value and performance," the
500W (720W at actual clipping) MC501, rated to deliver
more than 100 amperes of output current, is McIntosh's
latest and most expensive solid-state amplifier and features balanced (XLR) and single-ended (RCA) inputs,
and the patented Autoformer coupled output stage. Bass
was delivered in an especially lifelike way, and the
midrange was "posh, plush, lush, and generous" without sacrificing dynamic nuance or retrieval of detail. The
Macs' soundstaging was comparable to the Halcro
dm58s', with superlative width and sense of space, but
with sometimes asmidgen less depth. Again similar to
the dm58, the MC501 was able to resolve the smallest
details without breaking asweat. PB: "They politely
escorted hi-fi concerns out of the listening room and
invited back in the love of music for its own sake."
Heatsinking not generous enough for sustained highpower use on sinewaves, but probably adequate for
music. (Vo127 No.8 WWW)
Musical Fidelity A3.2cR: $1995 $$$
"Astonishing transparency is what makes this the only
$1600 amp to get aClass A rating," woofed ST about
the original A3cR• The 150Wpc A32cR amplifier differs more from its A3cR predecessor than does its preamp counterpart — there's an entirely new output
circuit derived from Musical Fidelity's NuVista M3
integratedamplifier — butthe audible differences were
not as dramatic. Nevertheless, ST found something
"very special" happening with the A3.2 pre/power
combo: "I didn't get my kicks from quick thrills and
grand, Stunn-und-Drang climaxes. Rather, Iespecially
enjoyed.. quieter, more serene and intimate passages
of music... Iluxuriated in the harmonic presentation."
Rounder, warmer-sounding than its predecessor, he
feels. "Before you buy something more expensive, listen to this," he advises. (Vo123 No.10, A3cl,;Vo125
No.12, A32ck )
Musical Fidelity Th-Vista kW "Monobloc":
$27,995/pair
Physically and electrically imposing, each kW weighs
nearly 95 lbs without its separate power supply and delivers more than 1000W into 8ohms. The kWs combined
power and grace to produce convincing dynamics at the
top end of the scale, while also revealing ultra-low-level
dynamic expression. Though they were very responsive
to different cables and AC conditioners, they consistently
produced unlimited dynamics at both ends of the volume scale, created asense of images floating between the
speakers, offered tight, agile bass control, and always
sounded relaxed with no hint of compression. Inserting
the kW into his system, MF found "a unique and sensational upward step in both sheer sonicpleasure and in the
communication ofmusical meaning." The awesome bass
control might lead to leanness with some speakers, cautions JA. (Vo127 Nol WWW)
Parasound Halo JC 1monoblock:
$6000/pair $$$
MF heard exactly what this high-power — 400Wpc
specified, 586W at clipping! —John Curl-designed
amp's specs showed: "ultra-wide bandwidth, high-current capability, low, low noise, ahigh S/N ratio, and a
fast slew rate, among many other indicators of outstanding amplifier performance... There was an hon-
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esty to the overall tonal and harmonic presentation
that transcended technological stereotypes." MF
found the overall sound to be powerful, refined,
smooth, organized, dynamic, transparent, and rhythmically supple, if alittle on the subtly warm and rich
side of the sonic spectrum, but decided that this not
at the expense of transient speed and resolution of
detail. "Perhaps some listeners will find the JC 1too
refined and perhaps atad polite, but Ididn't." JA was
equally impressed by how the JC Iperformed on the
test bench: "'This is excellent measured performance.
The Halo JC 1is not only the best amplifier to come
from Parasound, it ranks up there with the best highend heavyweights." "Rocks for sure," says ST, adding
that with the amp driving the Triangle Magellans, he
found the "bass firmed up, the sound wasn't strained
in any way, and there was an overall sense of ease.
Dynamic ease. Listening ease. Just ease. Compared to
the Halcros, the ParasoundJC is brought the soundstage forward. Tonally, the Parasounds were magnificent...with no trace of solid-state hardness. And the
amps weren't even broken in."Stereophiles— and Sam
Tellig's — "Joint Amplification Component" for
2003. (Vo126 Nos2, 6, & 12 WWW)
Pass Labs XA160: $18,000/pair
Specified to deliver 160W into 8ohms, this 200-lb
solid-state monoblock reached only 118W on JA's
test bench, due to what we were subsequently told
was amanufacturing fault. Nonetheless, the XA160
sounded "sweet, delicate, and rich," with an overall
presentation that was subtle, velvety, and erased the
line between transistors and tubes. MF commented
on the XA160's ability to capture the wholeness of
an event rather than focusing on musical details. The
XA160's slightly subdued overall character imparted
asense of relaxation and flow without sounding
rolled-off or dark. Still, its measured performance
left JA scratching his head and advising that "Combinations of low-impedance speakers and large
rooms should be avoided with the XA160." (Vo126
No.11 WWW)
Plinius SA-102 Mic.IV: $5495 $$$
The 140Wpc SA-102 uses NPN transistors only in its
output stage to emulate the way sound behaves in
nature. ST: "Bass definition and extension were excellent So was the overall resolution. Iheard superb bottom-end control and avery sweet, smoothly extended
midrange and treble." The SA-102 also sounded big
"without ever turning harsh, without sounding raucous or losing resolution and fine detail." Sam wondered, however, if it might be too polite: With the
Plinius SA-102, Ifelt that things were being smoothed
over slightly, taming some of the music's bark, blare,
and bite... Imissed some of the vibrancy and life that
I
hear with great tube gear...leaving me sometimes less
than fully engaged by the music." Nonetheless, "For
1$5500], you get superb performance, excellent build
quality, and the smoothest midrange and treble this side
of tubes." (Vo126 No3)
PS Audio HCA-2: $1695
The 150Wpc HCA-2 is remarkable in using aswitching (PWM) output stage. ST: "The HCA-2 was
remarkably free of the rich, overripe, sometimes
woolly sound associated with tube amplification.
There was plenty of bass, but it was extended and
tight, not 'all over the place.' The treble was superbly
extended...not rolled-off, the way tube amplifiers can
sometimes sonad." KR echoed Sam's enthusiasm:
"There's nothing I'd like more than to point out that
ST missed something, got it all wrong, or that the
HCA-2 is undeserving of the accolades. But Ican't.
The HCA-2 will consistently impress with its speed,
resolution, lack of edge or harshness, dynamic range,
and — despite its size —power." "A great bargain, but
not the ne plus ultra," he sums up. JA was bothered by
what looked like old-fashioned crossover distortion
in the amplifier's output, and is investigating the matter. (It could have been due to his Audio Precision
System One slew-rate limiting.) "Measurements be
damned, Iliked it at the price. Transparent." sums up
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ST. (Vo125 Nos.10 & 12 WWW)
Sugden MusicMaster: $1995 $$$
Part of Sugden's 9"-wide, Bijou line, the pure class-A
MusicMaster offers 15Wpc ST heard "a very smooth
sound, rich harmonics, and asweetly extended top
end." The MusicMaster didn't deliver the tightest,
most extended bass, and ran out of power during difficult musical passages. Might work best in asmall
room or office with apair of higher-sensitivity speakers such as most models from Triangle and JMIab.
(Vo127 No.8)
Theta Digital Citadel monoblock:
$15,800/pair
J-10 actually found these 400W, 110-lb towers of
power to have a"feminine" quality: the sound was
"delicate, detailed, intricate, articulate, and sweet —
not warm, but musical and airy, especially in the
highs... Elegant, that's what it was. Elegant." Though
the soundstage did presenta "beautiful bloom to music,
with no artificial aftertaste," J-10 noticed that the bass
was abit light and loose at lower volumes. However,
"With the volume turned up, the bass was incredibly
detailed and taut, if not the most powerful and balanced and alittle on the light side. The mids were true
to life, and the highs were as sweet as could be." He
raved on: "Refinement, detail, spatiality, truth of timbre, timing, huge soundstages ...all these elements are
what you get with the Citadel. Highlyenjoyable, highly
recommended." RS-232 option adds $300. While he
shares J-10's enthusasism for the Citadel, MF was disappointed by the very similar but less-powerful Enterprise monoblock (300Wpc, $9000/pair): "I was less
put off by the Theta's slightly forward presentation
than Iwas by its somewhat disappointing bass impact
and lack of midbass weight, which for me robbed the
music of richness, warmth, and rhythmic comfort."
(Vo125 No.5 WWW, Citadel; Vo127 No.3 WWW,
Enterprise)

A (TUBE)

Air Tight ATM-211 monoblock: $11,500/pair
Asingle-ended triode design that uses abig,"impressive-looking beast" of a211 output tube. Low in
power — 22W — but worth the price, felt RD:
"Beautifully built, the ATM-211 has atouch of the
exotic in its appearance, and offers outstanding
transparency, tonal neutrality, soundstage width and
depth, and dynamics that make it sound like amuch
more powerful amplifier." While RD was reluctant
to endorse the ATM-211 for speakers whose sensitivity was less than 89dB, he concluded that it was
"probably the best-sounding amplifier I've had in
my system." (Vo125 No.10 WWW)
Audio Research VS110: $4495 $$$
The 100Wpc stereo VS110 uses eight 6550EH output
tubes and five 6N1P input/driver tubes, and differs significantly from earlier ARC designs in its use of many
smaller, faster, reservoir capacitors rather than larger, singlecapacitors.RD:"Thisisa truly excellentpoweramplifier that combines the musicality of tubes with the
dynamics and bass extension that characterize the best
solid-state, and enough power to drive most speakers
to satisfyingly high lewls."JA: "The VS110's measured
performance strongly indicates that it is very important
that the correct output transformer tap be used for its
owner's speakers." (Vo126 No.8 WVVVV)
Audiopax Model Eighty Eight monoblock:
$9470/pair
This 30 Wpc single-ended pentode with Perfect Triode Simulation uses two KT88 tubes. "Timbre
Lock" bias settings are claimed to fine-tune the
amp's distortion spectrum to produce more optimal
cancellation of the speaker's distortion. RD was first
impressed by the absence of noise coming through
the speakers, and by the absence of mechanical noise
from the transformers. RD: "The musicjust seemed
to be there, the amplifier (and the rest of the system) getting out of the way... [It] seemed to reduce
much of the harshness and edgy quality that I'd
assumed was simply a characteristic of certain
recordings... Resolution of detail was in the top
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class... The tonal character.. .
was fundamentally neutral, leaning perhaps in the direction of alittle top.
end sweetness." Bass extension and power were
sometimes lacking, and high-level dynamics could be
"on the subdued side, with some negative effect on
the perceived pace of the music." JA recommended
using this Brazilian monoblock only with horn speakers that have powered woofers, such as Avantgardes.
(Vol.26 No.5 VITWW)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-75: $6000 tr
Balanced Audio Technology VK-150SE
monoblock: $17,000/pair
The VK-75 is a75Wpc update of the classic VIC.-60 with
a"smooth, easy-on-the-ears quality," decided RD. VK75SE ($8500) uses the 6H30 Supertube and improves
on the standard amplifier in midrange and mid-treble
smoothness, as well as dynamics and bass definition. Of
the 150W, wired-for-mono VK-150SE, J-10 bubbled,
"BAT has reached the pinnacle of nuance and finesse
and more." He noted abass presentation characterized by
"deep, delicious, powerful, strong fundamentals going
way the heck down to the deck," and atransition from
the upper bass to the lower midrange that was "tuneful,"
"tight," and "full." As for the soundstage, "The cushions
of air around each performec the utter truth of timbre,
the glow from within, the swing and timing that tubes
do so well — all were perfectly rendered." Simply put,
"Thisisa first-rank amplifier... Do /think theVK-150SE
is worth the price? In every single way there is to judge
such amplifiers, the resounding and unequivocal conclusion is: yes." (Vo1.24 No.7, '75 & 75SE; Vo125 No.3,
'HOSE WWW)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805C monoblock:
$8995/pair
Single-ended triode 50W design. Driver and output
tubes have changed since DO's 1994 review (driver
was EL34, now 300B; output was 211, now 853).
"Power ratings can be misleading," said ST. "The CAD805C sounds big. Humongous, in fact... It's about
beauty.. the palpable presence of the musicians. The
exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the
attack and decay of each note. Above all, the truth of
timbre and the sheer beauty of the music." Bass could
be better, and the "top end may be atad rolled-off. But
so what? The magic of the music is there." Particularly
with zero feedback, adds MC. "The space champ!"
sums up Mr. T. Tube complement of current production features aCzech-made KR300B, aPhilips JAN
(Joint Army Navy) 65L7, and aChinese 845 output,
with capacitor and power-supply upgrades. Improves
on the earlier model in anumber of important ways,
thought ST: "The latest version sounded more powerful: more dynamic, with deeper, better-defined bass...
There was more of the stunning immediacy Ilove with
low-powered SET amps, amore pristine sound with a
purer harmonic presentation." Of the current 10th
Anniversary Edition ($11,000), ST offered: "I think
where the CAD-805 Anniversary improves over previous versions is in its ability to stretch the magic of
SETs — to provide the immediacy, delicacy, and the
microdynamic magic ofthe flea-powered wonders with
enough power so that one is not limited to super-sensitive loudspeakers." Bass performance was also
improved, sounding "more extended and tight." ST preferred the 211 output tube over the 845 (both are standard): "The 845 seemed alittle soft and fuzzy. The 211
sounded more authoritative, assured, and revealing."
Anniversary Edition costs $11,000/pair. (Vol.17 No.1,
VoI21 No.3, Vo124 No.1; see also MC's article on feedback in Vo121 No.1; Vo126 No.8 WWW)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 140: $7000
This direct descendant of the MV125 is rated to
deliver 140Wpc into 4ohms and uses four Svetlana
6550C tubes in its output stage. Though he enjoyed
the power, ST was floored by the resolution: "The
Premier 140 had superior resolution, subjectively
wider bandwidth. It had amore open, expansive
sound. Macrodynamics were rendered in away that
only big tube amparan... It's one of the all-time tubed
greats." "Powerful in away that only apowerful tube
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amp can be," he adds. (Vo126 No.10)
Conrad-Johnson MV60: $2950 $$$
Conrad-Johnson MV6OSE: $3200 $$$
ST found the MV60 — rated at 55Wpc into 4ohms
using two EL34s — to be "a step up from the MV55
without being astep down from the Premier Eleven
A... Compared to the MV55, the highs were extended
and the amp got atighter grip on the bottom end... I
also noted greater resolution of low-level detail and
ambient information. Especially when used with the
Premier 17LS line stage, the MV60 gave wonderful
layering and depth to the soundstage... The MV60 was
far more revealing — mostly for the better, but occasionally, with certain recordings, for the worse." The
60Wpc Special Edition version of the MV60 uses Svetlana 6550C tubes instead of Sovtek EL34s, and has a
higher bias voltage setting. (Customers who bought
MV60s can have their amps upgraded for the cost of the
new tubes, alabor charge, and shipping both ways.) ST:
"The SEversion gave me better dynamiccontrast Louder
passages sounded louder., while subde changes were
moreapparent Inotedgreaterbassextensionandauthority. Iheard awider, deeper soundstage — amore generous spatial presentation... [It] sounded more open and
extended in the highs, without excessive brightness or
tube glare. Iheard increased low-level resolution... The
sound seemed more delicate, refined, and, above all,
assured. In addition, Iheard at least as much `midrange
magic' with the MV6OSE as Ihad with the MV60." "A
very good choice for not alot of money," he sums up.
(Vo125 No.1, MV60; Vo126 No.5, 'SE WWW)
EAR 890: $5495
The "very conventional," 70Wpc EAR uses two 6AQ8,
two 12AX7, and eight KT90 tubes, and proved confounding: "It's astraightforward thing, and while its
design and execution are not without integrity, the EAR
890 lacks even such basics as hand-rolled capacitors or
exotic metallurgy," mused AD. Matched with ESL989s, the 890 made up one of the "most sonically faultless and musically satisfying" combinations in Art's
experience: "unspectacular" but in a"nice" way, "draining" but in the "best" way. Searching to find something
critical to say,AD reverted to grammar, noting an unnecessary apostrophe: "The EAR 890's only significant flaw
is in its engraved top plate, on which are inscribed the
words Technology at it's best!" (Vo127 No.4 WWW)
Hovland Sapphire: $9000
MF couldn't stop staring at this blue-lit, 40Wpc, twochannel tube amplifier. Aside from its gorgeous looks,
MF found it to be "one of the best-balanced amplifiers"
he'd ever heard. Its overall presentation was "velvety
yet detailed," marked by a"lush, full-bodied sound"
that seemed "complete, and nearly ideal." Though listening was "always compelling and never boring," it
"lacked the last word in air, ambience, and openness."
Indeed, the most unnerving weakness was in the depth
of its soundstage. MF: "While it produced exquisitely
three-dimensional images, its soundstaging depth was
anything but 3D. The amp's ability to separate images
depth-wise and to portray depth of field was limited."
Nonetheless, "The Sapphire got the music right — its
harmonic and textural presentations were world-class."
JA's measurements, however, revealed flaws: "Just
because an amplifier uses tubes doesn't mean it also has
to have hum, an ultrasonic resonance, or fairly high levels of distortion." (Vo125 No.3 WWW)
Joule Electra Stargate monoblock: $6100/pair
This 30W SET monoblock uses aBalanced Differential
Mu Stage — the same driver found in Joule Electra's
OITA — and the Soviet-era 6C33CB output tube. ST
found their harmonic presentation to be "wonderfully
alive," with "superb resolution" and "no softening of the
sound." In ST's opinion, the Stargate represents the
essence of high-end audio: "Small companies making
superior, hand-built products based on belief and passion
rather than marketing." (Vo125 No.3)
Kora Cosmos monoblock: $5900/pair
The 100W, fully balanced Cosmos uses eight Sovtek or
Svedana 6AS7G outputtubes.MF raved: "While the Kora
Cosmos' seamless sonic presentation was ahigh point,
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RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
the pinnacle was the amp's very top end. Here was airy,
incredibly detailed high-frequency extension and fast
transient response, delivered free of grain, grit, edge, or
mechanicalness." However, for all the Cosmos offered
in the top end, it lacked abit down below: "There was
just anoticeable lack of bass dynamics compared to a
well-damped solid-state amplifier; or ahybrid one like
the Nu-Vista 300... The Cosmos lacked the last word
in bass oomph and drive." Still, MF felt other amps could
not surpass the Cosmos in their ability to communicate
music's inevitable flow with arelaxedprecision that was
"so seductive, revealing, surprising, and comforting."
(Vo124 No.12)
Lamm Industries MLL1 monoblock:
$22,690/pair
These 90Wpc class-A/AB tube monoblodcs use Russian 6C33C-B output tubes and premium parts. "Went
about their musical business with acertain and deliberate noneditorial purity," decided J-10, who thought
their "overall mien was one ofsubtlety and refmement"
Nagra-like darity andneutrality withquick,open highs.
Midrange unpolluted, transparent, and very ambient,
says Mr. Ten, adding that the Lamms were more expressive of nuance than of pomp and bombast: "For disceminglisteners,theconnoisseursamongus."Regarding
the MLI.L external changes to the earlier model indude
easier access to the B+ fuses, simplification of the
bias/balance procedure, the addition of handles on the
back of the amp, and asignificant upgrade of the binding posts. Inside, Lamm has upgraded the power transformer to accommodate 230V mains operation while
revising the output transformer to improve bass performance. In addition, the PC boards are now made of
superior, tighter-tolerance materials to improve both
reliability and sound quality. While retaining all of the
qualities that made its predecessor such acompelling
amplifier, the ML1.1 added "a tightly definedsock down
below," said PB, along with improved midrange and
treble and more quickness up top. PB: "Lamm Industries has managed to improve what was already one of
the world's finestamplifiers."(Vo123 No.5,ML1;Vo127
No.L ML1.1 WWW)
Lamm Industries MLL2 monoblock:
$29,290/pair
(See AD's review in this issue.)
Manley 250 Neo-Classic monoblock:
$9000/pair
PB: "The 250 Neo-Classic had that hard-to-define quality that is instantly apparent when heard: afundamental fidelity to the music... Its sonic personality was
honest to the core and completely unfussy, treating
music as athing to be loved and cherished, not as acollection of sounds to be picked apart and analyzed to
death." With a"slightly laid-back" presentation and a
"vast" soundstage, the 250s were great at giving PB not
only the sound but the feel of all the music he played
through them. Switching between 100W triode and
250W tetrode modes didn't change the 250's character
much, thought PB, but "Triode mode gave awonderfully intimate sound, more rich and luscious than tetrode
mode,butexacteda slighttradeoff, withslightly reduced
back-of-the-stage resolution... With big rock and
orchestral recordings,there wasa bit more transient snap
and immediacy in tetrode, but withjazz, folk, and small
ensembles recorded in less imposing spaces, the triode
glow was the way to go." (Vo125 No.9 WWW)
McIntosh MC275: $3500
The revived 75Wpc MC275, preserves the look of the
original while adding modern innovations Chimneys
are used to cool the tubes by convection, and three circuit boards have been replaced by asingle board on
which are mounted all components, tube sockets, and
power-supply parts. ST: "I heard all the dynamic quality, all that aliveness of the original, plus alevel of transparency that brings the MC275 definitely into the 21st
century." Sam bought the review sample. (Vo127 No.7)
Music Reference RM-200: $3800 $$$
Fully balanced, 100Wpc, hybrid design uses abipolar
transistor input stage withtube driver and output stages.
In terms of overall presentation. MF was greatly
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impressed by how close the RM-200 came to his reference Nu-Vista 300: "Its spatial presentation and overall
transparency were exemplary... It was especially adept
at layering 3D images in three-dimensional space without spotlighting or tadcing on artificial 'edge definition'...
It's areal sleeper at areal-world price." ST concurs: "Class
A for this baby. Iwish Ihad got my hands on it first A
beautifully built, beautiful-looking amp that sounds as
good as it looks." (Vo125 No.4 WWW)
Sun Audio SV-2A3: $1250 tr
3.5Wpc! "Underpowered or not, there's amagic about
this amp," gurgled ST. The SV-2A3 is self-biasing, with
no loop negative feedback and asound that's "Glorious!
Superb resolution of low-level details. Spacious soundstage and pinpoint imaging...great bass...harrnonicpresentation to die for...a lovely liquidity that !can describe
only as ravishing, especially with woodwinds and female
vocalists." You get the idea. ST even used the SV-2A3 to
drive the full-range,7'-high, $32,900/pair Triangle Magellan speakers: "The sound was superb —alive, immediate, harmonically right... Iheard stunning immediacy.
The presentation sounded like music, not like hi-fi."
Though the amp ran out of power in the bass and duringloudpassages,"microdynamics(subde dynarnicshadings) were handled particularly well." Price is for kir,
assembled version costs $2199.80. (Vo123 No.6, Vo126
No.6)
VTL MB-450 Signature monoblock:
$10,000/pair
MEcomparedapair of200W MB-450s to Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelves and found they "created abigger
soundstage and did abetter job of giving the listener the
sense of being in alarge space —when that was the
venue... Overall, the 450s sounded warmer, riper, and
more laid-back, particularly in the midbass." The monoblock for those who need "lots of dean tube power to
drive large speakers," summed up MF. The Signature
update ofVTL;s200WMB-450 featuresa balancedinput
stage, remote turn-on, revised biasing and grouncling, and
aset ofMultiCaps in the signal path. "Slam, slam, and still
more slamr cried CS, who found "larger-than-life levels of midrange liquidity and dynamic drive, massive bass
control, captivating high-frequency purity, and out-ofthis-world, holographic layering and depth." Triode
mode offered "rich textural complexity, warm immediacy, and gentle, small-scale perspective." Tetrode mode
showcased transientspeedlrnmensedynamicheadroom,
and liquid descents into blackness. Price now includes
fully balanced input stage, comprising ahigh-gain 12AT7
tube capacitor-coupled to a6350, which comprises adifferential phase-splitter driver stage. PB: "The VTL MB450Signature offersaboadoadofperformanceandpower
in athoroughly engineered, straightforward, solidly built
padcage."(Vol.19 No.7,Vo122 Nos2 8c4,MB-450;Vo125
No.10, Vo127 No.4 Signature; WWW)
Wavac Audio Lab SH-833: $350,000/pair
This four-box, ridiculously priced monoblock is specified at 150W, but it only met that specification with
the single-ended output stage fully clipped! At 550 lbs
total, the SH-833 costs under $640/1b. Sounded rich
and warm, but also had "tremendous powers of resolution." MF: "It had absolute midrange purity, physicality, transparency, and especially delicacy. These are
easily the most musically sensual, delicate, wrap-yourmusical-heart-around-them, physically and emotionally palpable amplifiers I have ever heard." JA's
measurements indicated high levels of distortion and a
very audible bass boost of up to 10dB (depending on
the speaker). Even so, "Deserves an A— must get an
A!" lobbies MF, mentioning its "strong, life-like personality. With the right speaker; the Wavac "creates an
undeniable magic, even as it shows its hand," he condudes. ST demurs, feeling that the wretched excess of
the Wavac is enough to turn this staunch Republican
socialist! (Vo127 No.7 WWW)

A (INTEGRATED)

Brinkmann Integrated: $3500
The 75Wpc Integrated combines apassive input stage
with transformer-coupled balanced operation. JM: "The
Brinlcrnann exhibits all of the virtues and few (if any) of
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the vices of high-quality, medium-powered solid-state
amplifiers: clarity, focus, tonal trueness, dynamic drive,
and ample bass." He also commented that it was also "a
very quiet amplifier; in terms of both lack of transistor
rush at idle and retrieval of low-level musical detail." JM
summed up: "If you're looking for amedium-powered
one-box solution that combines extremely engaging
sound quality with high-quality construction and very
distinctive design, Brinkmann's Integrated should be on
your audition list" Optional internal DAC, not auditioned, adds $750. (Vo126 Nol WWW)
Creek 5350SE: $1500 $$$ *
Solid-state, remote-controlled 85Wpc integrated with
passive preamp stage and extensive switching capability.
Headphone output, but no balance control. By found
the SE neutral throughout the frequency range,with "lifelike, delicate, yet forceful transient articulation.. organic
reproduction of low-level dynamic nuances and subtle
ambient cues," and "a degree of bass definition, articulation, clarity, and bottom-end extension unlike any I've
heard from any amplifier in this price range and/or power
rating." ST thinks the little integrated is just as transparent and, subjectively, almost as powerful as the Musical
Fidelity A3cR. Non-SE version has 75Wpc and some
lower-quality parts for $250 less. Four optional plug-in
phono boards available: MM for $95 or $60 (SE and nonSE, respectively), MC for $120 or $95. (Vo124 Nos.3 &
4WWW)
DNM PA3S: $4695
DNM 3C: $3495
The DNM 3C pre- and PA3S power amps are idiosyncratic enough that they are only recommended in combination. The 3C is built into asmoked-Plexiglas case
about the size of atable radio, and can easily be lifted in
one hand. When he paired it with DNM's PA3S amplifier, Art heard superb rhythm and flow, along with a
smooth, clean, dead-quiet presentation. The system
excelled at highlighting distinct musical images while
reproducing the entire musical event. The PA3S drove
Art's Quads to satisfying levels "without asingle instance
of mushiness, had scale, spatial blur, or fuzz," though the
sound was "never quite as big and coarse and melodramatic as Iwanted it to be." AD: "If you want an amplification system that, above all, can put across every nuance
of the composer's and performer's ideas, this may be it."
(Vo127 No.5 WWW)
McIntosh MA6900: $4600
The 200Wpc MA6900 takes its phono stage from the
C42 and its output transformers from the MC202.
"Compared to these separates," wrote ST, "the MA6900
economizes without sacrificing performance." The
sound was "anything but harmonically threadbare, yet
the presentation was not overly warm. Bass was tight,
fast, deeply extended, never muddy. There were authority and control, never aggression. The MA6900 did not
strike me as an audiophile's detail-retrieval machine.
There was excellent resolution, but what impressed me
was that the sound had fullness, body, warmth — like a
tube amp!" (Vo125 No2)
Pathos Acoustics Classic One: $2295
Delivers 70Wpc using two MOSFET output devices
per channel and two Sovtek 6922 input tubes. An entrylevel integrated that could be your "exit-level" integrated, said ST: "The Patitos Acoustics Classic One is
one of the finest-sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of
any era, from anywhere — including amps costing
$20,000 and more... Power limitations aside, Iknow of
nothing on the market that surpasses the Classic One
where it counts: in harmonic accuracy, resolution, and
illumination... "Bass was not as authoritative and
weightyaswiththeLogos,butwasnonetheless"superbly
controlled" and "exquisitely defined." (Vo126 Noll)
YBA Integré DI' Delta: $2700
YBA Integré Passion: $4995
Introduced in 1991, the Integré in its various guises continues to be YBA's top-selling model. Current models
come equipped withoptional dual transformers,a power
switch in the rear rather than hidden under the faceplate,
and enhanced capacitors. RD found the 50Wpc Integré
DTs sonic character to be cool, butnot forward or aggres-
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sive, and lively, but not hard or clinical. There was an
"open, detailed, transparent quality that made listening
to reproduced music apleasure," RD summed up. ST
wrote about the 100Wpc Integré Passion that he heard
"an extraordinary degree of resolution — notjust detail,
but restitution, or SET-like sonic clarity and purity... The
Passion delivered...openness, darity, speed, with no perceived slowing of the music and no perceived thickening of the harmonic soup... atrue benchmark reference
at the price." Sam recommended using the Passion with
reasonably sensitive speakers, with the caveats: "If you
drive the Passion into clipping, you can expect afuse to
fail." Add $150 for MM phono stage, $400 for MC transformer, $150 for remote control. (Vol.19 No.12, Vo125
No.6, DT Delta; Vo126 No2, Passion WWW)
47 Laboratory 4706 Gaincard: $3300
RD's initial impression was of an amplifier that"seemed
to exemplify many of the virtues of solid-state equipment, but also its vices. The sound was clean, dynamic,
and wide-ranging — but also had ahardness or glare in
the upper midrange and treble." The 22Wpc Gaincard
was also "extraordinarily demanding in the choice of assodated equipment." However, with the Gaincard fully
broken-in, there was "a crystalline clarity that seemed to
extend from the lowest bass to the highest treble. The
resolution of fine detail was quite extraordinary... The
sound had adirectness, afeeling that music was being
reproduced with aminimum of artifacts getting in the
way." Even so, RD had to qualify his enthusiasm: "Given
asufficiently long break-in period and associated equipment that matches the Gaincard's pristine clarity without being too bright, the results can be outstanding." WP
points out that choosing aspeaker will be critical with
the Gaincard. Price includes one Power Humpty power
supply, but measured performance suffers unless two
Humptys are used. Some QA problems with the review
samples. (Vo124 No.12 WWW)
Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer 805 DT
monoblock: $2995/pair
This 50Wpc monoblock is hard-wired, with parallel single-ended feed. "Generally speaking," said AD, "the
sound of the Explorers was spatially big, with pleasantly
full bass and rnidbass registers." JA, however, noted
"reduced source impedance in the low bass and [a] corresponding LF boost in the frequency response," and was
surprised that the Explorer's bass hadn't bothered AD
more. AD was mostpleased by the way the Explorer handled musical and sonic textures: "Tone and texture were
intensely pretty... And musical flow and tension were
both served we 11 ... They played with precision and impact
and drive." While AD concluded that "the ASL Explorers offer superb value for money," JA was not convinced:
"I recommend that this amp be used from its 4ohm outputtransformer tap withsensitive speakers,buteven then,
'broken' is the word most engineers would use to describe
an amplifier that measures as poorly as did the Antique
Sound Laboratory Explorer 805 DT" It only meets its
specified power at 10% THD, for example. (Vo127 No.3
WWW)
Bryston 7B-SST monoblock: $6590/pair
The 7B-SST raises the power rating of the ST version
from 500W to 600W, and features standard SSTupgraded power transformers, bipolar output transistors, and power-supply filter capacitance. LG: "The
older amplifier was slightly brighter and more forward,
the newer was more neutral... Icame to rely on the
7B-SST as acourteous guest who didn't impose but
always had clear, unbiased opinions... The 7B-SST
retains the 713-ST's incredible deep-bass abilities, making it the obvious match for bass-shy floorstanding
speakers. It also has terrific sowidstage depth and midbass punch." (Vo126 No.4)
Conrad-Johnson MF2250A: $2500
Rated at 120Wpc, the solid-state MF2250A uses bipolar output transistors and offers twice the power of the
MV6OSE for $500 less. "A" version includes anew
bridge rectifier and upgraded wiring. ST: "Low-level
resolution was excellent... Transients were very deanly
rendered, and the harmonic presentation seemed nat-
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oral... [It] managed to avoid the things that have so
often annoyed me about solid-state: the stripping away
of natural harmonic overtones, the relative lack of body
and bloom, the leanness, the comparative absence of
palpability." While the MV6OSE sounded "a tad more
real and atouch more resolving," the MF2250A
improved on the smaller amp's bass extension and
authority. (Vo126 No.5)
Edge NL-12: $15,500
The 300Wpc (250W at actual dipping into 8ohms) NL12 uses NPN transistors in place ofthe usual PNP/NPN
combination, and features aunique laser-biased output
stage. Bass "plummeted nearly to the center of the earth"
and midbass was presented with "tremendous authority
and control," said PB. "Combine awalloping power supply with lots of watts, excellent transient response, and
seriously quiet backgrounds, and the result should be
excellent dynamic performance, which is exactly what
the NL-12 delivered." On the test bench, however, the
NL-12 had JA wondering if something was broken:
"These measurements indicate an amplifier diat has more
in common with early transistor amplifiers than amodem design." He concluded, however, that "Only on sustained high-level music will the Edge's sound become
harsh." (Vo127 No.7 WWW)
Quicksilver Horn Mono monoblock:
$1595/pair
Mike Sanders proved that SETs are not the only type
of amplifier that can sound good with horns, decided
RD of this 25W push-pull monoblock that uses two
EL34 tubes. RD immediately noticed its uncanny lack
of noise: "I had to go right up to the speaker to hear any
noise at all." JA agreed: "The Quicksilver is enormously
quiet... In terms of its gain and noise architecture, the
Quicksilver is the best amplifier Ihave encountered for
use with high-sensitivity speakers like horns." RD found
the Horn Mono to be "smooth, engaging, with little in
the way of adistinctive characteristic that could be
described as coloration or lack of faithfulness to the
source.., in the classic tube amplifier tradition of being
just abit soft and forgiving rather than clinical or hyperdetailed." RD again: "Intended primarily for use with
high-sensitivity loudspeakers ... the HomMono can also
work well with speakers ofjust slightly higher than normal sensitivity." However, he also noted that SETs are
still superior in providing "a kind of see-through quality." (Vo125 No.5 WWW)
Rogue Audio Magnum M-120 monoblock:
$3495/pair
Push-pull vacuum-tube monoblock that can work with
6550s, KT88s, or even EL34s. CS said the M-120 was
"so remarkably smooth, clean, warm, detailed, and
dynamic that it rarely drew attention to itself with anything that sounded blatantly `tubey'... [It] managed to
convey the best aspects of solid-state and tubes: while
the instrument placement, transparency, and frequency
extension might suggest solid-state, the depth of soundstaging, the wealth ofharmonic detail, and the midrange
layering were dead giveaways that tubes were in the circuit." The M-120 can be operated in both ultralinear
pentode mode, in which it delivers the specified 120W,
and in triode mode, in which it is specified at 60W. Our
measurements, performed in triode mode, rated the M120 at 100W clipping power, thus exceeding its claimed
output power of 60 watts. (Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Smart Devices 2X150VT: $1575
"A moderately powerful, warm-sounding, tube-MOSFET amplifier that avoids sounding soft and mushy and
certainly doesn't sound bright, hard, and sterile, as some
solid-state amps at this price can." MF made it dear that
though this 150Wpc amp may look very much like an old
Hailer DH-200, similarities between the two go no furtherthancosmetics:"There wasnocomparison:The DH200 sounded constricted, threadbare, and cloudy. It
sounded soft and dry, while the 2X150VT gave afar more
generous impression of musical flow and overall liquidity."MEnoted,howevecthattheSmarrmushed-together
instrumental lines occurring in the same tonal space... If
you crave crystalline clarity, razor-sharp transients, and
an 'exciting' presentation, the 2X150VT probably isn't
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for you." (Vol25 Nol WWW)
B (INTEGRATED)
Arcam DIVA A85: $1699
Whereas older Aram amps used MOSFETs, the A85
uses discrete bipolar output devices. It took about 200
hours of break-in for the A85 to give signs of its true
potential. CS: "Once the A85 was well along in the
bum-in process, Ifound it exceptionally musical... [It]
was cool, quiet, refined, and rather neutral in character,
its overall sonic signature defined by abeguiling
midrange quality." While its presentation may seem too
polite for some,CS remindedus tharPoliteness shouldn't be mistaken for reticence... Ultimately, it is the epic
openness, transparency, and low-level detail of the
midrange that would inspire me to seriously consider
this integrated amp as the steam engine for my audio
choo-choo." (Vo125 No2 WWW)
Ayre AX-7: $2950
The success of this 60Wpc, solid-state, two-channel,
fully balanced, integrated amplifier depended on the
fflntilted sources. Used from balanced output to balanced input, "It was brilliant Amazing. Stirring, even,"
said AD. However, used as an unbalanced amp, "'lise
AX-7 still sounded good, but its musical performance
lacked momentum and, ultimately, excitement." Overall, the Ayre was "colorful, dear, well-textured, and spatially convincing." It seemed sensitive to the type and
length ofspeaker cable AD used, and seemed more sensitive to AC power quality than average. "I strongly recommend the Ayre AX-7 for use [only] inan all-balanced
system." (Vo126 No.10 WWW)
Cairn 4808: $1795
It came as no surprise to ST to find that the 30Wpc
4808'ssoundcomplementeddieCairnFogCDplayer's,
being "dear, dean, quick, perhaps slightly lean, but
never austere. The upper midrange and treble were
superbly delineated —delicate and sweet, without the
slightesthintofhardnessorgrain... Itachieved smoothness in the midrange and treble without robbing music
of its life, sparkle, or energy?' ST could have made use
of more than 30W of power, however, citing, "If I
cranked the volume, Iran out ofpower, the sound congested and compressed." Nevertheless, he declared,
'Tm not sure you'll find abetter-sounding integrated
amp, overall, for under $2k... Within its power capabilities, this is among the finest solid-state integrated
amplifiers I've heard, regardless ofprice." (Vo125 No.7)
MD Mistral LE: $1595 tr
The originalversionofthis 50Wpcsolid-state integrated
was "proof that simpler is better," according to ST "'The
openness and airiness is the thing here. Good resolution, too. The story here is simplicity. Get asimple circuit that works and tweak it to death, then QC the
production like crazy." WP heard it at Sam's place and
was also smitten. The Limited Edition features new
capacitors and resistors, alarger mains transformer, and
areduction of global feedback by 4dB. A refined, delicate sound with very good low-level resolution. Sam:
"I found the LFD Mistral LE simple and delightful to
use. As Idid the standard edition's, Iloved the LE's harmonicpresentation,which had an almostSET-like quality ofbeinelit from within:As for PRAT (pace,rhythm,
acceleration, timing), this amp is probably not the
champ. But so what? The music sounded so right—
from one pair of output MOSFETs per side." (Vo121
No.9, original; Vo124 Noll, LE)
Musical Fidelity X-150: $1295
A definite entry-level contender, the 80Wpc X-150 is
part of anew series of Chinese-manufactured Musical
Fidelity products, each of which will measure half the
"standard" component width of 17". Includes amoving-magnet-only phono stage. Compared to Musical
Fidelity's A32cR pre- and power-amp combo, the X150 exhibited all the clarity, resolution, and speed of the
former pair while adding body. Makes for a"more than
adequate" phono stage if you have amodest turntable
with amoving-magnet cartridge. (Vo127 No.5)
Pathos Acoustics Logos: $4995
Unlike the famed Pathos TT the "visually stunning"
110Wpc Logos doesn't use the firm's proprietary
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INPOL circuitry, and while itmay lack the TT's immediary, it delivers more power and more current into
low-impedance loads. Using apair of Sovtek 6922
input tubes and three pairs of MOSFET output transistors per channel, this amp was "astonishingly quiet,"
with "a very clean, clear sound, excellent bass control,
and asmooth, grain-free treble." ST: "An excellent
choice for those who need high power, high current,
want arefined and delicate sound, and value Italian
design at its best." (Vo126 No.11)
Perreaux R200i: $3995
This 200Wpc integrated with MOSFET output stage
combines "convenience, performance, modern design,
high build quality, and reasonable cost." MF:"Low-frequency punch, extension, detail, and control were
among the Perreaux's strongest suits, as was its transient
clarity and overall speed... What weren't present were
grain and etch (good riddance), or the kind of midband
richness and textural nuance (sorely missed) available
from far more expensive products." MF discovered the
thinness and lack of transparency to be associated with
the preamp section. "Nonetheless, the R200i offered
an impressive balance of strengths and no serious shortcomings." (Vo126 No.6 WWW)
Portal Audio Panache: $1795
STpointedoutthatitwasa misnomerto call the Panache
an "integrated" amplifier:Rather, it's asolid-state power
amp with volume and balance controls, and four linelevel inputs. Sam: "dear, quick, and clean, with nice
body through the midrange and asmoothly extended
treble. The Panache did not impart atransistory tinge."
It came "remarkably close" to the Passion Integré in
terms of resolution, "exhibiting very good clarity and
harmonic purity." Sr wasn't crazy about its styling,
however, and missed having aremote control. (Vo126
No2 WWW)
Simaudio Moon i-3: $1800
The Moon i-3 is atrue integrated amplifier capable
of 100Wpc into 8ohms and operating in class-A/B
without feedback. Despite its common looks, the i-3
offered exciting performance: "Here was aproduct
that could satisfy both the flat-earthers and the highend snootyphile camps." Imaging, pitch, and rhythmic control were all well done. AD: "A nice,
average-sounding amp, but average in the best possible way...The Simaudio Moon i-3 deserves to be auditioned by anyone shopping in thisprice range." (Vo126
No.10 WV.r‘V)
Simandio Moon i-5: $2690
CS found that the 70Wpc Moon i-5 had an "inordinately"long break-in time —"atleast300to500hours."
Yet, when it was all warmed up, Chip was not disappointed: "I was quite taken by its clarity, coherence, and
realism, the elemental purity and neutrality with which
it conveyed the emotional experience of music... Its
presentation was warm yet neutral and natural, faithful
and nonfatiguing... Its top end was smooth, sweet, and
fulsomely detailed, while its control of bass frequencies
was swift, punchy, and extended, with oodles of harmonic detail." Thou gh the i-5 may be "too laid-back"
for some, CS argued that, at what might be considered
an entry-level price, "You'll be hard-pressed to find
something that blows the Moon i-5 out of the water"
Borderline Class A. (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Sugden A21aL: 81595
The 25Wpc Sugden integrated uses only NPN transistors in its class-A-biased output stage. Lacks modem
conveniences such as aremote control and aheadphone
jack, and suffers incremental shortcomings in midrange
palpability, treble refinement, and ultimate oomph into
difficultloads.JM:"Whatthe A21 succeedsmarvelously
at doing is presenting acrisp, lively, but very continuum and quite nonfatiguing musical experience." Sr
enthusiastically seconds JM's recommendation. Phono
stage adds $200. (Vo126 No.11 WWW)
T+A V10: $8000
The "stunning" 80Wpc V10 uses apair of Svetlana's
new EL509/II pentode tubes for each channel's output, two EC99 double triodes in the driver/phasesplitter section, and two ECL82 triode-pentodes in the
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input stage. What the V10 lacked in ultimate loam, control, and punch it made up for in textural nuance. It
offered asolid, three-dimensional presentation, and a
remarkably silent noise floor with outstanding resolution of microdynamics and low-level detail. MF: "The
T+A V10 combined the midband liquidity of agood
tube amp with the low noise, low distortion, and extension at the frequency extremes of agood solid-state
model." There was a"somewhat brash" or "crisp" sound
in the sibilance region, which also affected cymbals and
other percussion, leading to aClass B rating. (Vo127
No.5 WWW)
Unison Research S2K: $2295
This 15Wpc single-ended, KT88-based integrated amp
sounded "rich without being sludgy, opulent without
being slow or rolled-off, relaxed without being lazy...
At moderate levels, it was completely up to the task of
critical listening to music that is not unusually demanding." However, when handed bass-heavy material, such
as Brahms' Ein deutsches Requiem, "it lost its composure"
anrUM lost his bass. Nonetheless, JM was impressed by
its musical performance and great value: "Doesn't it
make sense to at least consider alow-power amplifier
that more than makes up in fatigue-free tonal lusciousness what it lacks in ultimate slam?" Price includes
remote. (Vo125 No.11)
Unison Research Unico: $1695
Marked by an "astonishing" build quality and "luxurious" looks that contradict its modest price, the 80Wpc
Unico had ST ranting: "I could scarcely believe Iwas listening to a[$1495] integrated amp." Tubed input stage
and MOSFET output stage produce avery smooth
midrange and sweetly extended treble. "There was a
smoothness, sweetness, and rightness to the harmonic
presentation that had me thinking Iwas listening to an
all-tube design. Then abass note would come along to
remind me that the output devices were solid-state and
capable of delivering some current." SI' did get the feeling that the protection circuitry reined in the amp, malting it safe but alittle boring. Nevertheless, said Sr, "The
Unico is fantastim" Price includes remote. Phono card
adds $200. (Vo125 No.9)
Unison Research Unko Piccolo: $1295
Very similar to the standard Unico, the 50Wpc Piccolo
also uses two pairs of MOSFET output transistors.
Unlike the standard Unico, the Piccolo employs asingle 12AU7 triode tube for both charm's. Sr preferred
the standard: "More resolution, more extended frequency response, somewhat tighter bass...The Unico P
seemed darker, less resolving (and involving), and marginally lesspowerful." Compared to the Musical Fidelity
X-150, the Piccolo offered a"kinder, gentler sound," but
couldn't match the X-150's resolution and bass performance. (Yo127 No.5)
Final Laboratory Music-6: $3750
The 10Wpc (17.8W at clipping) Music-6 is powered by series-connected banks of D cells. AD
found the Music-6, driven by the Music-5 — see
"Preamplifiers" — was "nothing if not smooth —
smooth, noiseless, and consistently easy to listen
to... These products played music well, meaning
they communicated pitches and rhythms without
the subtle distortions that cloud meaning and result
in indifference, fatigue, or annoyance." Nonetheless, the "smoothness" sometimes sounded wrong:
"The Finals never offended, but neither did they
ever reach the heights of excitement — of musical
drama — that Ican attain fairly regularly with other
gear." The measurements both raisedJA's eyebrows
and led him to advise that the Final Laboratory
components should not be used with other manufacturers' products. DC-6 power supply with batteries now included. (Vol.26 No.1 WWW)
Rotai FtB 1080: $999
KR was impressed by how this 200Wpc solid-state
stereo power amp was able to drive speakers even 10
times its price: With everything Imatched it with —
whether fairly or unfairly — the Rotel did adequately
to superbly." Though the RB 1080 lacked soundstage
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musical character, but never seemed to euphonically
color any type of music... Ialways heard alevel of detail
and transparency that suggested the performance of far
more expensive gear." BJR found "a slight warmth or
ripeness" in the midbass. AD preferred the A32's treatment of classical music: "lise amp sounded very dear,
open, and extended, especially in the trebles... But the
A32's remarkable clarity and extended top end created
something of an obstacle to enjoying indifferently
recorded rock." Just misses Class B, AD sums up, "but
great scale and color." JA advised: "very demanding
speaker loads are best avoided." (Vo126 Nos.4 & 8
WWW)
NAD C320BEE: $399 $$$
A 50Wpc integrated from veteran designer Bjorn-Erik
Edvardsen — hence "BEE" —with very dean layout and
excellent build quality, featuring five line-level inputs,
two tape loops, and sets of preamp-out and amplifier-in
jacks. AD: "The NAD C320BEE sounded surprisingly
good at the basics ofplaying music — listening to this amp
was consistently more an exercise in fulfillment than frustration... The C320 reproduced stereo recordings with
excellent depth...
preserved the music's sense offlow,
regardless of style... The NAD is musically and sonically
accomplished, and is probably about as close to organic
sound as you can get for this kind of money... "One of
the greatest bargains in amplifiers today." (Vo126 No.7
WWW)
Rotel RA-02: $499
This 40Wpc integrated has sleek low-profile styling, four
pairs of line-level inputs, atape loop, aphono section, and
apair ofpreamp-outjacks whose output signal is affected
by the amp's volume, balance, and tone controls, making
it ideal for owners of subwoofers. While AD preferred
the RA-02's sleek looks to the "olive-drab" faceplate of
the NAD C320BEE, he found the Rotel's sound to be
"crisp and forward." AD:
Rotel RA-02 is awellstyled and decent-sounding product; with such features
as abuilt-in phono section, subwoofer outputs, and provisions for asecond pair of speakers, it offers undeniably
good value for the money. But the NAD C320BEE's
music-makingismoretomytaste."(Vo126No.7WWW)
Vincent SV-121: $995
This 50Wpc, line-level, remote-controlled integrated
uses two pairs of Sanken bipolar output transistors per
side, operating in class-AB. Strong bass, asmooth
midrange, and sweetly extended treble all contributed
to an "almost tubelike warmth and generosity of timbre." Though the Vincent was "always pleasing," it was
far from the ultimate in resolution and detail. ST concluded: "I thought the sound lacked acertain level of
immediacy, involvement, and high-frequency sparkle."
(Vo127 No.5)

[Inj

Harman/Kardon HK 3480 receiver, Lamm M22, VTL
S-400, Simaudio Moon "Rock?
Deletions
Cary Audio Design CAD-2805A V12, Chord CPM
3300, Magnum Dynalab MD 208, McIntosh
MC2102, Simaudio Moon W-5, Wavelength Gemini monoblock, and YBA 2HC, all not auditioned in
along time; Lamm M2.1, Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista
300, NAD C370 all no longer available.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Editor's Note: Class A"Loudspeakers" are sufficiently
idiosyncratic and differ enough from one another that
prospective customers should read Stereophile's original
reviews in their entirety for descriptions of the sounds. I
have therefore just listed every system or combination
that at least one of Stemophile's reviewers feels, as aresult
of his or her experience, approaches the current state of
the art in loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligible
for inclusion in Class A, the system must be full-range —
ie, feature bass extension to 20Hz. It must also be capable ofreachingrealisticsound-pressure levels witlnoutany
feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
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low-bass extension, we have created "Classes A, B, and
C (Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers that are
state of the art in every other way. Candidates for inclusion in dús class muststill reach downto at least40Hz,
below the lowest notes of the four-string double-bass
and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have
an extra class: E, for "Entry Level." Someone once asked
us why Stereophile bothers to review inexpensive loudspeakers at all: In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending that they buy inexpensive
models? Remember: It's possible to put together amusically satisfying, truly high-end system around any °four
Class D and E recommendations. That's why they're
listed — and why you should consider buying them.

A

Aerial Acoustics Model 20T: $23,500-$28,0001
pair, depending on finish
(Vo127 No.4 WWW)
Audio Physic Kronos: $64,995/pair
(Vol27 No.6 VVVVVV)
Avantgarde Uno 3.0: $11,970-$13,970/pair,
depending on finish et
Includes SUB225 powered woofer modules. Stereophik
"Joint Loudspeaker of 2000." (Vo123 No.9, Vo125
No.8 WWW)
B&W Signature 800: $20,000/pair
(Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Burmester Audiosystems B99: $49,995/pair
(Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Calix Phoenix Grand Signature: $67,500/pair
(Vo126 No.6 WWW)
Dynaudio Evidence Temptation: $33,000/pair
(Vol.24 No.12 WWW)
Focal-JMlab Grande Utopia Be: $85,000/pair
(Vo126 No.9 WWW)
Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be: $37,500/pair
(Vo127 No.6 WWW)
Linn Kotnri: $40,000/pair
(Vo125 No.4 WWW)
MBL "Radialstrahler" 101E: $44,900/pair
(See MFs review in this issue.)
Meridian 8000 digital active: $49,000/pair
(Vol.24 No.11 WWW)
Nóla (originally Alón) Circe: $12,800/pair
(Vo122 No.5, Vo123 No.4, Vol.24 No.10, Vo127 No.9
WWW)
Mission Pilastro: $40,000/pair
(Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Revel Ultimo Studio: $10,995-$11,995/pair,
depending on finish $$$
Stereophile "Joint Loudspeaker of 2001." (Vo123 No.12,
Vol.24 No.1, Vo125 No.6 WWW)
Rockport Technologies Antares: $41,500/pair
Stereophile "Joint Loudspeaker of 2002." (Vo125 No.8
WWW)
Rockport TechnologiesMerak II/Sheritan II:
$29,500/system
(Vo127 No.9 WWW)
Snell XA Reference: $25,000-$30,000/pair,
depending on finish
(Vo125 No.4 WWW)
Triangle Magellan: $35,900/pah(Vo126 No.6)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy
System 7: $22,400/pair
(Vo126 No.9 WWW)

A — RESTRICTED EXTREME LF

Audio Physic Avanti III: $12,495/pair
The floorstanding Avanti III sports anon-ferrofluid,
dual-concentric ring-radiator tweeter developed by
Vifa that is spec'd all the way out to 40kHz. Two pairs
of side-mounted, 6'/2"woofers — four units per side —
in push-push configuration allow anarrow front baffle. The III sits on apair of metal stabilizer cross-braces
and setup is critical, MF insisted, to getting best results.
"If cleanliness is next to godliness, the Avantis were
next to godlike —so clean, so detailed, so revealing,"
he said. Yet, when everything (including the source
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material) was right, they sounded "so rich, so fundamentally correct and satisfying." Tonal coloration was
impressively low and the Avanti III offered "superb
dynamics at both ends of the scale and never sounded
compressed, even when played at ultra-high SPLs."
Aside from aslight but very noticeable leanness in the
midbass — off-putting for those needing warmth and
richness, he warns — the Avanti ranks with the Infinity Prelude as, subjectively, the least-colored speaker
MF has reviewed. Price is for black finish; veneers
add $1000/pair. (Vol.24 No.8 WWW)
Canton Karat Reference 2DC: $10,000/pair
JA: "The Canton's smooth but somewhat treble-forward balance will work better in larger, well-damped
rooms than in small, sparsely furnished spaces... With
its powerful-sounding low frequencies, clean and
grain-free highs, coloration-free midrange, high sensitivity and dynamic range, and stable, precise stereo
imaging, the Karat Reference 2DC easily justifies its
flagship position in Canton's range." (Vo126 No.1
WWW)
DALI Euphonia MS5: $12,000
TheDALIMS5housestwo8"woofers,a6.5"midrange,
adome tweeter, and aribbon supertweeter in acabinet that stands 50" tall and weighs more than 150 lbs.
JM: "Pros: Superb value for dollar; all the bass extension one should need; rich and full sound at lower volume levels; engaging detail and musicality. Cons: Not
aspeaker for small rooms or nearfield listening, bass
extension requires care in placement; electrostatics or
dynamic two-ways will often nose ahead in absolute
coherence." (Vo127 No.3 WWW)
Dynaudio Confidence Cl: $16,000/pair
The Confidence C4 has much in common with its
cost-no-object cousins in Dynaudio's Evidence
line, without giving up much to them. Uses the
Esotar2 tweeter featured in the Special TwentyFive. The first-order crossover and four drivers
overlapping through the upper-bass region meant
JA had some trouble finding positions in his listening room where the speakers worked optimally.
He ended up settling for low frequencies that "were
more weighty than was strictly normal," but was
still pleased: "While the Dynaudio Confidence
C4's low frequencies will sound most neutrally balanced in large rooms, its top octave might then
sound alittle mellow. But in the right room, the
listener will be knocked out by its natural-sounding midrange, its high-frequency transparency and
lack of grain, and its well-defined, stable stereo
imaging, none of which have been achieved at the
expense of the speaker's musical communication."
(Vol.26 No.3 WWW)
EgglestonWorks Andra
$18,900/pair
The goals set for the Andra II were to give the original
Andra more accurate amplitude response, higher efficiency, deeper bass response, and amajor increase in
overall transparency. Revisions include extensive
changes to the cabinet, an entirely new crossover, new
wiring, and modification of the drivers. Despite PB's
efforts to get the Andra II to misbehave, "there was no
strain, no compression ofthe size of the soundstage, and
there was every bit as much grace and finesse in the lowlevel passages...as in the sheer horsepower and unflappability of the earth-shattering segments...
Dynamically, the Andra II was abehemoth power lifter
that could dance like Baryshnikov." Its greatest strength
was its ability to let music breathe and flow: "It excelled
at conununicating the essences of music as much as at
reproducing the sound." (Vo120 No.10, original; Vo125
No.11 WWW Andra II)
Focal-JMlab Micro Utopia Be: $6000/pair
(stands necessary)
The Micro is the smallest speaker in the Utopia Be line.
ST was very impressed by the beryllium dome tweeter:
"I heard stunning focus and clarity —no smearing, no
edginess or aggressiveness whatsoever. The music had
anatural, relaxed, flowing quality, adelicacy, an ease that
Idon't think I've quite heard from atitanium dome."
While its treble was exquisite, the Micro Utopia is a
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Announcing the Bryston

2B-SST
C-Series Amplifier

Bryston is pleased to introduce our new Bryston 2B-SST C-Series 100
Watt per channel stereo amplifier. The first 2B started life way back
in 1979 and has become aClassic among discriminating audiophiles
worldwide. This latest version of our 2B incorporates all the new
SST circuitry and provides twice the power of our original 2B.

www.bryston.ca
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good candidate for use with asubwoofer, felt ST though
he added "if one can be found that matches the speaker's
speed, resolution, and overall coherence." "Otherwise, a
limited low-end response makes speaker sound alittle
thin," he sums up. Add $1200/pair for matching stands.
(Vo127 No2)
Innersound Eros MLR': $10,000/pair
Hybrid electrostatic and moving-coil loudspeaker
with remote-controlled active crossover and bass
amplifier module. LG was "pleased and vexed." As he
put it, "The Eros M1c.III's best quality was their firstrate imaging: They generated aseamless, wall-to-wall
soundstage that did not seem to emanate from the
speakers themselves... The mids and highs were fast,
transparent, and rich, with asheen and harmonic strutture that were stunningly new and different... The
speakers 'disappeared' and engulfed me in sound...
Never had Iheard such alarge soundstage, such adistinctive layering of instruments and vocalists, or such
realistic crowd noise... At the same time, Ihad to deal
with aloose internal ribbon cable, arattling electrostatic screen, woofers that overloaded and bottomed
out, abass response that didn't reach the lowest octave,
the need for ultra-precise speaker placement, and a
sweet spot that seemed only millimeters in diameter."
JA: "Only in the bass did Ifeel that the Eros failed to
reach the level of achievement offered by the electrostatic panel. But if you're content with what the
InnerSound speaker offers in that region and can cope
with having to sit with your head clamped in the sweet
spot, the Eros will offer alot of magic for not alot of
money." (Vo126 Nos.4 & 5WWW)
Isophon Europa II: $10,540-$13,020/pair,
depending on finish
The floorstanding, 3.5-way Europa II uses Roland
Gaudees Acoustic Hologram Technology midrangedriver configuration and abandpass woofer section.
found that the Europa's drivers blended well, offering a
"wide soundstage and fine ambience retrieval." Treble
response was "extended and open, sweet and nonfatiguing," while the reproduction of vocal music was
"unusually good." The Europa excelled at capturing the
natural timbres of musical instruments and at placing
images in the soundstage. Though the Europa featured
excellent bass extension and definition, the deepest bass
notes were MIA. (Vo127 No.4 WWW)
Joseph RM33si Signature: $7499-57799/pair,
depending on finish
CS raved that "JeffJoseph and Richard Modaferri have
achieved something special with the RM33si," an "InfiniteSlope" design thatallows the woofer torolloffquiddy
while the tweeter comes on gradually. CS was impressed:
"the RM33si suggested acomplex flavor — like afine old
Bordeaux revealing layer on layer of body and bouquet...to reveal aweb of heretofore unimaginable sensations." However,JA was bothered by finding the '33si's
sensitivity significantly lower than the specified 88dB,
and was concerned by ameasured lack of integration
between the midrange unit and the woofer. However,
while CS said that "ft's easy to misconstrue the RM33si's
eictraordinarylevels ofdarity and resolution as being cool,
dry, bright or analytical," JA decided that "In my room
with my ancillaries, there was simply too much treble
energy." But JA did agree with CS that "'The RM33sis
did present an astonishing wealth of recorded detail, and
theirsoundstagirtgwassimplysuperbrLate2002upgrade
changes the lower crossover point and improves the
midrange/tweeter integration. CS found a"more natural and satisfying" fill between the bass and midrange
frequencies."Whathadessentially beena hig,hly resolved,
coherent two-way speaker with an integral subwoofer is
now afull-bodied three-way — ahighly refined whitewine speaker that now suggests amore layered, textured
red." Price includes Sound Anchor stands. (Vo124 No.10,
Vo125 No.1, Vo126 No.1 WWW)
KEF Reference 207: $15,000/pair
Five-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded, floorstanding loudspeaker, uses arevised Uni-Q drive-unit
and asupertweeter, mounted atop an elliptical cabinet.
"Suffice it say," concluded JA, that the 207 appears to
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embody everything the English company has learned
about drive-unit and speaker-system design in the 40
years since it was founded by the late Raymond Cooke."
He was impressed by the speaker's combination of LF
extension and clarity, as well as its "broad, stable, and deep
soundstage." He summed up: "sounds excellent: dean,
powerful, extended low frequencies, uncolored, naturalsounding midrange, and stable, precisely defined stereo
imaging." (Vo126 No2 WWW)
Lumen White Whiteflame: $27,500/pair
Highest-tech ceramic drivers are mounted in astylish
wavelike plywood enclosure thatlacics any kind ofdamping. "Resolution, resolution, and resolution, from the
midrange all the way up." raved MF. When paired with
tubes, the Whiteflames offered Class Asound: an"effortless, seamless, natural musical performance subjectively
free ofobviouscolorationsordynamicconstraintsateither
end of the scale." With solid-state amplifiers, however
the Whiteflames sounded edgy and etched and soundstaging was "too compact laterally and overorganized."
Amajor cabinet resonance in the upper-bass will bother
some listeners more than others. Pure diamond tweeters
add $6000/pair. (Vo125 No.10 WWW)
MartinLogan Ascent: $4295/pair 588
"Great engineering,superb industrialdesign,world-class
fit and finish, excellent detail and resolution," summed
up ST, who found this electrostatic to have a"nearly
seamless" sound. However, "don't assume that the
Ascents will work best where other, conventional speakers have worked well for you. Try to place them in a
room like my listening room, which allows for lots of
placement options."Best matched withtube amps. Price
dependent on finish. (Vo124 No.12)
mb1111B: 819,690/pair
This four-way, omnidirectional, floorstanding loudspeaker may be "very strange-looking," but the sound it
emitted was "pure magic" — that is, with its perforated
metal grilles removed. Otherwise, JA found their sound
anything but magical, marred by "htunmy" and "hashy"
qualities. The 111B was highly insensitive, though with
powerful amplification and the grilles removed, apair of
them provided "seamless" balance,"addictive" clarity, and
a"well-defined" soundstage. Indeed,JA was assured that
the 111Bs could reach the goals all high-quality loudspeakerssnive for —"wide dynamic range; superb extension at both frequency extremes; aneutral, musical
communicative midrange; dean, grain-free highs; and
stable, accurately defined imaging" —but only at acertain price: "The speaker looks drop-dead gorgeous with
the grille in place, but you need CO remove it to get the
sound quality you've paid for." (Vo125 No.8 WWW)
Opera Callas: 52795/pair (stands necessary) $$$
The small, two-way Callas displayed surprising bass down
to around 40Hz. For about the same amount of money
as the larger Quinta, the Call.s offered "a certain subtlety
of sound," said ST. "The Callas delivered more detail,
more resolution, more refinement, atad more sweetness.
Superior soundstaging, àla minirnonitors." "The magic
is in the way the speaker is voiced," says ST. Matching
stands add $499/pair. (Vo127 No.4)
Peak ConsultInCognito:$13,000-$15,000/pair,
depending on finish
Now distributed by Stereovoic, this two-way loudspeaker
has adedicated and nonremovable stand, which houses
the crossover for better mechanical and electrical isolation. JM: "The InCognito excels at bass (though not deep
bass), midrange sweetness, and coherence, and has avery
warm and nonfatiguing treble. Imaging and soundstagMg are first-rate." Perhaps related to its lack of deep bass
was JM's perception that the InCognito "really 'came
alive' onlyatvolume levels to some extent (butnot hugely)
above" his usual ones. (Vo126 No.9 WWW)
Piega C8 LTD: 816,295/pair
The Piega C8 LTD's defining design element is its
ribbon driver, a4" by 8" coaxial planar design that
covers the midrange and treble frequencies above
650Hz, while three 7" aluminum bass-reflex woofer
cones lay the bass foundation. LG: "The C8 features
aseamless blend of drivers, abeautiful appearance,
user-friendly portability, superb ambience retrieval,
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pinpoint imaging and soundstaging, and transparency." Not aspeaker for low-bass freaks, the C8
exhibited asteep rolloff below 40Hz in LG's listening room. (Vo127 No.1 WWW)
Quad ESL-988: 56500-$'7150/pair, depending
on finish
Full-range electrostatic that, for the most part, is an
updated version ofthe rlacçic QuadESL-63 (WWW).
Wrote ST,"What more could an audiophile want than
apair of ESL-988s? You get world-class resolution.
Superb, stable soundstaging. Spectacular transient
response. And sound as neutral as it gets. The only
things you don't get are very deep bass, the ability to
play crazy loud, and sexy styling." Improvements over
the ESL-63 include astiffer more rigid frame, betterquality wiring in the delay lines, and higher-quality
copper in the electrodes. ST found that these changes
resulted in more top-end extension and better bass.
Nonetheless, he felt that these are not speakers for
hard rockers. But those who enjoyed the ESL-63 will
surely be fond of the '988. (Vo124 No.11)
QuadESL-989: $8500-59350/pair, depending
on finish
The electrostatic ESL-989 adds two bass panels to the
'988, which is the current version of the classic ESL-63,
and is said to have higher power handling. Nonetheless,
found that music that exceeded peaks of 94dB triggered the speaker's protection circuit. Still, the ESL-989s
shook I.G's listening room with "lots of satisfying bass,"
and added outstanding midrange response, topnotch
imaging, wall-to-wall soundstaging, smoothness, focus,
low distortion, and low listening fatigue." While the
speaker rolls off sharply below 30I-lz or so, during his
listening sessions, LG couldn't think of another loudspeaker he'd rather own. By contrast, PM couldn't get
the '989's mid-bass integrated at all in his solid-walled
UK room, preferring the smaller ESL-988 (as does SI).
Typical US dry-wall construction will probably better
match the speaker's bass tuning, therefore. AD added
that 'Ile '989 played music with as much tunefulness,
drama, and scale as I've ever asked for or heard from
other speakers... And not only was its bass extension
perfectly satisfying, but, with the exception of the speed
of bass fundamentaLs...the bass quality of the Quad'989
was astoundingly good." Unlike L.G, AD never heard a
hint of strain or distress, even when playing the Qtt.rls
at extremely loud volumes (though it is fair to point out
that his room is smaller). JA was impressed by how well
the '989 handled the midrange and by its "superbly stable" imaging, but found problems with positioning the
speakers to get the low-bass/upper-bass transition optimized. Price depends on finish. Stereophills 2003"Product of the Year" and "Loudspeaker of the Year" (Vo125
No.11, Vo126 No.5 WWW)
limnoy TD12: $8350/pair
Three-way, reflex-loaded floorstander built around
the Scottish manufacturer's two-way coaxial driver,
aided by aI" titanium-dome SuperTweeter. The
TD12s are "large speakers that behaved like large
speakers," requiring alot of space for optimum performance: "Given enough room, the Tannoys distinguished themselves as great speakers with adarkish
midrange, not as loudspeakers with an objectionable
coloration." "Notably even with aquick, clean bottom
end," says PM. Spatial performance was "superb," sense
of scale was "tremendous," and the overall presentation was "supremely dynamic," resulting in a"fine
sense ofdrama." AD dedded that they were "too entertaining, exciting, and involving for areviewer to use:
He'd never want to put anything in their place." In a
smaller room, "the Tannoys did all right, but just."
(Vo126 No.11 WWW)
Vienna Acoustics Mahler: 89800/pair *
This three-way, reflex-loacled floorstander has two sidemounted 10" honeycomb woofers per side, plus two 7"
pulp-cone midranges and a1.2" silk-dome tweeter It's
"gorgeous," purred RD, with excellent power handling
and exceptional dynamiccapability. les easy and smooth,
but also expert at tracking transient peaks—and largescale orchestral works are its best friend, said RD. The
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soundstage is exceptionally wide and deep, focused,transparent, with high resolution and precise imaging. The
midrange balance wasjust about ideal, said he, despite a
room-related peak at 50Hz. "In every other respect, the
performance of the Mahler is state-of-the-art." (Vo123
NoA WWW)
Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia: $1L700/pair
JA had great expectations for the Sophia right from the
start, and in no way was he disappointed: The threeway, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker had away
of"reprodudrig the wide dynamic sweep ofa symphony
orchestra in full measure" that left him captivated. "I
felt there were no dynamic limits, that there was almost
nodiing between me and the event captured." The wide
dynamic range was complemented by extended lows
that allowed JA to easily "follow the tune," making it so
that individual instruments "never descended into
undifferentiated mush." High frequencies were "delicate," the midrange was "neutral," and the bass region
"laid bare every little inflection." _IA had only one minor
criticism: The speaker's tonal balance was slightly forward in the mid-treble, leading to asoundstage that was
not as deep as he might have liked. The midbass might
also be abit excessive in some rooms, he warned. Nevertheless, "The Sophia is the best value-for-money
speaker to come from Wilson Audio... [It] raises the
bar for the almost-twice-the-price WATT/Puppy."
(Vo125 No.7 WWW)
Wilson Benesch A.C.T.: $12,500/pair
Standing 42" high and weighing nearly 100 lbs, the
new A.C.T. is the same size and shape as the original
A.C.T. One, but with the internal volume of the larger
Two. Its 2.5-way design uses Wilson Benesch's proprietary Tactic 7" bass and bass-midrange drivers and
a1" hand-painted, silk-dome tweeter.JM summed up:
"Pros: Drop-dead gorgeous; extraordinarily low distortion; tonally seamless and coherent; superlative
soundstaging; room-friendly and easy to set up; powerful yet nuanced dynamics. Cons: Although the new
model's improved bass is excellent — very quick, very
clean, and powerful — larger and more ambitious
speakers will do abetter job with the lowest octave."
(Vo127 No.9 WWW)
B — FULL-RANGE
Audio Physic Virgo III: $6995/pair
"A well-engineered, beautifully executed, and greatsounding" three-way floorstanding speaker that is basically aminimonitor allied to asubwoofer. Unlike earlier
Virgos, the III's woofer subsystem uses two passive radiators; each sidewall houses avertical array of woofer and
radiator. BD: "The Virgo's strengths, weaknesses, and
overall presentation were much more akin to the [Magnepan MG3.6/R's]. The sweet, delicious highs, the rich,
tangible images, and the huge, three-dimensional, walkin soundstage —all reminded me‘ of the '3.6/R's most
captivating attributes." However, "the Virgo didn't seem
to have the incredible precision, focus, and clarity of the
Thiel CS6, or its dynamic impact and power." JA: "The
III appears to be an excellent successor to the original
Virgo, which was one of my favorite speakers in the late
1990s." (Vo126 No.9 WWW)
Focal-JMIab Electra 926: $4195/pair
The Electra 926, afull-range floorstander, gives "a taste
of Utopia for alot less money." The woofers and
midrange driver use the proprietary woofer cone developed for JMIab's Utopia series. It all made Sam quite
hungry: "The midrange and treble were exceedingly
smooth and very extended. This speaker did not soften
or sweeten the sound... [It] was revealing, yet not ruthlessly so." (Vo125 No.6)
Gershman
Acoustics
Opera
Sauvage:
$23,000/pair
The top model in the Gershman line weighs 210 lbs and
features acabinet design based on a"heroic attempt" by
Eli Gershman to minimize panel resonances. The Gershmans displayedsmooth,grain-free highscoupledwith
"superbly extended low bass and excellent dynamic
range." While its "rather polite" tonal balance will tame
overcooked highs in many modern recordings, the
speaker might prove prudish: "I kept wanting to turn
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up the volume," said JA. Measurements uncovered "a
less than optimally realized crossover between the
woofers and the midrange unit" that may have contributed to this lack of perceived loudness. Expensive.
(Vo127 No.7 WWW)
Joseph Audio RM22si Mk.2: $2499-$2899/pair,
depending on finish US*
Chip Stern first encountered this "sweet, clear, articulate floorstanding design" at the 1998 CES; since then
he has added to his description the phrases "airy,
dynamic, and uncolored" and "holographic, precise,
and nonfatiguing." He warned that those who like a
lusher sound may &id the RM22si"kind of dry at first,"
but also said it "should provide plenty of thrills and
chills to fans of acoustic music searching for the ultimate in two-way coherence." Late 2002 changes,
according to CS, resulted in "better fill between woofer
and tweeter, and the overall presentation, while not
necessarily brighter, was more brilliant, airy, and articulated. Likewise, Ifound greater ease and resolution in
the midrange. When pushed really hard, the bass had
greater coherence and focus." (Vo121 No.11, RM22si
Signature; Vo125 No.10 WWW; Mk2)
Kharma Midi-Grand Ceraznique 1.0:
$41,000/pair
MF had aproblem with the Ceramique's lower frequencies: "the bass lacked solidity, punch, and definition. Extension measured strong below 30Hz, but it
didn't sound strong." Mikey wondered if the speaker
might simply require alarger room to fully express its
"enormous sonicpicture," but he also noted tharinstrumenu were subtly softened." Nonetheless, while that
bass keeps the Kharma from Class A, "the combination
of the slight softness on top and bottom and the rich
midrange and expansive soundstage resulted in abeautifully balanced, seamless, incredibly transparent picture," MF conduded. "In terms of dynamics at both
ends of the scale, low-level resolution, delineation of
inner detail, harmonic integrity, transparency, and every
other performance parameter, the Midi-Grand delivered the goods." (Vo126 No.1 WWW)
Legacy Audio Focus 20/20: $6498/pair $$$
The Legacy uses seven drivers in afive-way configuration, stands 55" tall, and weighs 185 lbs. Combining
relaxedmusicalirywithbroadbandexcellence,itproved
highly adept at resolving low-level detail to perform
well with large-scale power music, whether rock or
classical. PB: "The Legacy Focus 20/20 is agenuinely
full-range speaker in every sense; its frequency
response, dynamic capabilities, resolution, and sense
of musical communication can fairly be compared to
cone speakers costing far, far more... Combine the
20/20's outstanding overall performance with its efficiency, easiness to drive, and quality of handcraftsmanship, and the result is the finest value that Ihave
ever encountered in high-end audio." Borderline Class
A. (Vo127 No.1 WWW)
Opera Quinta: $2995/pair
Highly recommended," said ST of this soulful threeway floorstander. He was most impressed by the integration of the three drivers: "The operative word here
is balance — this is asuccessful full-range floorstander
with extended, tight, well-defined" bass, an "exceptional" midrange, and treble that was "sweetly extended,
if perhaps ever so soft." "Lots of bang for the buck," he
sums up. Though the Quinta did well with all types of
music, aheavy rocker might want to look elsewhere.
Marble platforms are optional. (Vo127 No.4)
Opera Super Pavarotti: 51995-$2195/pair
The floorstanding Super Pavarotti held all the characteristics of fine, careful Italian craftsmanship. ST went
into detail: "Superb finish. High-quality drivers. Civilized sound that I, for one, could live with for years.
And reasonable selling prices. Aloudspeaker is furniture, after all. You have to look at it, not just listen."
The upper midrange and treble were "sweet, smooth,
nicely extended," the bass was "very dynamic, quite
tight, and extended, without bloat," and the soundstage was "very wide, deep and seamless." ST cautions
that "The Super Pavarotti is not for those who crave
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hi-fi excitement... This speaker sang; it didn't zing."
(Vo125 No.9)
PBN Montana SP3: $3995/pair
BW: "PBN's second major revision of the SP is better
than the original in every respect—and bigger, having
gained 1" in height,3" in width, and 11
/"in depdi... The
4
new driver complement includes larger, 7", VI& midwoofers and aI" fabric-dome tweeter, and the crossover
has metalized polypropylene capacitors, said to improve
upper-octave transparency... The SP3's power handling
is rated at 180W vs the original's 160W, and the lowbass cutoff is now specified at 30Hz vs the original's
35Hz... The SP3 offered up the essence of the music
with all the punch, air, and detail audiophiles demand,
and all the soulfulness music-lovers need. It is ideal for
rooms of medium to large size, and its slim profile and
elegant finish will be compatible with almost any style
ofdecorating." While bass-heavy recordings were good,
the SP3 lacked the convincing last bit of power at the
absolutebottom.(Vo120Nos.1&6,Vo126No.8WWW)
PSB Platinum T8: $6999/pair
PSB's Platinum series of speakers celebrates the Canadian manufacturer's 30 years in business The T8, Paul
Barton's new flagship design, features two tweeters, two
4.5" midrange units, and three 8" reflex-loackd woofers.
Tonal balance was "a little on the cold side" and there
was "some liveliness" in the presence region, thought
JA. Bass definition, however, was excellent, and the T8
got the midrange just right, "preserving the individualities not just of voices but of musical instruments as
well."JAhadsome troublebalancing bass weight against
upper-bass bloom: "Its balance will need some care
taken with system matching and small rooms, which
will emphasize the mid-treble and are probably best
avoided" (Vo126 No.11 WWW)
Shahinian Acoustics Hawk: $9020/pair
A modular design using four 4.5" midrange drivers
(two each pointing front and rear) and four 1" tweeters (one on each face of the pyramidal roof). The bass
module uses an 8" woofer and a10" passive radiator.
The Hawk sits 37.5" tall, 17" wide, and 13" deep; the
combined weight of the bass and upper modules is 80
lbs. Having outstanding coherence and power, the
Hawks excelled when playing very-well-recorded
orchestral music with lots of bass and dynamics. JM:
"Pros: magisterial bass, huge soundstage, remarkably
rendered instrumental timbres; in general, addictive
to listen to. Cons: need an amp with high current and
damping; stablemate Obelisk has airier treble; few US
dealers; usually awaiting list for speakers." (Vol.27
No.7 WWW)
Sonna Faber Cremona: $7995/pair
Three-way, reflex-loaded, floorstanding design, with
a1" ring-radiator tweeter and twin 6" woofers. "The
midrange and treble had the expected Sonus Faber
magic," said ST: "sweet, smooth, completely free of
grain, with not ahint of hardness." Bass and treble
were well extended and the overall sound was "dear
and pure — crisply articulated without being
overetched." Sam does wonder if the Cremona is "too
nice-sounding," but concludes "The tonal balance is
superb, the bass is quite extraordinary (though you
do have to work with room positioning)." The dropdead gorgeous Cremonas offered asoundstage that
"was expansive yet stable and well-defined, without
any image bloat," confirmedJA. The treble was dean,
airy, and smooth, the midrange uncolored, and bass
extension and definition were excellent for aspeaker
of its price and size. There was aslight coloration in
the upper midrange, some piano notes sounding more
forward in the soundstage than others. Overall, however, JA echoed ST's enthusiastic recommendation:
"A superb performer... Highly recommended."
(Vo126 No.1, Vo127 No.3 WWW)
Thiel CS6: $8900/pair
"The CS6 offers high perceived value," JA said. "It is
beautifully constructed, well balanced, and, once set
up optimally, with agutsy amplifier and high-quality sources, sounds simply superb.. dynamics were
startlingly natural...forceful and clean deep-bass pre-
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"The Professionals' Reference"
Hydra Power Distribution products have earned an unprecedented array of endorsements and awards
from the world's foremost film and music studios, mastering engineers, reviewers and electronics manufacturers.

Hydra Power Distribution
These achie%ements reflect Shunyata Research's commitment to the design and development of the
finest custom manufactured parts and patented technologies in the trade. Hydra technologies include:
•Trident defense System
•2400 watt current capacity
•Venom Filter network
•Silver and rhodium plated outlet ,

•Massive buss systems
•Patented FeSi 1000 compounds
•On site deep immersion
cryogenic lab

RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES...
"The Hydra 8 is an amazing product." — Michael Fremer, Stereophile
"...the improvement in sound quality (with the Hydra 2's) was immediately apparent." —Jeff Fritz, Editor, SoundStage!
"Chalk up another Reviewers' Choice Award for this wonderful product (Hydra 8)." — Marc Mickelson, Editor-in-Chief, SoundStage!
"At astroke, all of the criticisms Ihad about my system were removed." — David Ayers, Publisher, HiFi+ Magazine
"Hydra 2's eliminated haze, improved clarity and allowed music to sound more of apiece." — Paul Bolin, Stereophile
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sentation gave the music apowerful foundation."
However, "the midrange didn't offer quite the same
degree of clarity or cleanness that so distinguished the
bass or treble octaves... But for me, at least, this was a
minor problem, offset by the many things the 'Thiel
did right." But it does keep the CS6 from scaling the
Class A heights. Like JA, BD found that the Thiels
were not trivial to set up; many hours of positioning
were needed to get the balance right. However, once
things were settled, "the CS6s sounded absolutely gorgeous." Unlike JA, BD heard no midrange reticence:
"Their tonal balance was very neutral, their handling
ofdynamics was even — and superb — from top to bottom." (VoI21 No.3, Vo126 No.10 WWW.)
Totem Acoustic Forest: $3000/pair
Two-way, 3'-high tower loudspeaker.lhe Claw is standard; aself-centering ball-bearing support is available
separately for $395/set of6, as is the optional Beak Tuning Pod ($100/pair).LG found that the Forest produced
clean bass down to 40Hz in his room. The sound was
generally "solid, transparent, and dynamic without
being edgy, and the bass response was controlled and
eminently detailed." He also thought the midrange was
"very seductive; it excelled with vocal, clarinet, and
piano recordings, voices and instruments floating free
of the speaker positions.. (and] provided awealth of
musical detail, malting it easier to delineate spatial positions." The Forests' imaging, LG found, was first-rate,
with awide, deep soundstage, even though the sweet
spot was small. (Vo124 No.4 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2: $3995/pair tr (stands
necessary)
JA's effusive encomium noted that the Mani-2's"combination of clean treble, transparent midrange, natural dynamics, and powerful extended bass allowed
the speakers to step to one side, allowing the music
to communicate in amost effective manner." While
$4000 for apair of small stand-mounted speakers may
not sound like good value, JA pointed out that the
Mani-2 produced asound that belied its price and size,
and that it would perform admirably in rooms unsuitable for more physically imposing speakers. 2001 samples of the Mani-2 were marked by acombination of
clean treble, natural dynamics, and powe rful, extended
bass. Again reminiscent of the earlier sample, however, was alow sensitivity and aforward-balanced
midrange resulting in "some very-high-frequency
'wispiness' on some recordings." Nevertheless, wrote
JA, "The overall balance was expansive and grain-free,
aided by an enormous but still well-defined soundstage... A solid Class B loudspeaker." (Vol.19 No2,
Vo124 No.10 WWW)
Vandersteen 2Ce Signature: E1549/pair EEE
(stands optional)
To CS, the current version of Richard Vandersteen's
best-selling three-way design suggested "the bloomy
barley scent of sturdy Guinness Stour, the deep earth
tones of heavy brown bread dipped in honey; your
grandmother's meatloaf accompanied by mashed
potatoes with roasted garlic, caramelized onions, gobs
of butter, and heavy cream — in aword, comfort
foods." The laid-back top end isn't for everyone, he
thought, and errs on the side of bass and midrange.
Bass "believable and musical," even if not the most
linear or focused CS had ever heard. "Timbres were
lifelike and true, if slightly sweetened, and big orchestral swells were handled with enormous power and
conviction." Some compression at lease-busting levels. The key is the matching equipment, thought Chip.
Bottom line: awarm, deeply extended, musically
engaging presentation. Optional stands add $125/pair.
(Vol.16 Nos.4 &9WWW, 2Ce; Vo123 No.10 WWW,
2Ce Signature)

B
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B8cW 705: E1500/pair (stands necessary)
The moderately sized, two-way 705 replaces B&W's
CDM INT. Both the 1" aluminum-alloy dome tweeter
and the 6.5" woven-Kevlar cone woofer are made inhouse. The 705 was free from the brightness so commonly associated with speakers that use metal-dome
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tweeters, instead portraying high frequencies that were
smoothly balanced and without grain. Instruments
were consistendy presented with their timbres intact
throughout the frequency range, and with their sounds
free from strain at moderately loud levels. Bass extension was respectable. JA: "The 705 might not have
enough bass or go loud enough for those wanting
affordable full-range performance, but within its limitations, the new B&W is an astonishingly good loudspeaker." "Could be smoother, but lively and
informative," adds PM. (Vo127 No2 WWW)
Dynaudio Special Twenty-Five: $4800/pair
(stands necessary)
The Special Twenty-Five borrows technology from
Dynaudio's top loudspeakers.JM:"How do they sound?
Fabulous... But with high-quality parts, conservative
(first-order crossover) design, and flawless execution,
what's not to like? (Well, okay — the Euro-nanny
speaker terminals are not to like.) 54800/pair is admittedly rather stiff, but the audible family resemblance
to the Evidence and Confidence goes along way injustifying that." JA is working on a"Follow-Up." (Vo126
No.1 WWW)
Earthworks Sigma 6.2: $3500-$5000/pair,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
The two-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded Sigma
62 is the first loudspeaker from Earthworks, apro-audio
manufacturer best known for its superb microphones.
JA: "The Sigma 62 had aslight tendency to brightness
that was more apparent the farther away Isat, and made
the speaker very revealing of recorded detail." This "analytical quality" made it an excellent studio monitor.
"Despite the 62's superb intelligibility, this was not allied
to any tendency of the speaker's balance to become hard
or fatiguing... Other than the slight plateau in the midtreble and atouch of congestion in the lower midrange,
the Earthworks was about as free from coloration as I
have experienced. Its midrange was simply superb...
Imaging specificity was excellent... The Sigma 62 got
out of the way of the music in amost satisfying manner."
The listener must sit fairly dose to gain best soundstage
and presentation. (Vo126 No.6 WWW)
Focal-jMlab Cobalt 816 S: $1895/pair
FocallMlab Cobalt 806 S: E1095/pai' r $EE
(stands necessary)
Two similar speakers, one floorstanding, one standmounted that uses the saine 1" Tioxid 5tweeter as the
Electra 926, and the 6.5" bass/midrange driver and
"W"-sandwich cone membrane from JMIab's Utopia
series. Of the 806, ST said that he heard "an exceptionally wide and deep soundstage, with precise imaging and excellent centerfill," amidrange and treble that
were also "exceptional," and asound that was "delicate
and detailed and very, very smooth." He was most
impressed by the 806 S's "electrostatic-like speed."
Drawbacks included the "inevitable lack of deep bass"
and limited loudness. Of the 816 ST commented that
he heard "the same set of virtues that I'd noted with
the 806 S.. along with some welcome bass extension.
But Ididn't hear quite the holographic image that Igot
from the stand-mounted monitors... For nearfield listening in asmaller room, I'd give first consideration to
the 806 S. For listening in alarger room, and farther
away from the speakers, Imight give the nod to the 816
S." Both are "clean, dear, quick. The way Ilike it and
the way to go," he sums up. (Vo126 No.9)
Harbeth Compact 7ES-2: ;2495/pair ESE
(stands necessary)
Originally introduced in 1988, the Compact 7ES-2 is
nowbeingdistributedintheUS by FidelisAudio/Video.
Uses Harbeth's 8" proprietary Radial cone driver and
a1" ferrofluid-cooled, magnesium-alloy dome tweeter
to achieve traditional BBC sound. Though they offer
relatively low sensitivity and lack the very deepest bass,
the Harbeths "sang and imaged like crazy" while offering "total freedom from listening fatigue." S'T: "Rock
fans and others looking for excitement can go elsewhere... Those looking for musical involvement with
more serious musical genres might be thoroughly
enchanted... I
was enchanted. Instruments were so full,
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so ripe, so lush Icould almost pinch each musician's
ass... The Harbeth Compact 7ES-2 is one of the 10
or so finest speakers Ihave encountered in more than
two decades of reviewing." Maybe not the last word
in low-level rez., otherwise the Harbeth would be
Class A all the way. Add $200/pair for stands. (Vo126
No.12 WWW)
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature Mk.2:
$1799-$1999/pair, depending on finish er
(stands necessary)
JA decided that the original 7si was amellow-balanced (but naturally detailed) minimonitor that represents good value. Ofthe Signature version, the word
that popped up most often in JA's notes during auditioning was "sweet." He also noted that the RM7si's
"rich, big-hearted balance" and "smooth treble...laid
bare all manner of recorded detail without spotlighting." Excellent dynamics and imaging, if abit
plump down below—but not "one-notey," our Ed.
noted. CS found the Mk2 to be "bigger, fuller, clearer,
and more open" than the original Rtv17si Signature.
"There was more tangible weight and impact, greater
transient speed and dynamics, with enhanced
midrange presence, detail and focus. Better yet, the
top end seemed more fleshed-out and extended,
which contributed to better soundstaging depth and
height." Stereophiles "2002 Joint Loudspeaker of the
Year." (Vo123 No.8; Vo125 No.10 WWW)
Morel Octwin 5.2: E4400/pair (stands
necessary)
The Octave 5.2 is asmall two-way featuring a5.25"
reflex-loaded plastic-cone woofer and a 1.1" silkdome tweeter. To make an Octwin 52M system, one
set of Octave 52 speakers is inverted and placed atop
asecond set, the tweeter modules separated by sr11 stands. Imaging was stable and accurate, tonal balance was warm and mellow, treble was smooth and
uncolored, and bass extension was good for asmall
speaker. JA was bothered by amidrange coloration
that proved problematic with certain recordings.
Would-be purchasers should audition with their own
music. (Vo126 No.10 WWW)
ProAc Tablette Reference 8Signature:
$1700/pair (stands necessary)
The diminutive Reference 8 Signature uses a4.5"
doped-cone bass/midrange driver with alarge copper phase plug crossing over to a1" silk-dome tweeter.
Despite its size, the Reference 8offered large dynamic
swings and rarely sounded compressed. Their soundstaging was magical, their imaging precise and stable,
though the sound was ultimately lacking in terms of
resolution and refinement. (Vo127 No2)
Reference 3A MM de Capo i: $2500/pair
(stands necessary)
AD thought this speaker's name dumb but approved
of everything else: "A nice-looking small speaker
with much higher sensitivity than average for the
breed. Goes loud and big easily, and has decent if
not earth-shattering bass. Some superfluous darkness in the midi, but everything's balanced nicely
overall, and it communicates sonic textures brilliantly. Rhythmically fine, with good pitch definition and an utterly superb sense of flow and human
feel. Can be driven by some SETs in asmall to moderate room, although very-low-power amps are
doubtful. Decent value, high recommendation."
JA, however, points to the speaker's decidedly
unflat frequency response, feeling its musically
communicative nature has been achieved at the
expense of asomewhat "shouty" midrange. (Vo126
No.12 WWW)
Retissas The Third Rethm: $4180/pair
The 3'-tall Third Rethm employs a9'-long hyperbolic horn and a6" Lowther driver, the DX55, both
of which endow the speaker with great efficiency
while requiring little from an amplifier in terms of
currentor damping. While Lowther drivers are often
guilty of an "upper-mid/lower-high pealciness," AD
found that "The Third Rethm was mosdy, though
not completely, free from that bite Iassociate with
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the Lowthers Iotherwise love... Even placed close
to the rear wall, the Third Rethms sounded spacious,
with uncannily stable and precise imaging for a
Lowther, and afine sense of depth... And then there's
that Lowther presence, immediacy, and - yes tunefulness, all of which the Third Rethrn had in
spades." While being "supremely efficient," they
"remained sufficiently bass-challenged." Bass
response disappears below 80Hz. Some people will
find it breathtakingly dynamic, one of the best
"affordable" speakers for the SET set; others will say
it's bass-shy and aggressive. Both are right in their
way. To the former camp AD would recommend it
as low Class B (limited LF, of course), but to the latter he'd represent it as low Class C or even Class D.
(Vol.26 No.5)
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor: $3995/ pair
(stands necessary)
Features the same lute-shaped cabinet and stretchedstring grille as the floorstanding Cremona with a
slightly different 1" ring-radiator tweeter and a5.85"
doped-paper bass/midrange cone. The Auditor was
an "excellent handler of power," capable of playing
"very, very loud," making it suitable for home-theater applications. It had atonal balance that was
"crisply articulated but not bright, detailed but not
sterile." The deepest bass notes were missing, but midto upper bass were surprisingly strong, while bass,
midbass, and treble seemed seamless. Stands add
$850/pair. (Vol.26 No.11)
Spendor S5e: $1649/pair
The reflex-loaded, floorstanding S5e is a2.5-way system with twin 5" LF drivers. Despite its relatively
small size, the Spendor impressed AD with its "convincingly, impressively big" sound. The speakers combined "superb spatial presentation" and an "apparent
lack ofpitch distortion" with "good scale" and "utterly
faultless pacing." While the $5e couldn't quite reach
the lowest bass frequencies, its bass performance was,
"consistently and serenely, sufficient." The amount of
bass was in "virtually perfect" proportion to their
"clean, open, and pleasantly airy top end." JA agreed
that the S5e's measured performance offered "an
excellent balance." (Vol.27 No.9 WWW)
TotemModel 1Signature:$1995/pair tr (stands
necessary)
An improved parts package marks the difference
between the Model Iand the Signature version. LG
writes of "astonishing LF response for such asmall
speaker, with improved reproduction of vocal music,
dynamics, soundstaging, and bass response [compared to] the original." It also, he says, "plays louder
and overloads more gracefully than the manufacturer's larger, more expensive Tabú loudspeaker." He
admired the Model 1's ($1595/pair) "smooth, sweet
highs, strong dynamics, palpable three-dimensional
imaging, and strong bass response." Although he
cited an on-axis upper-midrange prominence, he
also liked their "tight, solid, rhythmic bass and palpable imaging." The 2003 version of the Model 1
adds improved encapsulated silver wiring and larger,
polypropylene-bypassedcapacitors.LG:"The wiring
and capacitor upgrades have improved the speaker's
overload characteristics, its midrange reproduction
of vocal music has become more involving, and the
soundstage now extends from wall to wall of my listening room." The treble remained rolled-off and
sweet, while the deepest bass notes lacked some
mass. (Vol.16 No.4, Model 1; Vol.21 No.1, Vol.26
No.4, Signature Model 1\VVJW)

C- FULL -RANGE

Andes Jazz: $1999/pair
With this two-way, reflex-loaded "handed" floorstander from Estonia, KR was forced to disregard common
practice
and
the
manufacturer's
recommendations when positioning the Jazzes. He
switched left for right so that the tweeters were outboard, in order to get the speakers to create asolid
image. The results: "The overall sound was balanced,
fairly smooth, and decidedly not 'hi-fi.' The bass was
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full but not truly powerful or extended... Treble detail
was adequate without noticeable brightness, but from
time to time apiano note or similar sound would jump
out, suggesting some irregularity in the overall
response... Spatial presentation.. was quite good in the
longitudinal axis, with decent depth and fill between
the now-reversed speakers. Laterally, the soundstage
was adequate, but barely extended beyond the speakers." "One of the most enjoyable and non-challenging
speakers around," KR adds. (Vol.26 No.6 www)
Jean-Marie Reynaud Arpeggione: $1590/pair
A floorstanding speaker with 6.5" mid-woofer and 1.5"
soft-dome tweeter, the individualistic Arpeggione was
supposedly designed to re-create the experience of live
music. It delivered "deep, tuneful bass and awonderful
sense of musical richness and fullness," foundJM. While
it was exciting and easy to listen to, he was not impressed
by the speaker's transient information or high-frequency
detail. It appeared very sensitive to system interaction,
thus requiring much attention to associated equipment.
(Vol.26 No.11 WWW)
Meadowlark Audio HotRod Shearwater:
$3195 /pair
With their first-order crossovers, don't sit too close
to the Shearwaters, warned CS. However, sitting back
7-9' createda sweet spotthatblossomedandbloomed:
"Soundstaging snapped into focus with commensurate levels of depth, lateral coherence, and inner illumination that were realistic, involving, and utterly
magical." CS was "captivated by the quality and quantity of the Shearwater's bass: extraordinarily taut and
snappy, yet richly detailed and warmly focused," and
noted, "the Shearwater's low-end performance was
neither lean nor lacking, but atad laid-back." While
"rhythm and pacing were exceptional," the Shearwaters "lacked some of the requisite pop needed to
satisfy hard-core rockers." While Chip "rarely found
the Shearwater wanting in its presentation of raw rock
or R&B recordings," he did warn that "it might be
too mannerly and refined for some tastes." (Vo125
No.9 WWW)
Mirage 0M7: $2000-$2200, depending on
finish
LB found that the soundstage created by the floorstanding, reflex-loaded, Omnipolar 0M-7s was solid:
"The soundstage didn't change much with changes in
my position in the listening seat-or even as Imoved
around the room." He was most impressed by the depth
and power of the 0M-7's bass: "True, concussive, feelit-in-your-chest whumps were not unusual." His recommendation: "If you've got aroom that can handle
deep bass and isn't too lively, and you like amore natural, relaxed take on the stereophonic imaging thing,
then the 0M-7 is definitely worth alisten." (Vo124
No.11 WWW)
RBH 641-SE: $1499/pair
Initially, JA was bothered by this slim floorstander's low
frequencies. Midbass was sufficient, and extension was
apparent down to the 40Hz 1
/s-octave band, but the bass
never seemed fully connected with the upper frequendes." Inverting the woofers' electrical polarity improved
this situation, providing better upper-bass definition.
Top octaves were "perhaps alittle too sweet," with
"extremely detailed" treble, while "the bass region was
alittle shelved-down."JA was very impressed, however,
by the 641-SE's imaging: "The soundstage... was consistently wide and deep, with no feeling that sounds
were localized at the loudspeaker positions." Price is for
black finish; add $300/pair for wood veneer. (Vo125
No.10 WWW)
Thiel CS1.6: $2190-$2390/pair, depending on
finish
JA had to work hard to get these speakers to sound their
best in his listening room, balancing low-frequency
weight against residual hardness in the low treble. With
the speakers optimally set up, JA found that "the overall sound was still alittle bright." This was complicated
by the CS1.6's long break-in time:"At the end of amonth
of everyday listening, Iwas still not sure that they'd
reached equilibrium." Nevertheless, the Thiels shone as
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highly sensitive speakers with "astonishing resolution,
matched by equally superb stereo imaging." JA determined the CS1.6s to be best suited for LP playback in
rooms ofsmall to medium size. He also ended up regarding their optional outrigger supports ($200) as mandatory toplace the listener's ears on the optimal aids. (Vo125
No.9 WWW)

C- RESTRIaED LF

Epos ELS-3: $329/pair $$$ (stands necessary)
This Chinese-made 10"-tall, 10-lb speaker uses Epos'
proprietary 1" aluminum-dome, neodymium-magnet tweeter and a5" polypropylene-cone woofer. The
E1S-3 had "superior midbass definition and realism
on awide range of program material; high-level
dynamic bloom beyond what I'd reasonably expect
from aspeaker of its size; alevel of detail resolution
Inormally associate with speakers approaching
$1000/pair," said BJR. For its size, the ELS-3 exhibited well-extended mid- and upper bass, high-level
dynamic slam, and startling detail resolution. Deep
bass lacked drama, and when pushed to high volumes,
the ELS-3 compressed the sound. Nonetheless, "I can
think of no speaker that produces greater sound quality for the dollar," said BJR. JA concurred: "The Epos
ELS-3 is anicely engineered little speaker that its
owner needn't apologize for." (Vol.27 No.1 WWW)
Horn Shoppe Horn: $775/pair
Despite its minuscule drive-unit, the Horn is very sensitive, at an estimated 94dB(B)/2.83V/m. The Horn is
designed for corner placement; its cabinet amplifies the
driver's rearwave with an internal, exponential horn
constructed of numerous small panels. Colored, says
JA, but AD likes what they did: "The Horns played
music with guts and conviction. They had asure, tight
sense ofpitch and rhythm, and my attention never wandered from the music while Iwas in their presence.
The Horns were fun and communicative at all times,
and faithful to the nuances and textures of my favorite
instruments and singers." While the quantity of bass
was always satisfying, the quality was somewhat less so,
sometimes sounding "plummy and too resonant."
(Vol.27 No.1 WWW)
Kirlcsaeter Silverline 60: $849/pair (stands
necessary)
While this German speaker had adefinite lack of low
bass and atop end thatwasn't overly extended," BD found
that "Between the frequency extremes, the Silverline 60
had avibrant, natural sound that seemed atouch forward
but free from gross colorations." The soundstage wasn't
deep, but was "coherent" and "seamless," and "stretched
smoothly across the plane of the speakers and extended
afew feet outside of each one." Similarly, while image
dimensionality was only "okay," presentation of detail
was "captivating" and "realistic." "A wonderful little
speaker," BD concluded, "and asolid value at $698/pair."
(Vol.26 No.1 DVV/VJ)
Magnepan MGMC1: $750/pair $$$
Magnepan CC3: $990
The wall-mounted MGMC1 is asmall (46" H by
10.2e w), two-way planar-magnetic speaker with a
quasi-ribbon tweeter running the full height along
the outer edge. Because the MGMC1 is adipole, its
tonal balance will be greatly influenced by surrounding objects and materials. However, readjusting the speaker's angle with respect to the wall allows
the user to tune the tonal character imposed by those
surroundings. "very restricted LF," adds KR, noting
that both the MGMC1 and its center-channel companion, the CC3, are rated down to only 80Hz -"
That's optimistic and very dependent on placement."
A subwoofer and bass management are therefore
essential. However, according to KR: "At their midwall height, the bass-managed Magnepans conveyed
amagically full and transparent illusion with good
multichannel source material." "Their transparency
and detail are what earns them Class B," he sums up.
(Vol.26 No.12 WVJW)
Meadowlark Audio Swift: $1195/pair
The small, floorstanding Swift is made "to absurdly high
levels for this kind of money," commented AD. Being
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of only average sensitivity, "the Swift didn't have the
same sense of ease, the same sense of exuding the music
in acompletely natural, organic way," as some more
sensitive speakers, wrote AD. "The Swift's greatest
strength was its ability to be driven at least reasonably
well by only afew watts, yet still sound as timbrally
neutral and spatially convincing as certain much less
efficient — and more expensive — perfectionist loudspeakers. "A bit lightweight and shouty but communicative and entertaining," according to PM. "Bass
comes to life if played loud," adds LG. AD has the final
word: "An easy, safe, sonically faultless, and musically
satisfying recommendation for the average listener."
(Vo125 No.11, Vo127 No.1 WWW)
Monitor Audio Silver S2: 5749/pair (stands
necessary)
This small reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded twoway marries a1" dome tweeter to a7" cone woofer,
both of C-CAM aluminum-magnesium alloy. The S2's
most obvious characteristic was its mellow treble,
accompanied by arespectably low level of coloration
and aclean upper midrange. The lower midrange, however, lacked clarity, and the upper bass was abit exaggerated. Its stable, well-defined stereo imaging and
dynamics were strong suitsjA:"While the speaker does
have an identifiable character, being balanced on the
warm, mellow side, this is probably agood thing, given
inexpensive electronics' tendency to have glary trebles.
While Ihad some criticisms — that booty cabinet bothered me perhaps the most — the Silver S2 never gave
less than enjoyable results, and is very well-finished
considering its affordable price." (Vo126 No.8 WWW)
Paradigm Reference Studio/20: $650-5900/
pair, depending on finish (stands necessary)
ESE *
"From the upper bass to the upper midrange, the
harmonic structures of sounds, their timbres, were
as natural as I'd heard from any speaker," BJR said.
"The reproduction of vocals, woodwinds, and brass
instruments on well-engineered acoustic recordings
was spooky in its realism." Minor quibbles: "HF
range was slightly highlighted, giving the sound a
rather crisp presentation," and, while the bass was
"extended, natural, quick, dynamic, tuneful," it had
"a slight roundness or warmth in the 60-80Hz
range." Still, "by awide margin, the finest speaker
under $1000/pair I've ever heard." KR is also afan:
"The Studio/20 v2 is abenchmark loudspeaker: I've
not heard anything smaller and/or cheaper that is
such asuperb music-maker." Matching Premier
stands cost $179/pair. (Vol.21 No.2, Vol.24 No.2,
Vol.25 No.5 WWW)
Spendor S3/5se: 51349-51549/pair, depending
on finish (stands necessary)
This small two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker is intended
to be used with stands 24-31" high (not included).
Upgrades to the original S3/5 include apricier 3/4"
ScanSpeak tweeter and alower (3.51tHz) crossover frequency. AD was most impressed by the S3/5se's ability
to sound bigger than it was: "Obviously, the fundamentals were not there, but through astriking combination of second harmonics and realistic ambience or
pressure.. the Spendor got across the idea of deep bass
if not the thing itself." He noted "tight and crazy-deep"
bass that was "nothing short of startling." Compared to
the original S3/5, the 'se "sounded more refined in
almost every musically important way." However, AD
couldnotgetittovividlyre-createvoices:"TheSpendor's
failure to do so remained its most notable shortcoming,
certainly more so than dynamic compression, lack of
bass, or anything else so obvious." Price depends on finish. (Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Westlake Audio Lc5.75F: 52398/pair (stands
necessary)
This two-way, stand-mounted, reflex-loaded speaker
had MF pleasantly surprised by its sound. He found
it "relaxing and easy on the ears" and to "combine a
pleasing, open frequency balance, fme low-level resolution, an authoritative and coherent rhythmic presentation, and superb imaging and soundstaging...
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The key to its success was abalance of strengths
unmarred by such serious deficiencies as consistently
audible frequency blemishes, doubling or other gross
forms of distortion at high SPLs, or dynamic cornpression." JA agreed: "As MF found, the Lc5.75F may
appear to have some measured blemishes, but these
have been arranged not to interfere with the manner
in which the speaker reproduces music." MF: "As
long as you don't press the Lc5.75Fs beyond reasonable limits, you'll be amazed by what these well-engineered little speakers can do — so long as you provide
them with aclean environment and appropriate associated equipment, including the right stands." (Vol.24
No.11 WWW)
Athena Technologies AS-F2: 5599/pair
BJR was taken by the sound of the AS-F2 right out of
the box: "The AS-F2 presented an open, detailed, coherent, and neutral sound that reminded me of much more
expensive floorstanding speakers." Though high frequencies were "a bit forward" and "in-your-face," the
AS-F2 was tnarkedbya"detailedandnaturalmidrange,"
with "forceful, dynamic midbass." BJR was especially
impressed by the AS-F2's low-bass extension and definition. His only real complaint was that the speakers
outperformed their price range, needing "to be mated
with electronics of higher quality and price than one
would normally associate with a$599/pair speaker."
(Vo125 No.8 WWW)
Audes Bravo: 5999/pair (stands necessary)
The reflex-loaded Bravo, the entry-level speaker in
the Andes line, combines a1" soft-dome tweeter with
a5" plastic-cone woofer. High frequencies were "natural and detailed, airy and quite sophisticated," the
midrange was "completely devoid of coloration,
revealing aconsiderable amount of inner detail," and
the mid- and upper bass were "tight, tuneful, clean,
round, and fairly extended." Low bass was limited,
but"quite satisfying." BJR sometimes heard "a slightly
'booty' quality" in the upper midrange and lower
highs, which was corroborated byJA's measurements.
JA noted "a severe peak-notch combination in the
woofer's response around 1kHz" in an otherwise
"well-engineered" design. Matching stands cost
$299/pair. (Vo127 No.9 WWW)
Jean-Marie Reynaud Twin
5990/pair
(stands necessary)
"An exemplary performer in the areas of delicacy, articulation, and overall sophistication," decided BJR about
this two-way, transmission-line speaker. Tweeter is
mounted below the PVC-coated paper-cone,
dual-voice-coil woofer. The Mk.III's "wide, deep
soundstage, superb ambient retrieval, and low-level
dynamic articulation" impressed BJR, and made it one
of the "most naturally dramatic-sounding bookshelf
speakers" he'd ever heard. Nonetheless, the Mk.III suffered from limitations in high-level dynamics and lowbass extension. JA warned of the woofer loading: "It
doesn't go particularly low in frequency yet suffers from
resonances in the upper bass and midband." (Vo127
No.6 WWW)
Klipsch RB-15: 5299/pair (stands necessary)
This two-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded,
miniature uses a525" hard-anodized aluminum-cone
woofer and a1" titanium-dome compression-drive
tweeter with a5"-square, 90° by 60° Tractrix horn.
While the bass was abit warm and indistinct, it was not
unpleasant, and though there was some mid-treble
emphasis, the overall treble sounded very smooth. The
Klipsch's weak point was its midrange: clarinet notes
jumped forward and piano notes sounded uneven. JA:
"Once I'd grown accustomed to its lack of top-octave
energy, its lack of low frequencies, and its rather `boppy'
upper bass, the Klipsch RB-15 offered abasically wellbalanced sound at avery competitive price." (Vo127
No.2 WWW)
Nola (Alón) Li'l Rascal Mk.II: $595/pair
(stands necessary)
Two-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded loudspeaker has three strengths unusual in aspeaker of this
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size and price, according to BJR: lifelike dynamic passages; greater levels of detail resolution, transparency,
andnatural transient articulationtandalinearanduncolored mid/upper-bass region. It also got the midrange
right Current-production Mk.IIs are supplied with 1"wide felt diffraction rings around the circumference of
the tweeter dome. With the rings in place, the Li'l Rascal had amore balanced, musical, and involving overall presentation. The manufacturer will provide
diffraction rings to owners ofearly-production Li'l Rascals free of charge. (Vo126 No.12 WWW)
NHT SB-3: $600/pair (stands necessary)
BJR: "I had never been as impressed with abookshelf
speaker as Iwas with the NHT SB-3. It has an appealing tonal balance, does very little wrong, and, at its price
point, sets anew standard for bookshelf designs in the
areas of detail resolution, bass extension, and dynamic
articulation." Last Stand speaker stands add $200/pair.
(Vo125 No.11 WWW)
Polk LSi7: 5820/pair (stands necessary)
Ported, magnetically shielded, two-way miniature
using a1" ring-radiator tweeter. BJR noted four
areas in which the LW's performance excelled:
"1) Continuous and extended dynamic range on
all types of music, from the softest passages to the
loudest bombast... 2) Extraordinary retrieval of
detail and ambience. 3) Pinpoint image specificity
on awide, deep soundstage. 4) Detailed, extended,
airy, and natural high-frequency resolution." However, two areas of the speaker's timbrai personality (a thick mid-upper bass and aforward quality
in the upper midrange on certain instruments) will
require careful equipment and musical source
matching. (Vol.26 No.3 WWW)
Polk RTi4: 5320/pair (stands necessary)
(See BJR's review in this issue.)
PSBAlphaB:5249/pairEE$ (stands necessary)
With this, the third and latest version of the Alpha,
along-recommended two-way bass-reflex bookshelf speaker, Paul Barton has trickled down some
of the design and manufacturing innovations of his
more expensive Image Series. BJR was thrilled:
"The PSB is aclassic example of the benefits of
trickle-down technology in aserious high-end
speaker design." He found that the AlphaB "excelled
with vocals," presented "excellent articulation of
subtle transients and microdynamic inflections,"
and showcased superb detail resolution and lowlevel dynamic resolution. One caveat: "The PSB's
only real shortcoming was its limitations in highlevel dynamics on passages that had considerably
complex, highly modulated content, significant bass
energy, or both." Nonetheless, BJR was pleasantly
shocked: "Even now, considering again the quality
of construction and sound of these remarkable little boxes and checking the price yet again, I'm still
shaking my head." (Vo125 No.5 WWW)
Usher Audio Technology Compass X-719:
51000/pair (stands necessary)
The "drop-dead gorgeous" X-719 performed best with
delicate, simple acoustic music and bombastic, electronic rock recordings, while setting anew benchmark
for bookshelf speakers in terms of bass extension and
high-level dynamics. The X-719's bass was its most
striking feature: "Round, tight, well-defined, dramatic,
warm, supple, but slightly larger than life." In conjunction with its laid-back midrange, the forward perspective of the X-719's bass and treble regions could,
during certain "busy" recordings, create asense of disconnectedness, or aloss of coherence across the frequency spectrum. Matching RSW708 stands cost
$400/pair. (Vo127 No.5 WWW)
E
Infinity Primus 150: 5198/pair (stands
necessary) $55
The two-way, reflex-loaded, magnetically shielded
Primus 150 uses Infinity's proprietary Metal Matrix
Diaphragm drivers. The 150s boasted a"natural and
uncolored midrange" and amazing detail resolution
and low-level articulation for a$200/pair speaker.
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We wrote 'em.
Meridian began with analog stereo,
and we know it inside out.
Check out this stereo system from our new
G Series line, for example. GO8 upsampling CD player,
GO2 balanced analog preamp, and G56 stereo power amp.
Put them together with loudspeakers of your choice, and
you'll be listening to one of the hottest systems around.
Today, Meridian's CD players are more popular than ever. Listen
to the new G Series and you'll hear why. For more details, contact
your authorized dealer or installer, or visit us on the web.
Superb stereo from Meridian. Are you listening?
WorldRadioHistory

BOOTH ROYE) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.
8055 Troon Circle, Suite C,
Austell, GA 30168-7849, USA
Tel: 404.344.7111
Fax: 404.346.7111
vvwvv.meridian-audio.com
In Canada, contact:
Aralex Acoustics Ltd
www.aralex.com
Tel: 800.663.6732
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While upper bass was reproduced with "extraordinary
clarity and authority," low and midbass were inaudible.
At high volumes, high-level dynamics were limited.
BJR: "The Primus 150 has achieved astandard of performance at the $200-or-under price point that Idid
not think was possible... In the area of its greatest
strength, its midrange detail and low-level dynamic resolution, it sounded like a$1000/pair speaker." (Vo127
No.4 WWW)
Paradigm Atom v.3: $199/pair (stands
necessary)
Though he was abit put off by its very low price and
very small size, BJR was quickly set at ease by the Atom
v3's sound: "The entire midbass region, although a
touch warm and rounded, was well-defined and uncolored... The Atom's convincing reproduction extended
into the midbass region with no loss of definition,
weight, or impact." A second strength was "a level of
transient articulation, clarity, and naturalness in the
upper midrange and lower highs that reproduced percussion with starding realism."However,BJR confessed,
"Although the lower high frequencies were impressive,
the extreme top end seemed abit rolled off." He also
became aware of "a thick chestiness" in anarrow region
of the lower midrange. Nevertheless, "Congratulations
to Paradigm for setting anew benchmark for true audiophile performance that anyone can afford." Magnetic
shielding adds $20/pair. (Vo125 No.9 WWW)

E

Xhifi Xducer
$795
A small satellite-subwoofer speaker system for computers designed by Doug Goldberg. MF: "What [Mel
and Howard Schilling] have done with the Xducer 2.1
is to take abeautiful-loolcing JVC sat-sub system featuring aribbon tweeter in each organ-pipe-like satellite, and ahefty powered subwoofer that looks like
something Sonus Fabees Franco Serblin put together
on his day off, and given it to Goldberg to modify the
hell out of." Compared to the similar Acoustic Energy
AEG02, the Xducer was "somewhat britde on top" and
"a bit thumpy" down low, but seemed to resolve more
detail. (Vo127 No2)
Bohlender-Graebner Radia 520i, JBL K2 S9800,
Krell Resolution 1, Magnepan MMG, NHT Evolution 6, Paradigm Reference Studio/60 v.3 and Reference Studio/100 v.3, Totem Rainmaker, Triangle
Celius Es and Titus Es.
Deletions
Revel Performa M20, Triangle Celius and Titusand
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX, all replaced by new
versions not yet auditioned; Moth Audio Cicada and
Triangle Zerius 202 discontinued; Audio Physic Spark
III, B&W Nautilus 805, JBL Studio $38 II, Krell LAT1, MartinLpgan Prodigy, and Merlin VSM Millennium,
all not auditioned in too long atime.

SUBVVOOFERS
A

REL Studio III: $8995
This powered "sub-bass system" has an adjustable highpass filter and aDC-coupled 300W amplifier. "It truly
lives up to its billing as asub-ban system," WP said of
the Series II REL "And it seems to do so with speakers
that Ithought needed little or no bass reinforcement, as
well as with those that benefit from an extra half (or
even whole) octave of bottom end. But it does more
than that. It also makes your primary loudspeakers possess even more of those magical qualities you bought
them for: more airiness, more sense of space, more
magic." (Vo121 No.7, Studio II WWW; Vo127 No.10,
Studio III)
Velodyne Digital Drive DD-18: $4999
The servo-driven DD-18 has abuilt-in spectrum analyzer and eight-band digital equalizer, which allow the
sub's performance to be optimized for its owner's lis
tening room, and is one of the most expensive subwoofers on the market. LG's system gained tight, solid,
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bass reinforce me itt with a
w-dropping increases in definition in the deepest notes." The soundstage also gained
widthanddepth,whilespatialperspectivewasenhanced.
LG: "The combination of its computer installation program and its first-rate servo-controlled drive-unit make
it atrue breakthrough for aftermarket subwoofers."
(Vo127 No.6 WWW)
James EMB-1200: $2195
Weighing 75 lbs, the EMB-1200 measures 14.6" H by
146 W by 17.5" D. A 12" aluminum-cone passive radiator sits on the front baffle, driven by an internally
mounted 12" drivet LG: "The EMB-I200 delivered
ample deep bass while widening and deepening the
soundstage. It moved lots of air in my large listening
room, played awide range of music without favoring
any part of the bass region, and stayed out of the way of
the midbass and midrange." Lack of an integral highpass filter for the main speakers might be an issue in
music rather than home-theater systems, where the
processorprovides dot function. The simiLuEMB-1000
shares the larger EMB-1200's design and internal amplifier, but uses a10" driver and costs $600 less. (Vo127
No.9 WWW)
MartinLogan Depth: $1795
The "small, cost-effective, but mighty" Depth uses MI.'s
BalancedForce Technology, originally found in the
cost-no-object Statement E2 system: three 8" longthrow drivers are positioned so that vibrational forces
inside the cabinet tend to cancel, minimizing spurious
cabinet coloration. LG was surprised at what the relatively small and inexpensive Depth could do: "This
baby servo sub could move air, create pitch-perfect bass,
and blend well with such top-quality audiophile speakers as the Quad ESL-989 electrostatics." The Depth's
one weakness was that it was always "present" sonically, unable to "disappear" like some larger, more
expensive subwoofers can. (Vo127 No.8 WWW)
Paradigm Reference Servo-15: $1500-$1750,
depending on finish tr
This compact, self-powe red, servo-corrected subwoofer
has multiple control settings, and so offers numerous
setup options. LG says it is well-engineered and "gives
no sign of the distortion, overload, or bloat that is heard
with so many subwoofer units." He also says, "Combined with dynamic loudspeakers or dynamic satellite
speakers, it delivers borderline Class A sonics; Class B
with electrostatics." KR is currently using the Paradigm
with great success in his multichannel system. Price is
for black ash laminate; light cherry or rosewood adds
$250. (Vo122 No.8)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class C or D
subwoofers listed.
Revel Ultima Sub 30.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIE
A

Benchmark Media Systems DAC1: $850 SSS
Two headphonejadcs but only digital inputs rather than
analog. See "Digital Processors." (Vo126 No.7, Vol27
No.5 WWW)
Grace Design Model 901: $1495
For JM, this headphone amp was "one of the most 'gotta
have it' pieces of gear I've played with in adog's age."
Unusual in that it accepts digital inputs from 32kHz to
96kHz.JM: "The Grace 901 performed flawlessly... [Its]
essential sonic character was refreshingly rich and fullbodied, without being sludgy or 1ling detail." While
designed as aquality-control tool for mixing and mastering recordings, the 901 "lacks the frequency, temporal, or
cross-feed processing functions that other headphone
amps offer as means of trying to make the headphone listening experience more like listening to speakers in a
room."esmeasurementsindicatedthat24-bitdata"doesn't lower the noise floor by as much as the very best D/As
around... But the 901 is a) aheadphone amplifies; and b)
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its price is asmall fraction of those cost-no-object behemoths." (Vo126 Nos3 & 8WWW)
HeadRoom Corporation BlockHead: $3333
Using Sennheiser HD-600s with custom balanced
cables. J-10 found intimacy: "My involvement was
total... Through the BlockHead, there was an
absolute intimate sound delivered via awarm but
acutely dynamic, speedy, and hugely transparent
delivery that rocked my world... The sound was
dynamic, with terrific timing, great bass, afabulous,
rich, textured midrange, and extended, sweet highs.
The acoustic bass was smashing, powerful, and deep,
seeming to define the musical space in away that few
components can... The HeadRoom BlockHead
reached, for me, total and absolute headphone reference quality." JA agrees, and bought aBlockHead
to monitor his recordings. (Vo125 No.7 WWW)
HeadRoom Corporation Max: $1599 tr
Designed to take advantage of new surface-mount
parts, the Max is the finest headphone amp yet from
HeadRoom, says WP. While he found it fast, transparent, articulate, and unusually capable of exploiting the frequency extremes, he praised above all its
"coherent articulation of the essence of music...
With this amplifier and astate-of-the-art headphone such as the Sennheiser HD 600, dynamic
headphone technology has come of age" and "Electrostats no longer outperform their competition."
Same circuit, employing adifferent volume control,
is available in more utilitarian chassis as the MaxedOut Home HeadRoom for $999. Spring 2002 auditioning by JA continues the recommendation.
(Vol.20 Nos2 & 12, VoI21 No2 WWW)
Musical Fidelity X-CanV3: $450 $$$
The X-Can's circuitry is derived from the Tri-Vota
series, using apair ofECC88 tubes. ST: "Yes, it's much
better than the v2. Gone is the cylindrical chassis, its
volume control knob so small as to be almost ungrabbable... The amplifier sounds more pristine — more
resolution, more dynamic authority, with nary ahint
of hum." (Vo127 No.1)
Sugden HeadMaster: $995
The HeadMaster headphone amp also works as a
"very fine" active preamp, and has aremote volume
control and three line-level inputs. Paired with SF's
Sennheiser HD600s, the HeadMaster brought forth
a"rich and full-bodied" sound. Using it as apreamp
to drive Cary CAD-805C monoblocks, ST found
the sound was "superb — tubelike, with no solidstate hardness or harshness." May take the edge off
an otherwise bright- or thin-sounding system.
(Vol27 No.8)
Grado SR125: $150 $5$
BJR: "The SR125 is aneutral, detailed, and warmsounding headphone...with extended frequency
extremes, wide dynamic range, and the ability to
sound natural at awide range of volume levels." It
was in their use as playback monitors that BJR found
how truly special they could be: "Not for one instant
were they aurally or physically fatiguing. They were
simultaneously musical and revealing ofevery nuance
Irecorded, but were amazingly comfortable on my
head — more so than any headphone I've ever used."
In BJR's opinion, the highest bang for the buck in the
Grado line. (Vo125 No.6 WWW)
HeadRoom Corporation Supreme: $449
$5$
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on aproprietary surface-mount module and featuring switchable intrachannel cross-feeding and time delay to render headphone listening to
stereo programs less artificial-sounding. The effect of
this is surprisingly subtle in A/B comparisons, but
proves much less fatiguing in long-term listening sessions. Includes atreble-boost switch. Drives dynamic
headphones to high levels with authority and excellent clarity, without this being associated with any
brightnessJAboughtaSupreme to drive hisSennheiser
HD 580s, with which it makes avery musical-sound-
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mg combination. His subsequent auditioning of the
$549 Cosmic version suggests that it is, indeed, cosmic. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2, Vol.19 No.7, VoI21 No2
WWW; see also WP's review ofthe $129 HeadRoom
Traveler Bag in Vol.18 No.10 WWW.)
Grado SR60: $69 $55 str
The SR60 offers arather dark-toned balance, with a
full bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange, however. Uncomfortable. (Vol.17
Nos.6 & 10 WWW)
Shure E3c: $179
Lightweight, sound-isolating, in-ear headphones. Treble was naturally balanced and clean, and, as long as
there was an airtight seal, low frequencies were impressively full. JA: "Shure's E3c headphones are comfortable, sound great, and are an excellent value." An ideal
companion to the Apple iPod. Also included: Personal
Fit Kit with three sizes of flex and ultra-soft flex sleeves,
one pair of foam sleeves, and anylon carrying case.
Extra foam sleeves, $2120/20; extra ultra-soft flex
sleeves, $1160/10. (Vo127 No.5 WWW)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D headphones listed.
HeadRoom BitHead portable amplifier, Sennheiser
HD650 and Sony MDR-7506 headphones, Shure E5c
and Ultimate Ears in-the-ear 'phones.
Deletions
Sennheiser HI) 600 and HD 580 replaced by new
models not yet reviewed; Stax Omega 007 and Omega
717 not auditioned in along time.

ST discovered, but was "plenty loud for atypical office,
and, ultimately, loud enough for me." He heard "a richness, awarmth, agenerosity of tone, and aclarity that
made for enjoyable listening. Iwas never fatigued." A
"bit boomy, but pleasantly so," says JA. AD connected
the Model One's record-out jack to his preamp inputs,
then muted its speaker. Matching the Tivoli with a
RadioShack 15-2163 FM antenna, he found that "the
combination has been nothing short of wonderful in
my system: aflexible, great-sounding monophonic
source for acombined price ofonly $124." (Vo124 No3,
Vo127 No.7 WWW)
Magnum Dynalab MD-206.

FM ANTENNAE
Editor's Note: No indoor antenna can compete with
agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna, but
because apartment dwellers often don't have achoice,
we list the following indoor models that we have found
to work well: AudioPrism 8500 ($499, Vol.14 No.6),
AudioPrism 7500 ($299, Vol.12 No.5), Magnum
Dynalab 205 FM Booster ($350, Vol.10 No.6),
RadioShack amplified indoor FM antenna ($29.99,
Vol.19 No.11), RadioShack 15-2163 FM antenna (Vo127
No.7), and Fanfare FM-2G ($99, Vo120 No.12). Outdoor antennae we have reviewed and recommended
are the Antenna Performance Specialties Sniper ($595)
and Antenna Performance Specialties APS- 13 FM
($199), the original versions of which were reviewed
in Vol.19 No.3.

FM TUNERS
A
Fanfare FT-1A: $1.595
The FT-1A improves on the earlier FT-1 in its ability to scan both up and down the FM dial in stereo
mode by remote, and in its use of firmware that
allows easy field upgrades. Like the previous model,
the tuner is analog-tuned with adigital frequency
display and achoice of wide or narrow IF bandwidths. Listening tests revealed that the FT-1A gave
up none of the FT-1's strengths, including excellent
sensitivity, good quieting, and thoroughly musical
sonics. (Vo124 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 108: $5850 tr
"Gets [radio stations] even after they've signed off,"
marveled DAS. Tuner offers balanced mode, the sound
of which, he thought, "did justice to the finest FM stations. In unbalanced mode, the audio quality had less
refinement but was still very good." 1.5dB capture ratio
is "adequate for all but the most stubborn cases,"
although sensitivity in Super-Narrow bandwidth posifion was lower than spec. Stereophiles "Analog Source
of 1997." (Vo120 No.5)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class B or C
FM tuners listed.

D

Tivoli Audio Model Two stereo table radio:
$159.99
just like the Model One, but on "stereo-oids," the
Model Two uses the same 3" speaker and the same
vernier tuning dial, but adds adedicated Aux position. Its AM reception is slightly better than the original's, though still not great. ST: "If you want the best
AM radio possible, you should probably tune elsewhere." He sums up: "Non-fatiguing - perhaps contoured to boost the upper bass alittle and roll off the
treble, but okay by me. Nuts to neutrality, especially
in what is basically aradio." He admires the Model
Two for what it is, and for not pretending to be what
it isn't. (Vo125 No.4)
Tivoli Audio Model One table radio: $99.99 *
"The Tivoli Model One is aradio stripped to its essentials: no stereo, no station memories, no remote control, no tone controls," said ST This design from the
late Henry Kloss didn't like being played very loud,
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COMPLETE AUDIO
SYSTEMS
A

Linn Knekt Kivor hard-disk multizone music
system: custom pricing dependent on
configuration
The Kivor comprises the Tunboks hard-disk server and
the Oktal multichannel DAC. Like the Tunboks, the
Oktal can be used in standalone fashion in asingle system or in conjunction with the Linn ICivor Tunboks and
Intersekt control center in acomplete Linn Knekt multizone system. A slighdy lightweight balance but afreedom from treble grain and asoundstage that was wide
and deep, JA found. However, there were acouple of
inconveniences: "The only way Icould get the Oktal to
recognize an S/PDIF input was to unplug the RJ-45
jack... Icouldn't get it to lock on to adatastream with a
96kHz sample rate." The Tunboks can store an astounding 57 days, 7hours ofuncompressed CD-quality music.
"In theory," notedJA, "it should be possible to port those
files from my PC to the limboks via its USB or Ethernet jacks. In practice -at least for now - the only way
Icould get those files into the Timboks was to burn them
as uncompressed WAV files on to CD-Rs, then rip them
with the Tunboks, subjecting them to asecond round of
MPS encoding.. and potentially further degrading the
sound quality." Nevertheless, as part of the Knekt system, he found that the Tunboks offered both "access and
quality." (Vo124 No.I2WWW)

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
A

Rives Audio PARC analog parametric
equalizer: $3200
Of this two-channel, three-band parametric equalizer
with Parametric Adaptive Room Compensation
(PARC), KR said, "the PARC was completely transparent in both the critical midrange and the revealing
treble range," while in the lower midrange and bass,
"the PARC was changing the sound, as intended." Deep
male voices were "always firmer, better defined har-
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monically and spatially, and easier to distinguish musically." Large and complex passages of music were also
improved: "I realized that, although there was no sapping of energy, there was agreatly enhanced facility to
hear more of what was going on within the orchestra.
PRaT (Pace, Rhythm, and Timing) fans will appreciate
what PARC does to delineate the pulse and meter of
the music." One ofStereophile's2003 "Joint Accessories."
(Vo126 No.7 WWW)
Spread Spectrum Technologies Trinaura
processor: $1500
An all-analog box with asub-80Hz subwoofer output
and aselectable high-pass filter designed to eliminate the
"cross-coupled error signals" that, while needed for twochannel reproduction, create spurious directional cues,
especially when one is not sitting rigidly in the central
sweet spot. With the SST in his system, KR felt less constrained to sit in his "serious listening position." Overall,
the Trinaural was "consistendy satisfying with awide variety of two-channel music" and offered a"subjective
improvement in the bass." KR: "The Trinaural processor
significantly improved most recordings while enhancing
the spatial presentation, and had no real deficiencies."
(Vo127 No.9 WWW)
Z-Systems rdp-1 reference: $5000 *
A digital preamp, but, as KR points out, "a flexible
and friendly parametric equalizer" as well. "The best
way to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source
material. The tone control for the digital age." However, he cautioned, it is not auniversal Band-Aid.
"While the rdp-1 can modify the amplitude response
of [a] speaker, it cannot correct phase interactions
between drivers, nor can it change the radiation pattern of [a] speaker." But used judiciously, "it is avaluable tool." After making it his 1998 "Editor's Choice,"
JA bought one of the review samples and uses it to
apply judicious EQ when he masters Stereophile
recordings. (Vol.21 No.7 WWW)
Deletions
TacT RCS 2.0 no longer available.

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES
Audio Research Tube Damping Rings: $3.95
each tr
Damping rings for all AR products are now available to
the public at large. They're made of aproprietary polymer material that converts kinetic energy to heat, and
their improvements are not subde, exclaims Bp.: tighter,
cleaner, deeper, more dynamic bass; more coherent transient attacks; crisper, more extended highs; plus
"improvements in the reproduction ofsubde gradations
of low-level dynamics." Give 'em awhirl - the cost is
minimal. (Vo123 No2, Vo126 No.8)
Audiodharma Cable Cooker v.2.5: $649
Breaks in virtually every kind of cable there is in order
to "enrich and warm up" its sound. MF found the Cable
Cooker to alleviate new cables' "objectionable constriction and brittleness." He said, "I don't know how
many audiophiles would be willing to drop $649 on a
cable break-in device, but any audiophile club ought to
consider it. For areviewer, the Cable Cooker is essential." (Vo124 No.12)
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer RFI/EMI detector:
$199.95 tr
An "electronic detective in the campaign to eliminate
noise," said Chief Willis. "Simply plug it in and turn up
the volume - its small built-in loudspeaker will reveal
where your problem outlets are." Then you can turn to
AudioPrism's QuietLine Parallel AC line filter for acure.
"A must-own product, period," says BD. "10-4," adds .110. (Vo121 No.12)
AudioQuest binding-post wrench: $10.00 tr
A great idea improved - similar to the original Postman, but with ametal sleeve reinforcing the sockets.
(Vo120 No.9)
Caig ProGold Wipes: $19.95/50ct
For cleaning electrical connections, available from
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°432&V'431

DUAL-11f0N0 POINER AMPUHERS

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson amplifiers have impressed music lovers worldwide with their
precise balance of power, finesse and beauty. The new N'400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers
carry on that tradition with better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they
replace. Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N°431, and N°432 dual-mono
amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies and balanced voltage gain circuitry that
allows them to generate amore precise signal with less noise.
Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of the music with astounding confidence,
dynamics and ease while critical midrange performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N°433, triple-mono amplifier later this year adds multi-channel system capability
to this impressive series. All three models carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson
apart from all others.

Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference abalanced
proach to design can make.

‘‘
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www.markertek.com. JM: "A small but powerful
stocking-stuffer... You'll feel like apro!" (Vo125
No.12 WWW)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $99*
.Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation
for those whose video systems have hum problems.
A splitter version is available for $149. (Vol.15 No2,
Vo124 No.6)
Shakti electromagnetic stabilizer: $230 te
Passive componentcontainingpassive circuitsintended
to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by active
audio gear. J-10 and WP found them effective to varying degrees, depending on the components they were
used with. J-10 discovered that "focus, transparency,
clarity, and speed were better, as was the sense ofpace."
RD found that the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II
sounded better-less upper-midrange grain -with
the Shako placed on the chassis above the transformer.
WP uses them on his power amps, but cautions that
using too many in asystem will close it down and make
it sound dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 4; see also "Industry
Update" in Vo121 No.4)
Sound Alignment Systems by Checkpoint P770 laser alignment tool: $210 tr
"The ideal device for positioning speakers," RD said
energetically, agreeing with LB that it should be "in
the tool chest of every audiophile who wants to get
the best sound from loudspeakers." It's easy to use just turn it on, hold it against the speaker's front panel,
then adjust the speaker's position until the "appropriate toe-in and vertical orientation are obtained" and is much more effective than "eyeballing the
speaker from the listening position." (Vo121 Nos.1 &
11, Vo124 No.8 WWW)
Stabilant 22 contact enhancer: $28.95/5m1
bottle
Used to increase the reliability of contacts, available
from www.posthorn.com. JM: "An initially nonconductive complex block polymer liquid that, under the
influence of electricity, becomes conductive. Furthermore, it does not cross-link to form sludge. Pretty
nifty!" (Vo125 No.12 WV/W)
Thor Audio The Phono-Burn: $350 tr
An MF fave. "Burns in phono stage and entire systems for those who can't wait, and especially for
reviewers of analog gear."Just plug it into aCD player
and your phono section, set the player on Repeat for
either the MM or MC CD track, and let it cycle for
aday or so. If the phono section is connected to your
system, it can also "burn in" your entire system, MF
pointed out. "No audiophile club should be without one." (Vol.21 No.10)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $93.80/4 or $22.40
each tr
The best, although the original steel locking collett,
now replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. WBT
0144 RCA plugs cost $80/4. Distributed in the US by
Kimber 'Cable. Both now include acomplete set of
strain-relief ferrules and alength of WBT 4% silver
solder, hence the price change. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.12 No.9.)

POWER-LINE
ACCESSORIES
AcousticZen Gargantua IIAC cable: $1488/6ft
PB: "Optimized for low resistance and loop inductince,[this is] abig, stiff mutha that is acomplete pig to
muscle into place... The Gargantuas let the Lamm
M2.1 and Halcro dm58 power amplifiers show exceptional dynamic response against abackground of utter,
grainless quietwhik allowing the distinctive sonic character of each amp to speak dearly... The Gargantua is
not cheap, but its performance put it into the company
ofthe best power cords on the market." Longer lengths
cost $160/ft extra; less $80/ft for shorter cable. (Vol.26
No.1 WWW)
Audience powerChord: $379/6ft
"The wonderfully flexible powerChord, too, was a
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winner, significantly cleaning up the sound by lowering the noise floor, openingup the space between instruments, and significantly improving the system's
resolution of low-level and inner detail." Though BD's
reference, Synergistic Research's AC Master Coupler,
offered better senses of space and ambience, the Audience was very nearly as good and much easier to use.
(Vo125 No.8 WWW)
Audio Power Industries Power WedgeUltra 116
power conditioner: $1589 *
WP described this balanced AC line conditioner as a
"well-built, intelligently thought-out solution to the
problems of power-line-borne noise and the vagaries
of ground-loop hum." Though he cautioned that you
shouldn't look for any line filter to compensate for alagging component, if your system is refined enough, the
116 "can take it to an even greater resolution." In this
context, it got his emphatic recommendation. (Vo122
No.4 WWW)
AudioPrism LF-1 MkJI Quiedine Parallel AC
line filter: $224.95/8 er
An important step in the war against noise. According
to BW, these devices look like AC adapters minus the
wires, and contain "extremely effective noise-suppression circuitry that works by shunting all the noise to the
'neutral' side of the power line." In his house, all noise
"vanishedinstandyas soonastheQuietLinewasplugged
in." For best results, use the LF-1 on the same circuit as
the offending device. (VoI21 No.12)
Equi=Tech 2Q: $2689
Equi=Tech Q650: $1279
Two high-resolution bifilar-wound isolation transformers with magnetic and Faraday shielding. The
Q650 is designed to be used with low-current-draw
front-end components. CS: "Everything sounded
smoother and quieter, with blacker backgrounds which set off tonal colors in bold relief. Images were
more centered and resolved. The bass was tighter
and more tuneful, more forward and detailed, with
greater authority and scale - which contributed to
arealistic sense of rhythm and pace." The high-current-capacity 2Q features 20A/120V input with a
Hubbell plug inlet, ground-fault protection, re-set
circuitry, two unswitched outlets, and four analog
and four filtered digital AC receptacles. CS: "Lowfrequency extension was simply phenomenal, with
greater scale, authority, harmonic body, and liquidity... My amp sounded as if it had significantly more
power, dynamic headroom, and speed." (Vol.26
No.6 WWW)
JPS Labs Aluminata: $3499
A no-compromise (but stupid-priced, according
to JA) power cord that confers dramatic performance enhancements on any high current device
(such as power amps), says CS, who found it made
his amps sound more dynamic and more efficient,
while providing asolid foundation for the deepest, most convincing soundstaging imaginable. A
must-audition product for owners of the priciest
most demanding muscle amps, summed up Stern.
"Dead black quiet, like most JPS cables," sums up
KR, pointing out that that's "all for the best in a
power cable." (NR, but see CS's VTL review in
Vol.2 5No.11)
JPS Labs The Digital AC Cable: $349
Uses "very-high-purity" stranded copper conductors,
insulated to a300V rating and said to contain aspecial
compound that absorbs and dissipates high-frequency
energy. AD: "The Digital AC endowed the music with
abetter sense of flow and asmoother, more 'liquid'
presentation... The sound was more open.. with an
easier, more natural sense of movement from note to
note... The performance as awhole also seemed more
dramatic and, in some spots, downright louder." He
purchased The Digital AC to use with his Sony SACD
player. (Vol.26 No.4 WWW)
&tuber PowerHord 10: $10/ft, plus $120 for
termination tr
ST uses Kimber Kords throughout his system, and noted
tremendous differenceswithaJadisDefy-7.Buttry before
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you buy, he warns. (NR)
Monster Power AVS 2000 Automatic Voltage
Stabilizer: $1499.95
A computer-controlled Variac transformer that holds
the output voltage within 1% of 120V, the AVS 2000
relieves the stress put on component's circuitry. CS
preferred the effect the AVS 2000 had on his frontend gear opposed to that it had on his amplifiers:
"Despite impressive improvements in midrange detail
and resolution, Ifound Iwasn't getting as much of a
sense of the frequency extremes, particularly heft and
body in the deep bass, as Idid when the amplifiers
were plugged directly into the wall current." However,
when plugging the AVS 2000 into his front-end components, Chip noted, "There was greater resolution
on every level - the overall presentation was clearer
and more open, with greater precision and definition,
less grunge." LG is also afan. (Vol.26 No.6 WWW)
PS Audio P300 Power Plant: $1245 tr
Described as a"regenerative ACsynthesizet"the Power
Plant is atwo-clfannel, class-A/B bipolar balanced
design with twin transformers - essentially, an audio
power amp with a(variable) single-frequency output
and aregulated output voltige. It is intended for use
with source components at amaximum load of 200W
RD was much smitten: "The benefits.. were such that
it took areal effort of will...to take it out of the system."
The most striking effect was in the upper midrange and
above, which was "stripped of 'electronic' overlay...
Recordings old and new sounded fresher, more immediate - more like real music." Other pluses: enhanced
resolution, greater depth, better pace'n'rhythm. Raising
the AC frequency (50-120Hz available) produced "a
startling sonic improvement" that improved the sound
of every component RD tried with the P300. Runs hot,
he warned, but gets his vote for Stereophdes "2000 Accessory of the Year." JA is equally impressed, finding that
the P300 illuminated the slightly gray presentation of
the Mark Levinson No380S (which the No32 Reference avoids with internal AC regeneration)."I can now
live with the '380S for awhile longer," he sighed. Ease
and liquidity seduced his ear and backgrounds were
more black. RD says of the MultiWave update that it
"makes such adifference that Iconsider it amandatory
option well worth the extra $250." (Vo122 No.12, Vo123
Nos.5 & 12 www)
PS Audio Power Port Classic AC receptacles:
$50 each
Uses terminal screws made of silicon bronze and internal contacts made of "high-purity" brass plated with
15 coats of polished nickel. All of the AC receptacles
in AD's home that feed hi-fi components have been
upgraded to PSA Power Ports. He heard "stronger
musicandblackersilence,withaslightoverallimprovement in listening ease."BJR agreed:"The system reproduced far more midrange inner detail and delicacy.
The improved dynamic range of the system was staggering. The system's noise floor seemed to have been
lowered significantly... High-level dynamic slam
seemed effortless... The lower bass seemed extended
by another half-octave." And JA: "The apparent lowering of the electrical noise floor [from clean AC] is
addictive." (Vol.26 No.11, Vo127 No.3 WWW)
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet: $299
"For those unfortunate souls whose audio systems are
still powered by AC as it comes out of the wall socket,"
wrote RD, "I recommend PS Audio's Standard Ultimate Outkt as the least expensive product that demonstrates the audible benefits of PSA's approach to
power-line conditioning." With the Standard UO,
transient crispness was heightened, dynamics were
increased, the focus of images within the soundstage
was improved, and the music, in general, became more
involving. Upgrading to the $399 High Current UO
brought greater improvements to dynamics, deepened
the soundstage, and increased bass clarity. (Vol.24
No.12 WWW)
Shunyata Anaconda Alpha AC cord: $1995
Shunyata Anaconda vX AC cord: $1995
The top models in Shunyata's PowerSnakes line, the
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RECOMMENDED COMPONENT1
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Anaconda Alpha (7 gauge, 45A) and the Anaconda
vX (9 gauge, 35A) use cryogenically treated CDA101 copper, apatented winding geometry, and handbraided conductors. The vX, intended for use with
digital and visual electronics and recording equipment, fills thejacket with Fe-Si-1002 noise-reduction
compound for the absorption of electromagnetic
noise. "Vaporized" fine layers of haze and noise,
thought PB, while providing greater dynamics and
detail resolution. MF is also abig fan. (Vo127 Nos.1
& 8WWW)
Shunyata Research Hydra 8: $1995
The Hydra Model 8is an entirely passive device that
has eight cryogenically treated, silver Shunyata Venom
outlets - two digital-specific, two analog-specific on the rear panel of its hermetically sealed, boxwithin-a-box aluminum case. Fe-Si-1002 noisereduction compound fills the space between the two
boxes and is said to absorb electromagnetic noise.
With the Hydra 8in his system, PB noted "quieter
backgrounds and inter-transient silences, and amore
relaxed and organized presentation." "The best I've
heard!" adds MF, finding in his review of the Musical
Fidelity kWP-kW combo that the Hydra 8proved to
be "the real key to musical satisfaction," smoothing
out the highs, tightening the bass, and adding cohesion to the overall presentation. "An amazing product," he concluded, "mysteriously good." PB agrees,
adding that he wouldn't be without his Hydra 8.
(Vo127 Nos.1 & 8WWW)
Siltech Classic SPX-30: $600/m, $112
additional 0.25m
(See PB's review in this issue.)
Synergistic Research Reference AC Master
Coupler X2: $675/5ft, with Mini-Power
Coupler
"Brings out the best in whatever components you
hook it up with," declaresJ-10 of the AC Master Coupler X. "Lets the music through more effortlessly."
More expensive Master Coupler,-$1800 for 5'! is stiff and unwieldy, but one of the best out there,
sayq-10. Particularly suited to amplifiers and for other
high-current applications. The more expensive
Designers' Reference Master Coupler, ($2000/5ft.)
is aJ-10 favorite. (Vo124 No.11)
Deletions
Electra Glide Fatboy and Reference, and Wireworld
Silver Electra Series 5AC cables not auditioned in a
long time.

STANDS, SPIKES,
FEET, & RACKS
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
spikes on which to rest the spealcer, or some secure
clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height
when combined with your particular speakers (correct height can be anything from what you like best to
the manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit
integration). Though Stereophile hasn't reviewed
speaker stands, it's not because we think they're unimportant - for speakers that need stands, every dollar
spent on good stands is worth $5 when it comes to
sound quality. Brands we have found to offer excellent performance are Arcici Rigid Riser, Merrill (see
Vol.18 No.1, p39), Sound Anchor, Sanus Systems Steel
and Reference, and Linn. (Sound Anchor also makes
an excellent turntable stand, reports TJN.) Interface
material between the speaker and the stand top plate
is critical: Inexpensive Blu-Tack seems to reduce the
amplitude of cabinet resonances the most (see Vol.15
No.9, p.162 WWW).
Audio Points by Star Sound Technologies:
$49.99-$99.99/set of 3
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Highly polished point of solid milled brass, claimed to
have been developed along the theories of Coulomb
Friction, transfer resonant energy through the virtual
point away from the component. 28 sizes and thread
combinations available. (NR)
Audio Selection Cones (formerly German
Acoustics): $11 each te
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: Small (2.5min),
$59.95/3; Large (3.3nun), $89.95/3
Squishy, nonreactive polymer balls with plastic cups are
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation.
(NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Big Feet: $79/4 tr
Now in amore reactive formulation in bright blue, these
feet are the best means of isolating components from
vibration. (NR)
Asirios MIB component supports: $299/3
RD highly recommends these footers. Of the latest 1.2 version, he writes, "Do everything the originals did, but leveling is much less critical." (Vol.24
No.5)
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones: $20
each er
"Expensive, but very effective," according toJ-10. WP
and JA, who generally use these whenever they need
to support electronic components, agree. (Vol.21
No.6)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf: $440-$875
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex,
this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed
WP with a"marked increase in perceived silence" when
placed under equipment. He also noted that low-level
musical information became more prominent with the
support in his system. J-10: "Transparency was greatly
enhanced, coupled to agreater sense of air and original
acoustic." WP maintains that when he "wants to really
hear what acomponent is doing - as free as possible
from the effects of its environment-it ends up on The
Shelf" (Vol.19 No2, Vo121 No.6)
Boltz CD 600 storage rack: $269
Boltz LP shelves: $529 for athree-shelf unit;
each additional shelf: $149 tr
Surfing the Net (www.boltz-usa.com), MF found
these do-it-yourself racks: each is 48" high, 24" wide,
just 6" deep, and holds 600 CDs! You can double or
triple the capacity with the expansion kits, and the
racks are now available pre-assembled. Now available
as equipment racks, TV stands, and LP shelves. MF
bought the LP rack, which consists of aheavy base
and three shelves; additional shelves (3' wide by 10"
deep) run $159 each, and you can stack 'em to the ceiling! "Really well-made and incredibly sturdy,"
reported The Analog One. Free shipping. (Vo122
No.11, Vo124 No.1)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $129 er
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder
product that damps out floor and air-borne vibrations,
MF said. WP agrees. Originally called Air Mass 1.
(Vol.20 No.2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1
equipment stand: $1895 tr
Bright Star Audio Big Rock 1: $199 tr
Bright Star Audio Little Rock IIsolation Pod:
$165 tr
Bright Star Mini-Rock F VPI isolation base:
$144 er
Avery effective isolation system for control ofunwanted
vibrational energy. Individual components float on a
sand bed for energy dissipation, and are weighted down
with the Little Rock to minimize spurious vibrations.
'Thepayoffis enhancedresolution ofthemusiesnuances,
says DO. RN adds that this system consistently tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency, and smooths
treble hash and grain. The Bright Star TNT Big Rock
is a$275 sand table specially sized to support the TNT.
WP, MF, BD, and BJR all use one under their VPIs, as
they provide astable surface and offer such sonic ben-
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efits as alower noise floor and increased bass. The MiniRock Fis specially sized for use under the TNT's flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18 No.11, Mini-Rock F; Vo120
No.4, TNT Big Rock.)
Bright Star Rack of Gibraltar 2equipment
stand: $2450 et
Rigid, super-stable platform for audio equipment,
and the "carrier" for the Ultimate Isolation System:
air-base (Air Mass) and sand-filled damping platform
(Big Rock) makes a"sandwich" of sorts. The Gibraltar 2, with its two-wide, three-high, widely spaced,
large shelves, isn't quite ready for MoMA and boasts
no neon lights, but "in its simplicity and quality it's
attractive, even elegant," said BD. He recalled Louis
Henri Sullivan, who immortalized the phrase "form
ever follows function." Suitable for turntables,
superbly built, and the best BD has ever used. (Vo123
No.5 WWW)
Bright Star Ultimate TNT Isolation System:
$1060 er
Simple, affordable, effective isolation system for the
VPI TNT that combines astatic pneumatic isolation
mount with mass loading. WP noted that "high frequencies seemed clearer, less smeared - harmonics
leapt off strings and floated independent of the fundamental. Bass sounded more deep and taut, especially
sustained notes or anything in the bottom two octaves
of the piano." BD agrees, finding that the Isolation System lowers the TNT's (already low) background noise,
resulting in subtle but noticeable improvements in
image dimensionality, ambience, and inner detail.
(Vo120 No.7)
Golden Sound DH Cones, Squares, and Pads tr
With the Cones alone, J-10 "noted alift in overall transparency, with aslightly tighter focus." Using the Squares
alone, "the sound was softer than the Cone/Square
combo.. but nevertheless got high marks for asweet
and pleasant presentation." And in combination? "The
highs and upper midrange were beautiful and open, the
midrange had just the right amount ofjuice, the lower
midrange wasn't boomy at all, and the bass extension
was excellent" ST is also afan, particularly of the Pads,
which "wrought quite an improvement in sound under
my Cary SE300Bs." Super Cones, $100/set of 3;Jumbo
Cones, $70/set of 3; Large, $50/set of 3; Medium,
$40/set of 3; Small, $20/set of 3. Squares, $30/set of 3,
$40 set of 4; Super Pads, $250 (19" by 17" by Yz" thick);
Golden Sound Pads, $150 (12;4" by 17 1
/
2 by le thick);
Acoustic Discs, $120/set of 12. (Vo120 Nos.11 & 12,
Vo124 No.5)
Grand Prix Audio Monaco equipment stands:
$2710-$4850
Despite their stylish, lightweight design, afour-shelf
Monaco stand can carry up to 150 lbs per shelf, for a
maximum total load of 500 lbs. PB: "More than anything else, the Monaco brought asense of focus and a
difficult-to-explain sense ofcahn" to the sound ofeverything he placed on them. Loading the hollow stainlesssteel columns with lead shot produced another
incrementofimprovement:"Backgrounds became quieter, low-level detail retrieval improved markedly, and
dynamic contrasts took on greater subtlety and sharper
contrasts." Using separate isolation footers under components only "muddled things," providing evidence of
the "fundamental soundness of the GPA approach to
vibration control." The amp stand is expensive but
"works as promised and looks cool too," decided MF.
A 3-shelf system costs $2710; 4-shelf system, $3795; 5shelf system, $4850; base module, $1750; short or tall
module, $1100; amplifier stand, $1175; Formula Shelf
Carbon-fiber/Kevlar composite shelf, $850. (Vo124
No.Z amp stand; Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Lovan Classic II Modular Racks: $484-$672
based on shelf size and board color er
An elegantly simple, adaptable, and absolutely rigid
rack design consisting of spiked three- or five-footed
modules designed for stability and for stacking in combinations of high- and low-height modules. Supporting columns can be filled for additional stability. KR's
double-width AVR rack shelves needed alayer ofDyna-
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in any system." Full kit with speaker cables and interconnects costs $4500. (Vol.27 No2 WWW)
Nordost Valhalla: $3300/m pair, with RCA
termination; balanced (XLR) configuration,
$60 extra; additional length, $1000/m
Although these cables are "insanely expensive," BD
was sure that you'll love what they do for your system. Images were detailed, distinct, and densely
filled-in and three-dimensional. The soundstage
moved out farther than BD had ever experienced.
However, while it was obvious that the Valhallas were
special, it was also obvious that they had adistinct
tonal signature. BD wrote, "The system always had
alighter, drier sound with the Nordost — the tonal
balance was shifted slightly upward, and the overall
presentation was atouch cooler than with other
wires." RD: "Expensive, but, boy, are they good!"
(Vo124 No.11 WWW)
PureSilverConnection(PSC)PST8:$450/1m
pair tr
Balancedinterconnects featuring solid, silver-plated6N
copper and round conductors. LG reported that they
reduced system hum problems and were "highly recommended'" (NR)
Siltech Classic SQ-110: $2100/1m pair, $412.50
additional 0.25m
(See PB's review in this issue.)
Stereovox SEI-600: $2500/1m pair
Designed by digital cable guru Chris Sommovigo, the
veryeapensiveSEI-600is terminated withthe elegantly
chunky, serially engraved Xhadow RCA connectors.
JM: "Every technical aspect of this cable is distinctive,
from the elliptical solid-core multi-strand geometry
through insulators, shields, terminations, and the outer
covering, anostalgic braid of black fabric... Stereovox
cables avoid the sense of sterility or coolness that often
comes with extraordinary focus and detail. Indeed,
there seem to be no tradeoffs in midrange liquidity
and richness." (Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling X2:
$299/1m pair, with Active Shielding
interconnects with Mini-Power Coupler
With the Alpha Sterling's Active Shielding engaged,
CS became suddenly aware of "a wealth of spatial
cues — stupefying dimensions of soundstage layering. The heightened sense of dimensionality was
intoxicating." And with the Mini-Power Coupler,
CS found the soundstage to extend beyond the rear
wall, "conveying greater depth and dimensionality."
(Vol.24 No.11)
SynergisticResearchDesigners'ReferenceX2:
$2250/1m pair, with Mini-Power Coupler;
$500/pair each additional 0.5m tr
These interconnects do everything superbly, says BD,
who found that they're essentially neutral in terms of
tonal balance and dynamics across the frequency spectrum.Particularareas ofexcellence,hesumsup,include
arealistic balance of inner detail and coherence, image
dimensionality, and ambience recovery. J-10 agrees,
noting that the Synergistic is "wideband, ultradynamic
(micro'n'macro), colorful, harmonic, detailed, [with]
lots of air in ahuge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup
demidrange resolution and texture, land] highs as sweet
as your equipment can dish out." However, he did find
it "a touch biased toward the large-gestured and grand
rather than the small and well-formed." J-10 reports a
ignificant improvement in refinement and power
handling with aMaster Control Center and Active
Shielding. CS found that adding Active Shielding
"seemed both to illuminate and deepen the soundstage and generally firm things up." mimbres were
"more natural.. with enhanced bass energy, which
translated into deeper, more holographic soundstaw,
ing, greater front-to-back imaging and focus.. and
greater retrieval of ambient information and microdynamics." (Vo121 Nol, Vo124 No.11)
SynergisticResearchResolutionReferenceX2
(Active Shielding): $1000/1m pair; $350 each
additional 0.5m
CS declares, "If Discrete Shielding represented asig-
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nificant improvement in the performance of [Synergistic's] old Resolution Reference Mk.I1 interconnects,
then the upgrade to Active Shielding is profound. Imagine your soundstage illuminated from within, as if you
were used to filtering white light through aprism and
getting the three primary shades, whereas now you've
got dozens of different hues and colors no one knows
the names of" He was also overheard muttering about
soundstage layering of "stupefying" dimensions. CS
reports similar results with the speaker cable, and
promises more later. (NR)
DiMarzio, Silversmith Audio.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Acoustic Zen Satori Shotgun: $1188/8ft pair
The all-copper Satori Shotgun has atotal gauge 7
AWG. PB: "If the [Acoustic Zen Silver Reference II]
represented astunning bargain, the Satori Shotgun
took the concept of value into another universe...
Deep, taut, articulate bass? Check. A harmonically
rich but uncolored midrange? Double check. Smoothness, purity, and world-class extension on top? Triple
check. At times there seemed as if there was just a
dash of silvery mellowness on top, but the Satori Shotgun never seemed to impede the retrieval of low-level
detail on reverb trails, cymbal strokes, brushed snare
drums, or the sheen ofmassed violins." Longer lengths
cost $100/ft extra; less $50 for shorter lengths. (Vo126
Nol WWW)
Alpha-Core Python MI2: $287/8ft biwire
pair *
BD: "Of all the Alpha-Cores, the Python MI2 speaker
cables sounded the most like abudget cable... Unlike the
interconnects, the MI2's tonal balance was somewhat to
the warm, dark side of neutral. Their bottom end was
full and powerful, but lacked abit of dynamic snap and
precision. On top, there was anoticeable lack of air and
extension... The midrange lacked dimensionality and
inner detail... Their soundstage was also foreshortened
in depth... The bottom line: The Python is agood budget cable butnogjant-killer... I
certainly recommend that
they be considered for inclusion in alow- to midpriced
system." (Vo124 No.10)
Analysis Plus Oval 9: $347/8ft pair
Hollow oval cable designed "by physicists and engineers who helped NASA, Motorola, Mitsubishi, and
others," claims the documentation, which also states
that all members of the design team "hold advanced
degrees in electrical engineering or physics" and that
their specialty is "the art of computer simulation." The
best relatively inexpensive speaker cable Mikey has
heard. "You won't be disappointed," he sums up.
(Vo124 No.1; see also MF's comments on the Oval 8
in Vo126 No.4)
Analysis Plus Solo Crystal 8: $870/8ft set
See "Interconnects." (Vo126 No.4)
Audience Au24: $1115/3m pair, single wire,
$300/additional meter; $2430/3m pair, biwire,
$700 additional meter
"It was as a speaker cable that the Au24 really
shone." BD actually preferred the Au24 to his reference Valhalla in terms of tonal balance, imaging,
resolution of inner detail, and soundstaging. (Vol.25
No.8 WWW)
AudioQuest CV-4: $40/ft pair, terminated;
$320/8ft pair
A rather stiff but basically neutral-sounding solid-core
cable that JA recommends highly. Can be alittle bright
with the wrong speakers. (NR)
AudioQuest Everest: $9000/611 pair;
$12,000/811 pair
These physically heavy speaker cables are at the top
of AudioQueses speaker line. Simply put, J-10's crazy
about them. Extended, linear, with powerful bass, a
clear and harmonically pellucid midrange, and beautifully sweet highs, he says. What more do you want
except atruckload of cash to buy 'em with? It's hard
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to do better, he sighs. (NA)
AudioQuest Gibraltar: $950/10ft pair, single
bi-wire configuration, spade-lug or
banana-plug termination
Each half of the twin lead houses ahelical wind of
four solid ultra-pure copper conductors with one set
for bass signals, the other for treble, while the overall twin-lead layout keeps the two sets magnetically
separated in atrue biwire design. BD found that the
flexible Gibraltar was "easy to run and accommodated most extreme bends and crinks... The Gibraltars caught me off-guard with their subtlety and
nuance, and even by sounding slightly muted at
times... Tonally, the AQs were slightly to the warm
side of neutral and abit bigger on the bottom than
my other cables... Their soundstage was alittle narrower than that produced by my other cables, with
images concentrated between the speakers and, if
anything, slightly recessed... [They] also didn't seem
to produce quite as much air, or reproduce the space
around the images as well as I'm used to." Nevertheless, KR has settled on a6' double biwire run of
Gibraltar as his standard cable for speakers that permit biwiring. The set consists of two full-length runs
sharing only the amp-end terminals and is priced,
appropriately, at twice the price of single runs. JA
also finds the Gibraltar an excellent value. (Vo126
No.6 WWW)
AudioQuest Kilimanjaro: $6400/811 pair
Along with AQ's Cheetah, their Kilimanjaro "offered
the best combination of detail and frequency extension" when used in the Musical Fidelity kWP-kW
combo, said MF. Smooth, very smooth, addsJA. (Vo127
No.1 WWW)
AudioQuest Mont Blanc: $2100/10ft pair,
single-wire, spade-lug, or banana-plug
termination
Like the Cheetah interconnects, the Mont Blanc cables
use AudioQueses Dielectric Bias System (DBS), which
AD didn't find affected the cable's behavior. The cables
use pure-surface copper (PSC), single-conductor, solidcore stranded wires and AQ's Counter-Spiraling "Earth
Feature" Geometry, in which conductors in the positive bundle are wound in one direction while conductors in the negative bundle are wound in the opposite
direction, to minimize electromagnetic interference.
Compared to AD's homemade cables, the Mont Blanes
"sounded deeper, bigger, blacker, stiller., albeit by a
small margin." However, KR "loves them" (though he
notes that it's not a"lifetime commitment"). (Vo127
Nos.8 81 11 WWW)
Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer:
$2500/8ft quadruple set, $250 each
additional lft quad 'et
See Pro-Silway II interconnect for build details. All
Harmonic Technology cables are said to take advantage of "amazing" discoveries in metallurgy that chinmate what they call "crystalline barrier distortion."
While reviewing the Audio Research VTM200s amps,
MF said, "With the Magic Woofer cable, the system
finally began to communicate the music's emotional
center... It was as if aswitch had been thrown. Iknow
that sounds abit dramatic, but it was unmistakable."
MFs long-term reference. He confirms that the current version deserves continued recommendation.
(Vo124 No.1, Vo126 No.4 WWW)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-X: $1300/8ft pair, with
WBT connectors i>
A different Kimber cable design, the BiFocal-X offers
"a well-balanced mix ofcharacteristics that should mate
beautifully with awide range of systems," according to
BD. He adds, "These cables do just about everything
right and are among the very best Fve heard." (VoI21
No.5)
Kimber
KableBiFocal-XL:$1920/8ft.
pair. with
WBT connectors er
The XL version of the BiFocal cable doubles the number of connectors, and "in the right system is abig step
up in every way," reported BD. The improvement, he
says, "adds just abit of tangibility, and slightly better
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extension and accuracy at the frequency extremes."
(Vo121 No.5)
MIT MH-750 Shotgun: $999/8ft pair, plus
terminations t•
Output-Specific Speaker Interface with built-in termination network and Iconn interchangeable screw-on
connectors. Impedance-matched to the system they're
used with. See MIT MI-330 interconnect for sonic
description. (Vo123 No3)
Monster Cable Sigma Retro Gold: $1250/5ft
pair; $2000/8ft pair; $2500/10fi pair; $3000/12ft
pair
Very similar in design and sound to the Sigma Retro
Gold interconnects, these cables use two different
gauges of six-nines copper conductors wrapped in
MicroFiber, then woven around asolid, nonconducting core. Unlike the interconnects, however, the
speaker cables were more dimensionally neutral, with
images neither noticeably forward nor at all recessed.
Full kit with cables and interconnects: $4500. (Vo127
No2 WWW)
Nairn NACA.5: $10/ft SSS
Inexpensive spaced-twin cable that ST found to work
well with the Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
Nordost Valhalla: $4200/m pair, with
banana-plug or spade termination; additional
length, $1900/m
The Valhalla contains 40 silver-plated copper micromonofilament conductors, each polished and wrapped
with amonofilament spacer prior to encapsulation in
the Teflon ribbon. Similar to the Valhalla interconnect,
the speaker cable's overall presentation was "clean, airy,
and detailed," according to BD, "without ever being
over-etched or harsh... The portrayal was incredibly
compelling from top to bottom, but the
midrange.. seemed almost holographic... [They]
sounded almost relaxed - but still clean and precise and their images were dense, detailed, and dimensional." (Vo124 No.11 WWW)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) R50: $1250/3m
pair tr
Features biwiring via silver-plated, solid-copper spades
in tandem with gold-plated banana plugs. Optimized
speaker response in LG's system. "They're solid-silver
ribbons, incorporating 'Cullen° 1' ribbon for the highs
and R.30 ribbon for the lows." Again, "highly recommended!" (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
$3.99/60ft spool $$$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is okay sonically.You have to choose
for yourselfwhether to space or twist apair for best sound
(or even whether to double up the runs for less series
impedance). (NR)
Siltech Classic LS-188: $4000/2m pair, $425
additional 0.25m
(See PB's review in this issue.)
Stereovox LSP-600: $6950/2.5m pair
Terminated with proprietary angled silver spades. See
"Interconnects." (Vo125 No.12 WWW)
Straight Wire Maestro $680/10ft pair,
$60/additional ft tr
Clean and tight with little residual brightness after
burn-in, notes KR. In the 6' lengths he uses, they're
extremely revealing of amp and speaker foibles.
(NR)
Synergistic Research Absolute Reference
Speaker Wire X2: $6800/10ft pair, with
Mini -Power Coupler *
BD finds these speaker cables, like the Designers' Reference interconnects, to be essentially neutral. "'They
add so little character of their own to asystem's sound
that they'll likely seem unimpressive on first listen,"
he warns. CS agrees, adding that he was "impressed
with the way they just get out of the way and let you
zero in on the music... [they] throw agood image with
alot of air in it, natural highs, smooth midrange, and
nice, tight, uncolored bass." J-10 concurs: "one of only
ahandful at the very top of the cable hill." (VoI21 No.1,
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Synergistic Research Alpha Quad Active X2:
$450/10ft pair, with Mini-Power Coupler
See "Interconnects." (Vo124 Noll)
Harmonic Technology Improved Magic
Woofer/Tweeter cables, Silversmith Audio speaker
cables, Wireworld Gold Eclipse Ill+.

DIGITAL DATA
INTERCONNECTS
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye: $37.95 /0.5m;
$47.95/1m; $51.90/2m; $59.90/3m; $73.90/5m;
$89.90/10m SSS
"If you haven't heard this 110 ohm balanced data cable,
you'remissingoutr crowsLL,addingthaties"more transparent, more musically honest than any I've heard -and
it's ridiculously cheap!" _TA is also impressed, and uses 50'
lengths for his Stereophile recording sessions. KR, however, while agreeing that Wyde-Eye is an excellent value,
notes that it is less transparent-sounding than the (much
more expensive) Illuminations. Also available for the
same price in a75 ohm version for S/PDIF applications,
using Canare's true 75 ohm RCAs. (NR)
AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2: $350/1m, with
AT&T-ST termination tr
Expensive ST datalink thatJA andJE recommend highly.
Excellent bass performance, with power, clarity, and
dynamic contrast, says JE. Rich sound. ST terminations
can be fragile, adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest VSD-4: $350/1m
Rather stiff S/PDIF (unbalanced) datalink, that JA feels
is the best he has used. Price is for lm; add $75 for each
additional 0.5m. Can be terminated with RCA, BNC, or
"F" connectors. (NR)
Canare DigiFlex Gold model RCAP003F:
approx. $10.70/3ft
Before you try any of the expensive coaxial links, CG
advises trying this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable with
Canare crimp RCA connectors. He rates it as his first
choice in adigital cable at any price, even preferring it to
the Kimber AGDLJA uses the 110-ohm version in various lengths for CD mastering. (Vol.16 No.7)
Digital Precision X-60 i2Digital: $199.99/1m
Chris Sommovigo's new S/PDIF cable has replaced the
Kimber D-60 as KR's reference and it's cheaper! Terminated in BNCs
BNC-RCA adapters (standard), the
X-60 seems as invisible as any KR has used and, used in
matched lengths, let's him compare digital components
on an equal footing. Other lengths available (www.i2dig
ital.com) (SeeKR'sreviewoftheMark LevinsonNo360S
in Vo126 No.10 WWW.)
Kimber Orchid: $560/1m
Expensive, but the best AES/EBU link _IA has used. J10 loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail, but
preferred Illumination's S/PDIF cable overall. SD
(almost) doesn't equivocate:"Probably the best out there
for now... A stunner!" RH and RD are also fans. New
lower price usefully brings this cable in reach of more
music lovers. (Vol.19 No.5)
Audience Au24, AudioQuest Optilink-5, DH Labs Silver Sonic D-110, Stereovox hdxv.
Deletions
Kimber D-60 not auditioned in along time.

BOOKS, COMPUTER
SOFTWARE, & TEST
EQUIPMENT
David Moulton's Playback Platinum Test CDs:
$49.95 each ifpurchased separately, $159.80 for
the set of 4
Four-volume lecture series that covers the fundamentals
of audio from apopular-music production standpoint
VoLL Loudness, Compression, Distortion; Vo12, Stereo Mile-

ing; VoL3, Equalization; VolA, Digital Audio: Sensoty Listening Tests. Each volume is on aseparate CD, which
comesinaharclbound,textbook-sizedbookthatindudes
about 50 pages of additional text keyed to each track of
each lecture. JM: "I'm impressed with how Moulton &
Co. take material that has the potential to be dauntingly
dry, and make it enjoyable and memorable by adopting
attimesa'radiodrama'approach."(Vo126No.5WWW)
Digital Recordings Audio-CD Hearing Test:
$24.
This syste
95 *mpermitsusefulevaluationofhearingthresholds with only aCD player and apair of headphones.
KR reported that it reveals any significant gaps in your
hearing. (His own results were "dose to ideal, especially considering my age and usual haunts." Whew.)
"Ever wonder why others don't hear what you do?This
simple test will tell you, even though you may not like
the answer." Such acard. (Vol23 No.1)
ELAC Techniiche Software CARA REL 2.1
Plus program: $74.95 i>
To use CARA, one must create afull three-dirnensional
model of the listening room, using the program's
CARACAD module. KR: "By 'full,' Imean that all
room dimensions and surfaces are defined: doors, windows, furniture, soffits, bays, etc" Kal found it timeeffective to reduce the complexity of the model (eg,
remove smaller objects) and the order of reflections
(3-4) for the early iterations, at which point the number of possible speaker and user positions is large -an
800MHz Pentium III can take 48 hours or more to run
even that modest aset of variables. "Several simplified
runs will tell you which arrangements deserve more
investigation. After that, you can limit the range ofposidons for speakers and listener while progressively
increasing the number of reflections and adding more
feature details, as aconfirmation of the optimum
arrangement" Checking predictions against the results
with ETF or with TacT RCS measurements confirmed
CARA'sconclusionstoanamazingdegree.KR:"Wouldn't you like to know how well aspeaker might work in
your room before you buy it? Iwould." Runs under
Windows. Web: www.cara.de. (Vo124 No.9 WWW)
ETF 5.x room response software: $149 er
KR says, "'This Windows 95 program is the most costeffective and critical way to assess your room and system acoustics and monitor your adjustments to them.
Unlike modeling programs, ETF actually measures
room responses and modes, and is an essential tool for
users of equalization and correction systems." J-10 and
SD agree. Compared with Acoustisofes ETF 4.0 software, which was reviewed by KR, ETF 5.0 contains a
revamped interface, afull MLS-based signal generator/analyzer with both post-process and pseudo-tealtime capabilities. Very easy to use and requires only a
decent duplex soundcard and microphone. www.etf
acoustic.com. (Vo121 No.7 WWW)
RPG Diffusor Systems Room Optimizer
Software: $99 tr
MF recently moved to anew home with bare, reflective walls - where to plunk the speakers? RPG Diffusor Systems' Room Optimizer Software - available
from, among others, Audio Advisor - to the rescue.
Plug in the room's dimensions (they must be rectangular) and the program will output the location where
the modal response is flattest and the speaker-boundary interference is minimized. It'll also tell you where
to sit! (Vo122 No.11)
Visual Ears: $89, plus $3 S&H
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs
and Macs. Available from KB Acoustics, P.O. Box
50206,Eugene, OR 97405.Tel: (541) 935-7022. Allows
an audiophile to move simulated loudspeakers and a
simulated listening seat around asimulation of his or
her room (in three dimensions) to find the position that
gives optimal performance below 200Hz or so. (VoL13
No.12, DOS; see "Industry Update" in Vol.19 No.4 and
"Fine 'Rifles" in VoI21 No.8, Windows.)

SignalScope and SignalSuite for Mac OSX, llueAudio
spectrum analyzer for Windows.
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alife's kind of blues
(

The fury
and lyricism
of Polish trumpeter

Fomasz 3tanko

T
.he

Triple Door, Seattle's newest music club, is one of
the West Coast's finest jazz venues. Both the sound
system and the crème brûlée are superb, and behind
the musicians on stage there is the twinkling starry
night of afiberoptic curtain. It was here, in June 2004, that
Tomasz Stanko began his second American tour, and he
Stereophile, October 2004

ended the evening with "Suspended Variation II," from his
latest album, Suspended Night (ECM 1868). It locked on to a
catchy groove, the bass and piano jabbing afour-note hook
over one chord, Stanko's trumpet staccato and specific. It
was an exciting, assertive sendoff.
But the two sets that had preceded "Variation II" had been
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different They had swept in asingle arc. They had stripped
away externals to lay bare an inner landscape, moment by
moment, in flashes of memory and tides of feeling. In this
process Stanko's horn was an audible (sometimes barely
audible) extension of his consciousness, amurmuring search,
a rasping ache, or a soaring, triumphant ascent Melodic
forms —in long continuities or, more often, in fragments —
coalesced and melted away. The piano, bass, and drums
sometimes held the ground beneath him, but more often
floated with him.
After the performance, Stanko, asmall, wiry figure in a
large leather cap, came out to sign CDs. The audience that
had packed the Triple Door pushed up dose to him. Some
spoke to him softly in Polish.

in Europe. But he remained acult figure in the United States.
That status began to change in 2002, when he made his firstever American toux; and released his sixth ECM album, Soul of
Things (ECM 1788). (The number is six because there had
been an early recording, Ballaclyna, ECM 1071, in 1976. The 19
years between ECM albums, from Ballatlyna to MatkaJoanna, is
one of the defining if puzzling facts of Stanko's biography. He
attributes the hiatus to the fact that communist Poland was a
closed society during most of those years, and he did not then
speak English. Stanko did record occasionally for small Polish
labels, but those albums are almost all out of print)
Soul of Things featured avery young, very unknown Polish
rhythm section —Marcin Wasilewski on piano, Slawomir
Kurkiewicz on bass, Midial Miskiewicz on drums —and it
made several of 2002's most important "Top Ten" lists in the
yinterest in Tomasz Stanko began in 1995, with
international jazz press, including the US. Stereophiles Richard
Matka Joanna (ECM 1544), an album on the
Lehnert immediately designated it a"Record To Die For." In
German label ECM that arrived on these shores
2004, the same quartet released Suspended Night. It was the
like the purest enigma. The
first Stanko album that, in the US, could
liner booldet contained shadowy, omifairly be described as "anticipated."
nous images of ghost-like nuns, a
By summer 2002, Ihad become curimonastery, amonk with an axe. There
ous enough about Stanko to book atrip
was no information about the music
to Warsaw, where Iwas scheduled to
other than that it had something to do
interview him for afeature article for
with afilm called MatkaJoanna od Aniolów
Down Beat. But conflicts arose that
(MotherJoanna from the Angels), which had
required me to cancel the trip. Stanko
premiered in Warsaw, Poland, in 1961.
had played Seattle on his first American
The rhythm section contained three of
tour in fall 2002, and Ihad attended the
Europe's best jazz musicians: pianist
concert and spoken to him briefly. But
Bobo Stenson, bassist Anders Jorinin, and
when Ilearned that there would be a
drummer Tony Oxley. But it was the
second tour in 2004, induding Seattle, I
unfamiliar trumpet player whose lines
began to make plans to catch as many
got inside my head. The music did not
stops on the tour as possible. Through all
Tomasz Stanko Quartet
move forward like most jazz, but within
my listening and all my research, Ihad
the rising and falling of its stasis was aselfnever been able to answer afundamencontained world of spiritual confrontatal question: How could such an artist
The rhythm section
tion and tragedy's personal texture, of
appear out of nowhere, unexplained?
epiphanies that broke like blinding light
contained three of
Ifollowed Stanko's recording career
n the day of his Seattle
on ECM very closely after MatkaJoanna.
Europe's best jazz
appearance, four hours before
Leosia came next, in 1996 (ECM 1603).
Ihad to drop him at the
musicians, but it was the
It featured the same rhythm section, and
Triple Door for the sound
was less cloistral than its redecessor, but
check, Ipicked up Stanko at his hotel and
unfamiliar trumpet
no less intimate and chilling.
took him to my house for lunch and an
Litania (ECM 1636), in 1997, was a
interview. (My wife had wondered what
player whose lines
departure. By now, certain facts about
Polish trumpet players eat for lunch. She
Stanko were becoming available in this
had prepared an excellent quiche.
got inside my head.
country. In the early 1960s, at the age of
Stanko, blade-thin, barely touched it,
21, he had played with pianist Krzystof
although he did nibble some fruit. He
Komeda, in aband that is often credited
looked tired. He had flown in from
with launching the modern jazz movement in Poland.
Warsaw the previous afternoon.)
Komeda was also afilm composer who scored all of Roman
After lunch Ishowed him my listening room and sound
Polansld's films through Rosemary's Baby. Komeda died in 1969
system. He understood the room immediately ("This is your
at 38, and by 1997 he was afigure rapidly receding into historoom," he said), was fascinated by my MartinLogan electrory. Litania is Stanko's tribute to his mento4 adeep encounter
static loudspeakers, and inquired how they worked. Itried to
with nine Komeda compositions. The unique structures and
explain, but was not sure he understood. Stanko expresses
the majestic lyric drama of Komeda's music yield arecording
himself well enough in English that it is sometimes possible
that sounds like no other in jazz. (Komeda's lasting influence
to overestimate his ability to understand it. He asked to hear
on Stanko is implicit in one of the most common adjectives
the system, and Iwondered what to play. There was astack
applied to Stanko's music by jazz critics: "cinematic.") From the
of Stanko CDs on my table, and Iasked if Ishould play one
Green Hill (ECM 1680), in 1998, added new colors to Stanko's
of those —perhaps Suspended Night? He smiled slightly and
twilight palette, from John Surman's reeds and Michelle
shook his head. Ichose "The Thrill Is Gone," from Patricia
Makarski's violin and Dino Saluzies poignant bandoneon.
Barber's Nightclub, in Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab's SACD
By now Stanko was widely acknowledged as Poland's most
version. He listened awhile and finally said, "Fantastic." (He
importantjazz musician and one of the most respected players
pronounces it fahn-TAH-steek.) It felt odd indeed to have
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Tornasz Stanko in the room where I
had first heard his music and had spent
so many hours alone with it.
When Stanko wins his battle with
English, you can find yourself in the
presence of expressions like found
poems. On the wall of my listening
room is aCarole Reiff photo of Chet
Baker, taken at the Open Door in New
York in 1955. Stanko noticed it. Itold
him that Isometimes heard in his work
aspiritual (if not atechnical) link to
Baker, and he said, "Yes. It's akind of
quiet that's coming from him. It's coming from life...from akind of blues in
life. This special kind of quiet, like a
person who knows everything."
We set up in my living room with a
tape recorder; and talked about what it
had been like for him, coming up as a
jazz musician in the Poland of the 1960s.
"We have to get knowledge from
records," he said. "But we don't have
the chance to listen that much because
we don't have these records. But there
was anatural selection because we get
only the best kind of records. If you are
aclosed society, you have everything,
but selected. Best record of Coltrane,
best record of Miles. That is positive
aspect of being so far removed."
Stanko said that he "started with Omette because
instantly Ifeel that free jazz will be very important."
But he also listened to swing trumpeters for their ``personal sound." One of the pivotal moments in his decision to become ajazz musician occurred in 1958,
when the Dave Embed( Quartet came to Krakow, the
medieval city in the south of Poland where Stanko grew up.
"I still have in my eyes Joe Morello, and of course Paul
Desmond. Brubeck at this time was very creative." (He pronounces it cree-AH-ted)
One of the subjects Iwas most anxious to explore with Stanko was his
experience of recording for ECM and its
legendary, mysterious, larger-than-life
producer; Manfred Eicher Isaid, "There
is acertin magic about ECM music, an
aura. Where does it come from?"
Stanko did not hesitate. "Manfred
Eicher is atyrant," he said. "People are
afraid of him. Only strong players can
handle this feat Remem1Der, Miles
used fear. Also Mingus. Once Bobo and Ifinished adifficult
piece for MatkaJoanna. Iask Manfred, `How was it?' He only
turned away. Bobo and Ihad to go on, not knowing. Ego can
be bad for music. Manfred understands this." Later he said.
"I am improviser. And for me to have this kind of producer
is fahntahsteek because.. .1 don't want to know the effect of
my music. Because Iwant to wait for effect that accidents
make ...cooperation makes."
Itold Stanko about my belief that, more than any producer in the history ofjazz, Manfred Eicher has created abody of
work. Each of the 800-plus tides in the ECM catalog (including classical) is apiece of awhole. Yet the pieces are enormously varied. For years, Itold Stanko, Ihad wondered what
Stereophile, October 2004
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gives the ECM catalog its unity. In my
living room, sipping iced tea, Stanko
said, "Manfred is like...how do you say?
A curator. He is like the curator of a
museum. ECM is his museum."
Within the vast ECM museum,
Stanko's work embodies its own particular unity. The label has
released 20 compilations in aseries called .rarum, for which
artists make their own choices from their ECM catalogs.
Stanko's collection, .ratum XV/Z appeared in mid-2004. In the
liner notes. Stanko writes, "Selecting material for this release has
made me aware of.. the direction of my music: from
chaos to order; from fury to lyricism." When Iasked him
about this statement, he said, "I think that adirection is
most important thing: to go in one direction. Every best
people have direction. Artists too. Doesn't matter; what
kind of direction. Somebody have direction from simplicity to complication. Ihave different, from complex to
simple. For me, this is more natural. Iwant my music to
be more and more quiet, more and more clear. But simplicity is more difficult But most important is this, that
you have one direction, and not go back."
Iwanted Stanko to talk about his two most recent recordings, and his current quartet. It was interesting, Isaid, that,
after recording exclusively with Europe's best-known jazz
musicians in the late '90s, he had made his two strongest
albums with ayoung, inexperienced Polish rhythm section
(Michal Miskiewicz, drums; Marcin Wasilewski, piano and
Slawomir Kurkiewicz, bass). What was it about this band that
so inspired him? He said, "I don't know. Maybe because they
give me achance to be more...in the simplicity. Because they
are, you know, very mainstream musicians. Iremember in
my free times, Iwas thinking like this: 'It would be fahntahsteek to have achance to play really free music, completely
free, but with swing musicians. If Icould get some swing
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN '
S32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethoven
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph.html) and Stereophile.

$74.95

Plage UMW

BRAVO !
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with
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Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95
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Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
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Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $16.95
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Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvorbk, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency. $16.95

ditor's Choice
$9.97

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $16.95

DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to perfor
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Janáeek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.9 5

RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophile-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95

FESTIVAL
Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $16.95
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Check your system
with STEREOPHILE Test CDs
TEST CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening

room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this disc
with you when evaluating equipment. $8.95

PLUS :
CONCERT This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman

TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and near what CD jitter sounds like. $9.95

in arecital of works by Schubert, chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the Soundstage." $16.95

TEST CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your

INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95

room. Burn-in components. Home in on your home theater's
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile music tracks. $11.95

POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem. $12.95

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955

or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's checkWorldRadioHistory
or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
Price does not include shipping and handling — please inquire about rates.

a life's kind of blues

TONIASZ STANK°

proceed according to any previously known principles. They
people to play free, the effect could be incredible.' A little
hang in the air, patterns among many in asound sculpture
the same Ihave with these young people, because they don't
that lives by its own rules.
play free in the beginning. Also, Ihave been able to keep this
If, as more and more people in the international jazz
band together, which is not usual today. They play only with
community are finally coming to believe, Tomasz Stanko is
me. It was kind of luck, Ithink. Everything is kind of luck."
one of the freshest, strongest forces now blowing through
The last question Iasked Tomasz Stanko, before we had
jazz, what are the ramifications for, in the overused phrase,
to leave for the Triple Door, had to do with the nocturnal
America's indigenous art form? (During the intermission at
atmosphere of so much of his music. ("Noir-ish" is another
Merkin Hall, Iwas told by arespected music critic in attenadjective that recurs in the limited literature of Stanko critidance that what he had just heard was "beautiful but bloodcism.) Ireminded him that he had once said, in an interview,
less.") What is the inalienable quintessence of jazz? Is it a
"Life has two sides, the light and the dark. We're on the side
certain energy, a certain throb of life-pulse? And does
of the dark."
Stanko's music lack it?
Ialso quoted to him astatement in an ECM press release,
If you start with Miles Davis and work back far enough,
to the effect that "Stanko would be inclined to endorse Paul
you come to Robert Johnson. Stanko has said that Miles was
Bley's view of music as `the business of pain.' "Was he so
his "guru until his very end." If you start with Stanko and
inclined, Iasked?
work back, you indeed arrive at Kind of
He replied, "Who say this? Paul Bley?
Blue.
Stanko is Kind of Blue filtered
`The beezness of pain'? Fahntahsteek."
through 45 years of existential doubts
Every piece ended with
Later he added, "Faulkner said that only
about form. But if you work back from
vegetables are happy. Why people want to
along-held trumpet note Stanko all the way, you don't find Robert
be only happy? Unhappiness is also nice, if
Johnson. You find, perhaps, Chopin.
you have also happy times. You feel pain
whose human life died
The second set at Merkin Hall, which
because...you can feeL You have to be
dosed Stanko's second US tour if it did
strong enough to don't care this pain."
away with reluctance
not answer all of the above questions,
made it difficult to remember them. [The
and whose
tanko's second American tour
Stanko Quartet returns to the US in March
was agrind: 11 cities in 15 days,
2005.—Ed1 It was aset like soft light at
memory lingered
west to east from Seattle to
the edges of darkness. Stanko's subjectiviNew York, opening with six
in the room.
ty —in his segues, his chosen austerities,
nights in arow on the West Coast. The
his flickerings of impulse —was comband would get back to their hotel after
plete. But his band participated. Stanko
each concert around midnight, get up at
would find a stark, unforgiving phrase, and suddenly
4am to catch an early plane to the next city, and do it all over
Kurkiewicz' bass and Miskiewicz' drums would push it into
again. The venues were of small to medium size, and they
motion, and Wasilewskes piano would spill away from it,
were mostly full. One of the smallest, most unusual, and
chiming its implications. Every piece, even the inevitable closmost fortunate settings for Stanko's music was the
er, "Suspended Variation II," ended with along-held trumpet
Athenaeum Music and Arts Library, in La Jolla, California.
note whose human life died away with reluctance and whose
In abook-lined library room, with arapt audience of about
memory lingered in the room when it was finally gone.
125 and acoustics to die for, agreater-than-usual hush fell
What is the essence ofjazz? Stanko had said that Chet Baker
over Stanko's quartet. Surely it was anight when Stanko
was "coming...from akind of blues in life." Is the very essence
approached his goal of making his music "more and more
of jazz not about rhythm but about something universal
quiet, more and more clear." But even in La Jolla, he sent the
enough to be shared by Chet Baker and Miles Davis and
audience home with the uplift and anthem of "Suspended
Robert
Johnson and Tomasz Stanko and, out there someVariation II."
where, Chopin? Is it, for lack of abetter term, soul? And, when
The final night was in Merkin Concert Hall, on West
you are in its presence, are you necessarily changed by it?
67th Street in midtown Manhattan. In describing the experience of playing for American audiences, Stanko had said to
aul Bowles wrote an essay about the Sahara tided
me in Seattle, perhaps somewhat naïvely, "To play for this
"Baptism of Solitude." It is about "something very
kind of audience is aspecial feeling for us Europeans, you
peculiar" that happens to you when "you leave the
know. To play for people who was listening to Coltrane,
gate of the fort or the town behind, pass the camels
Miles. You can feel that they know everything."
lying outside, go up into the dunes.. and stand awhile, alone."
That "special feeling" must be most intense in New York,
Bowles says that in the "incredible, absolute stillness ...even
which might explain the uncharacteristic aggression of the
memory disappears; nothing is left but your own breathing
first set in Merkin Hall. Four of the five pieces were uptemand the sound of your heart beating. A strange, and by no
po, with Stanko trilling and spitting fire, and drummer
means pleasant, process of reintegration begins inside you,
Miskiewicz hammering hard. It was the dosest thing to a
and you have the choice of fighting against it, and insisting on
"jazz set" that Ihad ever heard Stanko play. Yet it was still
remaining the person you have always been, or letting it take
separate from what we know as the great mainstream tradiits course. For no one who has stayed in the Sahara for awhile
tion of jazz, even in its most modern iterations. Stanko's
is quite the same as when he came."
band does not swing in any sense that has been previously
The music of Tomasz Stanko is like that. It comes out of
understood. Bassist Kurkiewicz can walk, and Miskiewicz
aloneliness as absolute as the Sahara's, but by not fighting
can wail, but their momentums never sustain. They swell
against that solitude, by letting it take its course, Stanko finds
and fall. Fast pieces contain slow ballads within them.
away to share it. You have to be strong enough to don't care
Harmonic suggestions are open, ambiguous, and unfamiliar.
this pain.
IIIII
Stanko can shatter the air with screams, but they do not then
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TERING, OFTEN STUNNING RECORDS,

one gets the sense that, for the incorrigible
(or
LISTENING
at least out
TOofjail)
R.L. is
BURNSIDE'S
reason enough for
BLISbluesman, every day spent above ground

celebration. That the whiskey'n'women and good-times banter that infuses the bulk of his work isn't all posturing. That a
beat-up electric guitar and acontagious beat —it doesn't get

•

is
NEARING 80,
R.L. BURNSIDE,
THE MASTER OF
HILL COUNTRY BLUES,
KEEPS THOSE HYPNOTIC
RHYTHMS COMING.
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R.L. BURNSIDE

blues in his spare time.
much more infectious
In 1967, in the tradition
than Burnside's style of
of Alan Lomax, folklorist
electrified rural blues —is
George Mitchell set out
a natural antidote to a
to find the best unrecordvery hard life. He did,
ed Mississippi blues
after all, do time for
singers. After five days of
manslaughter on Missisfailure, he was frustrated.
sippi's notorious Parch"If you want aman who
man Farm, the subject of
can flat lay down the
so many blues songs ("I
blues, Iknow who that
just shot him in the
be," the late fife player
head," goes one of the
Odia Turner said to him.
most famous quotes atAnd so Mitchell set out to
tributed to Burnside.
find R.L. Burnside, track"Him dyin' was between
ing him down to what he
him and God."). He did
called a"crac.kerbox shantoil in the dusty fields for
ty" near Coldwater,
most of his life, never
Mississippi. After the first
quite managing to crawl
tune, he knew he'd found
above the poverty line.
his man. That evening he
He has lived three quarcaptured 14 acoustic
ters of acentury in rural
numbers on his field
Mississippi, whose thrivrecorder in Burnside's living crack trade, according
ing room. All were interto musicians and club
pretations of blues tunes
owners, has replaced
recognizable to most
racial violence as the
Mississippi natives. Like
unofficial state pastime.
so many bduesmen before
Burnside's hardscrabevocals are often slurred,
t him, including Robert
ble biography is hardly
Johnson, Burnside's cataunique to the blues. But
his
log consists almost entireno other blues artist who
that it's not so much his words
has risen to prominence
ly of interpretations of
in the past 20 years has been
previously existing blues songs,
you hear as the
as well as outright covers. He
able to harness the same corn:bination of humor, gritty
molds them just enough to
of his
sound distinctly Burnside.
authenticity, don't-give-a-damn
attitude, charisma, unpretenThis material would surface
tiousness, and commercial savvy as Burnside, who was well
the following yea4 along with sets by Joe Callicott and
into his 70s when he began his meteoric rise in the midHouston Stadchouse, on Arhoolie's superb Mississippi Delta
1990s. Nor has any bluesman of the last half century
Blues: Blow My Blues Away, Volume 2. (In 2003, Fat Possum
appealed to young, hip, often tattooed and pierced audiences
Records reissued the set, including four previously unreleased
the way this toothless near-octogecuts, as R.L Burnside's First Recordings.) Sonically, the record holds
narian has. Burnside has churned
up well, exhibiting none of the crackling or muddiness so
out aclassic body of work over the
commonly heard in field recordings. The excellent liner notes
past decade that, arguably, is
correctly point out that the most striking thing about
unequaled by any other blues artist
Burnside's songs is that none of them fall into any standard
during the same period, save perhaps
blues pattern. He makes few chord changes, and picks rather
his late labelmate and hill-country
than strums his guitar, preferring adrone-like sound. In addiblues compatriot Junior Kirnbrough.
tion, Burnside's lithe, expressive guitar playing is uncommonBorn in Lafayette County near
ly percussive, which infuses it with acertain urgency and
Oxford, Mississippi, in 1926, Rural L. Burnside began shareenergy. On much of the material, such as the syncopated "Poor
cropping as ayoung man. Bowled over by John Lee Hooker's
Black Maine" and "Skinny Woman," he beats his knuckles
'50s hit "Boogie Chillen," Burnside began singing blues and
against his guitar body for further percussive effect. The vocals
playing guitar for the same reason many of his neighbors did:
are often slurred, his southern accent so thick that it's not so
to feel better. One of those neighbors was Mississippi Fred
much his words you hear as the rhythmic quality of
McDowell, who, along with Ranie Burnette, taught
his mumbly voice. It is avocal style
Burnside to play. Fed up with subsistence farming, Burnside
that mimics the drone of his guitar.
became part of the great migration of Southern blacks to
Burnside was fully formed as a
Chicago in search of abetter life. What he found there was
musician and singer by the time
stress and violence. In the span of one month, his father,
Mitchell "discovered" him in 1967. If
brother, and uncle were murdered. (Burnside goes into
anything, his playing and singing deteridetail on the horrific "R.L.'s Story," from 2000's Wish IWas
orated on subsequent recordings, classic
in Heaven Sitting Down.) Disillusioned, in 1959 he returned
though some of them may be. Although
to Mississippi to work the land, raise afamily, and play the
Burnside had been plugged in for years,

southern accent so thick

rhythmic quality
mum1Dly voice.
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R.L. BURNSIDE

Mitchell's field recordings
home run right out of the
were of atraditional acoustic
gate. Not so. Its first record
nature. But the musical elewas actually another Burnments that made Blow My
side effort, Bad Luck City
Blues Away such astunning
(1991). Currently out of
success — in essence, the
print, this record is clearly
Burnside sound — would
not afavorite of the label,
continue to define all of his
for good reason.
subsequent records, both
Throughout the 1970s
acoustic and electric.
and '80s, Burnside played in
It's no small coincidence
the Sound Machine, an
that Odia Turner, the
R&B, funk-flavored electric
acknowledged fife master of
band, with sons Joseph and
north Mississippi, turned the
Daniel and son-in-law
folklorists on to Burnside.
Calvin Jackson. The urban
Widely considered the
sensibility of the younger
American musical form .
family members is simply
most directly related to not Burnside's strong suit.
African music, with ele(The record-buying public
ments of call-and-response
seemed to agree: only 700
The
has
•e,
e=
determined
by
speçch
copies sold.) While the title
its own culture and music
rhythms (in short, talking
track stands out, the rest are
drums), fife-and-drum outfairly forgettable, and supethat
are
not
to
be
confused
fits —consisting of ahome-.,
rior versions of nearly all of these songs
made cane fife and common'
with
which is
can be found on later records. Fat
marching-band snare and
Possum would soon embrace, and utterawhole other beast.
bass drums —provide the
ly master, the art of raw, roughly recordrhythmic underpinnings and
ed discs, but this one sounds just plain
phrasing for much of north Mississippi's blues. Both Burnside
flat. Ultimately, Bad Luck City is amediocre first attempt by
and his longtime lead guiuri Kenny Brown told me in a1999
afledgling label that hadn't yet found its legs. Unless you're
interview that the fife-and-drinn bands they grew up listening
a completist, or you have a puritanical need to chart
to were by far the biggest influence on their sound.
Burnside's fill/ course, skip it.
The most knowledgeable and articulate critic to comment
Ditto for Sound Machine Groove (HMG/Hightone), a1997
on the unique sounds of the north Mississippi hill country was
reissue of an obscure French LP documenting the Sound
the late Robert Palmer, the revred author of Deep Blues
Machine from 1979 to 1980; and Raw Electric
(Burnside was highlighted in the documentary film based on
(Highwater/Inside Sounds 2001), which consists of noticethe book) and producer of Burnside's Too Bad Jim Palmees
ably weaker Sound Machine tracks.
liner notes for that record remain the single best description of
What is far more interesting during this period is the evoHill Country blues, as practiced by Burnside and Kimbrough.
lution of Burnside's droning voice from ayoung man's comPalmer calls it aone-chord "churning, jamming exercise in stapelling vim into an even more unique older man's
mina and mass hypnosis," and he makes implicitly clear that
molasses-thick holler. It's as if the years had turned Burnside
the Hill Country has its own culture and music that are not to
into what sounds like ahip, black Gomer Pyle, if you can
be confused with Delta blues, which is awhole other beast.
process that paradox. He would put it to good use on his next
There are noticeable similarities between Hill Country
three records, easily the greatest of his career.
and Delta blues (both can be trance-like, and both are largeBurnside's glory years began in 1993 in asteamy rural
ly reliant on the mood of the leader), but the single biggest
shack near Chulahoma, Mississippi —a shabby building that,
difference, one that cuts to the heart of asong, is the Delta's
thanks to proprietor Junior ICimbrough and
reliance on chord changes to move the song forward. Hill
his longtime drinking buddy, R.L.
Country blues employs more subtle, intuitive, and idiosynBurnside, would soon become the
cratic methods.
most famous juke joint in the South.
From Palmees notes to Too BadJim: "In many songs native
(It burned down afew years ago under
to the [Hill Country] tradition...the leader is expected to
questionable circumstances.) There,
string one-measure riff-patterns end to end until he or she is
Palmer, Burnside, drummer Calvin
good and ready to cue in the song's next section, achange
Jackson, and guitarist Kenny Brown laid
that usually involves ashift in rhythmic emphasis or comdown tracks for Too BadJim, an affectionplexity rather than achord change. Different songs are distinate nickname assigned to Burnside
guished not so much by harmony or melody as by particular
because everything around him literally tends to fall apart.
rhythmic sequences, such as the shift from the more steadyThis time, Burnside had his trusty electric guitar in
rocking A-part into the pistoning push-and-pull of the B-part."
hand, and the idea was to capture his rocking dance sound
In 1991, Burnside began working with Mississippi's Fat
and core repertoire. While the percussive underpinnings
Possum label, where he would cut his best-known records
and one-chord drone remain the same, these songs are —
and, more than any other artist, spread the sounds of north
thanks to his distorted electric guitar — radically more
Mississippi's Hill Country to the rest of the world. If you surf
gritty and aggressive than the early field recordings, yet
the Fat Possum website or read its promotional materials,
also more joyous, thanks to his rollicking band. Of particyou'd think 1994's Too Bad Jim was the label's first release, a
ular note is Brown's slide playing, ajovial upper-register

Hill Country
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"The Criminal Inside Me," araucous yarn about abad monwarble that provides tasty flourishes throughout.
key breaking up aparty; and the hilarious "Tojo Told Hitler,"
"Old Black Mattie," with its interwoven guitar lines and
in which the Führer keeps threatening to kick the Emperor's
incisive beat, positively pulses. Burnside would record this
ass. All are tales of drunken fun tempered, as always, by the
song many times, but never this spectacularly. Another
threat of violence.
favorite is "Peaches," amid-tempo, double-entendre sexual
scorcher in which he plays adirty old man, one of his more
This is not "deep blues" territory It's more like aboisterously entertaining cosmic joke. Aside from commercial succharming personas. And, as on all Burnside records, there
cess, releasing such an irreverent, expletive-ridden,
are slow songs —"Short-Haired Woman," "Miss Glory B,"
to-hell-with-tradition record had the bonus of driving blues
"Death Bell Blues" — featuring just vocals and Burnside's
purists into frenzies. Fat Possum's disheveled leader, Matthew
simple guitarwork.
Upbeat, boogie-inflected, and raucous, Too Bad Jim is a Johnson, had been brooding about the fact that the aging blues
audience seemed to consist mainly of white, ponyhands-down classic. But despite the full band, the production
tailed, graying hippies. He wanted badly to connect
has always sounded thin to me. Even so, in an era of
to Spencer's indic-rock audience, and aspectacuslick, highly compressed (ie, sterile) production, Too
larly filthy document like Ass Pocket seemed just
Bad Jim was an antidote for many who were in
the ticket. Comparable to Johnny Cash teaming
search of asimpler, back-to-basics sound. Fresh,
with rock and rap producer Rick Rubin and
gutsy, and aesthetically rich, it marked the beginning
playing rock clubs, Burnside's considerable ass
of the golden age of Fat Possum Records — and in
pocket of depraved charm has acertain cachet,
many ways, certainly commercially, marked the
an authentic grit. In the course of four hours in
beginning of the success of R.L. Burnside, who would
alittle hunting lodge in north
spearhead Fat Possum's odd
Mississippi, Burnside had beinvasion of overlooked,
A Ass Pocket of Whiskey is the
come apunk.
crusty old men.
1996 record that introduced
The
following
year
On the heels of that succoughed up Mr. Wizard, Fat
cess came one of the most
Burnside to
which Possum's third triumph in as
bizarre releases in blues hismany years. Recorded at a
tory AAss Pocket of Whiskey is
happily embraced hini as the lovable,
variety of north Mississippi
the 1996 record that introuncle he is. locations between 1994 and
duced Burnside to Gen1996 (including a session
eration X, which happily
with Spencer's band), it's
embraced him as the lovable,
pretty rough around the edges, possessing the spontaneous,
corn-liquor-guzzling uncle he is. For this effort, Fat Possum
rough-hewn, no-time-for-second-takes quality for which Fat
teamed him up with post-punk noisemaker Jon Spencer,
whom Burnside had opened for on afew dates.
Possum has developed sornewhat of areputation. As with
past efforts, it features Bnrnside's interpretations of other
From its lurid cartoon cover art of Bumside ass-whippin'
sexy young girls to its unabashedly raunchy lyrics and stories,
writers' songs, as well as afew originals.
Perhaps the most energetic of all his discs, Mr. Wizard is a
Ass Pocket embraces aspirit of what can only be called anarchy.
straightforward collection of propulsive dance tunes. The
Completely unrestrained in every way and impossible to clasalbum is the best example of Burnside's late-era sound
sify in terms of definable genre, there's nothing quite like it.
Recorded in just four hours in ahunting lodge in northern
because it features hardcore touring mates Cedric Burnside
(R.L.'s grandson and arguably the greatest living Hill
Mississippi, with plenty of alcohol on hand, Ass Pocket's overCountry drummer) and guitarist Kenny Brown. Woefully
riding theme is bad behavior. Burnside handily out-punks
underrated and sadly underappreciated, Brown is afiend on
the young toughs of the Jon Spencer Blues Explosion by holthe slide guitar. Listen to his over-the-top leads on the fastlering, mumbling, screaming, and cussing his way into the
paced "Georgia Women," his comely fills on the meandering
hearts of awhole new generation of listeners. Part of the lure
"Out on the Road," or even his straight rhythm playing, and
is that when Burnside is being intentionally obnoxious —
it's clear that by 1997 Brown was as much or more the band's
witness the threat to stick his foot up apanhandler's backside
musical foundation as was Burnside. By then, they'd been
in "The Criminal Inside Me" — his wink-wink, nudgenudge humor is never far from the surface. The songs are
playing together off and on for more than aquarter century.
Brown had distinguished himself on Too Bad Jim and Ass
regularly punctuated by Burnside's signature "well, well,
well" vocal refrain — he's obviously having aball.
Pocket, but he shines brightest on Mr. Wizard. The album was
Many of the tunes on Ass Pocket are punked-up versions of
also the first Fat Possum record to be distributed by the punk
label Epitaph, which goes to show just how married it had
his usual repertoire. "Boogie Chillen" is afairly obscene take
on the tune that had inspired Burnside to pick up aguitar so
become to the world of indic rock.
many years before. "Poor Boy" (this is the definitive version)
Another breakthrough year for Burnside was 1998, when
is reduced to ahypnotic drone shorn down to afew words —
he upped his hip credentials and further alienated blues purists.
"Poor boy, I'm along way from home" — repeated over and
Come On In was aconscious attempt to gain commercial accepover. The trance is broken only by Spencer's grungy, semitance by marrying Burnside's raw blues to modern electronidistorted leads. Burnside and Spencer, in fact, make agood
ca, courtesy of producer Tom Rothrock (Beck, Elliot Smith).
team, in no small part because Spencer's sloppy leads and
Burnside didn't even have to be present for the recording of
weird Theremin are right at home in such achaotic musical
this cut-and-paste disc of remixes, scratches, samples, and loops
setting. And Brown's slide is all over the place, adding to the
layered under electric guitar and drums —Rothrocic, and othgeneral cacophony.
ers with backgrounds completely disparate from Burnside's,
Then there are the spoken-word stories: "2 Brothers," the
did all the work at the computer. This savvy attempt to kowmeandering tale of two brothers with an ass pocket of gin;
tow to the thriving tecluio dub scene stands as Burnside's most

Generation X,

corn-liquor-guzzling
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magnet structure and die-cast alloy chassis, and the requisite refinements in the
crossoever to manage it all, the 5A is the perfect example of hitting amoving target.
In keeping with our commitment, all Model 5s are field-updateable to 5A status
preserving the entire investment of the original purchaser.
Call, write, or visit us on the Web for complete information on the 5A, upgrades to
existing Model 5's and the name of your nearest carefully selected 5series dealer.
www.vandersteen.com In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079

DV \S 0\AL

116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230

RTY®

(559)582-0324

204-p,dee,deeo.
simply... the world's reference!

MD-805 ($19k)

SH-833
PR-T1 ($3010
Michael Fremer -Stereophile, July 2004
SH-833 (150w/ch SET' "But Idoubt you'll hear an amplifier that delivers the effervescence, transparency, and solidity of live
music -all kinds of live music -as convincingly and effectively as does the WAVAC SH-833."
Steve Hoffman -mastering guru
"Awesome right out of the box with the stock tubes -the ambient retrieval is amazing on these WAVACs.
Beautiful amps, wonderful sounding, with that tight, fast holographic WAVAC Audio SET sound. I'm hooked!".
--ISET):

PR-r . "The PR-TI linestage has that special WAVAC transparency, speed and detail galore -the build quality of this machine is
incredible! Without adoubt the best line stage Ihave ever heard; totally musical, totally wonderful. If you can afford it, get it!"
Distributed by: tmh audio Dayton, OH
937-439-2667
info@tmhaudio.com www.tmhaudio.com
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R.L. BURNSIDE

Fat Possum era. But by the late 1990s, following his success
commercially successful record, with well over 100,000 units
on Fat Possum, everyone and their brother had scrounged
sold in the US alone —a huge number for ablues artist. "It's
the vaults in search of any old Burnside tapes they might have
Bad You Know" was featured in the soundtrack of The
had lying around, releasing haphazard, redundant, and subSopranos, crossing Burnside over into the cultural mainstream.
standard material. Even so, there are afew golden apples in
For those who love his music, Burnside's lack of participation
that moldy basket
can leave abad taste, but many critics couldn't get enough.
The best of the bunch is Acoustic Stories, abeautiful collection
By 1999, there was apalpable feeling at Fat Possum of
of songs recorded in aNew York studio in 1988 and released in
"What are we gonna do next?" Burnside, then 73, had slowed
1997 by M.C. Records, asmall indic label based in New York.
down considerably. Rather than put out apredictable disc,
Burnside's fluid, still-strong guitar playing is accompanied by
the label moved in an entirely new direction, laying
the tasteful harp work (somewhat of ararity in the Burnside
Burnside's vocals over music set down by top studio musicatalog, Fat Possum generally steers clear of the instrument) of
cians. Wish IWas in Heaven Sitting Down boasts alittle bit of
John Neremberg, who toured with him regularly during this
everything: straight blues, smooth R&B, spoken word, techperiod. The repertoire is basic Burnside ("Skinny Woman,"
no-style sampling, and ambient beats. It's the first Fat Possum
"Walking Blues," "Poor Black Mattie," etc.), the tempos slow
record, other than the remixes, to boast slick production.
and thoughtfuL This disc vies with the 1967 field recordings as
Here's what Iwrote when the disc hit the bins in 2000:
perhaps the best acoustic Burnside material.
"Ile glory days of breakthrough recordings seem to be
In 2000, M.C. released another disc, this one culled from a
behind the king of Mississippi Hill Country blues. Burnside's
box of tapes Burnside and harp player Jon Morris made durkiller band has been replaced by drum machines and studio
ing their decade of touring together. Well Well Well is ascattermusicians who never quite gel with the old man. (Burnside
shot collection of acoustic and electric live tracks covering the
has even been stripped of his guitar.) The overall effect is
period 1986-1993. While superior versions of most of these
mediocre at best. And it doesn't help that Burnside sounds
tunes can be found elsewhere, Well Well Well is still worth alislike he'd rather be taking anap."
ten —Burnside's guitar playing is confident, and he's clearly
While Iadmit that some of the cuts have grown on me in
having agreat time. The sound quality is surprisingly good,
the years since (especially the sunny "Miss Maybelle" and
considering that several of the tunes were recorded on aboom"Bad Luck City," asultry remake of the title track of
box and in alivestock shed in Holland. There is also
Burnside's first Fat Possum record), for the most part
material from a 1986 concert in Charleston,
Istill stand by that statement Part of the problem
South Carolina, a1992 show in Athens, Greece,
stems from Fat Possum's admittedly noble effort to
and a1991 date in The Hague.
try something new. Eliminating "raw" from the
Fans of Burnside's softer side will want to
equation, opting instead for aslick production style,
pick up acopy of Mississippi Hill Country Blues,
and stripping Burnside of his band (Brown accomacoustic material from the 1980s that had been
panies Burnside only on the traditional-style title
available only in Europe until Fat Possum reissued
track) led to wildly uneven results. Another factor
it last year (three 1967 George
is that Burnside's voice is noticeably
Mitchell outtakes are also included).
weaker and has lost some of its
The truth is that for
Legendary among blues geeks and
urgency, especially on such lifeless
filler as his cover of "Chain of Fools."
most of his recorded career, widely considered among Burnside's
best acoustic material, this album
So it was with considerable anticipaon showcases many of Burnside's badass
tion that his fan base looked forward to Burnside has been
in mellower versions.
Burnside's upcoming live release,
and boogies
Less interesting is My Black Name A
which promised stripped-down BurnRingin' (Genes, 1999) and Mississippi
side with his longtime band. Burnside
heavy on
Blues (Arion, 1997), both of which
had already slowed down his touring
comprise middling renditions of
schedule due to iffy health and too
acoustic tunes, stronger versions of which are available on
much rotgut on the road. Still, he managed to get out now and
other records. Heritage of the Blues: No Monkeys on this Train
again, including afine evening at Portland, Oregon's Crystal
(Hightone, 2003) is aweak-to-middling hodgepodge of Sound
Ballroom in January 2001, which was recorded and released by
Machine-era material and live tracks from the Rhythm Room
Fat Possum in 2001 as Burnside On Burnside
blues club in Phoenix, Arizona. You'll also find some live
From the familiar opening notes of "Shake 'Em On
material and various previously released and unreali7Pd tracks
Down" to the slashing rhythms of "Snake Drive," the record's
on anumber of EPs and anthologies that are beyond the scope
closer, all of the studio noodling and overdubs that had been
so central to his previous two records are stripped away. For
of this article. Few are particularly important or interesting.
For good or ill, the onslaught of Burnside material doesn't
longtime fans, it was atreat to hear R.L., Kenny, and Cedric
tear up astage again. You can hear Burnside's loss of facility
seem to be abating, even though Burnside himself; now in
his late 70s, has slowed down considerably. At this very
in his guitar playing and singing, but the truth is that for most
moment it's likely that some obscure label is dusting off its
of his recorded career, Burnside has been light on technical
poorly recorded Burnside tape from some house party. Only
prowess and heavy on personality. His raw charm still comes
Fat Possum, the current and most important promoter of
through, and that's always been what has mattered most.
R.L. Burnside, is likely to deliver the genuine goods. The
While Burnside On Burnside doesn't stand up to his best
label has just released A Bothered Mind, its second full-length
records, it does mark the first time since Mr. Wizard that he'd
remix CD, with guest appearances by Kid Rock and Lyrics
made atoe-tapping, hypnotic dance record.
Born. It is notably sharper and more seamless than its overAside from some obscure European LPs, Burnside recordthe-top predecessor Come On In. Fat Possum also plans to put
ed little music — and none worth releasing — in the 20 or so
odd years between his 1967 field recordings and the glorious
out an as yet unnamed Muddy Waters tribute disc.

light
technical prowess
personality.
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

Hakim
dm38
John Atkinson

Solid-state stereo
power amplifier with balanced (XLR)
and single-ended voltage-mode
and current-mode (RCA) inputs, and
power-factor—corrected, switch-mode
power supply. Rated output power:
>180W into 8ohms (22.6dBW),
>350W into 4ohms (22.4dBW).
THD: <-110dB (<3000 parts per billion) up to 20kHz (100kHz measurement bandwidth) at full power,
350W into 4ohms; THD
at 1kHz <-130dB (300 parts per
billion). IMD: <-110dB each intermodulation product resulting from
acombined 19kHz+20kHz signal,
each at 100W into ohms, equivalent
to 350W peak power into 4ohms.
Noise: 5nV/root-Hz, voltage-mode
inputs; 6pA/root-Hz, current-mode
input. Slew rate: 100V/ps. Input
impedance: 10k ohms, unbalanced
voltage mode; 20k ohms, balanced
voltage mode; 60 ohms, unbalanced
current mode. Voltage gain: 30V/V
(29.5dB), voltage mode; 5V/mA,
current mode. Frequency response:
not specified.
31" (790mm) H by
16" (400mm) W by 16" (400mm) D.
Weight: 120 lbs (55kg).
Shipping weight: 187 lbs (85kg
110015.
$18,790. Approximate number
of dealers: 18.
Halcro, 118 Hayward Avenue, Torrensville, South Australia 5031. Fax: (61) 8-8238-0852. US
distributor: On A Higher Note, LLC,
26081 Via Estelita, San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675. Tel: (949) 488-3004.
Fax: (949) 488-3284.
Web: www.halcro.com.
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ne of the highlights of recent Consumer Electronics and Home
Entertainment shows has been the demonstrations of sound
quality put on by Australian amplifier manufacturer Halcro
with Wilson Audio loudspeakers. At my first exposure to one of
these demos — described in my April 2002 "As We See It" —
enormous dynamic range was coupled with agrain-free presentation and almost holographic stereo imaging to produce a
breathtaking sweep of sound. Paul Bolin reviewed Halcro's dm58 monoblock in
October 2002, and that amplifier was subsequently voted this magazine's "Amplification Component of 2002" by our reviewers.
The dm58 is physically large; when Itried the review samples out in my system
prior to measuring them, they dominated my room. So when Halcro's affable US
distributo4 Philip O'Hanlon, asked me if Iwould be interested in reviewing the
company's first two-channel design, the $18,790 dm38, Ididn't need much persuading.
Two channels, not one

The dm38 is basically the circuit of the dm58 monoblock, duplicated for stereo
but with reduced output power because the same heatsink area now has to be
shared by two channels instead of being dedicated to one. The aluminum chassis
has an attractive brushed-silver finish, and keeps the same H-shape of the '58. The
uprights, sitting on wooden plinths, contain the output circuitry and heatsinks; the
lower of the two crossbars is the power-factor-corrected switch-mode power supply, the upper the input circuitry and the I/O connectors.
With two channels to handle, as well as balanced and unbalanced inputs, the
latter offering both voltage-mode and current-mode operation, the rear panel of
the upper module is crowded. But there is still room to connect fairly heavy-duty
cables, and the output binding posts are usefully insulated with rubber shrouds.
AC power is supplied via an IEC connector on the base of the lower module,
where the main power switch resides. The amplifier is switched in and out of
standby with abutton on the underside of the upper module.
Vanishingly low distortion

When Halcro burst onto the US high-end scene in 2001, they made much of their
amplifiers' astonishingly low levels of distortion, and of the fact that the excellent linearity had been achieved without the compromises introduced by traditional circuits
that use excessive amounts of negative feedback, such as the shifting of energy from
the relatively benign low-order harmonics to the much more objectionable (because
they are not musically consonant) high-order harmonics. Such amplifiers would have
low distortion only as long as you weren't using them to amplify asignal! And there
would be other problems, such as slew-rate limiting and marginal stability.
To find out more about the Halcro amplifiers, Imet with their designer, Bruce
Candy, in London last November. ("Halcro," aScandinavian name of Orkney
Islands origin, is Bruce's middle name.) He was passing through en route from
Helsinki and Australia, and Ihad just finished the sessions for Antony Michaelson's
Mozart Clarinet Concerto project (see "Letters" in this issue). The most important
part of the design is the output stage, Dr. Candy told me. He uses complementary
vertical FETs, of atype normally used for switching, because they can turn on and
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Halcro dm38

off fast enough to eliminate crossover
distortion. (Candy hates crossover distortion.) But the problem with these
so-called switching FETs, he explained,
is that it is "hard to make them stable
with temperature so that all the devices
draw the same current" —which is perhaps one reason they are not in widespread use in audio circuits.
Candy was reluctant to go into detail
about how his patented Halcro output
stage works, but he did tell me that the
key to the design is that the distortioncanceling circuitry "float" up and down
with the output stage. So even though
the output-stage voltage rails are con-

MEASUREMENT . —

N

ventionally high, this important circuitry "sees" only a small voltage, of
around 10V. This allows him to use
very wide-bandwidth small-signal
devices in the error-canceling circuitry.
"This is all classical microwave stuff,"
Candy explained, which left me none
the wiser, other than to assume that
circuits that handle microwave frequencies must, by definition, be fast.
Continuing our discussion, we
touched on: why tube circuits tend to
sound good; protection circuitry (Candy
is for it, when it is done right); how hard
it is to design aswitching-mode power
supply that won't overheat while oper-

ating at high speed with high effidency;
the optimal loading for Shure movingmagnet cartridges, which he feels still
sound great on classical orchestral music
(though he admires how amoving-coil
design will reproduce opera); why the
ubiquitous use of simulation programs
such as Spice is not necessarily agood
thing for electronics engineers; and even
jet engines —"you must think of it in
terms of gain and gas flow, the relative
impedances," Candy elaborated, "if you
want to understand how the engine
works." The conversation veered back
to audio in the shape of class-D or
switching amplifiers —Halcro plans to

111111r

ot having any convenient current-source test

avery small degree of infrasonic rolloff is revealed by
fig.], the Halcro amp otherwise has awide bandwidth,
with ahigh-frequency -3dB point at 122kHz. Driven by
the unbalanced jack, the bandwidth was even greater,
at -3dB at 172kHz (not shown), resulting in anicely
square 10kHz squarewave response (fig.2).
Channel separation via both inputs was superb,
at 110dB or better at IkHz. Although the crosstalk
increased to -90dB at the band extremes, this is still
excellent performance. The measured background
noise (with the input shorted) was also superbly low,
at -107.5dBA ref. 1W into 8ohms. The unweighted
audioband S/N ratio was only slightly worse, at 105dB,
though extending the measurement bandwidth to
10Hz-500kHz degraded the measured figure to 86.5dB.
It is in the area of distortion, of course, that Halcro's reputation of being amaker of extremely linear amplifiers was
made. When Imeasured the dm58 monoblock (see
www.stereophile.com/amplificationreviews/683/index6.
html), its performance was at the limits of my test equipment, so Iapproached the task of measuring the dm38's
distortion with some trepidation. Fig.3 shows how the
percentage of distortion and noise in the amplifier's output
varies with power and load impedance. The downward
slope below 10W of the three traces indicates that the
measured percentage is actually dominated by noise. (As
the output power drops, the identical level of background
noise increases as apercentage of that output power.)

gear, Iassessed the Halcro dm38's measured
performance only via its conventional balanced
and unbalanced voltage-mode inputs. Iran it
for an hour at 60VVpc into 8ohms before performing
any measurements. The pillars in the centers of the
aluminum side moldings were just too hot to touch,
implying atemperature around 65°C, while the central
boxes were cooler, at an estimated 50°C.
The voltage gain into 8ohms was to specification at
29.5dB via the unbalanced input, but 6dB lower via the
balanced input, which is unusual. Both inputs preserved
absolute polarity, the XLR jack being wired with pin 2hot.
The input impedance, assessed at lkHz, was just above
twice the specified value, at 21.6k ohms unbalanced, 44.5k
ohms balanced. This increase will make the amplifier compatible with awider range of preamplifiers, however.
The output impedance was very low, at below 0.1
ohm in the bass and midrange, increasing slightly to
0.1 ohm at 20kHz. As aresult, the modification of the
dm38's response by the usual Ohm's Law interaction
between the amp's source impedance and the manner
in which the speaker's impedance changes with frequency will be minimal. With our simulated speaker
load, the response variation was around ±0.1dB across
the audioband. This can be seen in fig.1, which also
shows the dm38's response into resistive loads of 8,
4, and 2ohms, driven from its balanced input. Althou h
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Fig.1

Halcro dm38, frequency response at
2.83V into (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).

ms

Fig.2 Halcro dm38, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Halcrolin38, distortion (%) vs lkHz
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 100W): 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms.

SOO

1

introduce multichannel amplifiers for
home-theater systems that use some
innovative thinking on Dr. Candy's part.
But eventually we returned to the subject of Halcro's amplifiers and how hard it
was for me to comprehend how an
amplifier with as little distortion as one of
Candy's designs could sound so radically
different from aconventional amplifier
when the distortion artifacts of the latter
are already well below the threshold of
human hearing. "That's agood question!"
he laughed, venturing no answet
When Igot back to New York, Idid
some Web work and uncovered Bruce
Candy's patents on the Halcro amplifi-

er designs. 1 Rather than use conventional negative feedback to reduce the
level of errors, he uses a complex,
active error-correction circuit. Correction of errors in amplifier design goes
back, in my memory, to Quad's "current-dumping," feed-forward design of
the mid-1970s. As Dr. Candy points
out in his patents, Malcolm Omar
Hawksford, Masayuki Iwamatsu, and
Robert Cordell all published papers or
patents on this subject in the 1980s,
1Two key patents are US 5,892,398, "Amplifier
Having Ultra-Low Distortion," April 6, 1999; and
patent application US 2003/0058044 Al, dated
March 27, 2003.

and Ibelieve Nelson Pass also attempted something along these lines with
the "Stasis" circuitry used in 1980s
Threshold designs.
The circuit diagrams in the patents
are way beyond my ability to grasp. In
Candy's words when Ispoke with him,
"It definitely would take the average
amplifier designer quite some time to
recognise the circuit as that of an amplifier if presented with no direct clue as
to its purpose" — and Iam not an
amplifier designer at all, average or otherwise! However, it appears that the
essential innovation of the Halcro
amplifier is indeed the use of afloating

in this respect—and the right channel was slightly less
Between 10W and 30W into 8ohms --the lowest
linear than the left. But into 2ohms, there is both a
trace—the distortion starts to rise out of the noise floor,
fourfold increase in THD and arise toward the top of
at around 0.001% (-100dB), but the savvtooth shape of
the audioband.
the trace indicates that this is at the limit of my Audio
Figs.5, 6, and 7show the dm38's linearity in adifferPrecision System One's resolving power. From 30W into
ent manner. The bottom trace in fig.5 shows the wave8ohms to the "knee" in the trace at 190W, the slight
form of the amplifier's output when the IkHz driving
rise in the THD+N percentage is due to an increasing
signal has been removed with asharp notch filter. The
level of distortion harmonics. This is different from the
level was 1W into 8ohms. A small degree of second-hardm58, where there was no rise below the knee (see
monic distortion can be seen, overlaid by noise. In fact,
fig.8 in my October 2002 measurements). However,
as implied by fig.3, the actual noise at this power level
even at 190W into 8ohms, the actual THD figure is still
was much higher in level than the residual distortion —1
very low, at 0.025% (-91dB).
averaged 32 'scope readings to drop the relative level of
There is amore clearly marked rise in the measured
the random noise compared with that of the repetitive
distortion percentage above 10W into 4ohms, and even
more so into 2ohms. But note that
the Halcro comfortably exceeds its
specified output power both into 8
ohms-205W (23.1dBW) was available at 1% THD --and into 4ohms,
where it gave out 370W (22.7dBW)
at the same THD figure. It stumbled .12
,
slightly into 2ohms, giving out 182W
(16.6dBW), which implies significantFele ng1
ly lower voltage delivery. This was not
unexpected; Halcro's Bruce Candy
Fig.6
Halcro
dm38,
lkHz waveform at 61W
Fig.4 Halcro dm38, THD+N (
0/0) vs frequency
into 8 ohms (top), 0.0015% THD+N;
has made no secret of his opinion
at 10V into (from bottom to top): 8
distortion and noise waveform with
ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms (right channel
that speakers with impedances
fundamental notched out (bottom,
dashed).
below 4 ohms are unnecessarily
not to scale).
demanding on amplifiers.
Fig.4 shows how the measured
THD+noise percentage changes with
frequency into 8, 4, and 2ohms.
(The output level chosen for this
graph was 10V, which is where the
amplifier's distortion starts to
become distinguishable from the
background noise.) The measured
20
figure into 8and 4 ohms hovers
Fig.7 Halcro dm38, lkHz waveform at 120W
Fig.5 Halcro dm38, lkHz waveform at 1W
around 0.001% over the entire
into 4 ohms (top), 0.0055% THD+N;
into 8 ohms (top), 0.002% THD+N;
audioband, though avery slight
distortion and noise waveform with
distortion and noise waveform with
rise is apparent above 20kHz —the
fundamental
notched out (bottom,
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
not to scale).
dm58's performance was very similar
0
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power supply for the distortion-canceling circuitry, to allow the use of smallsignal devices, including adifferentialinput op-amp with an extremely high
(100MHz) gain-bandwidth product,
coupled with multiple nested correction loops and enormous care taken
with isolating the input circuitry from
the magnetic coupling effects of the
high-current output stage.
Candy stresses that there are st
cant differences between his circuit and
earlier distortion-cancellation designs.
Unusually, the Halcro amplifier doesn't
appear to use the usual fully complementary topology, Candy's feeling is
that the complete cancellation of evenorder distortion this product produces
works against his design goal of having
less odd- than even-order distortion. He
also explains that, wherever possible, the
circuit is arranged to keep the voltage
across and current through semiconductors under "very near constant condi-

tions," to eliminate the variation of the
devices' operating parameters with frequency, voltage, and current. (I conjectured 21 years ago, in the August 1983
issue of HiFi News, that apossible reason amplifiers with class-A output
stages sounded good was not so much
the elimination of crossover distortion,
but the fact that the output transistors
were carrying aconstant current and
were therefore immune to having their
temperature, hence gain, modulated by
the music signal?)
Sound
"To this day, Ihave yet to hear any
amplifier that equals the dm58's combination of complete neutrality, har2My thanks to Dutch reader Hans Polak for sending
me an informative analysis of this subject, and for drawing my attention to the writings of French engineer M.
Perrot on this subject, which Perrot calls "Thermal Distortion" and claims is areason tube amplifiers are preferred to solid-state. See http://peufeu.free.fr/audio/
memory/memory-10-annoyance.html.

monic generosity, lightning reflexes,
and asense of boundless power that is
difficult to describe," was how Paul
Bolin summed up his experience with
Halcro's dm58 monoblock. It also
nicely describes my reaction to the
dm58 when the review pair briefly
spent some time in my listening room.
The dm38 didn't pale in comparison
with my 18-month-old memories of the
dm58s. "Awesome dynamics," Inoted,
after playing Prince's Musicology (CD,
NPG 74645 84692 7) two times
through after hearing Prince live at
Madison Square Garden; "awesome!"
This CD also demonstrated the Halcro's
iron-fisted control of the bass, which
made the Mark Levinson No.33H
monoblocks' low frequencies sound
rather fat and slow in comparison.
Perhaps more important, as well as
excellent macrodynamics — the differences between loud and soft and how
consistent the amplifier's presentation

signal) Increasing the output power to 61W makes the
distortion waveform more evident (fig.6), with some
higher harmonic content starting to make an appear!ance. It is important to note, however, that the actual
THD+N level was just 0.0015% (-96dB). Finally, fig.7
shows that halving the load to 4ohms without altering
the output level introduces afairly pure-looking third
harmonic. Again, it must be noted that the absolute level
of this distortion is still very low: 0.0055%, or —85dB.
At lower frequencies and higher powers into both
8ohms (fig.8) and 4ohms (fig.9), the third harmonic
remains predominant. (This behavior is higher than the
residual harmonic distortion level in my Audio Precision
signal generator, so is presumably real.) With the Halcro's
switching power supply and what must be excellent
internal grounding arrangements, there is not atrace of
AC-related spuriae to be seen in these spectra.

Finally, fig.10 shows aspectrum of the dm38's output
while it drove an equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones into
4ohms at alevel adB or so below visible waveform clipping on the oscilloscope screen. The source was 24-bit data
decoded by aBenchmark DAC1, which produces asecondorder difference component below —100dB with this signal
(see fig.8, May 2004, p.119). The difference component in
the Halcro's output lies at —94dB (0.002%), which, allowing
for the Benchmark's contribution, means the dm38 is
misbehaving very slightly on this test. Very slightly. 2
Its measured behavior indicates that the dm38 is best
not used with amplifiers that have impedances lower
than 4ohms. But even though its circuit is not quite as
breathtakingly linear as that of the dm58 monoblock —
assuming my dm38 sample was representative—it still
offers superb measured performance in line with Halcro's
reputation.
—John Atkinson

1Each doubling of the number of captures increases the uncorrelated noise level
by 3dB but the correlated distortion by 6dB, thus dropping the noise contribution
by 3dB. (I trigger the 'scope with the unfiltered waveform so that it starts its capture at exactly the same point for the averaging.)
—JA

2It is fair to note that the sample of the dm38 reviewed by Martin Collons> in the
June 2004 issue of British magazine Hi-Fi News was significantly more linear than
my sample. Of course, that sample was set for 240V operation, though that should
not be afactor with an amplifier using aswitch-mode power supply.
—JA
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Fig.8 Halal) dm38, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 110W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Halera dm38, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 215W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10Halcro dm38, HF intermodulafon
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
300W peak into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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was at the dynamic extremes — the
dm38 also excelled at reproducing
microdynamics. By this Imean how
well it preserved the tonal and imaging
differences among different sonic
objects at different levels. A favorite
test track for this aspect is the DVDAudio version of bassist Ray Brown's
Soular Energy (Hi-Rez Music HRM
2011). In the track "Mistreated but
Undefeated Blues," the late Emily
Remler's electric guitar and Red Holloway's tenor sax play exactly the same
line in the verse at exactly the same
pitch. The Halcro allowed me easily to
identify how each instrument was contributing to the combined tone, regardless of the speakers Iwas using.
At the risk of venturing into the
semantic void, it wasn't just that the
dm38 reproduced the sounds of instruments or voices with superb fidelity; it
also excelled at reproducing the space
between those instruments. Remember
that the stereo image is an illusion, its
fragility due to the brain's having to put
aside what the ears actually hear in
favor of reconstructing a simulated
space between and behind the speakers.
On Contrasts and Parallels, the fairly
new M•A CD from the Hungarian
Kálmán Oláh Trio (M065A), the
piano, bass, and drums play around
with themes from grand master Johann
Sebastian Bach. Todd Garfmlde used a
single pair of mikes for this recording,
but the problem with apurist setup
such as this is that it can be hard to get
asufficiently similar blend of direct
sound and reverberation for each
instrument so that the ensemble blends
properly. Track 5features adrum solo,
and yes, the drums sound more reverberant than the piano and bass —but as
reproduced by the Halcros driving the
Revel Ultima Studios, the kit was
clearly and unambiguously set back
behind the other instruments in the
same acoustic.
Ihad asimilar experience with the
new Christmas album from Minnesotan choir Cantus, which Iwas
editing and mixing using the Halcro
amplifier. For the sessions at the recital
hall attached to the Mennonite music
school in Goshen, Indiana, Ibasically
used the same three mike arrays I'd
used for Cantus' Deep River CD in
2003: acentral ORTF pair of DPA cardioids, a spaced pair of DPA 4006
omnis, and, farther back, apair of highvoltage DPA 4003 °nuns placed either
side of aJecidin disc. Okay, there was a
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forthcoming recording project with
pianist Robert Silverman — the thinsounding piano actively annoyed me.
But when the recording was itself neutrally balanced, such as Tony Faulkner's SACD of the Mozart Clarinet
Concerto (K622, Musical Fidelity
MFSACD017), the Halcro dm38 simply removed itself from the sonic equation in amost satisfying manner.
A clue to the overall quality of the
The densely packed upper module carries the
Halcro was circumstantial without my
input circuitry and the I/O hardware.
actually being aware of it — except in
hindsight, when Inoticed the CD
major difference, in that I'd used the
spherical acoustic equalizers on the jewel boxes littering my listeningroom floor at the end of one weekend.
4003s, which boosts treble on-axis to
Ifound myself digging deep into my
give better channel separation at high
frequencies. But as Iwas applying an collection to play recordings Ihadn't
inverse curve to this boost in the mix, I played in years: old 'uns like Dished Up
hadn't expected there to be amajor dif- for Piano, Martin Jones playing Percy
ference in imaging specificity between Grainger's piano music (CD, Nimbus
the two projects. Yet listening to test NI5220); new 'uns like Tony Faulkner's
recording of Elgar's Symphony 3 (CD,
mixes of the 2004 recording via Revel
Naxos 8.554719). The chain of musical
Studios driven by the dm38, the indiassociation tri 141ered by MA's Hungarividual choristers could be heard to be
an jazz trio CD led in turn to June
more easily differentiated in space than
2004's "Recording of the Month,"
they had been in the 2003 CD.
So, the dm38 combined great dy- Bach's The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book
namics and great bass control with a One (CD, ECM New Series 1853/54),
with Till Fenner, and then to András
superbly transparent view into the
Schiff performing the Goldberg Variations
recorded soundstage. Its treble was free
(CD, ECM New Series 1825).
from grain and its midrange was as
Such an open window on the music
smooth as silk. However, Icouldn't
has always been asign that something
escape the feeling that the amplifier's
tonal balance was on the lean, cool special is happening with acomponent.
side. This was aconstant, regardless of The Halcro dm38 is special.
the speakers Iused, and was exacerbatSumming up
ed when Iused the dm38 with HalIt may be expensive, but Halcro's dm38
cro's 4:1m10 preamplifier (using baleffortlessly joins the ranks of top-rated
anced connections). My room is quite
live in the treble, and the overall bal- power amplifiers, not only for its sound
quality but also its measured perforance worked better with the Levinson
mance (not a given; witness some
No.380S preamplifier driving the
recent reviews). As with its monoblock
dm38 or the dm10 driving the Levinsiblings, loudspeaker loads that clip sigson monoblocks.
nificantly below 4ohms are best avoidEven so, the sniffing on Emmanuel
Ax's lush-sounding recording of ed if the amplifier's dynamic range is
not to be compromised. However, this
Brahms' Handel Variations (Sony Classical
will not have practical consequences in
SK 48046) was alittle more noticeable
than Ihad expected from my audition- listening rooms of normal size.
Like the dm58 monoblock, the
ing of this 1992 CD on other amplifiers.
dm38 is balanced toward the cool side
Similarly, the occasional rattle, as Ray
of the spectrum — though Iam sure
Brown lets the plucked strings of his
double bass rebound against the finger- Bruce Candy will argue that the Halcro amplifiers are actually neutral
board on Soular Energy, was presented
compared with the competition — so
slightly more forward in the soundstage
it will work best with speakers and
than the image of his instrument.
Where the recording was already a source components that don't themselves sound lean. But with optimal
little on the threadbare side — for
system matching, the Halcro's effortexample, on Daniel Barenboim's 1994
set of Beethoven's Diabelli Variations less dynamics and astonishingly clean
(CD, Erato D104960), which Iwas presentation will satisfy the listener's
studying in order to prepare for a soul.
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It's the smallest of things.
The subtle detail, the nuance, the clarity.
The unsuspected beauty.
The touch of bow on string, the stroke of aguitar pick.
It's the large things, too.
The fire in asoloist's technique.
The power of asoprano, rising above the orchestra.
So much more than just the notes

(with remote control)
Now available, the VTSP 2is anew design, benefiting from insights gained during continuous

refinement of the highly-praised VTSP 1A. Remote control functions include: Input Selection,
Absolute Polarity, Display Brightness, Volume, Mute, and Stereo/Mono
HL-1 solid state version also available, with optional phono stage
Herron Audio
phone: 314.434.5416
email: keith@herronaudio.com
http://www.herronaudio.com
Complete specifications, reviews, and owner's manuals are available on our web site
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

Lamm

ML2.1
Art Dudley

Tubed, monoblock
poWet mplifier. Tube complement:
one each 12AX7, 6N6P, 6AK5, 5651;
two 6C33C-B. Output power: 18VVpc
into 4, 8, or 16 ohms at up to 3%
THD (dBVV). Input impedance: 41k
ohms in parallel with 470pF. Input
sensitivity: 775mV for maximum output. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, —0.3dB, 3.0% THD.
16" W by 9" H by 20"
D. Weight: 70 lbs each.
B10115, B10116, listening;
B10119, measuring.
$29,290/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 11.
Lamm Industries,
Inc., 2621 E. 24th Street, Brooklyn,

pao

NY 11235. Tel: (718) 368-0181. Fax:
(718) 368-0140. Web: www.lamm
industries.com.
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IVO\OBLOCK POWER AVPLIFIER

o

Lamm Industries ML2.1 monoblock power amplifier

ne of my best friends is aserious jazz collector with aside interest in good replay gear. The last time we got together over a
meal, he asked, "What do you think is really the most important component in an audio system?" He might have added
"these days": It's asubject we come back to from time to time.
Because Imeant my response in fun, Ididn't think long.
"The amplifier," Ianswered — and then, for the hell of it, I

added, "By far."
There was atime in my life when Ithought the speakers were most important.
And, of course, there was atime when Ithought the source was most important.
Now it was something else's turn. Simple as that.
But only after Ispoke did Irealize that Iactually meant what I'd said.
Imeant it because, by that time, the Lamm ML2.1 ($29,290/pair) had convinced mc it was so. The Lamm amplifier had also reminded me that, while
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Lamm

audio enthusiasts make good reviewers, audio nymphomaniacs do not:
People who are prone to writing or
even thinking that such-and-such a
thing is the best —I've been guilty of it
myself at times — are bound to be
pulled up short, just as the ML2.1
pulled me up short. Now Ihave to
rethink everything. John Atkinson,
please revisit all my prior component

ML2.1

recommendations and lower their ratings some.
He who made the Lamm
Vladimir Lamm, who designs and assembles all of his company's products,
emigrated from the Soviet Union in
1987. Before that, he received training
in electronics at the university level —
during which time he also played per-

cussion in asymphony orchestra —and
worked as an engineer for the Soviet
military and space programs, as well as
for one of Russia's most-well-known
producers of consumer electronics.
During that time, Vladimir Lamm
continuously refined his thoughts on
the design of audio electronics, and at
the same time developed a unique
model of the human hearing mecha-

IF

ollowing Vladimir Lamm's instructions, Ilet the
ohm tap (not shown).
ML2.1 run for an hour or so before Ichecked the
Again considering what kind of amplifier this is, th
output tube's plate voltage and current. While
ML2.1 has an extraordinarily wide frequency respons
the voltage was correct at 175V DC, the current
especially from the 4ohm tap into higher impedance
was alittle high at 0.35A. Iadjusted it to read exactly
loads, where the small-signal output was just 1dB down
310mA, as recommended in the excellent owner's manat 95kHz into 16 ohms (fig.1). The bandwidth decreased
ual (one of the best Ihave eninto lower impedances, but the
countered). All measurements
411.1.1111MIIIMilla
upper-frequency response from th
Lamm's 4ohm tap into 2ohms
were made using the unbalanced
was still —1dB at 29kHz and just
RCA input, as the XLR is provided
—0.2dB at 20kHz. The 8ohm tap
as aconvenience only. (Pin 2parhas slightly less high-frequency
allels the RCA jack, pin 3is conoutput (fig.2), but is still flat to
nected to ground.)
audioband limit of 20kHz into
As expected, the ML2.1's volthigher impedances. The response
age gain dropped as the nominal
from the 16 ohm tap starts to roll
value of the output transformer
off in the top audio octave into
halved. From the 16 ohm tap drivML2.1, 4ohm tap, frequency
loads of 4ohms and below (not
ing 16 ohms, gain was ahealthy
response at 2.83V into (from top to
shown), but this will not be of
27.4dB. This dropped to 24.25dB
bottom at 2kHz): simulated loudspeaker
practical relevance.
from the 8ohm tap into 8ohms,
load, 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
However, note that an ultras
and 20.9dB from the 4 ohm tap
ic resonance makes an appearinto 4ohms. Absolute polarity
ance in this graph. Lying at an
was correct from all three outputs.
extraordinarily high 172kHz, this is
The input impedance measured
atribute to the maker of Lamm's
41k ohms at 20Hz and 39.3k
ohms at lkHz. While it dropped to
output transformers—and because it is well-damped, Idoubt
23k ohms at 20kHz, this will not
that it will affect sound quality.
be significant.
This resonance was absent from
Considering that the amplifier is
the 16 ohm family of responses,
single-ended, uses asingle output
tube, and has very little overall
though aslight upward tilt to the
response (+0.5dB, 20Hz-5kHz)
negative feedback, its output imFig.2 Lamm ML2. ,8ohm tap, frequency
response at 2.83V into (from top to
pedance was relatively low, at 2
was evident with this tap driving
bottom at 2kHz): simulated loudspeaker
ohms. As the amplifier's output
ohms (16 ohm tap), 1.2 ohms (8
load, 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms
would be very distorted under
ohm tap), and 0.8 ohm (4 ohm
(0.5d13/vertical div.).
tap). These figures held from the
these conditions, this slight fre
quency imbalance would be the
low bass through the mid-treble;
least of the problems.
the source impedance rose slightNote that the Lamm's low-frely at the top of the audioband, to
quency response is commendably
2.4 ohms, 1.8 ohms, and 0.9
flat down to the 10Hz limit of
ohm, from the 16, 8, and 4ohm
taps, respectively. As aresult of
these graphs, which in turn means
this fairly low output impedance,
that the amplifier's reproduction o
the frequency-response variation
a IkHz squarewave is almost perinto our standard simulated loudfectly square (fig.3). The 10kHz
speaker was also fairly low, rangsquarewave response is also
ing from ±0.5dB from the 4ohm
superb, though avery slight
Fig.3 Lamm ML2.1, 8ohm tap, small-signal
tap (fig.1) to ±1dB from the 16
IkHz squarewave into 8ohms.
amount of ultrasonic ringing can
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Lamm ML2.1

amplifier exists on asingle large circuit
board, excepting avery large powersupply capacitor, a rather pedestrian
Hammond power-supply choke, various connectors, jacks, and binding
posts, and the sockets for the two nipple tubes. But the board is doublesided, and it's difficult to get aclear
idea of the circuit architecture, apart
from the fact that some feedback is apparently employed. Beyond that, all I
can offer is the admittedly dull observation that the ML2.1 appears at once
to be both simple and complex.
From the outside, the ML2.1 looks
merely simple — but well made. The
six tubes have lots of room to spread
out, and the two big trannies sit side by
side under matching black boxes. The
metalwork is thick enough to resist
flexing under the strain of its heavier
parts — it's sad how many expensive
amps aren't made this well — but no
thicker. The Lamm bespeaks quality,
but subtly.
Iwas also impressed with the professional quality of the Lamms' packaging and documentation. The former is
a nicely made wood crate for each
amplifier with glued-in foam bumpers;
the latter consists of afew separate
warning documents plus athick, clearly written operating manual that covers
in generous detail everything you
might conceivably need to know about
the ML2.1. Ican't think of asingle
company in perfectionist audio that
would not benefit from this example.
Installing the ML2.1s was a
straightforward and uneventful procedure, notwithstanding the Lamms'
weight (70 lbs each) and the manual's
frequent admonitions against carelessness. Although 6C33C tubes are
still being made, Vladimir Lamm
builds his amps using New Old Stock
output tubes (he says he suspects that
the design was cheapened after
1985), each one hand-tested and
labeled for its precise destination.
Consequently, either the owner or
the person who installs the ML2.1
must check and, if necessary, adjust
the plate voltage and plate current.
This is easy to do, but requires ahighquality true RAdS multimeter. (Lamm
recommends the Fluke 87 or equivalent, Iborrowed one from Stereophilds
tool chest.)
Each ML2.1 has apair of input
jacks: an RCA for unbalanced operation, and an XLR for... well, for
unbalanced operation. Because bal-
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anced operation isn't really an option
in an amp of this sort, the input circuitry addressed by the XLR is only
quasi-balanced. Lamm says he provides the jacks merely for the convenience of users who have that sort of
cable, and not with any claims of improved performance.
At the other end, three pairs of
chunky binding posts are provided, for
operation into loads of 4, 8, and 16
ohms. The rear-mounted power switch
addresses a protection circuit that
begins by powering all the tube heaters;
then, two minutes later, after the caps
have charged up and the tubes have
warmed up alittle, ahefty relay kicks in
and the plates see their respective rail
voltages. This system worked perfectly
every time; not once did Ihear asingle
buzz, hum, burp, brap, or bang. Nor
did the plate voltage or plate current —
which Itended to check weekly —ever
drift to asignificant degree.
Music
Sir Adrian Boules 1976 recording of
Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius (LP, EMI
SLS 987) is arguably one of the finest
records ever made, in every sense.
There is abundant, realistic texture in
the sounds of the strings; singing voices have just the right scale; all the instruments and voices have plenty of
color; there is believable depth and just
the right amount of "air" in the sound;
and, above all, it's asuperb, transcen-

ASSOCIATED
Linn LP12 turntable, Nairn Armageddon power supply, Naim Aro tonearm; Galibier
Quattro Supreme turntable, Graham
Robin & Schróder Reference tonearms; Lyra Helikon Mono, Miyabi 47,
Linn Akiva, Denon 103 cartridges.
Audio Note
AN-52, Tamura TKS-83 step-up transformers; Fi Preamplifier.
EAR 890.
Quad ESL-989,
Lovvther PM2A in modified Medal-,
lion horns.
Interconnect: Audio Note
AN-Vx, Nordost Valhalla, homemades. Speaker: Audio Note AN-SPx,
Nordost Valhalla, homemades.
Mana stands (Linn
LP12, Fi preamp); Base base (EAR
890); Wally tools for phono setup.
—Art Dudley
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dent, landmark performance, one that
builds from a mystical, Parsifal-like
introduction to amoving three-hankie
finish. One might ask: How could such
athing not sound good?
With the Lamm ML2.1 amplifiers
driving my Quad ESL-989 loudspeakers, Ilearned that there's good — and
then there's magnificent. During the
Prelude, just amoment or two before
the entrance of tenor Nicolai Gedcla
("Jesu Maria..."), the sound of the
massed violas and clarinets was so colorful and present that their beauty all
but overwhelmed me. (It's probably
just as well I've never heard Gerontius
performed live: Imight not be up to
it.) Gedda's voice was itself similarly
tactile and real. And the fortes in his
opening soliloquy ("this natural force,
by which Icome to be...") gave no hint
of amplifier strain. Yes, before the
piece was over Iheard afew instances
of compression — the very loud passage just prior to Gedda's last solo, for
example, was cut off at the waist — but
it was asubtle effect, and never accompanied by gross distortion.
Let's pause for amoment and think
about that: Idrove afull-range electrostatic loudspeaker — one with an electrical sensitivity of 86dB and a
moderate impedance—with an 18W
amplifier, and the combination exhibited no coarsening, hardening, or thinning of the sound of aforceful singing
voice. This was in aroom of only moderate size (about 230 square feet), and
at avolume level selected by someone
who is neither deaf nor insane (me). I
can't predict whether you or anyone
else will enjoy the same success with
this combination, but Icouldn't help
but be very impressed.
Back to Gerontius: The natural
decay — the slight amount of performance-hall sound — that's overlaid on
Gedda's voice just prior to the choir's
first entrance reminded me that, with
the finest reproduction gear, it's often
the subtlest details that impress and
startle the most. That effect was artistically right, and very convincing. The
same can be said of the choir's many
pianissimos in Part Two: With the
Lamm amplifiers in the equation,
each was more convincing, and more
crucial to the overall effect, than I've
heard before.
Georges Prêtre's 1961 recording of
Poulenc's Gloria (LP, Angel S35953),
while not as good-sounding as the
Elgar —it lacks midrange richness and
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exture, and gets alittle grainy in the
ouder parts —is asimilarly committed
erformance of great 20th-century
nusic, and it, too, was brought to new
teights by the Lamms. Even when
ompared to my beautiful-sounding
.,AR 890 amplifier, 1the ML2.1s made
1
he voices sound more human, the
low of the notes more natural and
onvincing. By contrast, other amps
ounded mechanical on the jaunty
..audamus Te, with the notable excepion of the Fi 2A3 Stereo SET (and that
von't come close to driving Quads).
Urd nothing that I've heard apart from
he Lamms — nothing at all — catches
he detail and the sheer tactile feel of
he oboe trills in that piece.
Iplayed the Borodin Quartet's fine
ecorcling of their namesake's String
uartet 2 in D (LP, Decca/Speakers
:Amer SXL 6036), and marveled not
omuch at the presence of this or the
teutrality of that as at the sheer
utense believability of the music. More
han ever before, Igot the sense not of
iretty or even musically involving
ounds that were disconnected from
eality, but of something that was conLected to its own progeny — ie, it felt
nore like music that had been made
,y humans. The intensity of the playrs — the touch of the players —was
nuch more evident. The Lamms, I
vould come to realize, could do this
vith most good recordings — and
nore so as the evening wore on. The
onger they warmed up, the better
hey played music.
While reviewing the Lamms, I
eceived acopy of Cisco Music's exeptionally good LP reissue of Ian and
;ylvia's Four Strong Winds (Vanguard
/SD-2149) —which, like the abovenentioned Elgar, would probably
ound wonderful through almost any
mp. The two voices in the title song,
vhich are panned straight to the two
peakers in the stereo mix (there's no
enter fill other than abit of the guitar
acicing), sound startlingly real. With
he Lamms, they were almost frightenrig: the most uncanny reproduction of
singing voice I've ever heard. Had I
tripped my Quads of their protective
ilm, the experience would have probbly given me aheart attack.
.ouder music
efar, Ihad limited my Lamm time to
Reviewed in April 2004, see www.stereophile.com/
mplificationreviews/404ear.
— Ed.
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the Quads — and while I couldn't
help being surprised by how well the
combination worked, Iwould have
been remiss not to try the 18Wpc
ML2.1s with my SET-friendly
Lowther horns.
Once they'd worked themselves
back in — I'd been enjoying the
ML2.1s on the Quads longer than I'd
thought — my Lowthers sounded
superb with the Lamms. Aimee
Mann's "This Is How It Goes," from
Lost in Space (in afine new LP reissue,
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-278), fairly
leaped from the system in the best and
most engaging way possible, with
much tighter bass than I'd ever heard

With record after record, the
Lamms sounded superior to other
amps in the way that an exceptional
musical instrument sounds superior to
one that is merely good. Ron
Thomason, the great musician and
storyteller, once let me strum achord
on his 1924 Gibson F-5 Lloyd Loar
mandolin (there are precious few in
existence): that mandolin against my
chest felt like aliving, breathing thing.
That's the key word, Ithink: It wasn't
just responsive, it was alive. The Lamms
excelled in much the same way.
To listen to the ML2.1s was to
imagine — that's the most certainty
anyone can apply to such athing —

WITH THE LAMMS, THERE WAS THE MOST
UNCANNY REPRODUCTION OF A
SINGING VOICE I'VE EVER HEARD
from my horns: Great though it is, the
Fi 2A3 Stereo amp can't seem to coax
as much bass out of the anemic hornloaded Lowthers.
The stacked synthesizers — Arps, I
think — in the title track of Procol
Harum's Broken Barricades (LP, A&M
SP 4294) sounded thick and appropriately analogish. And in the following
track,
"Memorial
Drive,"
although the low F-sharp on the electric bass didn't have near the whomp
through the Lowthers as it had
through the Quads, the Lamms made
the gap smaller than in the past. I
heard more body, timbral richness,
and impact from bass notes with the
Lamms driving my Lowthers than
with any other SET I've tried.
Yet while stretching the Lowthers'
performance envelope, the Lamms
helped them maintain the strengths
that made me buy them in the first
place: their sensuously textured midrange, and the almost eerie presence
with which they reproduce voices and
solo instruments. The vocal color and
bounce of Josephine Veasey's Dido
and Helen Donath's Belinda in the
Colin Davis recording of Purcell's
Dido and Aeneas (LP, Philips 6500 131)
made listening an almost physical
experience with the Lamm-Lowther
combination. And the realness of the
stereo imaging — the solidity of the
voices, as well as their placement—
added to my enjoyment.
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that I was hearing music's original
complex wave stripped of more
garbage than ever before: Notes were
more distinct, as were the relationships between them. Sounds were
true, and the presence of the performers in my room, though always little
more than asuggestion, was surer and
more engaging.
Chris Henderson: don't read
this part
At one point during the review period,
Iwas walking to the far end of my listening room to open awindow when I
stubbed my toe on one of the Lamm
amplifiers: This was no minor toestubbing, but one of those really spectacular, bloody events that would have
sent me to the emergency room if such
aremedy didn't also require an explanation. I reacted in the usual way,
swearing lustily at the thing on which
I'd stubbed my toe — but with one
additional curse: "For $30,000, you
ought to pick yourself up and get the
fir*k out of my way when you see me
coming!" A foolish remark, Iknow,
but, just like Dick Cheney, I don't
regret for asecond having made it.
Conclusions
Does it get any better than this?
I've learned my lesson: the answer
is, sure.
For one thing, there are dozens of
amps out there that Ihaven't heard,
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and that seem to stand achance of
also being very good at playing music.
For another, although Vladimir
Lamm has observed elsewhere that
he cannot improve on the ML2.1
(actually, he said that about this amp's
predecessor, the ML2), he also said to
me, "I would prefer using atube rectifier, but we have to be realistic:
That's too expensive." My thinking is
that, once you're at the point where
you can consider spending $30,000
on apair of amps, what's another few
thou? Realism be damned, Vladimir:
Do it.
For another thing, one can almost
imagine anear-ML2.1 level of performance for less than half the price: Mr.
Lamm says he has finished designing a
13Wpc stereo version of the amp that
would retail for $12,000 to $14,000.
The only catch is finding a way to
produce it: "To make aless expensive
model, you have to produce in quantity," Lamm says. "To do that means
you have to invest a lot of money.
Right now I'm doing things that
nobody else can do: Why should I
change and do what everybody else is
doing?" Add that to the folder labeled
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"There are three catalogs
Ilook forward to receiving... the
Audio Advisor catalog is, of course,
ano -bruiner for an audiophile."

The finest musicians
recorded i
n
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SPACE captured LIVE
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phase coherent
MICROPHONE with tht
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electronics, converters
and cables

-John Atkinson, Chief Editor,
Stereophile, January 1996

"GOOD QUESTIONS FOR WHICH I HAVE
NO ANSWER."

I'm afraid that's where you'll also
have to file the issue of value. It's my
professional responsibility to tell you
that Ijust plain don't see anywhere
near $15,000 worth of parts inside one
of these chassis, no matter how much
the trannies cost. Are they that difficult
and time-consuming to build? Maybe.
Then again, Vladimir Lamm has
been building amplifiers for 45 years,
and he's poured everything he knows
about music reproduction into this
product. To buy the ML2.1s is to buy
apiece of his life's work: The only
person who can say whether or not
that's worth the asking price is the
person signing the check. All Ican
say is that, if this guy made fly rods
the way he makes amps, there would
be no safe trout within the sound of
my voice.
Reviewers often speak of wanting to
keep certain review samples indefinitely. (Unfortunately, some reviewers do
more than speak of it.) Toward the end
of the review, Irushed things alittle. I
couldn't wait to get the ML2.1s the
hell out of my house —if only because
Idreaded seeing them go and Iwanted
to get it over with.
A good amp. A damn good amp.
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With record after record, the Lamms sounded superior
to other amps in the way that an exceotional musical
instrument sounds superior to one that is merely good.
Art Dudley (ML2.1 review, Stereophile, October 2004)
(718) 368-0181 tel. (718) 368-0140 fax
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

McIntosh

C200
Paul Bolin

Solid-state, twochassis, full-function, remote-control
preamplifier with MM and MC
phono stages, three balanced and
eight unbalanced pairs of inputs,
and three balanced and three unbalanced pairs of outputs. Frequency
response: 10Hz-40kHz, +0/-0.5dB.
THD: 0.002%, 20Hz-20kHz. S/N
Ratio: 86dB phono, 100dB line (no
weighting or reference level specified). Maximum output voltage: 12V
RMS unbalanced, 25V RMS balanced. Output impedance: 50 ohms
balanced, unbalanced. Input sensitivities: MM phono, 4.4mV for 2.5V
rated output (1mV IHF); MC phono,
140pV for 2.5V rated output; Line,
450mV for 2.5V rated output. Input
impedances: MM phono, 47k ohms,
65pF; MC phono, 10 ohms; Line,
22k ohms unbalanced, 44k ohms
balanced. Maximum input signals:
MM phono, 50mV; Line, 5V bal.
anced, 5V unbalanced.
Each chassis: 17" Mt
by 6" H by 20" D (including clearance for connections). Weights:
,
C200C controller: 40.4 lbs (18.32kg)
shipping, 26.0 lbs (11.79kg)
C200P preamplifier: 34.9 lbs
(15.82kg) shipping, 20.5 lbs (9.3kg)

mpg

_Du

: • •

C200C controller: SX1290.
200P preamplifier: SY1285.
$7100. Approximate number
of dealers: 240.
McIntosh
Laboratory, Inc., 2Chambers Street,
Binghamton, NY 13903-2699. Tel: Ard
(607) 723-3512. Fax: (607) 7241111!
0549. Web: www.mcintoshlabs.com.
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McIntosh C200 preamplifier

nAugust, Ireviewed McIntosh's MC501 monoblock power amplifier.
In terms of what I'd thought was possible from Mac, this was arevelation. Once memories and lurking preconceptions had been set aside and
the amps installed in my system, the MC501 easily established itself as
among the finest overall performers Ihave ever reviewed.
But the pair of MC501s weren't all that McIntosh had sent along last
fall. While perusing Mac's website last summer, Icame across the C200,
which had not been on active display at Home Entertainment 2003, where Ihad
discovered the '501. Introduced three years before the MC501, the C200 had the
look of adeadly serious, no-holds-barred control center. While making arrangements for the loan of the power amplifiers, Iasked McIntosh's Sally Goff if it
might be possible to also obtain aC200. She promptly agreed.
Inside the boxes

Like some other assaults on the state of the front-end art, from the likes of VTL
and Mark Levinson, McIntosh's C200 begins with atwo-chassis "clean box/dirty
box" architecture. The controller box (the C200C, in MacSpeak) contains all
power supplies, microprocessors, and control circuitry, while the C200P preamp
box holds all of the audio circuitry for maximum noise isolation. A 6' cable with
25-pin connectors carries control signals and power supply voltages from the controller chassis to the audio chassis.
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The C200 is a bit more hard-core
purist than Mac's other line stages. For
one thing, there are no tone controls or

other equalization devices. Though the
C200 is laden with features, the
approach was to design "the finest

audio preamplifier ever created" with
"no design compromises.. in the
quest for absolute accuracy, total sonic

1111111111111

L

ooking first at the C200's
phono stage, this offered a
respectable 40dB of gain
set to MM and 63.3dB set
to MC (assessed at the balanced
tape output jacks). Despite this, the
background noise level was low.
The MM signal/noise ratio was
69.4dB unweighted (ref. 5mV input
at IkHz), while the MC figure was
56.4dB (ref. 500pV at IkHz). Aweighted, these ratios improved to
83.4dB and 64.1dB, respectively.
The phono input offered very
low distortion. Via the MM input, I
measured just 0.0013% THD (true
sum of the harmonics, ignoring
the contribution of noise) with a
10mV, lkHz input signal. The highest-level harmonic was the second, at just —100.6dB. Correlating
with this superb linearity, the overload margin was asuperb 25.6dB
across most of the audioband for
the MM input, increasing slightly
to 26.5dB at 20Hz. The high- and
mid-frequency margins dropped to
astill good 19.4dB for the MC
input, while the low-frequency
margin remained excellent at
23.8dB. Assuming an overload
point of 1% THD, all these figures
were equivalent to amaximum
output from the balanced tape-out
jack of almost 10V!
The RIM error was relatively
low, at ±0.25dB (a little better
from the left channel), but the
shape of the response will be just
audible, with avery slightly
shelved-down treble (fig.1). In
itself, this will not be responsible
for PB's finding the MC input to
sound dark. However, Dynavector
recommends aload greater than
30 ohms for Paul's preferred cartridge, which has asource impedance of 6ohms and 18pH. The
C200's MC input impedance measured 36 ohms at IkHz, 32 ohms
at 20kHz, so perhaps this is indeed
alittle on the low side for this cartridge. The MM input impedance
measured 48k ohms at IkHz. Both
inputs preserved absolute polarity;

•••••011• IMMel.
krnea
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Fig.1

McIntosh C200, MM input, RIM error at
5mV input at IkHz (0.5dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).
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I
---crriemr,rinput,
„b„
balanced

frequency response, volume control max,
at 1V into 100k ohms (top) and 600
ohms (bottom). (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed.)
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Fig.3 McIntosh C200, line stage, balanced
channel separation (bottom), unbalanced
separation (top). (10dB/vertical div.,
R—L dashed.)
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o
Fig.4 McIntosh C200 line stage, THD+N (WO
vs frequency at 1V into 100k ohms
and 600 ohms, balanced (bottom)
and unbalanced (top). (Right channel
dashed.)
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ie, they were noninverting.
The line input also preserved
signal polarity through both the
unbalanced and balanced inputs—
the latter are wired with pin 2positive—and featured ausefully high
input impedance at lkHz of 34k
ohms unbalanced, 50k ohms balanced. The volume control operated in accurate 0.5dB steps, with
the maximum setting on the display of "15" equivalent to again of
14.9dB in both balanced and unbalanced modes (balanced input
to balanced output, unbalanced
input to unbalanced output). Corresponding with this maximum
gain, the unity-gain setting ("0.0")
of the control gave aslight insertion loss of —0.1dB.
The unbalanced output impedance measured 57 ohms at IkHz,
this exactly doubling from the balanced jacks, as expected. However,
while this figure rose inconsequentially at 20Hz, to 64 ohms
from the unbalanced jacks, the
rise from the balanced XLRs was
much larger, to 1130 ohms. While
this will not be significant with
power amplifiers having moderately high input impedances, it leads
to aprematurely rolled-off bass
with low impedances.
This can be seen in fig.2. The
top pair of traces were taken into a
high 100k ohms; the C200's response is flat from 20Hz to well
above the audioband. But into 600
ohms, the bass rolls off to —3dB at
45Hz. The C200 is unlikely to see a
load as low as 600 ohms in practice—the Jeff Rowland Design
Group amplifiers are the only ones
Iknow of that feature an input
impedance this low—but C200
owners should make sure their
power amplifiers have an input
impedance of at least 15k ohms if
the bass is not to sound alittle
lightweight. McIntosh's own
MC501, reviewed by PB in August,
measured 18.3k ohms, which will
be just high enough.
At the other end of the spec-
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purity and virtual elimination of distortion and audible noise."
The design brief for the C200 was

ambitious — it includes both movingmagnet (MM) and moving-coil (MC)
phono sections, afull complement of

control loops to accommodate multimedia processors (though none of the
active electronics for same, of course),

tom traces) and unbalanced (top traces) operation.
Balanced operation clearly gets the best from the circuitry,
though aslight but inconsequential rise in distortion and
noise can be seen at the low end into 600 ohms, this
tying in with the rolled-off bass into this load.
Fig.5 is aspectrum of the C200's unbalanced output
driving a IkHz tone into alowish 8k ohm load. (Ignore
the low-level, low-frequency spuriae, which are due to a
ground loop between the C200 and my measurement
computer that Icouldn't eliminate.) The measured distortion level was just 0.0008% (RMS sum of the harmonics), and the highest component, as with the phono
stage, was the second harmonic at
—103dB, with no harmonics above
the fourth visible above the low
0 MU
tAll1710
RI .51 Ah'i //
noise floor. Dropping the test load
to 600 ohms didn't compromise this
superb performance. Intermodulation distortion was also very low
(fig.6) and, again, unaffected by the
load impedance.
Finally, fig.7 plots the THD+noise
percentage against balanced output
voltage into 100k and 600 ohms.
The maximum output voltage into
100k ohms was ahigh 29.5V, this
dropping only slightly, to 24V, into
the demanding 600 ohm load. Note
that below 10V output, the downward slope of the traces implies that
the measured percentage is actually
dominated by noise, not distortion.
The unbalanced behavior was idenDC-10kHz, at IV into 8k
tical, with half the voltage available,
as expected. Peculiarly, the voltage
limiting appears to take place before
the volume control, as lowering the
volume setting moved the traces in
fig.7 to the left.
Overall, this is superb measured
performance, in the McIntosh tradition.
—John Atkinson

trum, the C200's wide bandwidth was not affected to any
significant extent by loading or the setting of the volume
control. It was also identical for balanced and unbalanced
throughput. Channel separation was good rather than excellent, with the crosstalk level increasing with rising frequency, presumably due to capacitive coupling. This can
be seen in fig.3, which also shows that the separation is a
few dB better across the band with balanced operation.
Like the phono stage, the C200's line stage was extremely linear. Fig.4 shows how the THD+noise percentage changes with frequency, taken at a 1V output level
into both 100k ohms and 600 ohms for balanced (bot-

Fig.5

McIntosh C200, unbalanced line stage, spectrum of lkHz sinewave,
ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.6 McIntosh C200, unbalanced line stage, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
11/ into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 McIntosh C200, line stage, THD+N (
0
/o) vs
balanced output voltage into 100k ohms
(bottom) and 600 ohms (top).
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multiple remote turn-ons for other
McIntosh components, and pretty
much every luxury feature one
might desire. The C200's degree of
flexibility is reflected by the
C200P's well-filled rear panel. It
carries three balanced and eight unbalanced input pairs, three balanced
and three unbalanced main output
pairs, a balanced tape output, and
the necessary jacks for monitoring
and processor loops.
Additional features include amultistage digital volume control with 213
steps of 0.5dB each that Mac claims
has a tracking accuracy to within
0.1dB, adjustable rates of volume and
balance change, input trim for all inputs, multichannel passthrough mode,
full-function remote control, and even
aMono switch. The manual says that
only the "finest precision 1% tolerance
resistors and polypropylene caps are
used throughout."
The C200 isn't quite as drop-dead
stunning as the MC501, but then
again, it has alot more switching functions to perform. It's stylish and beautifully made; the C200 can be taken
for nothing but aMcIntosh. The controller's front panel is busy but well
organized, and features abig, easy-toread alphanumeric fluorescent display
that indicates Listen and Record
source selection, volume and balance
settings, and setup-mode selections
and adjustments. The blue-lit display's
brightness can be adjusted or turned
off entirely. The Setup mode allows
the user to program avariety of settings and defaults into the C200's
memory, where they are retained until
changed. These include display brightness, rate of change of volume and balance, passthrough options, and the
shutting-off of unused input sources.
The Setup menus were easy to deal
with, and the offered options useful
and convenient.
Settling in
Like the MC501, the C200 arrived in
nearly bombproof packaging, each
chassis in its own large, rugged box.
The instruction manual, also like the
MC501's, is amodel of its kind. Setup
was amatter of installing the C200 on
my Grand Prix Audio Monaco
Modular equipment rack and getting
an understanding of the basic programming functions from the manual.
The chassis were lighter than I'd have
expected, but the C200 is very robust.
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Rear panel, McIntosh C200P

Leopold Stokowski imposed his will in
the mixing room, the Mac let me hear
his tinkering. On Smetana's The
Moldau, from Rhapsodies (CD, RCA
Living Stereo 61503-2), the C200 did
not gloss over Stoky's highlighting of
the featured solo instruments, but the
coherence and satiny shimmer of the
strings were notable for their resolution and sense of many players working in perfect unison.
Alan Hovhaness' Symphony 50,
Mount St. Helens, with Gerard Schwarz
and the Seattle Symphony (CD, Delos
THE C200 DID
DE 3137), had gorgeously subtle and
transparent string textures in the openEVERYTHING IT WAS
ing movement; and, later, luxurious,
SUPPOSED TO WITH
organ-like brass sonorities. The C200
presented Hovhaness' opulent EastNO HINT OF FUSSINESS
ernisms with the lovingly detailed,
somewhat distant perspective that is
OR ATTITUDE.
characteristic of this CD.
Spacious techno-spectaculars such
as Armin van Buuren's "Never
Wanted This," from 76 (CD, Ultra L
of noise that can accompany discon1168-2), and Ron van den Beuken's
nection of asingle-ended cable, it's unusual to see nonlocking XLRs. In "Clokx," from Ultra.Trance3 (CD,
accordance with the AES standard, pin Ultra UL1180-2), were also excellently rendered. The virtual environ2of all balanced jacks is wired as hot.
The C200 seemed to require very ments of these tracks were large and
cleanly defined, with immense
little break-in time. Ileft the units on,
fully powered up, but in Mute when- breadth and depth.
The C200's timbral balance was
ever they were in my system. Ithink I
exceedingly neutral from top to botheard the sound become slightly more
tom. It sailed effortlessly through my
organic and holistic after 50-75 hours
usual deep-bass tests: Sugar's "Let's
of this, but the changes over time
Feel the Music," from Shine (Korean
were minimal.
CD, Starworld/BMG PD-6621); and
"Dream" and "Sweetest," from Double
Line it up, will ya, Mac?
Rainbow (Japanese CD, Toys Factory
The C200 line stage shared most of the
sonic traits of its sibling MC501 ampli- TFCC-81650). Not only are these
fier, and that is avery good thing. It songs wonderful pop music (at least if
had precisely the same relaxed, easy- you've ever had afondness for technogoing character. Orchestral music was pop and/or girl groups), they have the
uniquely steep bass transients that
especially enjoyable through the C200.
Eiji Oue
and the
Minnesota only synthesizers are able to generate.
The depth-charge array of deepOrchestra's performance of Leonard
down instruments and samples on
Bernstein's Candide overture and suite
Metro Area's "Caught Up," from A
(CD, Reference RR-87CD) was spacious, utterly open, and had ahighly Buyed-Out Mix by Felix Da Housecat
(CD, Emperor Norton EMN-9070-2),
credible sense of place and space.
Where aconductor like the legendary was awe-inspiring. Nothing in them

Ifs a familiar litany, and a truthful
one: The C200 functioned perfectly,
made no unusual noises, and did
everything it was supposed to, with no
hint of fussiness or attitude.
Only one thing about the C200's
construction made me alittle nervous:
its XLR jacks are not of the conventional locking type. While the inadvertent disconnection of a balanced
interconnect won't result in the burst
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Great theater deserves agreat setting.

The sleek, free-flowing lines of Sanus Platinum furniture reflect the beauty of today's digital televisions. And the newest addition, model PFFP flat
panel TV stand, opens up possibilities to mount aflat panel television anywhere. An extruded aluminum column extends rigid strength from the
steel-framed base to handle flat panel TVs up to 50". The Virtual Axe' tilting system provides smooth motion with the touch of afingertip.
And features like ahidden cable channel, an adjustable glass shelf and acustom blended silver finish plovide the perfect finishing touches
to this innovative flat panel TV stand. So if your home theater is short on wall space, your options are now wide open.
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McIntosh C200

fazed the C200 in the slightest.
Acoustic bass instruments, however
deep they may go, can't generate asynthesizer's zero-to-200mph-in-a-millisecond transients. The C200 proved
equally adept at handling the bloomier
transients of nonelectronic bass instruments such as acoustic bass and electric
bass guitar. "I've Got You to See Me
Through," from Eleanor McAvoy's
Yola (SACD, Market Square 113) had
exceptional bloom and solidity
through the C200. Like the MC501,
the C200 seemed to know that not all
bass transients are created equal.
There is practically nothing to say
about the Mac's midrange other than it
sounded uncolored and extremely natural. It combined excellent retrieval of
detail with an easy, fundamental truthfulness to the source. The resolution of
detail on Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue,
performed by pianist Hyperion Knight
and asmall ensemble (CD, Stereophile
STPH010-2), was fantastic — every bit
of the minimal chamber arrangement
had a splendid clarity that showed
Gershwin's music in adecidedly new
light. Knight's piano sparkled, and
the space of the recording venue generously cosseted each instrument.
The C200's treble was aprecise
echo of the MC501's: nothing ever
seemed to be missing, even though a
whit more ultimate resolution can be
had from the VTL TL-7.5 and the
Halcro dm10.1he multitudinous percussion instruments on the Hovhaness
Symphony 50 were especially deftly
handled, showing awinning blend of
extension and distinctness.
Orchestral dynamics are still a
most demanding test, and the
Hovhaness' Eruption movement has
them to burn. The explosion of percussion there was genuinely startling;
the C200 never seeming to compress
or blur this intensely forceful music.
And with pop and rock material, the
Mac gave everything aCD had to
give, all across the spectrum.
Hard-core phonography
The C200 contains both MM and
MC phono stages. The MC stage,
capable of handling low-output cartridges, uses two step-up transformers whose coils are wound with
silver wire and double mu-metal
shielding. No details are provided
regarding the MM stage, which uses
standard 47k ohm loading and offers
65pF of capacitance. But somewhere
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too far. I cross-checked the Mac's
phono stage against my reference
Manley Steelhead, with its easily adjustable loading, and got generally similar results with the Steelhead dialed
down to 25 ohms. 1
point out that the Mac's
THE MAC'S MIDRANGE MCIshould
stage was exceptionally quiet and
had more than enough gain for the
SOUNDED UNCOLORED
3201.tV Dynavector, which is quite
impressive. So I'm afraid the grade is
AND EXTREMELY
"Incomplete" for the MC stage. If it's
NATURAL.
possible to get the review sample set
up with loading appropriate for my
reference cartridge, Iwould love to
audition the Mac again. Presumably,
I definitely prefer loading my
Dynavector XV-1S cartridge down — Mac dealers can provide and install
usually to somewhere between 100 suitable resistors for C200 owners, as
and 250 ohms, depending on the all MC cartridges (and their owners)
phono section in question —but the 10 are certainly not created equal in
ohm load offered by the Mac was sim- terms of loading preference, and 10
ply too much of a muchness. The ohms will be too low for most.
What might be lurking in the C200's
sound of the MC section was dark and
diffuse, with imprecise imaging, all of MC stage is highly intriguing, based on
which Iimmediately suspected was what Iheard from the MM stage as
due to the cartridge being loaded down driven by aDynavector PHA-100 stepup amplifier I borrowed from
WallyTools' Wally Malewicz, the
Analog Guru. The PHA-100 got the
ASSOCIATED
NT
gain up to where it could drive the
Mac's MM input, and it also matched
SOTA Cosm
the impedance to the input's impedSeries Ill turntable, Graham 2.2 •
ance. The first paragraph of my listentonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridg
Classé Omega
ing notes began "Now here is the kind
SACD/CD player.
of sound I'd have expected from the
Manley Labs
Mac through the MC input" (The following comments on the phono stage
Steelhead phono stage, Dynavector
all pertain to the head-amp-into-MM
PHA-100 phono head amplifier.
McIntosh
input configuration.)
"Genesis Hall," from Fairport
MC501 and Halcro dm58 monoConvention's UnhaYbricking (UK LP,
blocks.
Island ILPS 9102), had alovely sparkle
Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic Ze
on the acoustic guitars and agentle
shimmer to Martin Lamble's cymbals.
Silver Reference, Nordost Valhalla,
Siltech SQ-110 Classic. Speaker:
Sandy Denny's voice was beautifully
focused on "Autopsy," her clear alto
Nordost Valhalla, Siltech LS-188
«
soaring and touchably real. Massenees
Classic. AC: Shunyata Anaconda
Meditation from The and Elgar's Dream
Alpha &Anaconda vX, Siltech SPX-3Q
Classic, VVireworld Silver Electra III+.
Children, from Raymond Agoult and
Shunyata Hydra 8
the London Proms Clair de Lune (LP,
RCA Victor/Classic LSC-2326), had
(front en, Hi,idra 2 (amps) power
great hall detail, the strings opulent and
distribution-conditioning; Walker
Audio Ultimate High Definition Lin
diaphanous. Fritz Reiner and the
Chicago Symphony's warhorse recordGrand Prix Audio Monaco stands,
ing of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade
Ultra Resolution Technologies
along the line, McIntosh made a
strange choice in implementing the
C200's MC stage: the input is hardwired with a10 ohm load.

Bedrock stand, Ganymede isolation
footers; Caig Labs Pro Gold and
Walker Audio SST silver contact
enhancers; Ayre-Cardas IBE systemenhancement CD, Cardas Frequen
Sweep/Burn-in LP; Argent Room
Lenses; Disc Doctor, LAST Labs
record-care products.
—Paul Bog
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1Like the Mac's MC stage, the Steelhead's uses a
transformer as a step-up device. After working
through the comparison myself. Iasked WallyTools'
Wally Malewicz whether the dark, somewhat murky
sound could be the result of too much loading, and his
answer was an unqualified "yes." Per Wally, who has
extensive experience with the Dynavector XV-1 and
XV-1S, "You should never load this cartridge down
below 100 ohms. It will sound terrible."
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ntroduced in 2003, Siltech's G5 Classic
series of cables evolved from their highly regarded Generation 3. The G3 series
introduced anew metallurgy in which
small amounts of gold were incorporated
into the silver used as conductors. The G5
Classics use aproprietary geometry called Xbalanced Micro Technology, which, according to Siltech, makes the G5s the quietest
cables, with the lowest distortion, to be
found. Kapton, Peek, and Teflon insulation is
used, and the cables are designed to minimize the pickup of RF and EM interference,
with low inductance, low capacitance, and
low resistance as design goals.
Siltech's website makes much of their
"zero crossing recognition theory" and how
their cables are engineered to implement it:
e g conductance requires aminimum
Wn ount of energy expenditure. The distortion
this expenditure causes is small but in fact
occurs afew thousand times per second, deteriorating
the authenticity of the musical signal. Siltech has succeeded in reducing this micro-level distortion by atenfold minimum." 1
The Gen 3cables were wonderful when Ireviewed
them several years ago for The Absolute Sound, though
they took forever and aday to break in—they didn't stop
changing for some 600 hours! Siltech's US distributor,
Ethan VVood, 2 assured me that the G5 Classics would not
take anywhere near as long to settle in, and sent me LS188 speaker cables ($4000/2m pair, $425 each additional
0.25m), SQ-110 interconnects ($2100/1m pair, $412.50
each additional 0.25m), and several SPX-30 power cords
($600/m, $112 each additional 0.25m). All of the Siltech

i
nal

1It is fair to point out that if this effect exists, the distortion it introduces in
conventional cables is below the resolution of my test equipment to measure.
—JA
2 Siltech America Inc., 76 Green Street, Boston, MA 02130-2271. Tel: (617)
522-7740. Fax: (617) 522-7684. Web: www.siltechcables.com.

Siltech G5 LS-188 Classic speaker cables
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Siltech G5 Classic Series cables

cables are beautifully made and finished and, hallelujah,
are flexible, slim, and easy to dress.
Ibegan my experiments using the SPX-30 power cords
with several different amplifiers. Iimmediately observed
that backgrounds seemed quieter than with my previous
reference cords (though later, the twice-as-expensive
Shunyata Anaconda Alpha and vX bettered them very
slightly). The Siltechs had apolished, easy sound that was
awonderful match with the McIntosh MC501 and Halcro
dm58 power amps.
Ethan Wood was cor -ect—the Siltechs sounded excellent right out of their ultracool film-can packages, though
they opened up on top over afew weeks' listening. It
was not at all difficult to get ahandle on the sound of
the G5 Classic wires—they were open, extended, and
smooth. Despite popular opinion that says silver cables
are bright and somewhat edgy, the Siltechs were anything but. The midrange was voluptuous and rounded,
with superior detail retneval. The Siltechs' top end was
beautifully extended (after some break-in), and they had
aparticularly engaging holographic quality. The G5
Classics didn't sound "fast," but they tackled the
steepest transients with ease, never sounding aggressive or grainy. Bass was excellent—well-controlled,
deep, and precise. The Classics' background silence
was deep, and low-revel detail rose naturally into the
whole presentation.
Siltech's signature sound is sumptuous and luxurious, but there was none of the loss of low-level detail
that usually comes with aricher sound. The G5
Classics are, in fact, shoulder to shoulder with the
Nordost Valhalla in this respect, though the two
cables sound surprisingly different. The Siltechs' slightly more laid-back presentation and mellower overall
character will make them ideal partners for components that are abit forward or speakers that have
exceptionally extended treble. These truly excellent
cables make me wonder just how Siltech's more
expensive Signature series might sound. —Paul Bolin
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'"
www.acousticsounds.com
.AJ
PHONO PREAMPS

CLEARAUDIO Classic
Full of life and dynamics.
S CLASSIC $200

PRO-JECT Tube Box
Simple to use with
either Moving Magnet or Moving
Coil cartridges. Avery flexible, all-tube design.
S TUBE BOX $549
PROJECT Phono Box SE
Same function as Pro-Ject
Phono Box but with
premium component parts.
S PHONO BOX SE S299
S PHONO BOX S119
CLEARAUDIO
Micro Basic
MM-MC switchable phono
stage. Manufactured
with hand-selected parts.
S MICROBASIC $350

BENZ Ace

PRO-JECT
RM-6SB Turntable
The belt-drive RM-6 SB, provides the analog
audiophile awell-built aesthetically pleasing
and fully featured turntable at amost
affordable price. With speed box. In stock.
S RM6SB $899
MUSIC HALL MMF5
Comes mounted with ahigh-quality
Goldring G1012 Moving Magnet cartridge
(a $175 value). In stock.
S MMF-5 $550

Advanced Cartridge
Engineering.
Cost/performance
breakthrough.
S BENZ ACE (HIGH)
$550

•
44.

Thorens
TD 190
Includes fully automatic .
switch-off and lift. Comes
with an Ortofon 0M10
cartridge.
STD190
$499

KOETSU Black
Full line of Koetsu's
available starting
at $1,500. Now
in stock.
S KOETSU BL
$1,500
GRADO Gold
Absolute Sound
recommended.
S GRADO GOLD $180
Other Grado cartridges
starting at $40.

"Class A"
ACOUSTECH PH-1P Phono Stage
The PH-1P has received acoveted "Class-A"
rating in Stereophile's Recommend
Components, plus most of the "Class-A"
competition costs several times the
AcousTech's asking price.
S PH1P $1,500

LYRA Argo
World-class performance
at an affordable price.
S LYRA ARGO $1,195

VPI TNT HR-X
Flagship reference turntable.
S VPI TNT-X (with tonearm) S10,000
VPI Scout
Packaged with aunipivot JMW-9 tonearm,
the Scout is an outstanding rig at avery
reasonable price.
(with tonearm) S SCOUT JMW9 $1,600

LYRA Helikon
Rated Stereophile Class A.
S HELIKON $1,995
LYRA Titan
The new flagship model. In stock.
S LYTITAN $4,500

SUTHERLAND Ph.D. Phono Stage
"...the Sutherland Ph.D. is one of the bestsounding phono preamplifiers I've heard..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile

VPI Scoutmaster
The Scoutmaster combines key features
from several of VPI's most
successful tables.
(with JMW-9
tonearm)

SUMIKO Blackbird
Blackbird is designed
for exceedingly-low
noise levels and wide
dynamic range. In stock.
S BLACKBIRD $749

SUMIKO

SSCOUTMASTER
$2,400

Bluepoint
EVO Ill
S BLUEPT $249

Hear the music, not the noise with the batterypowered Sutherland Ph.D.
S PHD $3,000
(CALL ROGER OR CLARK ABOUT TRADE-INS
1-800-756-3553)

SUMIKO Bluepoint
Special EVO Ill S
BLUEPTSPCL $349

Upgrade your Scout to aScoutmaster,
or for other VP! turntable upgrades see www.acousticsounds.com or call us!
Ask for Roger or Clark l-100-716-3553

MANY MORE ITEMS
AVAILABLE!
FREE
CATALOG
SEE
WHAT'S
NEW!
CALL US!!
800-716-3553

NEW!

4
4
,

NEW VPI Super Scoutmaster
All of the features of the
Scoutmaster (dual plinth,
inverted bearing, JMW-9
tonearm) but with the addition
of the HRX-dual motor
assembly, periphery ring
clamp and SDS speed
controller. This is one
killer turntable!

IN STOCK!
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S SUPSCTMAST
$5,000

www.acousticsounds.com
1-800-716-3553
ACCESSORIES

HEADPHONES & AMPS
PT\

RECORD CLEANERS
NITTY GRITTY Mini Pro
Automatically wets, rotates, scrubs and
vacuums both sides simultaneously.
Black vinyl wood grain cabinet S MINI-Pi. $719
Mini-Pro2 Oak cabinet SMINI-P2 $789
NITTY GRITTY Model 2.5
Black vinyl wood-grain cabinet S NG 1.5FI $499
Oak cabinet SNG 2.5FI $559

Cleaning fluid application is accomplished
with an integrated pump system that applies
the cleaning solution to the LP surface during
the vinyl wash cycle.
S MATRIXCLR $3,750
S MATRIXBLK $3,000
Record Research Lab
Super Deep Cleaner
Concentrate for recordcleaning machines. (16 OZ.)
S DEEP CLEANER $25
Record Research Lab
Super Vinyl Wash
Second step in the Record Research cleaning
process. The Super Vinyl Wash goes hand-inhand with the Super Deep Cleaner.
It eliminates any residue left from
the Deep Cleaner.
(32 OZ.) S VINYL WASH $25
Quantum ElectroClear QRT AC
Line Enhancement System
S QRT-1 $49.95

RGPC 600S
Offering all the same striking good looks and
benefits of the larger RGPC 1200S
at amore attractive price, the RGPC 600S is
perfect for the more budget-conscious
audio/video enthusiast with a
smaller system. In stock.
, S RG 600 (Black) $1,250
S RG 600S (Silver) $1,250

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

CARDAS Caps
Cardas Caps fit over
unused RCA jacks
keeping RR distortion
out. Pack of 12.
S CCAPS $35.99
CARDAS Male/Female XLR Cap Cover
S CCAPS XLR MALE pkg of 2 $29.00
S CCAPS XLR FEML pkg of 2 $29.00
Vibrapod Isolators
Vibrapods are used to
isolate your components
from outside vibration
similar to high-end air
platform devices.
(supports 2-3 LBS)
(supports 4-8 LBS)
(supports 8-12 LBS)
(supports 14-18 LBS)
(supports 22-28 LBS)

S VP1
S VP2
S VP3
S VP4
S VP5

$6
$6
$6
$6
$6

The Vibrapod Cone
Can be used
independently or
in conjunction with
Vibrapod Isolators.
S VPCONE $8

Bright Star Audio
Adhesive backing is
Set of four.
(LG HOLDS 42 LBS)
(SM HOLDS 30 LBS)

IsoNode
included.

imbeds

NEW AKG Acoustics
HEARO 999
Audiosphere Il
Wireless
Headphone
The transmitter
uses
AKG's IVA
technology
to achieve
anatural, 3D listening
experience
and you can
choose
between
surround
and stereo
modes. It is also fitted with
aDolby Digital decoder.
S HEAR0999 $799
NEW AKG
Acoustics K501
Headphones
The K 501 are
"concert hall
headphones" for
lovers of classical
music and
for purists.
S 1(501 $179

S ISONODE LG $19.99
S ISONODE SM $12.50

NEW AKG Acoustics
K240 Headphones
The Studio version of these
classic hi-fi stereo headphones
uses XXL speakers with
Varimotion diaphragms for
higher sensitivity and awider
dynamic range.
S K240STUDIO $99

M

at

KAB Speed Strobe
Turntable Speed Tester
S KAB STROBE $89.95

RGPC 400 MK II
The RGPC 400 MK II comes in arectangular-shaped commercial
metal box designed to be placed next to the components
needing line enhancement. It features four Hubbell AC outlets,
has 12-gauge internal wiring, asurge
protection system, asix-foot 14-gauge
power cord and has an internal 15 amp
IEC Connector
and 15 amp
slo-blow
fuse.
In stock.
S RG 400
$779
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REPORT

mbl

101E Radialstrahler

Michael Fremer

LOUDSPEAKER

Four-way, omnidirectional, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1r-cone, bandpassloaded woofer in separate enclosure,
plus three omnidirectional bendingmode drive-units: 24-segment carbonfiber tweeter, 12-segment carbon-fiber
upper midrange, 12-segment aluminum lower midrange. Crossover frequencies: 105Hz, 600Hz, 3.5kHz
(Linkwitz-Riley, fourth-order). Acoustic
center: 45" (1140mm) from floor. Frequency range: 20Hz-40kHz. Sensitivity: 81dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Power handling:
320-500W continuous, 2.2kW peak
67" H by 16" W by
18" D. Weight: 176 lbs.
Satin: black, silver, veneer.
Piano: black, silver.
mbl 101E Radialstrahler loudspeaker

136724, 136824.
$44,900/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 3.
mbl, Einennstrasse
20A, 10785 Berlin, Germany. Tel:
(49) 030-8518074. Fax: (49) 0308518062. Web: www.mblgermany.de. US distributor: mbl of
America, 6615 E. Sleepy Owl Way,
Scottsdale, AZ 85262. Tel: (480) 5634393. Fax: (480) 563-4394.

ack in the late 1980s, when Iwas writing for The Absolute
Sound and couldn't afford any of the audio gear Iwas reviewing, my system consisted of an Oracle turntable with
Magnepan unipivot arm, apair of Spica TC-50 loudspeakers,
and aheavily modified Hailer DH-200 power amp and DH101 preamp. It was afun system that imaged like hell, but my
fondest audio memories of that time were of visiting fellow
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two-bench crowd — I heard everything in three dimensions, with my
listening perspective shifted almost as
it would be live. When the Doctor
changed to an artificial studio recording, the stage would flatten appropriately,
or
lay
bare
multiple
microphones in three dimensions
with such clarity that Icould hear
groups of musicians clustered around
each. The recording-specific differences in perspective left me confident
that there was nothing artificial or
pumped-up about the mbls' portrayal
of space. The sense of hall expanse
with good live recordings, such as
those made in Carnegie Hall, was so
compelling that it was easy to forgive
the speakers' bottom-end shortcomings: the bass never seemed to be
in the same time zone as the rest of
the music, or of the same high quality.

mbl Radialstrahler inventor Wolfgang Meletzy and current chief designer Jürgen Reis have been working on
that bass-integration problem in the
years since, while refining the performance of their omnidirectional radiators, and of each mbl system as awhole.
The result is the 101E ($44,900/pair).
Like mbl's 111B, reviewed by John
Atkinson in the August 2002 Stereophile,
the 101E is afour-way speaker using
what appears to be the same 24-segment carbon-fiber "bending-mode"
tweeter and 12-segment uppermidrange driver. (The 101E's crossover
points are 105Hz, 600Hz, and 3.5kHz.)
Instead of the 111B's conventional
lower-midrange drive-unit, however,
the 101E has alarge, visually unforgettable, 12-segment, football-shaped
omnidirectional driver. When asignal
is applied to the bottom-mounted

voice-coils of these bending-mode drivers, they flex the segments, producing
the omnidirectional wave launch. The
three omnis perch atop a subwoofer
enclosure with two front vents and a
12" cone designed and built by mbl.
Biwiring is anecessity: The 101E's
woofer and mid/hi sections have their
own sets of beefy binding posts,
designed and built by mbl, on opposite sides of the cabinet's rear. The
configuration also allows for biamping, which Ididn't attempt. Also on
the rear are three sets of jumpers:
Smooth
or
Attack
for
the
low/midrange; Natural or Rich for
the mids; and Smooth, Natural, or
Fast for the top. These jumpers don't
change anything in the crossovers, but
merely route the signal through different cables — or, as the instructions
say, "only the molecular micro-
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Fig.4 mbl 101E, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 90 °-5* off-axis, reference response, differences in response 5°-90°
off-axis.

Ihave been using the term
"omnidirectional" throughout this
section without comment. As fig.4
shows, the mbl 101E is indeed
omnidirectional in the horizontal
plane, its output at 90° being identical to that at 0° up to 7kHz. While
there is some off-axis unevenness
in the top audio octaves—perhaps
due to reflections from the various
struts that support the structures
of the upper-frequency driver magnets—the speaker really does
offer full-range omnidirectional
behavior. In the vertical plane, the
101E's balance changes very little
with the height of the listening axis
(fig.5)—a good thing, considering
that the speaker's tweeter is 45"
from the floor.
The MBEs step response (fig.6) is
alittle hard to interpret, but it basi-
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Fig.5 mbl 101E, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 15*-5" above axis, reference response, differences in response
5°-15° below axis.
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Fig.6 mbl 101E, step response on tweeter axis
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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mbl 101E Radialstrahler
strahler and backwall = 1
m, a/b =
1,32...1,63m." Huh? If you're setting
the speakers up on the short wall, as I
did, the ratio is b/a instead of a/b.
?huH Once you've figured that out, be
mindful that "If the triangle is kept,
the sittingposition [sic] in front of the

structure of its signal path is changed."
Next time you're in front of apair of
these speakers with a"cable doubter,"
be sure to switch the jumpers around
without telling him what's going on.
He'll become abeliever. (I ended up
using the Smooth/Natural/Smooth
connections.)

even mildly retarded mathematically
and spatially, but Idon't think even you
would have an easy time with these instructions. It might help if distances
were expressed as my tape measure
and brain register them: in feet and
inches instead of meters, especially

Setup
mbl's instructions, stiffly translated
from German to English, are difficult
to follow and need rewriting, especially given the unique and specific setup
required for omnidirectional speakers.
There is avery clear drawing of the triangle they want the two speakers and
your listening position to form, and the
optimum distances between the speaker and the front ("b") and side ("a")
walls, but then it all falls apart.
Iadmit to being mathlexic, perhaps

THE REVEALING NATURE OF THE 101Es MEANT
THAT IT WOULD TAKE JUST THE RIGHT COMBINATION
OF PLACEMENT AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT TO
ACHIEVE THE SOUND IHAD HEARD AT HE2004f.
since you're asked to use the ratio of
1.32m to 1.63m when calculating sidewall to rear-wall speaker distances, as
in: "Distance 'b' between Radial!IMM,I11.911

cally suggests that the drive-units are
all connected with the same polarity.
(This includes the output from the
bandpass woofer ports.) The wrinkles at 4.5ms are due to early reflections from the speaker's structure,
but note the wrinkles at the 7ms
mark in this graph. These are due to
reflections from the floor of the
101E's high-frequency output—because of the speaker's bulk, Iwas
unable to lift it on to my usual high
stand for the acoustic measurements. As aresult, Ihad to aggressively window the impulse-response
data to prevent the inevitable floor
reflections from corrupting the
101E's waterfall plot (fig.7). Where

this windowing would have affected
the graph, the plot is replaced by
dots. But other than above 10kHz
(where the early reflections produce
some hash) and below 2kHz (where
the high-order crossover produces
some delayed energy), the 101E's
decay is very clean.
Technically, MBUs 101E
Radialstrahler is an intriguing design
that works as advertised. From my
own experience of the mbl 111B,
which uses the same omnidirectional upper-midrange and treble units,
feel that the sonic presentation of
this type of speaker can be addictiv
—John Atkinso
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systems and behind the listener should
not come up to the estimate of the
measurement of the formula."
I'll say! Fortunately, mbl of America
sent over Jeremy Bryan to do the initial
setup, which I modified somewhat
over time. (Coincidentally, Jeremy
used to write for my old magazine, The
Tracking Angle.)
With its omnidirectional radiation
pattern, the 101E is not aspeaker you
want to use in an untreated or highly
reverberant room, neither of which
mine is. I'm not sure if Imaintained
the proper ratio or even came close; I
used my ears. Ialso left the grille
"pagodas" off, as recommended by
Bryan. Ilike the space-age-bachelorpad looks of the 101E in the raw.
Sound in the round?
Toward the end of the Home
Entertainment 2004 East show last
May, Ivisited the mbl room and played
a CD-R compilation of tracks I'd
recorded using the Rockport System
III Sirius turntable or the Boulder
phono preamplifier on the mbl 101Es.
The sound of those tracks in that
room's combination of high resolution,
believable soundstaging, convincing
tonal balance, and airy, soaring musical
delicacy, transfixed me and the other
visitors for almost an hour. I've played
that disc ahundred times in ahundred
places; that afternoon was among the
best I'd heard it sound.
I looked forward to getting that
sound at home, but the revealing
nature of the 101Es meant that it
would take just the right combination
of placement and associated equipment
to achieve it — and I'd never before
had to deal with an omnidirectional
speaker. When everything — or any-
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thing—was wrong, there was an odd
chesty, compressed, almost grainy midbass coloration, and asense that female
singers centered between the speakers
were performing in acloset in the next
room. The offending sound was probably due to an unusual combination of
placement and reflective interference.
But when that nastiness had been
eliminated and everything had been
optimized, including cables, AC treatment, and the jumper selections, look
out! In my room, the mbls produced
sonic sensations that lost abit compared to the HE2004E presentation in
terms of stage width, openness (my
sidewalls were but afew feet from the
speakers; at HE2004E, the walls
weren't in the picture), and bass
extension, but gained plenty in terms
of clarity, image focus, midband resolve, and — especially — intimacy
and immediacy.
The 101Es had an effortlessness,
openness, transient clarity, and crystallinity that set them apart from all
others I've heard — including electrostats. On acongested recording such
as the Rolling Stones' Exile On Main St.
(LP, German EMI Electrola pressing),
the mbls separated out the instrumental strands with unusual ease, and portrayed the strummed acoustic guitars
with avisceral believability I'd never
before experienced. Lesser speakers
bury Ian Stewares piano throughout
the album's four sides, and while that
hasn't happened with any of the gear
reviewed here over the past five years,
never has that piano popped as cleanly
as it did through the 101Es. Mick
Jagger's vocals on much of this set are
purposefully recessed, but what the
mbls managed to do was place his
voice in the most convincing threedimensional backdrop I've yet heard
from this recording.
The velvety richness of the
Rockport
Technologies
Merak
II/Sheritan II combo (reviewed in the
September 2004 issue) was pleasing,
but the mbl's greater speed, transparency, and transient delicacy was
like adding a$15,000 sports handling
package to asoftly sprung boulevard
cruiser. I've been listening to "Sweet
Black Angel" for more than 30 years,
but never had Iheard the recording's
spaciousness and percussive grandeur
expressed with this degree of conviction. Nor had the background details
been so ruthlessly yet effortlessly
exposed. Icould hear into the sonic
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picture with greater clarity and far
greater ease than ever before.
In one night's listening orgy, Itore
through albums by the Weavers, Harry
Belafonte, Sweet Honey in the Rock,
Tony Bennett, etc. — all recorded live
in Carnegie Hall. The results were
nothing short of astonishing. Icould
walk around the room and not lose the
soundstage: the perspective of the
enormous Carnegie ambience simply
shifted three-dimensionally. The eerie
reality of the picture Iremembered
hearing at Gindi's had come home,
minus the "Dear Lord let me forget"
sensation of sitting in adarkened room,
buttock-to-buttock in arow of wheezing audiophiles.

efficient (81dB, 4 ohm impedance)
mbls can be made to play really loudly
without strain, but they reach their
macrodynamic limits well before the
SPLs give out, and at that point there's
amild sensation of strain and constriction. Fortunately, that happens at SPLs
you won't want to hear long-term;
below that level, you won't have an
original Quad-like experience, though
greater mid-level dynamic expression
can be had elsewhere.
The mbl's tonal balance leaned
slightly toward the bright and lessthan-rich side (less so than the
Rockport swayed the other way). Another way of expressing this balance
would be to describe the midrange as

INSTRUMENTAL TIMBRES WERE SATISFACTORILY
CONVINCING ON BOTH POP AND
CLASSICAL RECORDINGS.
The mbl 101Es didn't offer the
deepest extension or the most bass
I've heard in my room. But in aroom
famous for problematic bass,' aspeaker the previous versions of which
were once known for problematic
bass delivered enough good, nimble
bass to make bass not aproblem. In
fact, Ipreferred the 101E's slightly
lean but tight bass to the slightly thick
variety rolled out by the Rockport
Merak II/Sheritan Ils. Classic
Records' four-LP Led Zeppelin set
worked extremely well through the
mbls: John Bonham's percussion was
positively spine-tingling, with atight
but somewhat light kick drum, and
cymbals that rang as convincingly as
through any speaker I've heard. Bass
extension was strong to 40Hz, far
weaker at 30Hz, and nothing was delivered at 20Hz. But that was my
room. In the right place, in aroom
with more solid boundaries, I'm sure
bass would be strong to below 30Hz.
Playing Zep and other hard rock,
such as the Who's Tommy (UK Track
or SACD), demonstrated one of the
101E's weaker suits: dynamics. If
you've got the power, the seriously in1 I'm told that some dweebs on www.audio
asylum.com suggest Ishouldn't be reviewing equipment because my room is so "bad" — not that they've
heard it. Iguess they prefer reviewers with problematic rooms who don't mention or perhaps don't even
recognize the problems.
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being slightly laid-back. Overall, instrumental timbres were satisfactorily
convincing on both pop and classical
recordings. Well-recorded massed
strings had afeathery, woody, intoxicating delicacy, reeds had plenty of
bite and buzz, and horns a velvety
metallic purity that was just right. I
haven't heard it through any other
speakers, but a new SACD, The
Trumpets that Time Forgot (Linn CKD
242), which features accompaniment
on an enormous pipe organ, was
absolutely mesmerizing.
Despite the mbl 101E's perceived
brightness, record-surface noise and
tape hiss were well suppressed. Perhaps
the speaker's very top end is slightly
rolled-off, but its overall treble quality
was near ideal. Irank the tweeter as
one of the best.
Having spent hours while reviewing
the Rockports listening to engineer
Tony Faulknees new two-LP set of
John Lill performing solo piano music
by Schumann (LP, Greenpro 4001/2,
distributed by Acoustic Sounds), I
thought it appropriate to listen again
through the mbls. Spatially, it was no
contest: The mbls were magical in
terms of imaging and soundstaging,
producing abelievably large context,
and image size and focus that set them
apart from everything else I've ever
heard. It was the sort of "out-of-thebox" experience some claim to get
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mbl 101E Radialstrahler
from electrostatic and planar speakers,
but without any of the negatives.
Ifound Lill's piano to be as tonally
and texturally convincing as through
the Rockports. The lower notes may
have lacked abit of weight, but they
had a crisp shapeliness that had
escaped the Rockports' grasp. The
upper register may have been slightly
softer as well, but the midband was on
the mark, and the overall illusion of
believability was as good as the
Rockports, if not better. The dynamics
were slightly constricted at the top end
of the scale, but only compared to my
recent memory of the Rockports.
There wasn't agenre of music or a
favorite recording that didn't yield
spectacular results through the mbl
101Es, or, in many cases, reveal heretofore hidden information — the resolving power of these speakers was
astonishing. But more than revealing
new information, the mbls delivered
what Ialready knew was there with an
unforced ease and grace that are unrivaled by any speaker I've heard. When
finally set up correctly and surrounded
by the right associated gear, they were
positively addicting.

made me so strongly not want to listen
to them. But when they and all of the
associated equipment were right, the
sound—and it's abig sound —floated
effortlessly in three-dimensional space
as with no other speaker in my experience. More important, they created a
believable musical reality.
THE MBL 101Es ARE
At our annual summer block party
the
other weekend, Imet amusic-lovTRICKY TO SET UP..[BUT
ing neighbor who'd held on to his 1960s
rock LPs but hadn't played them for
WHEN DONE RIGHT]
years. Iinvited him down for alisten,
THEY CREATED A
and despite his feeling that he "hasn't
got the ears to tell the difference," he
BELIEVABLE MUSICAL
accepted. So in the middle of the party,
tipsy on Margaritas (for me, add some
REALITY.
Mike's Hard Lemonades, Smirnoff
Orange Twists, and afew Coronas), we
requires as many watts as you can headed down the block to hear some
throw at it to come alive. When I tunes. One look at the mbl space cadets
bought the 1000W Musical Fidelity got him laughing. Iput on the Beatles'
kW amplifiers, Itold myself, "Now I'll "Baby You're aRich Man," from Magical
have aset of good-sounding amps that Mystery Tour (LP, German Mir Zu stereo
can drive anything." Iwas happy to have pressing), and when the track ended, he
looked at me wide-eyed. "I've never
them for this review.
The 101Es are tricky to set up, and heard anything like that before."
Ithought about my month with the
when everything's not right, they're not
fun to listen to. I've never had aspeaker mbl 101E Radialstrahlers. "Me neiNM
that, when not dialed in to perfection, ther!"

Conclusions
The $45,000/pair mbl 101E Radialstrahler is highly inefficient (81dB).
Though mbl says 250Wpc will do,
whether from tubes or solid-state, it

Sound Product.
Pure Sound.

¡UNE IN IO
muumuu
WE'VE GUI NEW
DIGITAL COMPONENTS.

Improve
your audio
experience with
non-inductive
metal foil resistors by
Alpha Electronics.

Get the latest audio industry news updated weekly or
see what's in Stereophile this month. Take
advantage of archived articles and equipment
reviews. Click on Links 2Die 4, the Internet's largest
resource for audio-related links. Your opinion
counts—join our weekly "Vote" section to cast your

•Metal foil technology
•Available in any value
•Quality sound for less
Pure and simple...
Contact Sara at

(763) 258 -8550

Email: stereofoil@alpha-amer.com

.
/
/
/

ballot on the question of the week. Read and
respond to our "Soapbox." Get the Stereophile
experience online at

Perfect Pair
power tubes at

stereophile.com.

fig Alpha Electronics Corp.
L_ of America
Minneapolis, Minnesota
The online destination
far audiophiles.

www.alpha-amer.com
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Solidsteel products are available at musicdirect
and other fine retailers.
Dealer Inquiries call »(312)433-0200

www.solidsteel.it

form follows function

solidsteel &AVID

products are distributed in the USA by

musicdirect -Dealer Inquiries Call (312) 433-0200

Pure Brilliance.
Diva •Volvere •Sequel •Acutus

lET
World Class turntable designs
from $2500 to $12,000.

II

1.1
41
WorldRadioHistory

www arnusicdirect.con

•Designed and Built in Italy
•Rand-welded Steel Frame Construction
»Indlatual Shelf Isolation
»Incredible Strength and F4dity
»Sand RIlable for Reduced Resonance
•Perfect Supped for Your Components

If

We've been helping
music lovers for 45 years.
Now that's agreat start.

1221 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10028
212-439-1900
146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY 10601
914-949-7500
www.lyricusa.com
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Antique Sound Labs
Arcam
Artison
ASR
Audio Research
BDI
Benz Micro
Burmester
B&W
Classé
Creek
Crestron
Dwin
Dynaudio
Elan
Escient
Esoteric
Faroudja
Fujitsu
Genesis
Grado
Graham
Halcro
Kaleidescape
Koetsu
Lector
Lexicon
Loewe
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
Mark Levinson
McIntosh
Meridian
Monster Cable
NAD
Nagra
NBS
Niles
Nordost
Pioneer Elite
Planter
Pullman
Radia
Rega
Reference 3a
ReQuest
Revel
Rockustics
Rotel
Runco
Salamander Designs
Sanus
Sharp
Shelter
SME
Sonance
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Sovtek
Stewart
Velodyne
Vienna Acoustics
VPI
And Others
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Polk

RTi4
Robert J. Reina

Two-way biwirable
bookshelf loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" doped silk-dome tweeter, 51/4
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover:
1.9kHz, 12dB/octave high- and lowpass slopes. Frequency range:
50Hz-27kHz. Frequency response:
60Hz-26kHz -3dB. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Voltage sensitivity:
89dB/W/m. Recommended amplification: 20-125W.
12" Hby 7" W by
11 1
/
2"D. Weight: 29 lbs.
Black s -ny wood veneer.
ERS
AM
029505333.
$319.95/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 500.
Polk Audio, 5602
Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215.
Tel: (800) 377-7655, (410) 3583600. Fax: (410) 358-2870. Web:
vvww.polkaudio.com.
,

LOUDSPEAKER

Polk RTi4 loudspeaker

nthe September 2001 Stereophile (Vol.24 No.9), Iwrote very favorably
about Polk's RT25i loudspeaker ($319.90/pair). That bookshelf model
impressed me with its open, neutral midrange; its pristine, extended
high-frequency response; and its low-level dynamics. On the minus
side, the RT25i was fairly limited in low-bass extension and high-level
dynamic slam. At the time, Iwas seeking anew speaker for my home
computer music-composition system, and Ibought the review samples — the only time I've done that since Ibegan to write for Stereophile some
20 speaker reviews ago.
Shortly after that review was published, the RT25i was replaced by the
RT28i, which Polk told me was amostly cosmetic upgrade of the plain-Jane
RT25i, with aredesigned and slightly smoother tweeter. Ihad originally
planned to review the RT28i and compare it to my trusty RT25i, but toward the
end of 2003, Polk advised me that the RT28i itself had been discontinued, to be
replaced by the new RTi4 ($319.95/pair). Iasked Polk's Paul DiComo why Polk
reworks its product line so often. "We always feel the need to make product
improvements in these times of rapid change and stiff competition," he said.
"Speaker manufacturers can't sit still." DiComo claims that the RTi4 is asignif-
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aggerated articulation of low-level
dynamics, enabled the speaker to reproduce well-recorded woodwinds
with alevel of realism unusual for a
speaker at this price. Antony Michaelson's clarinet on K622, his recording of
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto (CD,
Musical Fidelity MF 017), 1was natural
and velvety, with the requisite amount
of woodiness; the subtle articulation of
Michaelson's breathing technique was
quite evident.
Similarly, the diverse phrasing tech1Antony Michaelson is the founder and managing
director of Musical Fidelity, acompany that designs
and manufactures hi-fi equipment in the UK.

niques of the soprano sax on George
Crumb's Quest (CD, Bridge 9069)
were reproduced without compression
or blurring. The grand piano on "Some
People's Lives," from Janis Ian's Breaking Silence (LP/CD, Analogue Productions CAPP 027), sounded mellow,
rich, and uncolored, with natural attack
and realistic decay. On all vocal recordings, male and female voices sounded
rich, focused, immediate, and unveiled.
Further down the frequency spectrum, it was clear that the RTi4 significantly exceeded the low-bass extension
and high-level dynamic capabilities of
the RT25i. On all jazz and rock recordings, acoustic and electric basses were

dramatically forceful and deep. My listening notes read: "I wonder how low
these puppies go?" (John Aticinson's
measurements will tell us.) And with
electronic pop recordings, the RTi4 really rocked. On Sade's Love Deluxe (CD,
Epic EK 53178), the bass synthesizer riffs
gave the recording asense of weight and
drama without atrace of overhang and
sluggishness. In the lower register of the
midbass, however, Inoticed abit of
warmth with all recordings. Iwouldn't
call the RTi4 overtly colored, but there
was aripeness that was aslight deviation
from neutrality. On most recordings, this
character was pleasing, adding asense of
weight and drama to the music.

March 2003, the RTi4's ports feature asharp spike just
give the impression of more low frequencies than are
below 900Hz. This behavior is due to Polk's ARC
really there. To judge from BJR's enthusiasm for the Polk's
(Acoustic Resonance Control) port tuning, which is
low-frequency behavior, it would seem that this works,
intended to minimize the effect of
an internal standing-wave resonance by vibrating at the same frequency as the standing wave, but
out of phase with it. These peaks
therefore look more alarming in this
graph than they really are. NeverdB
L--90.00
theless, there is asmall peak in the
0.0
- -60.00
woofer's farfield output in the same
-6.0
-30.00
frequency region.
-12.0
0.00
This peak can also be seen in fig.4,
-18.030.00
which shows the RTi4's farfield re-24.0
60.00 <le,
sponse, averaged across a30° horiMLSSA
zontal window on the tweeter axis
300.0
100 0.0
10000.0
Frequency File Display
log Frequency - Ms
(Smoothed to 0.10 octave)
and spliced to the complex sum of
0.79 dB, 3729 Hz
45.000 deg
the nearfield woofer and port response. The bass rolls off smoothly
Fig.5 Polk RTi4, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
below 90Hz or so, which is to be exfront: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in response 5°-90°
pected from such asmall enclosure.
off-axis.
However, the woofer alignment is a
little boosted in the upper bass to
'

dB

---45.00

0.0

---30.00
---15.00

eon,'

-12.0-

--0.00

-18.0-

--15.00
30.00

Fig.4 Polk RTi4, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses, taking into account acoustic
phase and distance from the nominal
farfield point, plotted below 300Hz.

1
66

deg

MLSSA
300.0
Frequency File

1000.0
Display

-16.28 dB,

10000.0
log

Frequency-Hz

1776 Hz

(Smoothed

to

0.10

octave)

45.800 deg

Fig.6 Polk RTi4, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back to
front: differences in response 45°-5° above axis, reference response, differences in response
5°-45° below axis.
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Polk RTi4

The RTi4's high-frequency performance was detailed and extended with
all recordings, but percussion fared particularly well. The cymbals' subtle dynamic shifts in pitch and dynamics in
Crumb's Quest were clear and natural,
and orchestral bells shimmered with
natural attack and decay. Idid notice,
however, aslight prominence in the
lower highs with all recordings. This
was not abrightness per se, but added a
touch of emphasis to sibilants on
female vocals, and Fender guitars
sounded abit more "Stratty." Bruce
ICatz's Hammond B3 on Mighty Sam
McClain's Give It Up to Love (CD, JVC
JVXCD-0012-2) sounded as if he'd

pulled the 1' and 2' drawbars out
another notch.
On well-recorded classical discs
such as Festival (CD, Stereophile
STPH007-2), the overall high-frequency presentation was quite realistic. Flute passages were airy and
detailed but not steely, and cellos and
violin had the requisite balance of
rosin, wood, and "sear." The marimba
passages on this disc sounded fairly
natural, but a touch more forward
than I've heard from other speakers. In
general, the combination of the RTi4's
high-frequency and midbass characteristics gave an overall positive feel of a
rather lively but well-balanced musical

presentation. With all recordings, the
bass, midrange, and high frequencies
were well integrated.
In terms of range and continuity, the
RTi4's dynamic capabilities were
impressive at both ends of the spectrum. Even on small-group jazz
recordings such as Jerome Harris' "The
Mooche," from JA!s Editor's Choice (CD,
Stereophile STPH016-2), the integration of the ako sax, trombone, bass, and
percussion, and the ability to effortlessly reproduce the high-level passages of
this track without strain, revealed an
unusually strong sense of musical
drama for such asmall speaker.
Large-scale orchestral works really

and woofer to be connected in antiphase, the RTi4's step
response (fig.7) indicates that both drive-units are conThe rising trend in the on-axis response's mid- and
nected with the same, positive acoustic polarity. This was
high trebles can also be seen in this graph, but whether
confirmed by the step responses of the individual units
or not this will be perceived as excessive highs will
(fig.8). The coincidence of the woofer's slow-rising step
depend on the speaker's dispersion in the same region.
in this graph with the return to the time axis of the
Fig.5, which shows the RTi4's horizontal radiation pattern,
tweeter's inevitable overshoot confirms the units' excelreveals that the tweeter becomes quite directional above
8kHz or so, which will tend to ameliorate the effect of the
lent frequency-domain integration, as seen in fig.4. Note
the slow undulations in the tail of the woofer's step.
rising treble in typically sized rooms. However, 131R did
These are due to the port resonant
comment on the RTi4's occasional
behavior seen earlier, but, as the
emphasis of sibilants, which probwaterfall plot shows (fig.9), this is
ably correlates with the slight offrelatively mild, suggesting that
axis flare in this graph in the tweetPolk's ARC technique works as
er's bottom octave, as well as the
advertised. Overall, this plot
on-axis rise in the top two octaves.
reveals asuperbly clean decay of
In the vertical plane (fig.6),
the transient.
suckouts in the crossover region
Considering that the RTi4 costs
don't develop until quite extreme
just $320/pair, its measured perforoff-axis angles, suggesting that the
mance is excellent. —John Atkinson
Polk will not be too fussy about
exact listening height. However,
high stands will probably work betFig.7 Polk RTi4, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
ter than low ones.
bandwidth).
Although it is specified as using
second-order crossover filters,
which usually require the tweeter

though the tradeoff is the warmth he also noted.

0.00

dB

0.60

12.0-

1.26
1.87
2.53
-12.0-

Fig.8 Polk RTi4, individual step responses on
tweeter axis at 50" of woofer (blue)
and tweeter (red). (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth.)
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400.0
1000.0
Cumulative Spectral Decay
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10000.0
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Fig.9 Polk 12114, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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GOODWIN'S

Arcam
ASC Tube Traps
AudioReQuest

HIGH END

Audio Research
Avalon
Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

www.goodwinshighend.com

Boulder
Clearaudio
Creston
dCS
Dynaudio
Equi=Tech
Escient
Faroudja
Grado
Graham
Hovland
Koetsu
Lamm
Linn
Loewe
Magnum Dynalab
MartinLogan
MIT

Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Owens Corning
Particular Contemporary Design
PS Audio
Quad
REL
Richard Gr-ay
Runco
Salamander
Sanus
Sennheiser
Simaudio Moon

Spectral
Stax

Spectral DMA-250 Reference Amplifier. If you're a,

Stewart

uh, seasoned audio enthusiast, you probably know the Spectral

TARA Labs
Theta

jaw-dropping sound: fast, resolute, and transparent Amazing,

Totem

we know. But have you heard Spectral's latest? You might not

Transfiguration

expect the tube-like liquidity, the buttery smoothness, and the

Verity

deep bass faroomp. Sample the DMA-250 in our acoustically

VPI

designed and meticulously constructed state-of-the-art listening

Wilson Audio

rooms. As always, no hurry, no pressure.

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

Zoethecus

• Waltham,

MA

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

'ours: Tuesday through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 7p.m. •Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. until 6p.m. or by appointment

HIGH

END

ONLY

I
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Polk RTi4

let the RTi4s shine. On Messiaen's
Turangahla Symphony (LP, EMI SLS
5117), Icould follow the technique of
the delicate, fast, dynamic, vibrant
piano, and could easily "read" the
score's individual instrumental parts.
My notes: "Damn, these transients and
dynamics are perfect!"
The wide, deep stage and ambient
hall sound shone through from Mercury Living Presence recordings, even
during the most bombastic sections of
Stravinsky's Firebird (LP, Mercury Living Presence/Classic SR 90226).
Through just about every small bookshelf speaker I've tried with this
recording, there has been asense of
compression on the fortissimo passages. Not so with the RTi4.
Comparing
I compared
the
Polk
Rti4
($319.95/pair) with my Polk RT25i
($319.90/pair when last offered), as
well as with the Epos ELS-3
($299/pair, reviewed in January 2004)
and the Infinity Primus 150 ($198/pair,
reviewed in April 2004). The RT25i
had arich, natural midrange, but was
less dimensional than the RTi4. However, Ifound the RT25?s high frequencies to be very detailed, and even more
delicate-sounding than the RTi4's.
The lower-midrange and upper-bass
performances of the two Pollcs were
quite similar, but the RTi4 exceeded
the RT25i in bass extension and
high-level dynamics.
The Epos ELS-3 had amore natural midbass than the RTi4, and
equaled it in its natural, rich, holographic midrange. Ialso felt that the
Epos' high frequencies were more
delicate than the RTi4's. Although
the Epos resolved as much inner detail overall as the RTi4, the new Polk
was superior in bass extension and
high-level dynamics.
The Infinity Primus 150, although
costing less than the three other
speakers, fared quite well. Its midrange sounded rich and natural, but
less detailed than the other three, and
the imaging was not as holographic.
However, the Infinity's high frequencies were delicate and airy. Its midbass showed abit of warmth, even
more so than the RTi4. The RTi4
also fared better at both dynamic extremes than the Infinity.
Concluding
Polk Audio is to he commended for
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an overall positive evolutionary
change in its most affordable speaker
line. In several aspects, the RTi4
exceeds the performance of my trusty
RT25i, while costing not adollar more
at retail. Furthermore, unlike the
RT25i, the RTi4's superior appearance
seems to indicate amuch more expensive speaker. In this price range, of
course, there are always tradeoffs;

POLK AUDIO IS TO BE

AUDIOQUEST •
SUMIKO •
KIMBER
TRIANGLE •
CAMELOT •
JPS •
CAIRN
RE-GA •
GRADO •
CREEK •
MUSK HAN
TARGET MAGNUM DYNALAB •
EPOS
UNISON RESEARCH •APOLLO
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •
PLINIUS •RGPC
BRIGHT STAR •
OPERA •
BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •CI AUDIO •VINCENT
AUDIRE IWJSIONS •
PS AUDIO •
LAST
GOLDRIII •
JOUDA• EQUITECH •
BOR
BELLES. MONOUTHIC •
SHANLING
SOLILOQUY •
ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
ANALYSIS PLUS-VON SCHWEIKERT
New from Triangle

COMMENDED FORA
POSITIVE EVOLUTIONARY
CHANGE IN ITS

Stella es

MOST AFFORDABLE
SPEAKER LINE.
shoppers should follow their own listening biases in selecting an affordable
speaker. But the Polk RTi4 holds its
own against all competition, and
should be given careful consideration
by anyone looking for speakers costing
less than $500/pair.
R,

Titus es
The best from Italy

Audio Analogue
Prima Amp +CD

Pathos ClassicOne
VPI TNT IV turntable, Immedia RPM tonearm, Koetsu Urushi cartridge; Rega Planar 3
turntable, Syrinx PU -3 tonearm,
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood, Aurum
Beta Scartridges.
California Audio
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss, Creek
CD53 Mk.II CD players; Pioneer DV333 DVD player.
àEilf2t Lgii -Vendetta
Research SCP-2D phono stage,
Audio Valve Eklipse line stage.
Audio Research
Creek
Polk RT25i, Epos
-3, Infinity Primus 150.
Interconnect: MIT MI-350
Cltrwin Terminator, MIT Terminator,
MIT MI-330SG. Speaker: Acarian Systems Black Orpheus.
Various by ASC,
Bright Star, Celestion, Echo Busters,
Salamander Designs, Simply Physics,
Sound Anchor, VPI. —Robert J. Reino
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vAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordableaudio
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800.510.4753 Mon. -Thur. 820 Fri. 8-5 (PST)
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowavesmol.com
www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
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FREE SHIPPING
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Music Lovers asks—How does it feel...?
To be considered the ultimate?
To be able to recreate live music effortlessly?
To be an inanimate object yet so full of life?
How does it feel to weigh over athousand pounds?
To actually make music? sans arms and legs?
How does it feel to be the greatest loudspeaker in the world?
The answer is—"
Loudspeakers cannot speak nor feel. That would be absurd.
.*

That may be absurd but being this great approaches the absurd.
Not like, "Keith Richards" absurd.
The Wilson Audio X-2 Alexandria is absurdly good.
We listen to the X-2 and we hear the music. Alot of music.
So much so, we sometimes forget to answer the phone,
Eat lunch, go home, say hello, often we forget to breathe.
Oh, to be so very spoiled. Thank you Wilson Audio, thank you.

absurd
Wilson Audio X-2 Alexandria Loudspeaker

A Bay Area Company Since 1989
1995 El Dorado Avenue
510.558.1000

Berkeley, CA

www.MusicLoversAudio.com

Acoustic Energy

11,5 W

94707

Equi-tech

Cr,5

audio •video •installation
Magnum Dynalabs

Samsung

Anthem
Arcam
Avalon Acoustics

• Fujitsu
Grado Labs
Graham Engineering

Manley Labs
• Mark Levinson
• MIT

Shunyata Research
SME
Spectral

Basis
Benz-Micro

• Grand Prix Audio
• Halcro

• Nagra
Paradigm

Synergistic Research
Theta

B&K
Black Diamond Racing
Clearaudio

• Hitachi
• Hovland
• Integra

• Parasound
Richard Gray
• Revel

Transparent Audio
VPI
Wadia

conrad-johnson

• Joseph Audio

• Rotel

Wilson Audio

dCS

• Koetsu
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REL

Studio III
Larry Greenhill

SUBWOOFER

lee

—
Super "Acoustic Resistive Matrix" (ARM)-loaded, powered
subwoofer. Inputs: 2line-level, unbalanced (RCA) phono inputs with
OdB and +12dB sensitivities, 1line- ,
level, balanced XLR input, 2speake
level inputs using Neutrik Speakon
connectors, one balanced, one unbalanced. No signal-sensing auto
on/off. Drive-units: two downwardfiring, long-excursion, heavy-duty 10
paper-cone woofers made by Volt.
Crossover: low-pass filter (defeatable) using REL Active Bass Control
(ABC) in 24 semitone increments,
22-96Hz, 12dB/octave slope; no
high-pass filter option. Switchable
phase: 0° or 180°. Amplifier output
power: 500W RMS. Frequency response: 9-100Hz, ±6dB. Total harmonic distortion: not specified. Accessories included: detachable
power cord, 35' (10m) signal cable.
26.7" (685mm) W by
24" (617mm) H by 22.1" (567mm)
D. Internal volume: 110 liters. Net
05 lbs (93kg).
FINISHE Black oak, cherry, rosenut,
SERIAL N
OF
VIEWED.. 01479.
$8995. Approximate number
dealers: 100. Warranty: 3years
,
parts & labor.
REL Acoustics Lt
North Road, Bridgend Industrial
Estate, Bridgend CF31 3TP, England
UK. Tel: (44) (0)1656-766093. Fax: (44) (0)1656-766093. Web: www.
rel.net. US distributor: Sumiko Audio,
2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA
94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
"
(510) 843-7120. Web: www.sumiko
audio.net.
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REL Studio III subwoofer

akers of powered subwoofers fall into two camps:
those that fit ahigh-powered amplifier and asingle,
large woofer into a relatively small, unobtrusive
enclosure; and those that build two or more 10"
woofers and an amp of moderate power into alarger,
heavier enclosure.
REL Acoustics Ltd. is of the latter persuasion. Led
by Richard Lord, the Welsh firm has dedicated its considerable engineering
talents and facilities to creating dedicated bass loudspeakers. Beginning with
Lord's Stadium series in 1992, REL has produced cost-no-object subwoofers
designed to reproduce both bass and what Lord calls "sub-bass" — the lowest
musical fundamentals of percussion instruments and pipe organs, as well as
nonmusical acoustic cues as to the size and shape of the recording venue.
REL:s focus on sub-bass has resulted in subwoofers that deliver asignal well
below the output of most full-range speakers, preventing reinforcement of
room modes or upper-bass prominences in the satellite speaker that can lead
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Refreshing Your Sanctum
For over odecade, people have been using HeadRoom
amps to get higher quality audio out of their headphones. As good as those amps have been, they're
just not good enough anymore. When you plug into a
HeadRoom amp you should be overwhelmed by the
exquisite pleasures of your music. You should feel escape and refuge in the depths of your own mind. You
should achieve aural sanctum, right between your ears.
Now that's what we're talking about.
HeadRoom's Reference Electronics Module

So, for the first time in our history we've completely redesigned the headphone amplifier module at the
heart of every HeadRoom amp.* And oh.., my... goodness—this is one sweet little module. Sure, the 1300V
per microsecond slew rate is impressive. Sure, the premium module's PPS caps and metal film resistors
are cherry. Obviously the class-A biasing and the beefed-up output stage of the reference module deliver
impact and transparency like never before. But it wasn't until the end result was a perfect place to experience the exquisite art of music, blooming right in our own heads, that we knew we got it right.
If you're a previous HeadRoom customer, we invite you—no, we implore you—to get your old HeadRoom
amp retrofitted with one of our new modules so you can enjoy new clarity and depth of pleasure in your
personal listening. And if you don't already have one, get o new HeadRoom amp; one of the new modules
is built into every one.

*OK, not every amp—the AirHead and BitHead portable amps use odifferent design due to their battery power supply requirement.

www.heacJphone.com

800.828.8184
HeadRoom 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT
59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484
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REL Studio III

more knobs, which togethto "one-note" bass output.
er tune the low-pass filter in
Determined to experi24 half-tone steps between
ence sub-bass in my listen22 and 96Hz. The bottom
ing room, Iarranged with
control, labeled Coarse,
REUs US importer, Sumiko
controls the low-pass filter
Audio, to audition their
in four steps (A, B, C, D),
largest
subwoofer,
the
from 22 to 96Hz. Above
Studio III. It wasn't only
that is the Fine control,
that desire that led me to
which provides six steps
select this "supercar" of
between each pair of
subs, but Sumiko's assertion
Coarse positions.
that Ineeded this $9000 beast
to generate sub-bass in my
Setup
large listening room. 1
Do not attempt to set up the
The Studio III is 27" tall
Studio III alone —it's far
by 24" wide by 22" deep,
heavier than it looks. Two
and, at 205 lbs, heavier than
Sumiko installers, Patrick
any other subwoofer I've
The REL Studio Ill bottom panel showing two driver grill covers
Butler and Allan Haggar,
auditioned. Its massive, recard one poit.
traveled to my listening
tangular enclosure is finroom to install the big REL.
ished in a cherry veneer,
with a top-panel inlay of tempered audio system. Second, the Studio III's They had all the desired criteria:
sub-bass range eliminates the need youth, intelligence, physical strength,
glass laid over black felt. The rigid
and lengthy experience with and
cabinet is multiply braced and made
for a high-pass filter to roll off the
respect for REL subwoofers. Together,
of 30mm-thick MDF. Two downmain speakers.
The Studio III's controls were not they lifted the Studio III off my garage
ward-firing 10" woofers, sourced from
floor, carried it carefully into my
UK manufacturer Volt, are loaded intuitively clear at first glance; readhouse, up the stairs, and into my liswith what REL calls a "Super ing the three pages of instructions
tening room. Patrick — taller, more
Acoustic Resistive Matrix" (ARM), a definitely helped. On the left is acolfastidiously dressed, more precise in
folded transmission line ending in a umn of three rotary controls. The top
diction — orchestrated the physical
one, High Level, controls the volume
downward-firing port, that provides
installation. Allan — more casually
bass response down to 9Hz. The
of the signal entering either of the
dressed, more poetic — provided a
enclosure is raised from the floor by Speakon connectors from the main
four brass feet.
The Studio III has one input
channel. While the subwoofer can
SUMIKO TRAINS DEALERS ACROSS THE US TO
be driven by line-level signals, either
INSTALL AND TUNE REL SUBWOOFERS; ANY BUYER
via one of apair of RCA jacks with
different sensitivities, labeled "OdB"
and "+12dB," or via abalanced XLR OF ANEW STUDIO III WOULD GET THE SAME
jack, the setup instructions strongly
ASSISTANCE IN DELIVERY AND SETUP THAT IDID.
recommend that the owner feed the
Studio III from the output terminals
lengthy description of how to accomamplifier terminals. The middle knob
of the power amplifier that drives
controls the volume of the line-level plish the subwoofer's fine-tuning and
the main speakers. This is via gasroom-matching.
inputs from the two RCA jacks. The
tight Neutrik Speakon connectors,
The second reason that installing a
bottom knob-, Mode, controls phase
one unbalanced for use with convenREL Studio III is no solo task is the
tional amplifiers, the other balanced and the option of switching the
degree to which the sub must be
for use with amplifiers having a Studio III between standard sub-bass
tuned to one's listening room. A minbridged output stage. The high input operation and using both sub-bass
imum of two people are needed: one
and wider-range subwoofer operaimpedance (100k ohms) of the
Studio III's input prevents it from tion, depending on the processor and to listen, the other to set the controls
the source material. (In Mode 2, for on the Studio III's service panel. This
loading the amplifier.
Patrick and Allan did. In fact, Sumiko
Why use the amplifier output as a example, the main speakers are set to
Full-Range and drive the Studio III's
trains dealers across the US to install
source? First, REL believes that the
and tune REL subwoofers; any buyer
high-level input, while the surround
subwoofer should get its signal from
of a new Studio III would get the
the exact source driving the main processor's line-level LFE signal is
same assistance in delivery and setup
taken to the low-level input. This
speakers, for best integration with the
that Idid.
allows the REL both to extend the
The Studio III was initially posimain speakers' bass response and han1Wes Phillips reviewed the Studio firs predecessor.
tioned in the corner behind my rightdle a film soundtrack's sub-bass
the Studio II, for Sterrophile in July 1998. His report is
channel Quad ESL-989 loudspeaker.
sound effects.)
available in our free on-line archives at www.stereo
The Quads were left sitting 5' from
On the right of these three are two
phile.comiloudspealterreviews/956.
—Ed.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors, listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2 Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR
•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•KEF
•NIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LUMEN WHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SONUS FABER
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THORENS
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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REL Studio

the front wall, 8' apart, 3' 9" from
the side walls, and slightly toedin. My listening chair was 10'
away. The Quads were near one
short wall of my lighdy damped,
rectangular listening room (26'
long by 13' wide by 12' high). Behind the listening chair, the other
end of the room opens into a25'
Fig.1
by 15' kitchen.
Blessedly for my listeningroom floor, the instructions recommend against using the
supplied spikes. REL claims that
the Studio III works best if the
drivers and port are close to the
floor, where they can produce a
high-pressure zone. The Studio
III sat on its brass feet.
For the next step, Patrick Butler
took the Studio III's twinned 10m
Fig.2
pair of input cables and pulled
them apart so that one of each of
the two leads could go to the
Mark Levinson ML-2 monoblock sitting behind each Quad. He stripped the
insulation off the bare ends and connected them to the same terminals used
by the spade lugs in my PSC speaker
cable: red output cable to red speaker
terminal, black output cable to black
speaker terminal. (For differential
amplifiers such as the Krell FPB 600C,
the black wire is attached to chassis
ground, not to Krell's black speaker terminal.) The other end of the two long
cables were terminated in aSpeakon
connector plugged into the Studio III's
unbalanced input. [Taken literally, this
would result in mono sound as each amplffier
would be connected to both speakers. Iimagine that there is arelatively high-value series
resistor in each cable taken from the REL's
high-level input to the two amplifiers to keep
the channels isolated from one another
upstream of the subwoofer. —Ed.]
Phase optimization was next.
Playing the Sneakers soundtrack (CD,
Columbia CK 53146), Allan Haggar
set the low-pass filter at 40Hz so there
would be definite overlap between the
Quads and the subwoofer, and the system volume to High. When he
switched the phase control on the
Mode switch, Icould easily hear that
the 0° position was louder than the
180° setting.
Then Haggar began jamming the
sub into the corner and slowly pulling
it out on the diagonal, equidistant from
the side and front walls. At a point
about 6" from room corner to enclosure corner, the drum beat from
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III

the Velodyne DD-18's room-calibration microphone on the back
of my listening chair at my seated
ear height of 37". Ithen used the
Velodyne DD-18's signal generator, microphone, and onscreen
spectrum analyzer to measure
the response of the combination
of Quad ESL-989s and REL
Quad ESL-989, no subwoofer, in-room response (25dB
Studio III at my listening posivertical range).
tion. (To measure the room response, Ishut off the Velodyne
DD-18's own woofer by setting
its volume to "0." Iran an interconnect from the DD-18's Video
Out jack to the Video In jack of
the 13" TV set Iused to display
the DD-18's System Response
screen. The DD-18's internal signal generator delivered a linelevel sweep of the 20-200Hz
Quad ESL-989 with REL Studio III, in-room response
range every three seconds, this
(25dB vertical range).
fed to my preamplifier for driving my overall audio system.)
'Without the sub (fig.1), the fre"Cosmos, Old Friend," from the
quency response of the Quads
Sneakers soundtrack, sounded more
showed adip at 60Hz and apeak at
solid, heavy, and loud than it had
with
rapidly
declining
before. That was where the subwoofer 40Hz,
response below 40Hz. When the
was left.
VCLUeln LaUàiM..

MIEN RESPONSE

THE REL HAD ALL THE ACOUSTIC MUSCLE NEEDED
TO PRODUCE DEEP, TUNEFUL BASS IN MY LARGE
LISTENING ROOM WHILE MOVING LOTS OF AIR.
Haggar switched the low-pass filter
to the bottom of its range, 22Hz, then
slowly advanced the Studio III's gain
control until the bass-drum beat was
solid and clear. Advancing it further
made the drum sound more diffuse,
with an image unrealistically large.
Setting the gain lower restored the image to amore natural size. Next, the
optimal crossover filter point was
identified by advancing the Coarse
control through its four steps. Again,
the drum sounded muffled, swollen,
and distorted when the Coarse control
was advanced from "A" to any of the
higher settings. The same procedure
was then used for the Fine controL To
my ears, this logical process of elimination identified 27Hz as the optimal
low-pass filter setting for the Studio
III in my room.
Measuring
To determine the frequency response
of the expert Sumiko setup, Iplaced
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Studio III was switched in (fig.2), the
frequency response was extended
down to 20Hz, with apeak at 40Hz
and another one at 25Hz. The
response below 40Hz was elevated
several dB above the response above
40Hz, probably as acompensation for
the natural rolloff in sensitivity of the
human ear in that range when the
REL was tuned by ear.
Listening
The REL Studio III gave a slight
emphasis to the subwoofer spectrum
of 25-40Hz. During my listening sessions, Iwas more aware of the bass
than I'd expected to be—bass that
had a softer, airier quality than I've
heard from some other subwoofers.
This may have been aresult of the
lack of ahigh-pass filter. Yet it was
able to produce deep, tuneful bass in
my large listening room while moving lots of air. The synthesizer that
provides the powerful underpinning
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El
Visit us. Our new Manhattan loft is designed to make
demonstrations comfortable, exciting, and informative.
And we'll help to make sure that the sound you love
in our loft is the sound you hear at home, so you can
relax...and choose with confidence.

LINN
PENAUDIO

NAIM
REGA

PIEGA

QUAD

HARBETH

VON SCHWEIKERT

BASIS

ACOUSTIC ZEN

FUJITSU

LYRA

INNERSOUND
TRANSFIGURATION

WALKER

ATC

EARSNOVA
HIGH

PRODUCT

FIDELITY

I SERVICE

Our 26th Year

I EXPERTISE

I COOL

• Now in Manhattan

Call for an appointment: 212.288.2855
207 East 84th Street, Suites 406 + 407, New York, NY
hifi@earsnova.com
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RIEL Stu;

of "Assault on Ryan's
House," from the Patriot
Games soundtrack (CD,
RCA 66051-2), can be
difficult for subwoofers.
The REL Studio III's
bass remained clean,
deep, and solid, with no
spurious noises to indicate that the woofer was
in distress. There was no
disparity between the
speed of the Quads'
midrange/upper
bass
and the REL:s deep bass.
The Studio III delivered the punch
and drive inherent in percussive bass.
The concussive drum whack at the
end of John Williams' Liberty Fanfare,
on David 'Wilson's Winds of War and
Peace (CD, Wilson Audiophile WCD8823), had a snap and punch not
heard from most other subwoofers.
(The REL III's downward-firing
drive-units probably use the wooden
floor of my listening room as asoundboard. For example, the Velodyne
ULD-18, which has a single downward-firing woofer, delivered the
same percussive snap and floor flex on
this bass-drum passage.) Michael
Arnopol's introduction on double
bass on "Use Me," from Patricia
Barber's
Companion
(CD,
Premonition/Blue Note 522963 2),
had all the pace, snap, and drive anyone could want.
On the other hand, the REL
Studio III did not "improve" what
was on the recording. The churning
electric bass, drums, and synthesizer
intro of "Deeper Wells," from
Emmylou Harris' Spyboy (CD,
Eminent EM 25001 2), is intentionally distorted and blurred. True to
the music, the REL Studio HI faithfully reproduced the
murky,
seething muck as Harris' voice
soared above, clear and unperturbed.
The Studio III allowed me to
pick out subtle shifts in bass content. "Caravan Moves Out," from
Philip Glass's soundtrack for
Kundun (CD, Nonesuch 79460-2),
evokes the plodding, swaying,
glacially slow pace of the caravan
through changes in the pitches of
the deep synthesizer notes, powerfully churning Tibetan horns, and
double bass. The REL handled this
with aplomb. In "The Carnotaur
Attack," from the Dinosaur soundtrack (CD, Walt Disney 50086
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but solid pedal note that
ends the selection from
Elgar's The Dream of
Gerontius on Stereophile's
Test CD 2 (Stereophile
STPH004); the slightly
fluttering deep organ
note on "Lord, Make Me
an Instrument," from
Rutter's Requiem (CD,
Reference RR-38DD);
and the mix of flutterThe REL Studio Ill se ,vice panel.
ing, airy bass notes with
solid pulses from the different pedal ranks during Gnomus,
06727), the Studio III reproduced the
from Jean Guillou's transcription for
deep, thunderous, massive synthesizorgan of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
er notes that subtly change pitch to
heighten tension and suspense. I Exhibition (CD, Dorian DOR-90117).
[heard asimilar matrix of flutterheard the characteristic percussive
ing bass and solidity from organist
pulse of Charlie Haden's standup bass
in his duet with Alice Coltrane on Virgil Fox's performance of Bach's
Toccata and Fugué in D Minor, on
"For Turiya," from Closeness (CD,
A&M SP-710). And David Hudson's
the direct-to-disc, white-vinyl recording of his The Fox Touch (LP,
didgeridoo buzzed and throbbed
powerfully in the opening minutes of Crystal Clear CCS-7001). And the
"Rainforest Wonder," from Didgeridoo
Studio III's low-frequency pitch definition explained why Iwas able to
Spirit (CD, Indigenous Australia
distinguish the dense, foggy, otherIA2003 D).
worldly notes of the Tibetan temple
The REL Studio III revealed the
horns, synthesizer, and the deeply
sonic traits of different ranks of organ
echoing, dreamlike chant of the
pipes. There was the deep, rumbling,
Gyuto Monks in "Sand Mandala,"
from Glass's Kundun.
The Studio III also conveyed ambiASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
ence cues, enhanced the Quads'
imaging and portrayal of space, and
Linn Sondekincreased the dynamic range of my
Lingo turntable, Ittok tonearm,
entire system. The ML-2s and Quads
Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Krell KRC-28 C
played passages of wide dynamic
range without noticeable clipping,
player, Sony SCD-0555ES SACD/CD
the soundstage widened and deepmultichannel player.
ened, transparency increased, and
Day-Sequerra Classic,
there was considerably more threeMcIntosh MR-78, Sony ST-5000.
dimensionality to the sound, with
Mark Levinson
clearer positioning of instruments.
ML-7 preamp with L3A MC phono
This effect was independent of the
cards, Duntech MX-10 head amp,
Margulis phono section, Krell KCT
music's bass content. Take the hot
percussion solo in "Nardis," from
preamp.
Mark
Patricia Barber's Café Blue (CD,
Premonition/Blue Note 21810 2).
Levinson ML-2 monoblocks & •
Piano is on the right, double bass in
No.334, Krell FPB 600C.
Quad ESL-989;
the center behind the piano, snare
drum at center, cymbals at extreme
James EMB-1200 and Velodyne DDright; Barber's voice became more
18 subwoofers.
three-dimensional when the Studio
Interconnect: Red Rose
III was engaged, filling out what had
Silver Ones, Krell CAST, Levinson
been atwo-dimensional voice floatSilver single-ended, Bryston baling between the Quads.
anced. Speaker: Mark Levinson HFC
When I closed my eyes, Mary
10, Pure Silver Cable (PSC) R50
biwire double ribbon, Ultralink
Gauthier's voice on "Long Way to
Fall," from Filth and Fire (CD, Signature
Excelsior 6N OFHC, Coincident
Sound SIG 1273), sounded eerily like a
Speaker Technology CST 1.
three-dimensional person in the room
—Larry Greenhill
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The Latest &Greatest In Music &Equipment
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware .
and accessories
-with our .
30•
day
your
••. ...
••satisfaction
• .•••or .
" money
.• back Guarantee!
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Signature Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2, Robin Tonearms & all Accessories
Music Hall -MME 2, 5, 7& 9& Ringmats
VPI Scout, Scoutmaster & NEW SuperScoutmaster
VPI Aries 2& Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6&HRX w/JMW12.5 &SOS

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 & 2.5FI, Mini Pro 1& 2
Nitty Gritty, RRL Vinyl Wash, Disc Doctor, GruvGlide, VPI
VPI HW-16.5 & 17F Models & all Accessories
Orbitrac 2, Disc Doctor Brushes, Milty Zerostat Gun & Pixall
Scoutmaster
Turntable with
JMW 9Tonearm

ALL VPI Upgrades, Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories
PHONO CARTRIDGES, GAUGES &ALIGNMENT TOOLS
NEW! Benz Micro Series 3Ruby/Ruby H, Ebony H, LP..
Ace, Glider, L2/M2/H2, NEW Mono models, trade deal!
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood and all MM and MC models!
Lyra -Argo, Helikon/Sl/Mono &Titan!
Dynavector, Grado, Koetsu, Shure, Transfiguration!
Expressimo M120 SFG $159.99, MFSL GeoDisc $49 NEW! Benz Micro Ebony H
Phono Cartridge
***Call today about our great trade in***
World's Best
&package pricing!
High Output MC Cartridge!
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS, SACD & CD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player
Mal
Shanling 1200/1100 Tube SACD/CD Players
•
•
Music Hall CD25 HDCD Player
Creek OBH 12 & 22 Remote Pre-Amps
Shunling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
NEW! Aural Audition Headphone Amp
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Creek OBH11/21 &Grado RA-1 Headphone Amps
Component! SSS

LOUDSPEAKERS & HEADPHONES
Epos ELS-3 Bookshelf Loudspeakers, All Epos models
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS182 Headphones!

gel

VPI 17F Record Cleaner Stereophile
Recommended Component!

SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Cardas Golden Cuboids, Gingko Isolation Platforms
SIC Electrostatic CD/DVD/LP Brush -$69.99!
Bedini Ultra Dual Beam &NEW! Quadri Beam Clarifiers
Black Diamond Racing, Notepad Dampening Pillow
Quantum Filter Strips, Symphony/Pro & Electroclears
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audioques Jaguar Interconnect Cables
Audience AU24 Interconnect/Speaker Cables
with NEW Delectric-Bias System (DBS),
Audience powerChord (Highly recommended!!!)
NRG-1 &NRG-2 power cords.
Audioguest Interconnect & Speaker Cables (All Models)
Audioguest NRG Power cords -starting at $74.99!
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE & PH-D Phono Stage
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic -starting at $349.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/15 -starting at S199.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
,
The PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise &very
liquid..." Holly Weisfield liPlIndustnés
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PIM( upgrade

must have accessories under $40!

elusive disc inc.

call us today! 800-782-3472
or shop online: wvvw.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusalesenetdirect.net
4020 frontage rd anderson. in 46013 m-f 9-6pm est. sat 11-3pm est

MFSL Gold CD-Rs -starling at $2.99! MFSL 50pk Rice Sleeves $19.99
Basis Acrylic Polishing Cloth &Fluid -$23.99 each!
100 pk Japan Antistatic Inner/Resealable Outer Sleeves-29.99 each!
Disc Doctor Miracle Stylus Cleaner -$24.99!
RRL LP#9 Stylus Cleaner, Vinyl Wash aDeep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
RRL Shine -ola CD Cleaner -$24.991
Auric Illuminator CD Enhancement System -$39.99!
Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Bum-in aDemag LP -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Pixall Mk11 Record Roller LP Cleaner -$24.99!
Gros Glide Record Treatment •$24.99!

Alisop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99!
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99!
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCAO(LR Caps -Starting at $29.99!
MFSL Lill Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Blacklight Mat -only $19.99!
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $24.99!
Vibrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99each!
NEW! Vibracone Isolators -$7.99 each!
Visit www.elusivedisc.com or call us for a

complete list of all accessories we cony

NEW audiophile recordings -can us or visit our website for acomplete list of titles!
AUDIOPHILE LPs $9.99 & UP!
Holly Cole Trio /Don't Smoke In Bed 200g LP
Jacintha /Girl From Bossa Nova 45rpm 180g 2LP
Yamamoto Trio /Misty &Midnight Sugar 45rpm LPs
Janos Starker /Bach 6Cello Suite 180g 3LP Box
Humble Pie /Rockin' at Fillmore 200g 2LP
Rickie Lee Jones /Evening of My Best Day 180g 2LP
Nat King Cole /Just One of Those Things 180g LP
Janos Starker Bach Cello Suites
Karrin Allyson/In Blue 180g 2LP
Speaker's Corner 180g 3LP Box
Roy Orbison /All-Time Greatest Hits 180g 2LP
&Mercury Living Presence SACO!
Eden Atwood/ This Is Always 180g 45rpm 2LP
Rare Out Of Print MFSL, Nautilus... & D2D LPs!
AUDIOPHILE DOD-A $17.99 & UP! Over 550 titles!
Jane Monheit /Come Dream &Never Land DOD-As
Surf City All-Star Band /IGet Surround DOD-A
Mannheim Steamroller /Fresh Aire 8DOD-A
AIX, Amer. Gramophone, DIS Ent., Silverline OVO -A
AUDIOPHILE CDs $9.99 & UP!
Norah Jones &Peter Malick /NYC Remixed CD
Eva Cassidy /Wonderful World CD
Jheena Lodwick /All My Loving xrcd24
Eagles, Dire Straits, Nat King Cole on XRCD!
Hi -Fi Flamenco, RCA Living Stereo xrcds
Every XRCD, XRCD2 &XRCD24 known to man!

AUDIOPHILE SACDs $9.99 & UP! Over 1400 titles!
Jacintha /The Girl From Bossa Nova M-CH SACD
LA4 /Just Friends &Ray Brown /Soular Energy 2-CH SACDs
Allman Brothers /At Fillmore East M-CH 2SACD
Allman Brothers /Eut APeach M-CH SACD
Diana Krall /Girl In The Other Room M-CH SACD
Diana Krall /Love Scenes M-CH SACD
Sheryl Crow /The Globe Sessions M-CH SACD
Jacinth(' /Girl From Bossa Nova
16 RCA Living Stereo & Mercury Living Prescence SACDs
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 21.1?
Vince Gill, Toby Keith & Lee Ann Womack M-CH SACDs
M-CH SACD &Aluminum CD
Anonymous 4/American Angels M-CH SACD
Jamie Cullum /Twenty Something M-CH SACD
Animals & Herman's Hermits /Retrospectives 2-CH SACDs
NEW! Sony John Mayei; Indigo Girls, Incubus M-CH SACDs

YBROWX aI. 5105105

Ray Brown &LaurindoAlmeida
Moonlight Seronade
Jeton Limited Edition D2D 180g LP
&Jeton Aluminum CD!

NEW! 13 The Kinks & 10 more Fantasy 2-CH SACDs
Tilson-Thomas Mahler Symphonies 1,2,4 & 6M-CH SACDs
All MFSL SACDs, Patricia Barber, Ryan Adams & more!
Steely Dan /Gaucho, Aja, Katy Lied, Can't Buy AThrill SACDs
Audio Fidelity Bob Marley, Jimmy Reed 2-CH SACDs
All Verve SACDs, Oscar Peterson, Stan Getz, Ella & more!

Other Available Labels: 8B's, AIX, ARAD, Abkco, Absolute Analog, Albany Alto,
Allegro, Alto, Audio Fidelity, BIS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Cisco, Classic
Records, Concord, DCC, DG, DMR DTS Ent., Decal, Delos, Diverse, EMI, Earmark, FIM,
Fantasy. Fidelis, Get Back, Groove Note, Harmonia Mundi, Hyperion, RC, Jeton, Linn,
MA, MCA, MFSL, Mercury, Mosaic, Naxos, Opus3, PentaTone, Philips, Proprios, RCA,CH
WorldRadioHistory
Red Rose, Reference, Rounder; Silverline, Simply Vinyl, Sony, Speakers Comer,
Sundozed, Super Analogue, IBM, Tacet, Tenn, Universal, Vanguard, WEA, Warner
Bros, Water Lily 8. many more!

Allman Brothers/At Fillmore East
Classic Records 200g 2LR
Mercury M-CH 2SACD &
DTS Entertainment M- CD

with me. The soundstage widened and
deepened significantly when Iplayed
Yoshihisa Taira's "Hierophonie V,"
from The Kroumata Percussion Ensemble
(CD, BIS CD-232). Each percussion
instrument — maracas, claves, woodchimes, bongos, congas, cowbells,
gongs, woodblocks — could be heard
unambiguously coming from adifferent place in the soundfield.
The deepest bass reproduced by
the REL did not seem to come from
the subwoofer. That may have been
related to the Studio III's low-pass filter point of 27Hz — well below that
of any other sub I've auditioned. The
blips that exploded out of Morton
Subotnik's Wild Bull, for synthesizer
(LP, Nonesuch H-71208), and the
surging, pulsing bass drum and timpani in Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring,
as played by the Minnesota Orchestra
under Eiji Oue (CD, Reference RR70CD), seemed to emanate from a
point midway between the Quads,
not from the REL itself.
Conclusion
The REL Studio III subwoofer has
solid build quality, can produce massive
bass, and has impressive pitch definition. And well it should have —its
price of $9000 is twice that of the
Velodyne DD-18 that Ireviewed in
June. In addition, the REL Studio III
has several other sonic characteristics
on my subwoofer wish list: the abilities
to play the deepest bass notes in music
and to move huge amounts of air.
Its sub-bass reproduction is perhaps
the Studio III's strongest suit. It
reveals low-frequency acoustic cues
that depict the venue in which the
recording was made. It increased the
Quad ESL-989's dynamic range and
widened and deepened its soundstage.
For those who own Quad ESL-989s,
auditioning the Studio III is amust.
Other than its high price, did the
Studio III have any limitations? The
Studio III lacks ahigh-pass filter, so it
won't roll off the satellite speakers
which may mean aboost in the system's upper bass response, as happened
around 40Hz in my roon. Finally, to
get the best results it must be installed
and tuned to your room by the dealer.
But the REL Studio III can play the
deepest bass notes and reproduce the
almost subsonic ambience cues of the
recording's acoustic space. Because of
this, I highly recommend the REL
Studio III.
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DEBUTING THE

WILSONALEXANDRIA®
B
EST
eAlexandria is unconditionally
he finest speaker I have
ver experienced. It sets the
enchmark for transcendent
sical re-creation. The sense of
being in the presence of the
performers is without peer."
- Elliot Fishkin

MEET DAVID WILSON
AT I
NNOVATIVE AUDIO
VIDEO SHOWROOMS
NEW Y
ORK CITY
THURSDAY OCT 14
FRIDAY OCT 15
5PM -8 PM
RSVP
Register via email at meetmrwilson@iavny.com or call.
See our website for further details:
www.innovativeaudiovideo.com
Audio Physic • BAT
B&W• - B&W Nautilus 800' • Creek
Crestron
Digital Projection 'Vision -Dynaudio
Faraud ja •Fujitsu •Grado •Lexicon
Linn
Mark Levinson •Mark Levinson Reference
McIntosh' •MIT •MIT Oracle •NAIM
Nordost • Pioneer Elite • REL Subwoofers • REPLAY TV
Ratel' • Runco
Sharp • Sonus Faber - SONY ES /Video /Multiscan Projectors • Spectral
Spectral Reference • Stewart FilmScreen • T+A. [Theory + Application] • Thiel

Transparent •. Wilson •and more

.
Avodoble

le

Metro New York only

ifINOVAdIlk

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS
NEW
YORK
CITY

212-634-4444
150 East 58th Street
NYC 10155
www.innovativeaudiovideo.com
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"With the Pagode rack you can't help asking
yourself how much music
you have been missing until now."
AUDIOPHILE, German

pagode ° IB
master

AIM

reference

EVERY PRODUCT A REVOLUTION.
pagodeEll
.1,rsature
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For a dealer in the U.S., please contact IMMEDIA: Tel. 510.559.2050 or www.immediasound.com

www.finite-elemente.de
WorldRadioHistory
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome. Please contact: sales@finite-elemente.de

FOLLOW
Art Dudley

Linn Akiva MC phono cartridge
he observation has been made,
often and well, that audio writers are out oftouchwhenit comes
to judging value for money. For
one thing, we get to live with exotic
gear for months at atime, without
spending apenny. For another, when
we do decide on amore permanent
upgrade, we usually get the opportunity to buy atwholesale — at aso-called
"industry accommodation price," extended to us because, after all, we
are apart of the industry.
Itry not to be too cynical — about pricing, at
least. It helps that very
expensive products tend
not to interest me as much
as more affordable ones (although Isuppose that's relative). It may also help that I
still own and use products that
Ibought, freely and happily, at
the same retail prices as anyone
else — such as my Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable, my Grace F9E
phono cartridge, and others.
Itry and, Ithink, Imostly succeed.
But Linn's latest top-of-the-line phono
cartridge, the Akiva ($3000), was central to my most recent failing. The poor
thing sat in abox — abox, Itell you —
for awhole year before Igot my ass
into motion and deigned to try it.'
The Akiva finally came out of my
closet when Ireviewed the EAR 324
phono preamp for Stereophile's July
2004 issue. Iwas looking to try the
EAR with every different cartridge I
could get my hands on — and there,
forgotten and forlorn, was the Akiva.
Into the system it went, from whence
it has daily smacked my gob.
Let's pause for alook at Linn's cartridge history. In the beginning, Linn
endorsed Supex moving-coil cartridges
from Japan for use in their record players. After that, Supex was engaged to
make aseries of cartridges exclusively
for the Scottish firm, beginning with
the famous and rightly loved Asak. The

T

1Michael Fremer wrote about the Akiva in the context
of his review of the complete Linn playback system in
November 2003, reprinted at www.stereophile.
comianalogsourcereviews/11031irm.
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Supex-Linn line evolved over the years,
arguably reaching its high point with
the Troika, which signaled the bold step
ofoffe ring aphono cartridge with three
rather than two bolts, and whose output connectionswere flyingleads rather
than pins of the usual sort. Those
changes wrought real improvements in
the cartridge's mechanical and electrical behaviors, respectively, but they also
served to limit

bit hazy here. What Ican say is that the
next two top-of-the-line cartridges
from Linn, the Arkiv and the Arkiv B,
appeared to have been manufactured
by Scan-Tech, yet bore little resemblance to anything else in Scan-Tech's
continually evolving Lyra line. They
also sounded different — different
from the Troika, and different from
the other Lyras. And while one might
have hoped the new baby would have
the best features of both parents, thathope has gone unfulfilled. Until now.
From the outside, the new
Akiva looks just like the Arkiv
B. It has the same Linn-sourced
aluminum-alloy body, designed around the same threebolt mounting system. The
Linn's Akiva. The name rhymes
body also retains the two side
with "beaver," not "Ivor!'
windows, protected with clear
plastic inserts. These seem intended to
the
Troika's eliminate unnecessary mass, and they
appeal to people with have the side benefit of letting you see
Linn tonearms. Other what's inside.
arms could be used with abit of
And it's when you look inside that
fiddling, but keep in mind that the you notice: The Arkiv Band the Akiva
Troika was introduced when digital are as different as different can be. In
was gaining ground over analog, and fact, the working parts of the Akiva
audiophiles were in less of afiddling look quite similar to the working parts
mood than ever before. (However, of the current Lyra line. Which is to
when Naim introduced their Aro tone- say: The Akiva is built around Scanarm in 1988, it featured ahole in pre- Tech's Da Capo motor system, in
cisely the right spot for the Troika's which ring-shaped rare-earth magthird bolt — at atime when Naim's nets bathe the armature in magnetism,
managing director, the late Julian rather than using metal pole-pieces to
Vereker, used aFidelity Research car- focus the flux lines. Discarding the
tridge as his first choice!)
needless metal bits is said to help preAfter that.. well, after that, the run- vent eddy currents (cf Denis Morener stumbled. Supex had already faded croft), and no one in his or her right
from the scene, and while Linn had mind would complain whenever a
apparently already boughta goodly sup- maker of MC cartridges finds away
ply of parts, they needed to find anew to reduce his product's mass. (An
cartridge-building partner. By then, the arched support, machined from an
Japanese-with-English-roots manufac- unnamed synthetic, takes the structuring firm Scan-Tech had made arep- tural place of the pole-pieces and oldutation for itself with its superb Lyra style magnet.)
MC cartridges, which seemed to do
Is it that reduction in mass that allows
everything well, pleasing flat-earthers the Akiva to track so much better than
and high-enders alike, and they and its predecessors? Maybe. All Iknow is
that this new cartridge has sailed
Linn began working together.
As one might reasonably expect through everything I've played so far,
when Company A designs aproduct from the most forceful piano chords to
and asks Company Bto make it exclu- the loudest singers in Georg Solti's hissively for them, neither party is terri- toric recording of Wagner's Ring. The
bly anxious to gab. So the story gets a Akiva is more than just agood tracker,
WorldRadioHistory
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Conrad Johnson ACT 2: BEYOND ART
When it was introduced in 1996, Conrad Johnson's first state-of-the-art line stage, the limited edition ART
(Short for Anniversary Reference Triode), was the finest all-tube device of its kind; aposition which many
admirers believe it continued to occupy right up to the moment when the last unit was sold.
A hard act to follow! But Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson had no intention of resting on their laurels.
As far back as the day the first ARTrolled off the production line, they had decided to devote their considerable
engineering talents to designing and producing an even better reference quality line stage as asuccessor to
the ART; an ACT 2, if you will. As is their habit, Bill and Lew chose aname which belies the difference the ACT 2
and its predecessor. True, the ACT 2greatly improves upon the ART's sound stage, timbre and dynamics, areas
in which the ARTpreviously held first prize. In that respect it is asecond act to the ART. However, in many ways,
the ACT 2is so much more advanced than the ART, that thinking of it in this way misses the point.
With the ACT 2Conrad-Johnson has so far exceeded the ART, in terms of high frequency extension, detail and
top to bottom integration that its name simply doesn't do it justice -but it's sound does.
If the Conrad Johnson ACT 2is not the finest all tube line stage in the world than Idon't know what is.
The only problem with ACT 2is its price. It is too low. At $12,000, it puts to shame competing tube preamplifiers
selling for twice as much. Why pay more?

•Accuphase
•Acoustech
•Acoustic Energy
•ADA
•Aesthetix
•Arcam
•Audio Physic
•Audio ReQuest
•Audio Valve
•Avalon Multi Channel Systems
•Avid
•Black Diamond Racing
•B& K
•Balanced Audio Technology
•Basis
•Bel Canto
•Benz Micro
•Billy Bags

•Blokhead
•Boulder Amplifiers
•Burmester
•Cary Audio
•Chang lightspeed
•Clear Audio
•Conrad-Johnson
•Creek
•Crestron
•DCS (Elgar)
•Denon
•DeVore Fidelity
•Elite by Pioneer
•Escient
•Esoteric (leac)
•Faroudja
•Fujitsu
•Gallo Acoustics

•Grado
•PS Audio
•Sumiko
•Graham Tonearms
•Quad Electrostatic
•Synergistic Cables
•HRS Systems
•Rega
•Target
•Hitachi Video
•Rel
•TBI Subwoofer
•Infinite Pagode
•Richard Gray PC
•Tenor Audio
•James Loudspeaker
•Thiel
•Rogue Audio
•JM Lab
•Runco
•Valve Amplification Company
•JPS Cables. Klyne Audio Arts •Salamander
•Van Denhul
•Krell Audio/Video
•Schroets&Schroers
•VBT Subwoofers
•Krell Industries
•Shunyata Research
•Velodyne
•Loewe
•SME
•Verity Parsifal
•Lyra Cartridges (Helikon)
•Sonance
•VPI
•MagnumDynalab
•Sound Anchors
•(VTL) Vacuum Tube Logic
•Martin Logan
•Soundation AudioNideo Stands •ZSystems
•Meadowlark
•Speakercraft
•Zoethecus
•Monitor Audio
•Standesign
•Monster Cable
•Stewart Filmscreen
Hold italics are NYC exclusives
•Musical Fidelity
•Straight Wire
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18 East 16th Street (5th Ave &Union SquareWest) NewYorkCity,10003 (212) 924-8600

FOLLOW-UP

though, and while Idon't have aTroika
on hand for comparison, my impression is that the new Linn is superior to
itsillustriouspredecessor in everymusically meaningful way.
Iwouldn't have guessed the Troika's
wonderfully deep, tight, and tuneful
bass performance could be bettered,
but after hearing the way the Akiva
nailed the sound of the electric bass and
kick drum on Led Zeppelin's 'Achilles'
Last Stand" (from Presence, Swan
Song/Classic SS 8416), I'm aconvert. I
recall the Troika sounding thicker in
the lower mids than the Akiva, but I
can state comfortably that the Akiva
was not at all lean. The new one was
timbrally right, with aclear, open, naturally detailed sound that never lapsed
into exaggerated detail. Similarly, its
spatial performance was solid and precise but never fussy: The musical message was always stressed over sonics.
Once again, I've saved the best for last.
In Linn's early days as acartridge supplier, Iconsidered their MC models to
be the best available in terms of rendering surface noise easy to overlook, if not
completely absent. This, according to
Linn, was owing to their superior

mechanical design more than anything
else: Because they did not ring or resonate as severely as other cartridges,
Linn's models were able to "play" groove
damage without exaggerating it.
Then, in later years, Icame to regard
Lyra's cartridges as the most impervious to disc noise — not only to scratches
and pops but to steady-state groove
grunge as well. Was that, as some have
suggested, because Scan-Tech uses a
smaller and more finely shaped stylus
tip than other makers — one that snuggles into adeeper and, quite possibly,
less damaged portion ofthe groove? No
one can say for sure. But neither would
Ihesitate in saying that the Akiva is,
without adoubt, the quietest phono
cartridge I've ever used., and the one
that's least perturbed by all the older
records in my collection. In this sense,
the Akiva does indeed combine its parents' best features.
Incidentally, Naim Aro owners will
be delighted by how well the Akiva
works in their tonearms: Bolt it into
the nonadjustable headshell, set the
downforce and playing height, and
bingo: perfect alignment. It dropped
so neatly into the dimpled target of my

alignment protractor that Inearly
cried. The only setup drawback — and
this will be equally true of all non-Linn
tonearms — has to do with the Akiva's
flying leads, which are female connectors. To fasten them to the similarly
feminine connectors on most tonearms, one needs amale-to-male rod
(sorry), which can be as simple as abit
of stiff (sorrier) wire. For my installation, Iharvested the pins from avery
old and worn-out cartridge, and used
those to bridge the connectors.
At $3000, the Akiva is expensive but
not too expensive, given not only the precision machining required to make it but
also the accuracy required to form, polish, and align its obviously very good
line-contact stylus. And Iassume that
Linn will be around to do retips and
reconditioning work throughout much
ofthe future — which, as the great Crisswell once noted, is where we'll be spending the rest of our lives.
In order to "deserve" a$3000 cartridge, arecord collection must be both
large and loved; now, apparently, it can
be somewhatworn as well. Were phonographic monogamy required of me, I'd
tie the knot in no time.
Ma

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510•420.0379 www,.musicalsurroundings.com
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/ --BLUE CIRCLE

simply analogue

GritatiCW
.rnea
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tans.

Simplicity Artistry Music

TM

The New BC20
Hybrid Stereo Power Amp j er
Exclusive USA distributor
Moy Audio
Tel: 716 283-4434
Fox: 716 283-6264
www.mayaudio.com

Exclusive Canada distributor:
Justice Audio
let 905 780-0079
Fax: 905 780-0443

GutWire Audio Cables
9019 Bayview Ave.,
See 2B-183
Richmond Hill, ON
Canada L4B 3M6

...can be auditioned at:
Sonic Spirits in New Jersey and Entre'act Audio in Toronto

phone: 519-469-3215
fax :519-469-3782
email: bcircle@bluecircle.com

Tel: 905-947-8410
Fox: 905-947-8736

Blue Circle Audio
RR#2
Innericip, Ontario
Cana& NOJ IMO

getwireegutsvire,orn
www.gutevire.com

www.bluecircle.com

•
DIAMOND GROOVE
•Analogue Productions
•Audio Fidelity
•Cisco Music
•Classic Records
•Diverse Records
•Mosaic Records
•Simply Vinyl
•Speakers Corner
•Sundazed
•Many other labels
Over 1,200 new vinyl titles in stock

the whole sound of vinyl
for Canada and the world
Doing business worldwide since 1996
1-888-ECHO-BUST
WWW.echobusters.com

1-631-253-0001
E-mail: infoeechobusters.com
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www.diamondgroove.com
1-877-DGROOVE
info@diamondgroove.com
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MANUFACTURERS' SHOWCASE
ADVERTISING

"BREATHTAKINa
ULTRAVIOLET 5HMI
"This terrific cable
allows picture quality
that is nothing short
of breathtaking."
WHAT HI-FP Sound and
Vision, UK, July 2004

SUPER ECLIPSE 5
the vocal sound
texture is very vivid
and highly defined."
Audio Accessory
Japan

Introducing the MiniTrap LE —
Objectively superior cables for all AN applications.

high-performance, yet affordable, acoustic panels
improve imaging, articulation, and low-end clarity.

W IRE

Only from REALTRAPS, the acoustic treatment experts.

(2)

CI R L D

CABLE TECHNOLOGY

The highest fidelity audio and video cables in the world!
Toll-free 866-REALTRAPs (866-732-5872)

www.realtraps.com

Phone 954-680-3848 •Fax 954-680-1525
.mresound@wireworldaudio.com •www.wireworldaudio.com

Li OIPEAnT.

_re .LItttrikide..Lakt.

CREATE BETTER
SONIC PERFORMANCE

FOR YOUR DISCS YOUR SYSTEM AND YOU
WITH A STEREO WORKSTATION.

music systems inc.

Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
V7WW merlinmusic.com
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A STEREO WORKSTATION WILL TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR CD/DVD PLAYER TO CALM DOWN THAT
HARSH UPPER MIDRANGE, SWEETEN, THOSE HIGHS,
SOLIDIFY THE BASS, AND TAME ANY BASS BOOM.
LEARN ALL ABOUT IT
DOWNLOAD USER MANUAL
ASK QUESTIONS
GET ANSWERS
PURCHASE IT

digiph
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EMI
CLASSICS

GREAT RECORDINGS OF THE CENTURY
DEFINING MOMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF
RECORDED SOUND

1

150 CLASSIC RECORDINGS REMASTERED
AND NOW AVAILABLE;
FEATURING LEGENDARY ARTISTS FROM
THE EMI CLASSICS CATALOGUE:
Maria Callas, Herbert von Karajan, Dennis Brain,
Otto Klemperer, Carlo Maria Giujini, Dinu Lipatti,
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, Sir Thomas Beecham and more!
For acomplete listing of available Great Recordings of the Century titles
please visit www.angelrecords.com/GROC.

ELGAR: Cello Cor.certo,
Sca Pictures &
Cockaigne Overture
J
ACQUELINE DU PRE dk !ANCI BAKER
London Symphony Orchestra &PhilKartrtonia °Behest-re
Sut fsr.. B\iteut(011

www.angelrecords.com
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BOOKS MUSIC eOVII4 CA61

JERRY RASKIN'
S
.!1...1_17EDLE DOCTOR

Win &Won

Established 1979

85' Anniversary
Wirst Watch!
Register Online!
liege OEM RB250
Tonearm Sale!
List $250

Taratable Sale!
Bfaenote Piccolo
w:' 85 Signature
Lst $1,595

$99g-

Sale
Dual CS455 Gold
List $559

Sale S13g"

Sale Serge

America's Ortofon Headquarters
www.needledoctor.com
Factory Authorized Ortofon Sale! Limited Time Offer!

MC-5000
MC-3000 II
MC-2000 II

List Price
$2,360

Sale Price
S1675

$2,050
$1,600

$1,455
$1,139

MC-25 FL
MC-15 Super II
T-3000

List Price
$485

Sale Price
$345

$250
$1,810

$179
$1.285

0M-20 Super II
0M-10 Super II

List Price

Sale Price

$195
$90

$109
$64
$46

0M-5E Super II

S65

Jubilee

$1,850

$1,315

T-20Il

$480

$340

0M-3E Super II

$4.f.

MC Rohmann
Korrtrapunkt B

$1,550
$950

$1,100
$675

X5-MC
X3-MC

$325
$275

$230
$195

OMP-5E

$65

........... 546

Kontrapunkt A

$600

$429

XI-MC

$145

$109

OMP-3E

$45

$32

MC-30 Super 11

$950

$675

X1-MCP

$145

$109

MC-20 Super II

$775

$550

54011

$350

$199

MC- '0 Super IT

S565

$400

0M-30 Super Il

S285

Ortofon stylus 78 rpm will tit any of the OM
series cartridges. All Ortoforr styluses are
available. Ortofon re-tips are also available.

World's

Largest

Selection

al

Turntables,

$159
Cartridges,

OMP-10

Needles

............564

&

Recdrd

Cate'

800.229.0644 • 612.378.0543 • fax 612.378.9024 • e-mail info@needledoctor.com • 419 14th Ave. S.E., MPS MN 58414
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RECORD
RECORDING OF

Madeleine Peyroux

THE MONTH

Careless Love

I

bland, thinly talented, or just plain
es the question you have to ask.
inconsequential singers, Peyroux's
But when Iapproached Madegot avision you can hear.
leine Peyroux to ask if imitation
Careless Love also benefits conis the sincerest form of flattery
siderably from having Larry Klein in
or if she just naturally sings
the producer's chair. Joni Mitchell's
like Billie Holiday, you'd have
ex is responsible for this record's
thought Ihad two heads. Horror
classy arrangements, such as the
flashed on her face, followed by distransformation of Bob Dylan's
gust and, finally, the ol' unmis"You're Gonna Make Me Lonesome
takable grimace that says, "'Who is
When You Go" from folk love song
this nut?" She was offended, which
to light swing tune backed with
surprised me. If you sound as much
brushes and organ. Klein's hand is
like Billie Holiday as Peyroux does,
also audible in the record's unfailingit's the one question you better have
ly tasteful and relaxed instrumental
an answer for.
backing, and its superbly consistent
Let us not forget that there are
and atmospheric sound. ICeyboardist
worse things in the world of singing
Larry Goldings is particularly charmthan sounding like Billie Holiday. If
ing as he adds accents and often sets
you have to pick a mentor and
the pace, at times on avariety of
model, Holiday's awonderful choice.
evocative and exotic instrumental
All of which leads to this record,
choices like the celesta, the Estey,
her second, which she waited eight
and the Wurlitzer piano.
years to record. Peyroux, then an
To give her credit, Peyroux tries to
old soul for her age at 22, burst on
expand her range on Careless Love and
the scene in 1996 with Dreamland
Madeleine Peyroux: Careless Love
hopefully damp the Holiday doppel(Atlantic), astunning collection of
Madeleine Peyroux, vocals, acoustic guitar; Lee
ganger abit —hence her very surpristunes transformed by her floating,
Thornburg, trumpet; Dean Parks, guitars; Larry
ing and, Ithink, successful stab at
Galdings, piano; David Patch, bass; lay Bellerose,
sad-toned alto and her incredible
drums; Scott Amendola, brushes.
Dylan. Less engaging but no less
gift for offhand, rising-and-falling
Rounder 11661 3192-2 (CD). 2004. Larry Klein, prod.;
adventuresome is her attempt at Hank
phrasing, both of which mirror
Heiik Hadar, eng.; Ricky Chao, Nicolas Fournier, asst.
engs. MD. TT: 42:56
Williams' "Weary Blues," which for
Lady Day in scary ways. Close your
Performance ****
some reason doesn't quite succumb to
eyes, put on the record, and you'll
Sonics ****
Peyroux's interpretive verve.
be spooked. If you thought no one
Peyroux (guided, Isuspect, by
could coo out exclamations like
Klein) also has the commercial sense to, in record-label par"Oh sweet daddy ... "quite like Holiday, think again.
lance, "give 'em asingle." Taking apage from the Norah Jones
After seeing Peyroux perform and listening to both her
playbook, she collaborates with Klein and Jesse Harris ("Don't
records repeatedly, Ithink the answer to "The Question"
Know Why") on the similarly titled "Don't Wait Too Long,"
is alittle from column A and alot from column B. While
the kind of easy, tuneful pop that could and should receive
she's clearly abig Holiday fan and has learned much from
wide airplay. Like Jones, Peyroux is apop singer who occathat great jazz singer's way with asong, Peyroux's voice
sionally veers into jazz.
and approach are just who she herself is, and what she was
Born in Georgia but raised in France, Peyroux can convincborn with.
ingly evince an aloof and snooty French attitude, and can sing in
Still, when Careless Love's first track, Leonard Cohen's
French. She does so here to great effect in "J'ai Deux Amours."
"Dance Me to the End of Love," kicks in with piano, bass, and
Peyroux's talent is considerable and, Holiday tangles aside,
brushes, followed by Peyroux's Holiday-like delivery and
real. As proof, aRush fan on the Stereophile staff, someone
ragged-edged tone — all recorded the way you wish Holiday
who loves loud, near-metal guitars, power drumming, and
had been — it's hard not to think of the young Holiday's
vocalist Geddy Lee's screech, fell in love with this record.
glorious Columbia sides of the mid- to late 1930s.
Madeleine Peyroux's dusky, dreamy voice and fanciful way
One key to Peyroux's career so far has been that she's
with asong mark her as asinger with something else on her
stayed clear of any obvious Holiday repertoire. The closest
mind than capturing the squealing teenaged girl market. The
she gets here is the tide tune, WC. Handy's "Careless Love,"
trick to her continued success and growth as an artist will be
which is actually asong better known through its perforto fuid away to keep the best parts of the Holiday wraith in
mances by Bessie Smith and Louis Armstrong.
her style and sound while also asserting her own trademark
What makes Peyroux's work special, Holidayesque or not,
character. The laid-back yet very persuasive Careless Love is a
is that, in her own offhand way, she's killing the material —
sound second step in acareer worth watching. -Robert Baird
making it her own. In aworld currently overpopulated by
Stereophile, October 2004
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The AudioQuest GBC is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most
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side's barky, messy blustering. Luckily,
lieder-like sense of purpose. This is a
theradiantroomambienceoftherecordconsiderable accomplishment in an
ing venue, Kóln's Stolberger Saal, takes
aria that's actually astrophic song; that
off the edge.
-David Patrick Stearns
is, it reuses the same music for each
verse to express escalating sentiment.
So different are the rules in this
recording that the singers can't really
be judged in conventional ways.
Grand, interpretive gestures in individual arias couldn't have been more
subordinated to fitting into the
GUIDED BY VOICES
ensemble and making the aria truly
Half Smiles of the
grow out of the emotional temperaHALF S^." FS OF THE OF;7:-)MPOSED
Decomposed
ture ofthe preceding recitative. Aside
from some nonmusical stage business (sighing, stuttering, and some
Matador OLE-612 (CD). 2004. Todd Tobias, prod., eng. MI? TF: 42:29
comically shaky coloratura from Marie McLaughlin's MarPerformance ***
Sonia *
cellina), some of the singers might be considered atad
faceless — until you realize how deeply their perfora/f Smiles of the Decomposed, Guided By Voices' final
album, marks the end of an era that most rock fans
mances have drawn you into the characters.
don't know even existed. Only time will tell how the
To say that the cast is almost uniformly superb without
history oflo-fi indic rock (whose notables also included
singling out individuals is arare compliment in the ego-driPavement and Sebadoh) will be written, but Robert Pollard's
ven world of opera. One of the side benefits of this approach
story is already the stuff of underdog legend.
is that the singers aren't burdened with the responsibility of
Pollard, athirtysomething elementary-school teacher
justifying the inclusion of Act IV's lesser arias, which are
from Dayton, Ohio, had spent his whole life immersed in
often cut. By then, you know these characters so well that
rock mythology—from the theatrics of the Who to the
you welcome spending another few minutes with them.
Southern-stained artiness of R.E.M. —when he emerged in
The exception to all of this is the best-known singer, Simon
the early 1990s clutching abeat-up suitcase full of homeICeenlyside, who plays the Count. The role is as thankless and
recorded prog rock and Beatles-esque pop tunes in one hand
one-dimensional as Figaro gets, but that doesn'tjustify Keenly-

rock/pop

H
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and asixpack of Bud Light in the other. More so than any
DIY punk, Pollard made the rock'n'roll fantasy seem attainable to middle Americans with
four-tracks in their basements
or bedrooms. Even prep-school
kids in New York City (okay,
the Strokes) were weaned on
such GBV records as 1994's Bee
Thousand, which they'd carry
around like aclubhouse secret.
And there was alot to whisper
about: more than a dozen
proper albums and countless
Pollard side projects, stuffed
with aviation imagery (blimps,
jets, flying machines) and surreal lyrics concerning bright
paper werewolves, twilight
campfighters, and liquid Indians, to name afew.
Given all this, it's nearly
impossible for HalfSmiles to live
up to the legacy. It doesn't. The
album also fails to wrap up
GBV's career in aneat little bow,
as there's little here, lyrically or musically to suggest that Pollard is waving goodbye to his band. (He'll continue to crank
out solo albums, as he's recently done at the rate of roughly
three per year.) What's more, nearly half the 14 songs here
are turgid and meandering, with Pollard's hazy, low-in-themix vocals (GBV's gonna wear that one-star Sonics rating as
abadge of honor) sounding subdued and in desperate need
of memorable guitar tiffs.
From any other band, all of this would indicate apoor
showing. But listening to Guided By Voices is like panning
for gold: sifting through the dreck is an expected part of the
experience. HalfSmiles begins with agold rush, unearthing
such nuggets as "Sleep Over Jack" (featuring aJoy Division
interplay ofbass, guitar, and drums) and "Girls ofWild Strawberries" (whose honeyed melody and gorgeously strummed
acoustic guitar sound as luscious as the song's title). Tracks
8through 13 are aparticularly harrowing rut, but HalfSmiles
rebounds for the closer, "Huffman Prairie Flying Field." This
agile guitar-rock anthem will remind GBVdiehards of 1996's
Under the Bushes, Under the Stars. The title references the location where the Wright Brothers learned to fly. It's Pollard's
landing site for Guided By Voices, aband that thanks you
for flying.
-Matthew 'hitch

BILL LLOYD

Back to Even
New Boss Sounds ST 2047 (CD). 2004. Bill Lloyd, Scott Baggett, prods., engs.; Marc
Owens, eng. MD? TT: 50:47
Performance *****
Sonics *** 1
/
2

S

ome songwriters crank it out. Others need more
time to simmer the goods. Still others spend years
hunched over computers in home studios, constructing records layer by layer, texture by texture,
refusing to allow their creations out into the sunlight until
they're fully realized.
In the five years since Standing on the Shoulders of Giants, his
194

last collection of new songs, Bill Lloyd, asongwriter-singerguitarist skilled as few others at melding fizzy, 1960s Britpop
with the chiming guitars and
direct emotions of the whole
Southern alt-rock/pop movement (dB's, R.E.M.), has been
home filling his C drive with his
latest gleaming, rambunctious,
power-pop monster, now selfreleased as Back to Even.
Catchy, accessible, and notoriously difficult to create in
any adult form, power pop in
Lloyd's hands varies from tearjerkers to what he calls
"RAWK" tunes, but PP isn't
his only bag. In the mid-'80s,
Lloyd was half (with Radney
Foster) of the mainstream
country pop duo Foster and
Lloyd, and in the early '90s cofounded what you might call
an alt-country (before altcountry was cool) supergroup
called the Sky Kings. Those
s
crap es
with fame were probably too confining for the many
talents of this master songwriter, so he's also been making
solo records since Feeling the Elephant (Throbbing Lobster,
1986); laboring along with the rest of Nashville's genuine,
left-of-Music-Row songwriting community. Unlike most
songwriters, who pray to the muse to be granted just one
catchy tune, Lloyd's 1994 album, Set to Pop, contains literally nothing but hits-in-waiting.
Back to Even is another batch of memorable, impeccably
crafted songs — such as the big, bouncypop explosion of"Dial
Nine," which shows again what arare songwriting talent
Lloyd is. Listen to it acouple of times and it's stuck in your
head: guaranteed!
Elsewhere, the varying shades of Lloyd's talent are familiar
and no less compelling. With Don Henry as co-writer, the
album's first and title track is classic Lloyd: arocked-up pop
tune, his plaintive vocal atop acatchy, snarly guitar figure.
Echoes (though not too loud) ofJohn and Paul can be heard
in the chorus of "Almost Taken," while aKinksian melodic
drive and lyrical logic run through "I Got It Bad" and the hilarious "Kissed Your Sister" ("It's just amemory /Somehow it
stuck with me /like that song by Mister Mister /or that game
of Naked Twister /was the time Ikissed your sister"). The
ballad "The World Is aDifferent Place Without You," for
acoustic guitar and voice, shows Lloyd's softer side, while "Me
Against Me," with its vibraphone-like keyboard, explores a
near-jazz angle.
Many talented and simpatico guests assist, including Ken
Coomer (Wilco), Robert Reynolds (Mavericks), Rusty Young
(Poco), and singer-songwriters Peter Case and Kim Richey,
among others. The sound of DYI homemade records can be
dicey — they can end up as Frankensteins of overdubbing —
but the sonics here are solid overall, the thinner moments
balanced by lush, rich expanses. Lloyd does agood job of
making his always surprisingly good vocals the focal point of
the mix.
Much more than just getting back to even, this collection
pushes amarvelous and important songwriter even further into
the black.
-Robert Baird
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MANU FA
Simaudio Moon Equinox
Editor:
Iwould like to thank John Atkinson for
his very thorough and insightful review of
the Moon Equinox, our entry-level CD
player, in September and at the same time
elaborate on several topics that he covered
in his wonderful editorial.
The Moon Equinox is the result of
"trickle-down technology" based on
much of what we learned from the design of the state-of-the-art Moon Eclipse
and Moon Nova CD players, as well as
the necessity to have acompanion source
component for our Moon i-3 integrated
amplifier (reviewed by Art Dudley in
October 2003). As aresult of its "entrylevel" status in our product line, akey objective was to keep [the Moon Equinox]
as affordable as possible without compromising sonic performance or build quality. Therefore, we decided on offering a
full-function, inexpensive remote control
as astandard feature, and the more
expensive all-aluminum remote as an
option. Incidentally, the Moon Equinox
includes a10-year manufacturer's warranty (three years for the drive). Also, the
review sample has ablack faceplate, and
the unit photographed has asilver faceplate; either finish is readily available.
In his measurements, JA mentioned
that de-emphasis was implemented in the
analog domain. Actually, the Philips drive
used in the Moon Equinox has its own
onboard digital-domain de-emphasis filter, which has aslight attenuation that can
cause pre-emphasized CDs to sound
more recessed. Consequently, there are no
"wrong component values." Incidentally,
we chose this particular CD drive mechanism based on both its reliability and its
excellent disc-handling characteristics (as
shown clearly by the measurements).
We are aware of the spuriae seen at
60Hz, 120Hz, and 240Hz. However,
they're clearly not audible, and wouldn't
even be measurable if not for the Moon
Equinox's very low noise floor, which
comes in at below 120dB throughout
most of the audioband —a specification
that we're very proud of.
Finally, with regard to the measurements, "the steep rise in the noise floor
above 20kHz" is aconsequence of the
Burr-Brown PCM1730 DAC's noiseshaping characteristics; adifferent analog
filter could have been implemented with
asteeper rollof£ yielding better measurements, but would have yielded aless open
sound. The bottom line, as Stereophile
readers are well aware, is that measured
performance tells only afraction about a
component's audible merits; sonic perfor-
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mance is what matters most, and the
Moon Equinox, as witnessed by JA, comes
through with flying colors.
Lionel Goodfield
VP Marleeting, Simaudio Ltd.
Spendor S5e
Editor:
Ihave always liked Stereophiles policy of
offering manufacturers the opportunity to
comment on your reviews. But after reading Art Dudley's review in September and
JA's technical measurements twice over,
I'm having ahard time seeing what we
can add to your most positive review.
The Spendor S5e is the smallest floorstanding loudspeaker in our new Sseries.
It is not easy to get convincingly big
sound from asmall enclosure with small
drivers. A brief technical explanation of
the LF alignment we adopted may be interesting for your readers.
The S5e's midbass driver has an 8ohm
nominal impedance and alight cone.
The woofer has amuch higher (16 ohm)
nominal impedance and arelatively
heavy (30gm) dustcap. This combination
of higher impedance and higher moving
mass yields alow-sensitivity woofer with

alow free-air resonance. The woofer's
electrical and mechanical parameters and
our port design (tuning frequency, system Q, and resistive damping) allow it to
peak at 40-50Hz, with asmooth rolloff
outside of this range. With this system,
the woofer simply provides a"freshener"
of LF energy while significantly increasing the overall power handling of the
loudspeaker by reducing the maximum
excursion of the drivers.
This 2.5-way loudspeaker system design may seem complex, but it works. As
Art has confirmed, the Spendor S5e delivers afull, clear, dynamic sound, and,
most important, an enjoyable musical
result for the listener — exactly what we
set out to achieve.
Philip Swift
Managing Director,
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd.
Galibier Design Quattro Supreme
Editor:
That our high-mass design caught Art's
attention delights me. Like Art, I've
never been enamored of high-mass
turntables, and was surprised that our
development process led us here. I've
generally found examples of this genre to

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAI International Enterprises, Inc
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com
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have prodigious bass and black backgrounds, but to be sorely lacking in pace,
rhythm, nuance, and music. To me, they
are the musical equivalent of a1960sstyle hotrod—spinning off the road at
the first curve (musical nuance).
Art's comparison to aHardy fly reel is
particularly gratifying to me. In the early
days, we took some heat over our aesthetics. While Fm proud of our visual design,
this is, to alarge extent, incidental. What
you see as industrial art is an outgrowth of
adesire for functionality and flexibility
serving our first principle —the music.
It didn't occur to me to send Art a
rubber belt to try. Ithink it would have
given him further insight into our design
philosophy. During development, we
observed "flexy" drive linkages (rubber
belts) to be analogous to driving acar
with play in its steering. As dynamic passages in the music modulate the platter
speed, the belt continually stretches and
relaxes — hunting for its original length
and, in turn, for speed consistency, even
with the inertia of a33-lb platter.
We're not talking about gross speed inaccuracies like wow and flutter, but rather
orders of magnitude below this threshold.
You can think of this as the analog equivalent ofjitter, if you will. As we moved
from thread, to tape, and then to wider
tape, each improvement brought with it a
more solid image, greater frequency
extension at both extremes, and aricher,
more complete harmonic structure.
As Art found out, if you don't pay
attention, you can "toast" abelt in no
time flat. The good news is that, once
[the belt is] installed, you're done. People
like Art and myself are likely to rearrange our gear more frequently in asingle week than most people do in ayear.
A new belt will cost you about apenny.
If you add the cost of asplicing block,
you have alifetime supply of belts for the
cost of asingle rubber replacement belt.
We used to provide "training wheels"
of asort with our turntables — drive belts
made from narrower tape. This helped
the user get accustomed to fitting the belt.
The wider the tape, the more finicky it is
to align but the better it sounds. Last year,
we began machining decorative grooves
on the side of the platter. These grooves
also serve as avisual aid in aligning the
belt. As people found it easier to install
and align the belt, we stopped dispensing
the narrower belts.
The Anvil is controversial, to say the
least. Iam loath to make record-playing a
complicated aflair. Much as Iloved my
Merrill periphery clamp, it turned playing records into achore for me. In comparing the Anvil against the current crop
of periphery clamps, Ifound it to perform nearly as well as the combination of

record clamp plus periphery clamp, without all the bother. For me, this is the ideal
solution. Furthermore, periphery clamps
present an unacceptable risk of cantilever
damage for me to be able to recommend
them in good conscience.
Certainly, our platter and base design
don't depend on the Anvil for success,
and one can choose to simplify life further by not using it —just remove the
reflex washer from the record spindle.
I'm all for anything that makes playing
tunes enjoyable, and if an Anvil doesn't
float your boat (or sinks it, for that matter), then by all means, return it for arefund. Alternatively, remove the lead shot
from the central chamber and store the
ashes of your deceased parakeet in it.
Our online instruction manual continues to be dangerously close to completion. Mea culpa. Given how easy our rigs
are to set up, I've prioritized compiling
and producing additional educational
materials for our website over completion of the manual.
If our 'tables were more difficult to set
up, the manual would have long since
been completed. As Art commented, the
most challenging aspect of setting up his
Supreme involved lifting it onto the turntable shelf. Until we complete the manual, we have the opportunity to walk our
customers (my favorite people) through
theeal sprocess over the phone.
for "Listening."
Thorn Mackris
Galibier Design
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Lamm ML2.1
Editor:
Mr. Dudley's review of the ML2.1, along
with Mr. Atkinson's measurements and
comments, has resulted in acomprehensive exploration of the product. We are
very appreciative of this.
Art Dudley has quite keenly nailed the
nature of the ML2.1 by defining it as an
exceptional musical instrument. Just as a
violin is more than acombination of its
body and strings, so is the ML2.1 much
more than merely the sum of its parts.
This amplifier is capable of evoking intense feelings that turn into aflowing
bridge between the composer and the
listener. The reaction to this effect differs
from person to person. One extreme of
such intensity might be akin to this reviewer's experience: "with the Lamms,
[the voices] were almost frightening: the
most uncanny reproduction of asinging
voice I've ever heard. Had Istripped my
Quads of their protective film, the experience would have probably given me a
heart attack." Such acomment is asincere tribute to all our efforts!
We'd like to address one point he
raises — that of spending "another few
thou" to come up with an improved ver-
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sion of the ML2.1. Stepping back for a
second, I'd like to remind the readers
that all my designs strive to approach —
to asmaller or larger degree — the level
of acorresponding theoretical model developed by me. At present, the ML2.1
comes closest to this theoretical model
than any other existing Lamm product.
This amplifier is an embodiment of adesign concept that is best realized at its
current price level — where the price
framework is the only limitation that
places this amplifier where it is on the
scale of approximation toward my theoretical model. In other words, the major
force that defines aspecific level of
sound reproduction is based on particular
expenditures involved in the implementation. That's why there is nearly nothing
in this product that can be improved.
In order to move even closer to the theoretical model, we would have to develop a
product that manifests an appreciable difference in sound reproduction as compared
to the ML2.1; and to achieve that objective,
we would have to employ ahigher level of
resources (which, again, would serve as a
defining framework for implementation of
such aproduct). Unfortunately, this will
come at aprice significantly higher than
just afew more thousand dollars. Having
said that, we are pleased to report that we
are currently in the process of working on
such an amplifiet
Our gratitude extends to John Atkinson for conducting aserious set of measurements, and for his in-depth
comments on them. Every one of them
deals with various facets of the amplifier
and adds yet another stroke to the complete picture. However, two measurements in particular (depicted in figs.11
and 12), along with their comments, are
especially noteworthy. Rather than take
up the space to present our thoughts on
these measurements, we'd like to refer
interested individuals to our comments
on Sam Tellig's review of the ML2 amplifier, which came out afew years ago
("Manufacturers' Comments," Stereophile,
October 1999, Vo122 No.10, p.230).
All in all, we are very happy with the
objective and thorough review. This is
especially gratifying because its publication
came out in the year of our company's
10th anniversary.
Vladimir Lamm
Director ofEngineering, Lamm Industries
REL Studio III
Editor:
Thanks go out from all of us at Suiniko to
Larry Greenhill for his thorough analysis of
the REL Studio III Sub-Bass system. Having spoken with Larry at length prior to the
Studio IlFs installation, it was apparent that
his work with avariety of subwoofers had
prepared him well to fully understand the
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Music Systems & Home Theatre
differences and capabilities of REL SubBass Systems. Their design is predicated on
the belief that the main speakers should be
run full-range, recognizing that any gains in
dynamic range that might be achieved by
crossing them over are contradicted by
losses and distortions incurred by introducing additional crossover components into
the system. By not interfering with the fullrange sound of the main speakers, and preserving the carefully crafted balance of the
partnering speaker system as determined
by its designer, the REL is able to take
advantage of many unique design and construction features.
One of those features is the use of extremely low crossover points, which avoids exciting the usual room resonances
that exist in the bass range, further allowing for sufficient amplitude to produce
true sub-bass frequencies. The reproduction of these frequencies results in the
expansion of the soundstage, improvements in image specificity, and the realization of agreater sense of lifelike body
and presence for every voice or instrument. The result is an overall improvement in system performance far greater
than the introduction of any component
upgrade that might be contemplated.
In making any recommendation for a
particular REL in any system, the matter of
scale is most important The size and characteristics of the room, the capabilities of
the partnering equipment, and an individual's performance needs must be taken into
consideration. In certain cases, asmaller
REL may be more appropriate to suit the
needs of the system as awhole. Our recommendation of the Studio III came as a
result of Larry's description of his room's
ability to eat alive any but the biggest and
meanest of the subwoofers that had spent
time within its voluminous confines while
playing back organ-pedal tones. Following
Patrick Butler and Allan Haggar's time
working in the room, it became apparent
to them that aStentor III, at $5000, may
have been all that was truly "needed" to
achieve the desired results.
As the person most directly involved in
the training efforts put forth by Sumiko, I
feel it necessary to confirm, with one qualification, that all REL dealers are indeed
trained in the setup technique described in
the review. Sumiko's training efforts are
extensive and varied. In addition to more
traditional training, we offer at our facilities in Berkeley two three-day training sessions, Masters and Star, devoted to the
installation and setup of two-channel and
multichannel systems, respectively.
Throughout the course of those trainings,
salesmen and installers are taught asetup
approach for main speakers and sub-bass
systems that is broken down into four relatively simple, repeatable steps that use no
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New, Meridian G Series in Stock!
G68 Processor, G98 DVD Player
GO7 & GO8 CD Player
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861v4 Reference Processor,
New 800 Reference DVD/CD Player
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-

CA-M400 Power Amplifier

www.jsaudio.com

Unison Unit() +Unto

P

KIM3ER KABLE

Audio •Cardas •Dynaudio •EAR
Jeff Rowland •Grado •Kimber Illuminati
Kimber Select •Mark Levinson
Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Monster Cable •Magnum Dynalab
Niles •Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma
REL •Rix Rax •SME •Sony XBR •Sony
Plasma •Stewart Filmscreens •VPI

epo

aucJioquest

One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com

Visa Mastercard, American Express, Discover
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ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordablAudio

800.510.4753 Mon. -Thur. 8-5:30 Fri. 8-5 (PST)

P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 701.677.3299 audiowavesoaol.corn

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves

381: all Fig
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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test equipment of any kindjust the sophisticated facility of human hearing, to tune a
system to the listening room.
In the case of the REL setup technique,
Allan Haggar's "poetic" description of the
process and the rationale behind it may
have hidden the fact that setting up aREL
is really quite easy. In fact, REL training,
and our publishing of"REL Set Up Made
Simple" (stunikoaudio.net) on our website, are predicated on the idea that this
straightforward approach can easily be
learned and used for excellent results by
sales consultants and consumers alike.
While assistance in unpacking and moving about the room aspeaker as massive as
the Studio HI is certainly warranted, the
dialing-in of any REL can be accomplished by even the least sophisticated
user. This is not to say that acustomer
should not demand the level of service
from their dealer that Larry received from
Allan and Patrick. After all, that is why we
spend the time and money to train each
authorized REL dealer.
So, when buying aREL, look for a
plaque on the wall that signifies aMasters- and/or Star-trained sales consultant,
and insist on aprofessional dial-in.
Terry Medalen
Sumiko Training

Iapologize for writing this, but your
one-sided reporting and our total omission are frustrating and downright unfair.
David Karmeli
Damoka LLC
David: Please don't apologizefor expressing
yourfrustration; looking at thingsfrom your
point of view, Ican understand how you feeL I
wish Icould at least give you adecent explanation ofwhy my piece omitted the credit you
deserve but Ican't. "Massive brain misfire" is
the only thing Ican come up with.
Please know that Idid not set out to be
unfair, and that there is no agenda behind my
having written the column that way. Ican offer
only my sincere and unambiguous apologie.
And y
it's not too late, please accept my thanks
for having gone to the trouble and expense of
bringing all that equipmentfor our benefit: The
experience was unlike anything else I've enjoyed
in home audio.
—Art Dudley

Mobile Fidelity OML-1
Editor:
We would like to thank Stereophile and
Sam Tellig for taking the time to review
our OML-1 loudspeaker. However, we are
puzzled by Mt Tellig's comments regarding the purchase of speakers via mailorder. He fails to mention the positive elements of this type of purchase. We feel
auditioning apair of loudspeakers in your
Silverline at HE2004E
own home for amonth, with your own
Editor:
associated components, in your own
As amanufacturer, Iappreciate my produnique listening room has distinct advanucts getting attention in Stereophile Thanks
tages over auditioning speakers in an unfato Art Dudley for his time spent auditionmiliar sound room using components
ing our products at the recent Home
other than your own over afew hours.
Entertainment 2004 East show in New
The 30-day, 100% return policy virtually
York City. As alongtime Stereophile and
eliminates any risk to the potential buyer.
Listener reader, I've enjoyed Mt Dudley's
We also want to clarify the statement
writing style. He is intelligent, insightftil,
in the review that the OML models were
and engaging. Thanks again.
Alan Yun
designed for MPSI2s mastering studio.
President, Silverline Audio Teck
The speakers are not used to master any
of our UHR SACDs, ULTRADISC II
Damoka at HE2004E
Gold CDs, or half-speed mastered LPs.
Editor:
The speakers are used for post-producWe received the August issue of Stereotion playback to mirror aconsumer lisphile and read Art Dudley's glowing
tening environment.
review of our room at Home EntertainMr. Tellig describes the OML-1
ment 2004 East ["Listening," p.44]. Sadly,
midrange as "slightly recessed." We note
there wasn't asingle mention of our
from past reviews that Mr. Tellig tends
company in the entire article!
to favor speakers we would characterize
I'm at aloss why you attributed all our
as "forward" in their tonal presentation.
efforts in bringing the rarest Siemens and
We feel the OML-1's are engineered to
Tannoy speakers, EMT and Micro Seiki
be more accurate and neutral.
turntables, the extremely rare and limiIn conclusion, the readers can decide
ted-edition SPU, along with all the digifor themselves, they are more than weltal front ends, CEC and Weiss, not to
come to audition these speakers in their
mention our expenses and our hard
own home for 30 days. We will ship
work for this show, all to Lamm. Then
them to you for free and if you do not
you added insult to injury and gave away
agree that these speakers represent
our room, too, by calling it the Lamm
excellent sonic value and craftsmanship,
Suite. There was no Lamm Suite —
we will pay for the return shipping.
Lamm was only aco-exhibitor in the
James Davis
room. If anything, as Lamm dealers, their
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, Inc
electronics were part of our exhibit.
WorldRadioHistory
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Tempo
Tempo moved the world
1932 Lange runs: The air-propeller pushed
railcar "Schienenzeppelin" set aworld speed
record of 230 km/h or 142.9 mph on the
route Berlin-Hamburg, arecord that stood
for 20 years before being topped in 1955.
1937 Behold: Riding afamous shaftdriven BMW twin-cylinder Boxer engine,
Ernst Henne set anew motorcycle world
record of 279.5 km/h or 174.7 mph in
Munich.
1947 Yeager-Master Flown by US-Captain
Charles E 'Chuck' Yeager, the
original Bell X1 was the first aircraft to break
the sound barrier.
1986 Physics lesson: The Audio Physic
Tempo, acompact two-way loudspeaker
system, was launched into the race and
,vept many audiophiles off their feet.

out now: The new TEMPO

itLi(Judi9rin.miy.4
j
No loss of fine detail

USA:
IMMEDIA
TeL 510559.2050
Fax. 510.559.1855
eMail: infoeimmediasound.com
www.immediasound.com
outside USA:
Audio Physic GmbH -Germany
www.audlophysic.de
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www.audiovideologic.com
Wadia 302 with Great Northern Sound Modification.
GNS takes agreat cd player and makes it even
better! Wadia's unsurpassed $4450 model
302, with it's built in volume control, is an
upsampling cd player of very high resolution
capable of driving power amplifiers directly
with out the sonic degradation apreamp adds.
Steve Huntley, formerly of Wadia, specializes in
making modifications that were not cost effective for the manufacturer to make.
His $1200 Custom modification enables the Wadia 302 to come alive and
challenge the state of the art for afraction of it's price. GNS provides the 1year
transport warranty and 2year electronics warranty on these brand new 302's.
•••••

Available anywhere in US/Canada.

$4999.00 — Save S650.00!

Closeout! Save 50% on PS Audio XStream
Speaker Cables!
PS Audio cables offer both heavy
gauge OFC copper stranded and
solid core construction with hand
soldered terminations. No network
boxes or interfaces are used for the
most direct connection possible.
Included
are
a full
set
of
interchangeable spade or banana
connectors avoiding the need for retermination.
Call us for surprising prices on other PS Audio
products like the 3.5 Power Director!

Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts
Aleph 30

X-1 Line Stage

X-ONO Phono Stage

Hybrid Cosmetics

Hybrid Cosmetics
•

SAVE 30%

t

SAVE 40%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4 ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3year warranty

•2chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

•2 chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

•

40%

•Audio Research •Audioquest •BMW •Billy Bags •Denon •Fosgate •Genesis •Grado •Krell •moan •Marsh •Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity •NHT •hardest
•Onkyo Integra •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Roter •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia

6 Months No Payments
No Interest Financing!

Audio-Video
L•0•G•I•C

(local sales only)

3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279

S1 0

ancoustic
dali
elac
gallo
innersound
jrnlab
morel
polk Isi
spendor
thiel
triangle
wilson benesch

nAudioVision
san francisco

How do you make a
"Class A" loudspeaker

arcam
audioquest
audio refinement
ayre acoustics
bat
bryston
cambridge
cardas
clearaudio
esoteric
fujitsu
harmonic tech
integra

even better?
Presenting the new
Triangle Celius
Come hear the new
Triangle Esprit Line at
Audio Vision San Francisco
1603 pine st. san francisco ca 94109 •415.614.1118
www.audiovisionsf.com

naim audio
pathos
ps audio
rega
richard gray
shunyata research
sim 2
simaudio
unison research
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, Audio Revelation
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Comet Audio
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CLASSIFIED
THE BEST DEAL ON

DUflTOfliC
Integrated Amplifier
DU-Ed (3008)

NAD
SPEAKERS

&

outside US:

more!

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
(714)534-8780 Established in 1555
SFORZANDO design JL one

323-7801900

SC Resources Inc.
Angelc,

Aliforma

1-888-8899007
'
WWW.hifiresources.com

Headphone

listening comes of age:

introducing the most wonderful headphone listening
experience imaginable. NEW! EarMax 10th Anniversary

OD

Trumpet Phono
"an open, airy, detailed, and
thoroughly intoxicating sound"
Michael Fremer

GOT COUNTERPOINT?
«

du

work by the people who
designed it and built it.

called the king of headphones.Appointment,
(973)875-8705 or visit us at
www.audioadvancements.com

ATTENTION MUSIC LISTENERS
Come Visit O
UT Showroom In Northern New Jersey
On Msploy: •Consanome •Benz •Empire• Earner •Phonomax
•Lehmonnaudin• Soto •EuioLob •Amazon •Marsh •H
•Omega Speakers •Stillpoints •tiudiopath Cables •Grade

WE CAN HELP YOU

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

Hudson Audio Technologies (201)768-0672

Choose excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (and video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable
advice, years of hands-on experience We carry: NAO.
Parasound, NOT. Adcom, KEF, TARA, API, Aragon, Spendor,
Salamander. baffle, Cambridge. Sharp Vision, ACI.more

www.hudsonaudio.net

Read Brothers, 593 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403

usedcable,com

You know you want to call!

www.sforzandociesign.com

Coble Munulacturingund Repair, Amplifier Modification 8. Upgrades

Arizona Hi-Fi
LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ.

WE BUY CABLES. WE SELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.

www.tubeaudio.com

480 -921 -9961

(843)723-7276 www.readbrothers.com.

20,000 Watt Hi -Fi
improved by

AUDIO SPLENDOR TM
software

www.burwenaudio.com

Superior sight & Sound Michigan's high end authority
for 10 years. Our product lines include Basis,
Graham, Clearaudio, Analysis Plus, Shunyata
Research, letra Loudspeakers, EDGE, Jeff Rowland,
Accuphase. dCS, Solid Tech, Arcici. Aesthetix, Wisdom
Audio, Benz-micro. Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab,
Transrotor. Transfiguration and many others.

,ilonoete

Visit us at vAn.superiorsightandsound.com
Sounckuperior@hotrnail.corn or call 248-626-2780
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purifier", and, while they last, the Sony R10's, rightly

Unparalleled depth,imaging,
soundstage &dynamic range
20Hz to 30 Khz +/- 2.5 db
8years in production
Factory direct sayings

!-

www.hagtech.eom

Edition, Belles5 headphone amp, TransMax "sonic

Ilim1111=Ionidin

HAGERMAN

PassDlY
Zen & other DIY projects

Distributed by Artech Electronics Ltd.
(514) 631-6448 •wwwartech-electronics corn

www. sass.' .com
Ilt

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

Made in England.
Distributed by.
Artech Electronics Ltd.
Tel (514) 631-6448
www.artech-electronics.com

Factory direct since 1984

AUDIO UNLIMITED

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,
Arcam, ASC, Audio Refinement Avalon Acoustics, Balanced

MICHELL GYRO SE
From
England's
leading
turntable
manufacturer
Distributed by Artech Electronics Ltd.
Tel (514) 631-6448 •VAWI art ech -e led r
ones. com
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Free brochure (mention Stph)
Pm Madsen Design (800)821-4883

www.rackittm.com

Audio Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clea ud io, Dwin, DynaVector, EAR,
Electrocampaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, .1Mlab, Koetsu,
Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra,
Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood
Newcastle, Spendor, TacT Audio, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration,Tranvotor, XL0,YBA,Zoethecus, and more.
Call lobe Barnes at 13031 691-3407, fu 13031 6914768, 3205
EColoradoAre.,Demer,0080210. mmaudiounlImitedderner.com
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www.BVaudio.com
Introducing

NEW

P10 preamplifier

'Fully balanced 'Programmable display 'Fully functional
remote 'Microprocessor volume control 'Programmable
gain 'Programmable balance .1.1R channels matched
within 005d8 'Adjustable MCfMMphono •XLR and RCA
I/0s 'Hr-Resolution ready .5 year warranty

sale-company direct, in-home trial available
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ADVERTISE IN
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We can

esign your a
You will reac)

QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for Spendor. The FactoryAuthorized US service center for Quad, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com. Web:
www.qsandd.com.

AUDIO ART, EST. 1976—Edge-of-the-art
audio components dedicated to serving music.
Avalon, Ayre, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Cardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AudioArtUSA@aol.com.

enthusiasts vvho actively look
to our magazine for product
purchase decision.
BEST DISCOUNT PRICES —McIntosh, Audio
Research, Dynaudio, JMIab, Meridian, Runco,
and others. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money
back. Hillcrest Audio (310) 891-6866.

$35.00 per line.
There are approximately
45 characters in aline (including
letters, spaces, and punctuation).
5line minimum.

call (212"

SOUND LAB SPEAKERS CHICAGO &
MIDWEST Ultimate music experience with
Parasound JC-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more by appointment. Free stay,
travel reimbursement with purchase. (847) 3828433, www.essentialaudio.com.

8-3684
86

All classified ads must be prepaid

www.melaudio.IT.

MasterCard, Visa, or
SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Anthem, Arcam,
Audio Research, Benz, Clearaudio, Grado,
Koetsu, Plinius, Rega, Ruark, Theta, Totem,
Vandersteen, Verity, Wadia, Wilson Benesch, and
more! (801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.

Prinnedia Magazines
261 Madison Ave, 9th Floor
Nevv York, NY 10016
FAX: (212) 886-2810

Ads are due on the

Il

IT. IS COMING
Be apart of IT
IT. will be at Alexis Park room 1861

with order by check or credit care:
American Express

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—since 1979. Awesome
Platinum Ultra mod series with All-Blackgate caps. Platinum resistors. Signature mods
with Schottky diodes, Blackgate caps, more
natural, transparent. Add Schottky, Blackgate,
Platinum to your unit! Mods for Adcom, B&K,
Dynatubes,
Haller,
and
many
others!
Single-ended PA-3B front-end PCBs for
Hailer amps—compare to the best! SACD/
DVD-Audio "all-format" players from $995.
Available soon—tube preamp kit and phono
stage! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Ct.,
St. Charles, MO 63304. (636) 447-0040,
www.musicalconcepts.com.

SERVING THE NY/NJ METRO AREA
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Dodson Audio,
Resolution Audio, Audience, Acoustic Zen,
8th Nerve, and more! (201) 750-9948,
www.sonicspirits.com.

first working day of the month,
two months in advance of
the issue in which you: ad

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES—
Available from SMc Audio. Outstanding upgrade
options for most McCormack designs. Contact
designer Steve McCormack at (760) 732-0352,
or see www.SMcAudio.com.

SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA?—Free
stay in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also Audience, ATC, AtmaSphere, Birdland, Buggtussel, CEC, GamuT,
Gilmore, Gradient, Green Mtn, JoLida, Klegg,
Magnan, Parasound Halo, Purist, Shunyata, TG
Audio, Wolcott, more. (504) 866-1730, www.
audiokinesis.com.

will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run i
the December 2004 issue,:
you must submit
it by October 1, 2004.
No refunds.
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FLORIDA! High- end audio has arrived! St. Cecilia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575, www.
scsoundgallety.com.

WorldRadioHistory

For information about
advertising in Stereophile Classified,
please call (212) 886-3684.
The deadline for the December issue
is October 1.
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AURAL ROBERT
Robert Baird

Keeping Vusic and Vusicians Alive

T

ribute records always seem to
be released in swarms, like
insects drawn to honey, record
labels to fruitless suits against
downloading teenagers, or
journalists to anything free,
stale crusts of bread included. The idea
behind atribute album is to venerate
someone, and/or to raise money or
awareness for aworthy cause. Many artists
find tributes akick because they get to try
their interpretive hands at what is often
hallowed repertoire — hence the success
of such milestones of the
genre as Deadicated (the
Grateful Dead) and Till
the Night Is Gone: A Tribute
to Doc Pomus.
The trouble with such
affairs, which are by nature
complicated, is the way
they come together. Most
are done via, literally, UPS
or FedEx. Artists choose or
are assigned atune, work
on said song at their leisure
(usually at ahome studio),
and, when finished, call
the brown or the purple
delivery service to pick up
the results. But after sorting out in the mix
all these tracks' enormous sonic differences,
another problem remains: artistic consistency. Robbie Fulks, the punk-country
singer-songwriter and producer of Touch
My Heart (Sugar Hill), anew tribute to
Johnny Paycheck, calls it "quality control."
The Paycheck tribute was recorded in a
Nashville studio with ahouse band backing Neko Case, Big Al Anderson, Marshall Crenshaw, Mavis Staples, and Hank
Williams III. In tone and style, the result is
far more harmonious and finished-sounding than most tribute albums.
Johnny Paycheck, brawler, addict, and
artist, was one of classic country music's
worst sociopaths. He also scrawled a
number of heartrending tunes whose
power came from the fact that he wrote
'em the way he lived 'em. "The singular
quality for me about Paycheck is the darkness in his music, and the commitment to
going over the top in his lyrics," Fulks said
recently from his home in Nashville.
The album has two highlights that
show the happy accidents that can make a
tribute record. In 1972, the justly famed
producer Billy Sherrill, then at Epic in
Nashville, talked Paycheck into recording
"She's All IGot," which became ahit and
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revived his career after aperiod of selfdestructive turmoil. On Touch My Heart,
Paycheck confidante George Jones sings
the song, but before he begins, avoice,
which turns out to be that of Big Al
Anderson, booms out, "This is take one
and good luck with your performance."
Jones, renowned for his shenanigans in
the studio, bursts out laughing.
The other accident isn't quite so much
fins. The great Buck Owens, now 75, has
had surgery for throat cancer and, more
recently, astroke. He's heard here struggling through a
couple of lines of
Paycheck's blessing/curse novelty
hit, "Take This
Job and Shove It,"
in arendition that

also includes the voices of Radney Foster,
Jeff Tweedy, and Bobby Bare. The fact
that Owens even tried speaks volumes
about his respect for Paycheck.
After bowing to the honored dead, the
other noble reason for compiling atribute
record is to fight any of the array of incurable
diseases facing the living. Two recent tributes do that, on levels both universal (38
Songs ofHope) and personal (Por Vida).
Engendered and organized by Rob
Litowitz, aDC attorney whose mother
has Parkinson's Disease and who had no
previous experience with the record business (brave man), Parkinsong, Volume One:
38 Songs ofHope is atwo-disc collection of
previously released songs donated by
much of the cream of the singer-songwriter community. The proceeds go to
the Parkinsong Foundation, which Litowitz and his sisters have established to
benefit research into Parkinson's. Here
stars mix with those who should be: Greg
Brown, Crosby and Nash, Catie Curtis,
Bonnie Raitt, Kim Richey, Tom Russell,
and many others, each contribute atrack.
Most notable is Dave Alvin's "The Man
in the Bed" (from his new album, AshWorldRadioHistory

grove), which details Alvin's father's struggles with Parkinson's.
Any collection this large is bound to
include lulls that are less than thrilling, and
if you don't like folk music (je, one voice,
one guitar), then 38 Songs is better dipped
into than played straight through. But for
the most part, it's aworthy chunk of musical philanthropy.
One participant in 38 Songs, Alejandro
Escovedo, is himself the subject of a
recent tribute, Por Vida (Or Music), the
proceeds from which go to offset the costs
of his ongoing battle with hepatitis C.
Texas-born Escovedo comes from amusical family; arelative is Sheila E. Besides a
long and distinguished solo career,
Escovedo has been part of anumber of
notable bands, beginning with the Nuns
(a punk band who opened the last show
on the Sex Pistols' 1978 tour), cowpunkers Rank & File, roots/alt band The
True Believers (more fondly known as
The Trubees), fun/dumb hard-rock band
Buick MclCane, and finally, Austin conglomerate The Setters. On Por Vida, a
bevy of alt-rock/alt-country artists —
Lucinda Williams, Steve Earle, Calexico,
Howe Gelb, Son Volt, Los Lonely Boys,
and others — each tackle an Alejandro
song. This 32-track, two-disc set achieves
the best that any such multi-artist collection can hope for: Considered apart from
the cause it supports, it's a coherent
album you want to listen to again because
it's so, to be simplistic about it, good.
Three other new tributes are worth a
listen. Beautiful Dreamer: The Songs «
of
Stephen Foster (American Roots Publishing)
is adecidedly mixed bag dedicated to the
often criminally overlooked work of one
of America's greatest songwriters. A few
cuts predominate: Raul Malo's soaring
version of the title tune, John Prine's
laconic reading of "My Old Kentucky
Home, Good night," and Roger
McGuinn's bizarre, Byrds-ized take on
"Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair."
Chicago's alt-country label Bloodshot
Records has just released Hard-Headed
Woman: A Celebration of Wanda Jackson,
which, according to the advance material,
"Gives props to one of Rock and Roll's
original bad-asses." Finally, there's Future
Soundtrack for America (Barsuk), astar-studded compilation (Flaming Lips, Fountains
of Wayne, Old 97's, RINI., Tom Waits)
just released by Music for America and
Move0n.org. Look for reviews of both in
the November 2004 Stereophile
Stereophile, October 2004

A TRULY BREATHTAKING PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE EXPERIENCED.
"Opera Sauvage arc capable of handling all information
with accuracy and inusicalitv-a combination achieved only
by the best in the business." The biner Ear report, Issue 13 #2.
'One of the most satisfying multichannel e CES.'
Kalman Rubinson„S'tereophile, June 2004
"Build quality Defines the state of the art...",
Chris Lewis, 1-loint. Theater, April 2003
"One of the more musically satisfying rooms Ivisited in Las
Vegas
The bass was almost too good to he true...I enjoyed
my time with the Opera Sauvage."
John Atkinson, St( reophile, July 2004
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